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The following-named otflcers of the Ma

rine Corps for permanent appointment to 
the grade of brigadier general: 
Victor A. Armstrong William F. Doehler 
Thomas H. Miller, Jr. Edward J. Miller 
Robert H. Barrow Wilbur F. Simlik 
Herbert L. Beckington James H. Berge 
Leonard E. Fribourg James R. Jones 
Robert D. Bohn 

The following-named officers of the Marine 
Corps Reserve for permanent appointment to 
the grade of brigadier general: 

Louis Conti 
Verne C. Kennedy 
Harold Chase 

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN
ISTRATION 

Subject to qualifications provided by law, 
the following for permanent appointment to 
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the grades indicated in the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration: 

To be lieutenants 
Abram Y. Bryson, Jr. 
Warren K. Taguchi 

IN THE ARMY 
The nominations beginning Woodrow W. 

Stromberg, to be major general, and ending 
Bruce W. Wolitarsky, to be second lieu
tenant, which nom1nations were received 
by the Senate and appeared in the CON
GRESSIONAL RECORD on October 28, 1971; and 

The nomination of Anthony B. Herbert, 
to be major, which nomination was received 
by the Senate and appeared in the CONGRES
SIONAL RECORD on November 1, 1971. 

IN THE NAVY 
The nominations beginning Joseph P. 

Barreca, Jr., to be captain, and ending Lois 
E. Harden, to be captain, which nominations 
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were received by the Senate and appeared 
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on October 26, 
1971; 

The nominations beginning Robert F. Ace, 
to be commander, and ending Anna Lea 
Steenburgen, to be commander, which nomi
nations were received by the Senate and ap
peared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on 
October 26, 1971; 

The nominations beginning Fletcher J. 
Barnes Ill, to be commander, and ending 
William C. Krieg, to be commander, which 
nominations were received by the Senate 
and appeared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
on October 28, 1971; and 

The nominations beginning Peter S. 
Capernaros, to be commander, and ending 
Franz Hatfield, to be ensign, which nomina
tions were received by the Senate and ap
peared in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on 
October 28, 1971. 

EX,TE.NSIONS OF RE.MARKS 
MCI FOSTERS CULTURAL 

EXCHANGE 

HON.MARGARET M.HECKLER 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mrs. HECKLER of Massachusetts. Mr. 
Speaker, the world focus is on travel, 
both for business and leisure purposes. 
"See America First" is a slogan that has 
truly touched the hearts of the American 
people. More and more Americans are 
taking advantage of every opportunity to 
spend their leisure time in the enjoyment 
of our Nation's varied advantages. The 
cultural assets of our cities and the 
peace and contentment of our national 
parks and rural areas are chief tourist 
attractions to our Nation at vacation 
time. 

But it is not only American travelers 
whose attention is centered upon the 
United States today. As we advance in 
history, all the peoples of the world are 
closer together in time if not in space. 
More than ever, foreign nationals are dis
posed to visit the United States, now that 
airline travel and improved communica
tions have brought the continents to
gether. 

America has much to offer--our cul
tural life, our scenic beauty, our people of 
ethnic diversity. These many different 
factors compose a nation of the greatest 
possible appeal and potential for tourism. 
The time is ripe for America to encourage 
the peoples of other lands to visit, explore, 
and enjoy our great Nation. 

And yet the primary stimulus to visit 
America for those of other lands remains 
at this time our technological progress. 
It is the businessmen of the world who 
are the most familiar with American 
geography. Unfortunately, however, too 
many of our foreign visitors touch only 
the business places here and hurry home 
again, without savoring even a taste of 
our cultural inheritance, and without al
lowing their families the opportunity to 
become acquainted with our people and 
our land. Throughout the world today, 
business men and women and profession
als of every nationality must rush from 
airport and appointment witt .. little res
pite representative of American tradi-

tions of entertainment or cultural in:.. 
terest. 

It is a fact that to experience the pred
ilections of an unfamiliar country in a 
relatively short period of time, the busi
nessman must have preplanned activities 
to make the most of his brief leisure. The 
concept of helping the businessman to 
achieve full use of his time and to en
courage business groups to visit the 
United States for exchange of ideas with 
their American counterparts is the basis 
for a new consulting firm, Marketing 
Coordinators International, founded on 
the belief that technological exchange 
should be combined with travel ex
perience and cultural understanding. 

Under the able leadership of Daniel A. 
Botkiss, president, MCI offers a multi
faceted program of cultural preparation 
and coordination for professional con
ventions and conferences. This firm stim
ulates and facilitates visits by business 
groups to the United States through 
travel assistance, interpretive services, 
and professional exchange. 

To reach a full segment of the inter
national market, offices have been estab
lished in Paris, London, and Caracas, in 
addition to the Washington headquar
ters, with new locations planned for 1972 
and 1973. The Paris office serves as an 
illustration of the coordinated concept of 
cultural exchange on which Mr. Botkiss 
has founded his new venture. 

Directed by Countess Irene Gabrielle 
de Lambilly, who is chairman and man
aging director of Les Hotesses Independ
antes Associees, Paris MCI has under
taken an active campaign to bring groups 
of businessmen and tourists to confer
ences in the United States. Exhibitions 
are arranged, speakers provided, and 
business tours and conferences are de
veloped in conjunction with the compre
hensive exchange program. 

This new empharsis on technological 
and marketing transfer and identifi
cation on an international basis should 
be a great asset to our country in the 
world market and should serve to en
hance our balance-of-payments record as 
well. I am pleased that American busi
ness is actively encouraging foreign 
travel to the United States in a sys
tematic manner. To acquaint foreign 
businessmen with the American cultural 
heritage and geographic beauty will un-

doubtedly be a step forward toward our 
national goals of augmenting human 
awareness and international understand
ing in the hearts and homes and market
place of all the peoples of the world. 

THE TRAGEDY OF NORTHERN ffiE
LAND 

HON. JAMES R. GROVER, JR. 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, November 10, 1971 

Mr. GROVER. Mr. Speaker, as a co
sponsor with Congressman BrAGGI of 
House Resolution 672, I have for some 
time been concerned with the situation 
in Northern Ireland. I do not wish to ex
acerbate an already volatile situation 
by joining with those whose statements 
are merely calculated to twist the Brit
ish lion's tail. However the time has 
arrived when international observation 
and concern should be turned to that 
troubled isle in an effort to bring a ra
tional and just political settlement to a 
problem that increasingly gives indica
tions of developing into a full scale civil 
war. Traditionally our Nation has had 
strong ties to both the Irish and British 
people, and I am certain that men of 
good will in Britain are as concerned as 
we are here over the recent reports of 
brutalities suffered by the Irish. 

It is in this regard that I have been 
particularly distressed by the reports in 
the world press detailing the inhumane 
treatment accorded prisoners who have 
been interned in Northern Ireland. The 
New York Times of November 9, 1971, 
published a story concerning the efforts 
of Amnesty International to secure better 
treatment of these prisoners and charg
ing that they were subjected to savage 
beating and torture. I submit for the 
RECORD a copy of an article in the Lon
don Sunday Times of October 17, 1971, 
detailing these brutalities: 
How ULSTER INTERNEES ARE MADE To TALK 

The growing success of the British Army's 
efforts in Ulster to trace suspected IRA 
men and their weaponry stems, the Army 
claims, from an increasing flow of informa
tion. Privately, the Army acknowledges that 
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most of this ls coming from those already 
detained. 

As one Northern Ireland Cabinet minister 
said on Friday: "Those fellows are singing 
like hell." If so, what has made them "sing." 

There is now a weight of circumstantial 
evidence which cannot be brushed aside that 
the interrogation methods being used in 
Ulster "ought"-to quote a Stormont Opposi
tion MP-"to be unacceptable in a civilised 
country." Insight with John Whale report: 

The military camp at Hollywood, just out
side Belfast, has a reassuring name: Pa.lace 
Barracks. Men of the First Battalion, the 
Parachute Regiment, are currently stationed 
there. But visitors to the ca.mp have noticed 
a special compound at the back, with four 
huts surrounded by a corrugated iron fence. 

The Army seems uncertain what to say 
about this. "There is a. police holding centre 
there," one spokesman admitted, but of its 
purpose he said: "I don't think there is an in
terrogation centre there." But another 
spokesman agreed: "A certain amount of 
interrogation did go on at Hollywood straight 
after internment. It was a police affair, 
nothing to do with the Army." 

The Royal Ulster Constabulary, on the 
other hand, say: "We a.re not prepared to 
disclose whether or not there is a. place at 
Palace Barracks which we use for interview
ing persons detained." 

"DISORIENTATION" CENTRE 

The facts a.re these. The compound at 
Palace Barracks houses an interrogation cen
tre set up by a. unit of MI12-the section of 
Military Intelligence dealing with Ulster. The 
centre is using top-secret "disorientation" 
techniques of interrogation to break down 
suspected IRA men. We have statements, 
smuggled from prison, by 11 men-all sus
pected by the Army of being "Provisional 
IRA leaders-who have been interrogated in 
this fashion." 

The 11 men are: Kevin Hanna.way, aged 
22, Francis McGuiga.n, 23, Joseph Clarke, 
19, and James Auld, 20, all of Belfast; Patrick 
McNally, 24, and Blan Turley, 25, of Armagh; 
Gerald McKerr, 27, of Lurgan; Sean Mc
Kenna, 42, of Newry; Michael Donnelly, 22, 
of Derry; Patrick McLean, 38, of Berargh, 
Co. Tyrone; and Patrick Chivers, 31, of 
Toomebridge, Co. Antrim. All these were 
given the full "disorientation" treatment. 

Corroborating details about life in Palace 
Barracks come from a 12th man, Tony 
Rosato, a 24-year-old second-year student 
of modern history and economics at Queen's 
University, Belfast, who spent 36 hours in 
the place before his release last Tuesday 
.afternoon. Rosato was not given the treat
ment. 

The technique was the same for all 11 
men. They had been rounded up at various 
points in the province-mostly at Girdwood 
Barracks in the centre of Belfast. All were 
blindfolded by having a hood, two layers of 
fabric thick, placed over their heads. These 
hoods remained on their heads for up to six 
days. 

Each man was then flown by helicopter 
to an unknown destination-in fact, Pa.lace 
Barracks. During the period of their inter
rogation, they were continuously hooded, 
barefoot, dressed only in an over-large boiler 
suit, and spread-eagled against a wall-lean
ing on their fingertips like the hypotenuse 
of a right-angled triangle. 

PERVASIVE NOISE 

The only sound that filled the room was 
a high-pitched throb, which the detainees 
usually liken to an air compressor. The noise 
literally drove them out of their minds. 

At intervals, they would be taken from 
this room for questioning by RUC Special 
Branch men. Unless they were cooperative, 
thev were returned to the room. This con
tinued for up to six days. 

The "disorientation" technique of inter
rogation is among the most secret areas of 
the British armed services' training tech-
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nlques. Using Russian brainwash techniques, 
it was refined for British service use by an 
RAF wing-commander, who committed sui
cide later. It is taught to select m111ta.ry 
personnel at the Joint Services Interroga
tion Centre, whose location is an official 
secret. 

The interrogation at Palace Barracks was 
organised, so far as we have been able to 
ascertain, by mer. from the Joint Services 
Interrogation Centre. The actual question
ing appears to have been carried out by 
members of the Royal Ulster Constabulary 
Special Branch. 

The statements of the 11 after their ex
perience are jumbled and often incoherent. 
(One, subsequently released, is now under 
treatment for mental disorder.) The best 
description of the actual interrogation tech
nique at Hollywood-as opposed to the dis
orientation process---comes from the stu
dent Tony Rosato. 

They said that my brother had said I was 
a memht>r of the IRA. They said that the 
girls picked up from my house had said I 
was a member of the IRA. They asked me 
to sign a statement, saying that I had made 
incendiary devices for these girls. The date 
they said wai.. 1970. I was in Oxford in 1970 
and didn't even know these girls. 

There were three interrogators. One was 
what I call the intellectual. He was obviously 
more intelligent and he was meant to be 
more intelligent than the others. That was 
his role, to defeat me intellectually, in my 
politi~al and socialist ideas. One interrogator 
would ba very kind, smiling at you now and 
again asking if you would like cups of tea. 
The othP.r would be brutal and trying to get 
a.round the desk to get at you and being 
restrainE'd b~· other policemen, who would 
be saying 'remember they've got these in
quiries now.' 

Eac:t... policeman is on duty in Palace Bar
racks for about 12 hours a day. There are 
only two shifts in the day. Each shift be
haves exactly the same as the next shift and 
that is not just coincidental. Each officer 
uses thP same methods, coming up to you 
and whispE>ring and suddenly changing the 
tones of his voice and screaming at you. For 
instance, 'fold those blankets Tony.' There 
were maybe 40 of them, which I did. A very 
kind policeman acting the father showed 
me how t.o do it. I did it in the same fashion. 
Another came in and shouted 'what are you 
doing?' I said I was asked to fold them. He 
kicked them all over the place and said. 
'You siliy bastard, you're not meant to do 
them like that.' 

I said to the intellectual interrogator that 
only a fool, would say no one could break 
under the treatment. Someone without in
telligence might survive it, but I have seen 
grown men crying and young fellows plead
ing to scrub the floors, clean out the toilets, 
because of the pressures in the detention 
room. You plead for work to clean pebbles or 
wash w1ndows covered in paint. 

The intellectual's whole attempt was to 
defeat and chan ge my political beliefs. He 
said, 'Lcok, Tony. if we let you out--and 
there is a very good chance we will-will 
you stop it? Just get your degree and emi
grate.' 

Mr. Rosato's experience should be set be
side those of Mr. Pa.trick Chivers, one of five 
detainee~ released on Friday. He was given 
the full "disorientation" technique after his 
arrest at his Toomebridge home on August 
9: 

I was taken into a room. In the room there 
was a consistent noise like the escaping of 
compressed air. It was loud and deafening. 
The noise was continuous. I then heard a. 
voice moaning. rt sounded like a person who 
wanted to die. My hands were put high above 
my hea i against the wall. My legs were 
spread apart. My head was pulled back by 
someone catching hold of the hood and at 
the same time my backside was pushed in 
so as to cause the maximum strain on my 
body. I was kept in this position for t'our, 
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or perhaps six hours until I collapsed and fell 
to the ground. After I fell I was lifted up 
again and put against the wall in the same 
position and the same routine was followed 
until I again collapsed. Again I was put up 
and this continued indefinitely. This treat
ment lasted for two or three days and during 
this time I got no sleep and no food. I lost 
consciousness several tiines. 

A prisoner of the surname of Sha.nnon
William Anthony Shannon, of 24 St. James's 
Place, Bel'fast--was still untraced yesterday 
after his arrest a week before. Mr. Rosato 
had more to say about the detainee he knew 
as Shannon. 

He whispered to me that he -had ulcers. 
He must have been 26, perhaps, crying, and 
in agony with his stomach. I didn't under
stand what it was. He said he had been hit a 
couple of times in the stomach. I thought 
back to when I went in. They ask if you have 
any ailments. I had asthma. and I told them, 
and that became another subject for abuse. 
They took my inhaler oft' me. They bargained 
to give you a tablet. My inhaler was used on 
other people, people who did not know what 
it was. Policemen would be bragging about 
a new truth drug and things like this. They 
would march into a room and the next thing 
I would hear was my inhaler being used, and 
police saying "Open your bloody mouth, that 
thing is dangerous. It is poisonous.'' 

When I was released I could not even walk 
without looking round me. I couldn't even 
walk without someone telling me to walk. 
For the last two days we had been told to 
walk to the left, walk to the right, to run, 
to walk slowly to do this, to do that. We had 
done nothing of our own free will. The only 
activity on my own I had was purely intel
lectual. If I scratched myself I was told to 
stop. My hand was beaten off my head. They 
try to smash your individuality. 

The noise is an essential part of the break
down technique. One man, Paddy Joe Mclean, 
o'f Main Street, Beragh, refers in a signed 
and witnessed statement to a whole range of 
disquieting sounds: "Compressed air escap
ing all the time, moaning, death services, 
hymns, execution order, protest moans, fir
ing squad, mob singing." 

Other testimony related more simply to 
physical ill-treatment, though accompanied 
by powerful threats. In a signed and no
t-arised statement, Bernard McGeary, of Ard
more Row, Coalisland, who was held for about 
30 hours on 17 and 18 September spoke of 
his interrogation in a cubicle in a place he 
believed to be Palace Barracks. 

Everybody who questioned me was in plain 
clothes and had Northern Ireland accents. I 
was put against the wall, fingertips touching 
and feet spread apart. One man thumped me 
in the stomach with his fist while the other 
stood by to ·watch me. Meanwhile, the man 
a.t the desk and the man beside me shouted 
questions. This lasted five minutes. The two 
beaters left and I was questioned for another 
ten minutes. The two beaters returned and 
asked if I had talked. Then they put me up 
against a wall again and did the same thing 
over again for five minutes. They then said, 
He better talk before we get back or he will 
get the needle. They indicated a needle with 
a handle four inches in length, which was 
lying on the desk. I was questioned for an
other five minutes. 

Then I was told to sit down, and asked if 
t had anything more to say to save myself. 
I would be sent to the Maidstone [detention 
ship] for 10 or 15 years. They said the inter
rogations and beatings could go on for a week 
or more unless I talked. One of the beaters 
returned and said, "Bannigan has talked and 
Morgan has talked. At this point I could hear 
thumps and squeals from behind the parti
tion. 

Mr. McGreary told us that when he was let 
out he had to sign for his belongings. On the 
back of the same form was a declaration to 
the effect that he had no complaints about 
his treatment. He signed that too. "At that 
stage I would have signed anything.'' 
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The army is determined that this phase 

of its battle with the mA shall remain 
secret. The official inquiry under Sir Edmund 
Compton, now looking into allegations of 
brutality towards detainees, was given terms 
of reference specifically designed-according 
to a high military source-to prevent its in
quiring into these interrogation techniques. 
For Compton can only inquire into brutality 
"prior . . . to their being lodged in a place 
specified in a detention order." 

This phrase relates of Regulation 11, para
graph 2, of the Special Powers Ac~which 
lays down that the detention order, signed 
by the Minister of Home Affairs, must refer 
to a specific place of detention. 

So far as we can tell, all those later ta.ken 
to the Barracks had not only been served 
with such detention order-but had also, 
however transiently, been "lodged" in the 
place specified. 

The catch is that they were then served 
with another document----this one signed 
personally by Brian Faulkner, Prime Minister 
and Minister of Home Affairs. [The detention 
order merely had his rubber-stamp signa
ture.] The second document allowed them to 
be moved-under Regulation 11, Section 5-
to "any place where his presence is required 
in the interests of justice." The place was the 
interrogation centre at Palace Barracks. 

So anxious was the Army to keep the affair 
legal within the terms of the Special Powers 
Act that a few men were flown back to their 
place of detention, handed the movement 
order, and then flown for a second time to 
Palace Barracks-this time, for thorough in
terrogation. But the fact of an mega.I first 
journey in several cases may be the loophole 
under which, should he choose, Sir Edmund 
Compton could look into the affair. 

U.S. TRADE BARRIERS 

HON. ARTHUR A. LINK 
OF NORTH DAKOTA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, November 10, 1971 

Mr. LINK. Mr. Speaker, I call attention 
to an article that appeared recently in 
the Washington Post: 
NIXON IGNORES U.S. BARRIERS WHILE PRESSING 

10-PERCENT SURTAX 
(By Hobart Rowen) 

President Nixon and Treasury Secretary 
John B. Connally, in the high stakes inter
national poker game they're playing to win 
lowered trade barriers, are trying to convince 
the world-and appear to have convinced 
themselves in the process-that the cards 
have been stacked against the United States 
in recent years. 

And so, with great reluctance (they say) 
they uncorked a lethal weapon, the 10 per
cent import surcharge, to set things straight. 

Now, it is true that since the Bretton 
Woods monetary system was set up in 1944, 
many of the world's currencies have been de
valued, and the United States has suffered 
from this cumulative, competitive cheapen
ing of money. 

Moreover, Japan and West Germany were 
allowed to start out at the end of World 
War II with deliberately undervalued cur
rencies to give them, a.s defeated nations, a 
headstart on economic recovery. 

So the dollar had gotten out of whack
it was overvalued, especially in comparison 
to the yen and the Deutschemark, and a re
alignment of currencies and reform of the 
antiquated Bretton Woods system was long 
overdue. 

But the facts on the trade situation do 
not square with the administration's charges. 
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The truth is that the United States has just 
as many, if not more, trade restrictions than 
our partners and competitors all over the 
world, al though one would never learn this 
from Mr. Connally's Treasury Department. 

And the insensitive use of the surtax as 
a lever to force trade concessions is seriously 
jeopardizing many long-term and close rela
tionships-as in Canada-which may never 
be repaired. 

A speech given by John C. Renner, Director 
of the State Department's Office of Interna
tional Trade on January 30, 1971, deserves 
to be recalled. It showed: 

Although the U.S. and European average 
tariff rates wm be very close at the end of 
the Kennedy round (8.3 percent and 8.4 
percent), a breakdown of majo_r industrial 
sectors shows that the European community 
(EEC) will have the highest ta.riff in none of 
the 23 major industrial sectors, and the low
est in 11. The U.S. score is not quite so good, 
the highest in 4, and lowest in 6. 

In the distribution among 919 categories 
of industrial products, the U.S. has consider
ably more high ta.riffs and also more lows, 
whereas the EEC's ta.riffs a.re grouped more 
closely around the average. 

A small but significant number of the 919 
industrials is a.lso hampered by qwmtitative 
restrictions such as quotas. The U.S., Canada, 
a.nd the U .K. a.re using this device more free
ly than a decade ago, while discrimination 
against Ja.pan--especially by the EEC-is 
widespread. 

On the agricultural side, as everyone 
knows, the Europeans have a bad record, 
with a highly protectionist Common Agri
cultural Policy. But in terms of industrial 
quotas, according to Renner, the U.S. restric
tions "cover a relatively large number of 
products and relate to the largest amount of 
trade," whereas the EEC's quotas, which also 
oover a large number "pertain to a oompara
tively small 8.Illount of trade." Japan's 
quot.as cover the largest number of products 
and affect "a considerable a.mount" of trade. 

The point of Mr. Renner's exercise in 
January is just as valid today: all of the in
dustrialized countries, including the United 
States, m.a.intaln substantial tariff and non
tariff barriers a.ga,1.Rst industrial and agri
cultural products. 

He said then, and it is worth repeating to 
his colleagues elsewhere in the U.S. govern
ment: 

"Unilateral action by any country to re
strict trade, changes the balance of oonces
sions arrived a.t over the yea.rs, and is most 
likely to provoke counteraction to restore 
equilibrium." 

Moreover, the anti-American feeling gen
erated by the bull-in-the-China-shop tech
nique has lost us friends. Thoughtful Can
adians (distressed as well that President 
Nixon erroneously named Japan, not Canada, 
as the No. 1 U.S. trading partner) wonder 
whether their government should seek to 
maintain the historic ties between the two 
nations. "When they imposed the surtax,'' 
said one Oanadian sadly, "they didn't even 
say they were sorry they had to do it." 

But U.S. policy, in the face of concern 
abroad over the possibility of retaliaitlon and 
world recession seems unbending. Secretary 
COnna.Ily told the American Bankers Asso
ciation in San Francis"CO the other day that 
the surtax "is going to stay on for aiwhile be
cause it frankly is to our advantage to keep 
it on for awhile." 

Mr. Renner's analysis shows there is plenty 
o! discrimination on our side, running from 
the American Selling Price va.lua.tion system 
to Buy American practices, now exacerbated 
by the 7 p ercent investment tax credit pro
posal and the DISC idea (see Professor Sur
rey's separate piece on that issue) . 

Perhaps Messrs. Nixon and Connally 
should be reminded that a cutthroat inter
national trade policy between the two grea.t 
wars brought on Hitler. 
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FOREIGN AID-RARICK REPORTS 
TO HIS PEOPLE 

HON. JOHN R. RARICK 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, November 10, 1971 

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, I recently 
reported to my people on foreign aid. 
I insert my report in the RECORD at this 
point: 
RARICK REPORTS TO Hrs PEOPLE ON FOREIGN 

Am 
The rejection of the foreign aid bill by 

the Senate was the most responsible action 
by that Body in quite some time. The inter
nationalists, however, never give up and on 
November 5th the Senate Foreign Relations. 
Committee voted unanimously to make an 
effort to revive foreign a.id. 

I thought we'd discuss foreign a.id today 
since our nation is again confronted with 
this costly boondoggle which has cost the 
American taxpayers in excess of $200 bil
lion when interest is included. American 
taxpayers have over the pa.st 25 years pa.id 
blllions in interest on money borrowed by 
our Government to give to foreign countries. 

The United Nations Relief and Rehabilita
tion Administration which ca.me into being 
near the close of World War II followed by 
the Marshall Plan which lasted from 1948-5a 
are accepted by many as the beginning 
of foreign aid. A forerunner of these pro
grams, however, should be mentioned in any 
discussion of foreign a.id. I refer to lend
lease. Lend-lease was provided at first to 
help the British to fight the Germans and 
to ostensibly help keep the U.S. out of World 
War II. It was also given to help Russia. 

Lend-lease has through the years been 
replaced from time to time with new labels, 
appropriations and purposes, but all under
take the same operation-to share with the 
rest of the world all we have. Harry Hop
kins, Roosevelt's Herr Kissinger, stated at 
a public Russia a.id rally at Madison Square 
Garden in June 1942, "We are determined 
that nothing shall stop us from sharing with 
you all that we have ... " The concept of 
foreign aid was revealed earlier by Joe Stalin 
in 1921 when he said that the advanced 
countries should render a.id to other nations 
to socialize and equalize the economic de
velopment of all nations which was so essen
tial for their assimilation in a one-world 
socialist system. 

The apparent purpose of the Lend-Lease 
bill was to provide munitions to Britain 
which was in dire need of them at that time. 
However, the bill was so cleverly drafted that 
it authorized the President to give almost 
anything-to anyone. 

A most illuminating account of Lend-Lease 
was provided by Major George Racey Jordan, 
who, as an officer in the U.S. Army Air Corps, 
was directly involved in administering the 
program. Major Jordan relates that his orders 
to Active Service in May, 1942 read: "United 
Nations Depot No. 8, Lend-Lease Division, 
Newark Airport, Newark, N.J. International 
Section, Air Service Command, Air Corps, 
U.S. Army." Amazingly, 1942 was three yea.rs 
before the United Nations came into 
existence! 

Except for appropriations by the U.S., 
Lend-Lease was never an American pro
gram. It was from the beginning a branch of 
the United Nations even before there officially 
was a U.N. Jordan relates further that de
tailed information as to what was given to 
Russia was not published by the Roosevelt 
Administration for Congress or for the public. 
In a diary which he kept, Major Jordan 
recorded the many items which he from first 
hand knowledge saw being shipped to Russia. 
Included were a tire plant, aluminum rolling 
mm, pipe fabricating works, a complete oil 
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refinery, printing machinery, agricultural 
products and many other materials. Three 
items of exceptional interest sent to Russia 
were materials for the atom bomb, our pro
duction equipment for the manufacture of 
gold minlng machinery, and our money
printing plates to print military marks for 
use in Germany as Allied Military Occupation 
currency. It ls estimated that Lend-Lease 
shipments totaled $11 billion. World War II 
provided a good cover to give the Soviets 
most of the progress they made. Major Jordan 
provides many more details about Lend-Lease 
in his books From Major Jordan's Diaries and 
Gold. Swindle: The Story of our Dwindling 
Gold.. 

The next label for foreign aid was Unlted 
Nations Relief and Rehabllitation Adminis
tration (UNRRA). This was again a U.N. 
agency financed by the Unlted States tax
payers. Its purposes was said to be to rehabil
itate war-torn Europe and help the European 
nations recover economically. A large amount, 
estimated in excess of $1 billion, went to 
Russia and helped bolster the Soviets in 
their enslavement of central and eastern 
European countries. 

As the American public began to see 
through the fallacy of one foreign aid pro
gram, the CFR dominated State Department 
came forth with another new label for a 
dressed up old program. 

Next came Greek-Turkey aid followed by 
the Marshall Plan. In March 1947, President 
Truman called upon Congress to provide 
military and economic aid to nations threa.t
ened by powerful neighbors. He recommended 
$400 million for Greece and Turkey on the 
border of the Soviet Union to spend in de
f ending themselves. A few months later Gen
eral George C. Marshall began developing a 
program for spending billions of American 
dollars to help war-torn European nations to 
rebuild their cities, industries, and econ
omies. Under the Marshall Plan both friends 
and former enemies regained prosperity. 

Other titles under which the American 
taxpayers have paid for the foreign giveaway 
programs are Point-Four, Mutual Assistance, 
Mutual Defense, Mutual Security, Economic 
Cooperation Administration, and Interna
tional Cooperation Administration. It pres
ently goes under the name of Agency for 
International Development (AID). 

Then, as the general public would wake up 
and begin to get disenchanted with the for
eign giveaway, the share our wealth planners 
would subtly change the way the program 
was operated. Outright gifts became "soft" 
loans, International Agencies were established 
by our government to "lend" our money to 
foreign nations instead of giving it to them. 
The loans are usually long-term and at a 
very low rate. Even then, many of the loans 
are never repaid. 

Foreign aid has been sold to the American 
people as a program for containing Commu
nism. Yet, most knowledgeable persons feel 
that foreign aid is a subversive plot to help 
remake the entire world under a one-world 
communistic style government. Evidence to 
support this point of view was brought out in 
1956 by the Senate Internal Security Sub
committee. The evidence showed that foreign 
policies, including foreign aid, were formu
lated by American communist Harry Dexter 
White, alias Weiss, a member of the Council 
on Foreign Relations, an undercover Soviet 
spy and Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Treas
ury in the Roosevelt Administration. White 
was our principal spokesman at the Bretton 
Woods Monetary Conference in 1944. 

The policies set by that conference have 
been followed by our government since the 
end of World War II. They are our policies 
today. Wonder what happened to our money? 
They were intended to do the following: 
( 1) to transfer the U.S. gold reserve to other 
countries; (2) to enhance the industrial 
capacity of other nations at our expense so 
as to end American productive superiority; 
(3) to take markets, domestic and foreign, 
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away from American producers so as to end 

American domination of world trade; and 
(4) to make American a.ffa.lrs so interdepend
ent with those of other nations as to destroy 
American independence a.nd to force the U.S. 
to become an interdependent part of a world
wide socialist system. During the past 25 
years unfortunately these policies have been 
implemented. 

Foreign aid ls generally classified as mili
tary assistance and economic assistance. 

The arguments justifying mUitary aid to 
other nations are that such aid enables these 
nations to defend themselves against com
munism, promotes peace and also saves Amer
ican taxpayers' money since it ls cheaper to 
equip others to fight than for our men to 
do the fighting against communism. The rec
ords of recent history belle these arguments. 
More than a billion human beings in over 20 
nations have ended up under the yoke of 
tyrannical communism since our foreign aid 
programs started. In 1945, America was the 
strongest nation in the world and the mili
tary might of communlst nations was no 
threat. Today the threat is a serious one since 
they have strengthened their defenses
thanks to our aid-while our own defenses 
have been deliberately weakened. 

By our world wide distribution of arms, 
American weapons have been used by both 
sides in numerous conflicts. A good example 
is the India-Pakistan war of the early 1960's 
in which both sides used U.S. weapons. As a 
consequence, both countries ha.te us for 
helping the other side. Also, India has now 
made defense treaties with RussJ.a and Paki
stan has denounced us and embraced com
munist China. 

Since mid-1945, we have given Bolivia and 
Chile in excess of $2 blllion, apparently to 
stimulate their economies and help raise 
living standards of their poor so they wouldn't 
become targets for communist exploitation. 
Nevertheless they have both come under 
communist regimes. 

The proven result of our aid to other na
tions has been not to finance freedom but 
socialism-the sophisticated term that means 
communism. 

While the foreign aid bas been explained 
as needed to contain communism, some of 
it has even gone to bolster communist 
naitions. 

Since mid-1945, we have provided Poland 
$580 million of foreign aid. Yet, at tl)e same 
time in recent years when American wheat 
was being unloaded in a Polish harbor, Polish 
goods for communist Nol"'tb Vietnam were 
being loaded in other ships. 

Nat only bas foreign aid been a failure in 
stopping the spread of communism, but it 
has also caused nations once considered our 
friends to hate America. We should have 
learned by now that with nations as with 
individual persons, friends cannot be 
bought. Britain, Sweden, oanada, and other 
naitions we nave helped actually trade with 
the Communist enemy that America alone 
is fighting in the no win war in North Viet
nam. South American countries have seized 
our fishing vessels in international waters 
and have fined their owners. Argentina, Bo
livia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Mexico, and Peru have confiscat ed or 
expropriated about $3 billion worth of prop
erty owned by U.S. businesses with inade
quate or no reparat ions at all. In other in
stances, damage has been done to American 
embassies and ot her installations abroad 
and our officials have been insulted. Yet, our 
leaders-Republican or Democrat--continue 
to dish out foreign aid to these countries. 

President Nixon stated in 1969: "Certainly 
our economic aid t o developing nat ions helps 
develop our own p~ntial markets overseas." 
This is simply not so. Sales of American 
goods have decreased. Why should any for
eign countries buy from us what they can 
get from us free? 

Our give away programs have financed 
foreign government owned or sponsored 
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shipyiards, textile mills, steel mdlls, ·and ce
ment plants. These industriles, subsidized by 
favored government treatment and with U.S. 
AID funds, have been able to undersell 
America.n domestic goods. The net effect of 
this has been to cause American businesses 
to shut down and to swell the unemploy
ment rolls here at home. 

And while aiding foreign industries at the 
expense of American indust:fies, the Nixon 
administration because of a U.N. sanction re
fuses to allow American industry to buy high 
grade chrome from Rhodesia., one of our few 
real friends left and which offered to help us 
in Vietnam. American industry buys inferior 
chrome from RussJ.a, who aids our enemy in 
North Vietnam, at double the Rhodesian 
price. This alone removes U.S. products from. 
the competitive price market. And to show 
the total insanity of the whole chrome situ
ation, Ru.ssia-in violation of U.N. sanc
tions-buys the superior Rhodesian chrome 
at the lower price. 

The foreign aid program has proved detri
mental to any interests of America.. My first 
objection to it is that is is unconstitutional. 
The Constitution, which doesn't even author
ize the federal government to finance educa
tion and housing in this country certainly 
doesn't authorize it to tax Americans to per
form these functions for foreign countries. 

A second objection to foreign aid is that 
we don't have the money to finance it. With 
this nation having a public debt approaching 
$400 billion and an estimated deficit in the 
budget this fiscal year from $25 to $40 
billion, foreign aid is inilationary, fiscally ir
responsible, and immoral. 

And finally, the program over the past 
quarter century has promoted the spread of 
slavery under communism-not freedom. It 
would be the height of folly to continue 
this program. Foreign aid should be phased 
out as soon as possible. The necessary portion 
of unexpended funds still in the pipeline es
timated in the billions should be used to 
close down the program, AID should be dis
established, and the remaining funds re
turned to the Treasury. 

The argument that foreign aid must be re
established to give money to Israel so she can 
buy U.S. airplanes doesn't hold water. I main
tain that this country should follow a hands 
off policy in the Middle East. In a legislative 
poll taken of my constituents, 61.2% favored 
a hands off policy by the United States re
garding the Mid East dispute. If the Ameri
can people, however, want Israel to have jet 
planes, then we should give her the planes, 
not the money. We can buy planes wholesale 
and at least cut out the middlemen. 

This ls the costly record of the U.S. foreign 
aid-it has helped no people, least of all U.S. 
citizens. 

THANKSGIVING DAY SALUTE TO 
SENIOR AMERICANS 

HON. ELLA T. GRASSO 
OF CONNECTICUT 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mrs. GRASSO. Mr. Speaker, at this 
time of Thanksgiving, it is a pleasure to 
offer special thanks to our older friends-
those who have given so generously of 
their vitality and spirit. 

In a society increasingly geared to the 
youth culture, the elderly are too often 
shunted aside and cas t adrift. Today, 
there are more than 20 million older 
people in our population of over 200 mil
lion. This number is growing at a rate 
of 330,000 a year. Their needs are real. 
Income assurance and health care, nu
trition, housing and transportation-all 
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are areas that demand our attention and 
require programs of adequate dimen
sions. Let us look at some facts. 

In the Sixth District, there are some 
46,000 persons, aged 65 and older. The 
latest available figures in Connecticut in
dicate that the median income of persons 
between 65-74 years of age is $1,785 a 
year, while the median income of those 
75 years and older drops to $1,153. Over 
57 percent of the 65-75-year-olds and 
some 73 percent of those over 75 have 
an annual income of less than $2,000. In 
the area of housing, Connecticut had 
only 5,072 occupied units of Federal and 
State financed housing by 1970 for an 
elderly population of nearly 289,000. In 
addition, only 2,330 units were either un
der construction or in the planning stage 
last year. 

Fixed incomes, minimal social security 
and pension payments, and inadequate 
medicare coverage place severe limita
tions on the full and secure retired life 
older Americans deserve. These difficul
ties are coupled with a lack of mobility 
and resulting loneliness and isolation. 
The valuable skills of the elderly are also 
often ignored and forgotten. 

Since entering the Congress, I have 
urged far greater commitment from the 
Government to help older Americans. 
This year, social security benefits were 
raised by 10 percent. I supported this 
legislation, and am also supporting legis
lation .to raise benefits by 50 percent. 
Other legislation which has my strong 
backing extends medicare coverage to 
some persons now not included, estab
lishes a comprehensive drug insurance 
program for the 20 million Americans 
covered by medicare, and creates a Select 
Committee on Aging. In addition I am 
vigorously supporting legislation to pro
vide low cost, nutritionally sound meals 
to millions of older Americans; as well 
as legislation to make available, inex
pensive public transportation for the 
elderly. 

The problems and needs of older Amer
icans have always been a special concern 
of mine. As a Nation we cannot be satis
fied so long as millions of our finest, most 
valuable citizens meet with unnecessary 
suffering and misfortune in the twilight 
of their lives. The efforts of Johnny 
Unitas, Carmella LaSpada, and the 
American Association of Homes for the 
Agin~ h.1. organizing a Thanksgiving Day 
Salute to Senior Americans are certainly 
to be commended. 

As we now focus our attention during 
this Thanksgiving season in deserved 
tribute to our senior citizens, let us com
mit ourselves as a Nation to take_ the first 
steps in building a bold and comprehen
sive national program to improve the 
lives of older Americans. There could be 
no more positive and appropriate way to 
celebrate Thanksgiving Day. 

THE TOTAL ENVIRONMENT 

HON. VERNON W. THOMSON 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 
Mr. THOMSON of Wisconsin. Mr. 

Speaker, we all share a common concern 
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for the condition of our environment. 
Sometimes, however, in our eagerness to 
restore nature to its natural condition, 
we lose sight of the obvious fact that man 
is an integral part of the environment. 
Our efforts to protect our air and waters 
should be firmly rooted in man's require
ments. We are not seeking to conserve 
nature as an end in itself, but rather as 
a means to enrich the human condition. 
Our air and waters must be clean, not for 
the mtrinsic value of clean air or water, 
but because the very survival of human 
life depends on it. 

Economic development is entering a 
new era of environmental consciousness. 
Business decisions are beginning to re
spect the limitations imposed by our nat
ural habitat. And, yet, these business de
cisions must also insure production and 
employment to sustain the population. 

Frances L. Harper, editor of the Pres
cott Journal, in Prescott, Wis., cogently 
expressed this often-overlooked facet of 
environmental concern. I am including 
his November 4 editorial at this point in 
the RECORD: 

EDITORIAL 

As someone pointed out recently, there is 
more to the environment than the air we 
breathe, the water we drink and the trees and 
forests. Our environment also includes the 
house in which we live, the office, farm or fac
tory in which we work to give us the where
withal with which to live and the commerce 
upon which a healthy economy depends. All 
of these things go to make up the total en
vironment, which, according to the diction
ary, is the aggregate of the external condi
tions and infiuences affecting the life of an 
organism. 

So far as the environment is concerned, 
man must be considered as a mere organism. 
He requires the necessities and the amenities 
of his life that are part of his environment 
just as surely as air, water and forests. Pol
lution control must. conform to our total en
vironmental requirements. In short, we need 
air, water, forests-and factories, homes and 
businesses. 

NATIONAL POLICY QUESTIONS IN
VOLVED IN THE BLUE RIDGE 
PROJECT 

HON. WILLIAM B. SPONG, JR. 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, two articles 
have com~ to my attention which discuss 
the fallacy of the concept of "pollution 
dilution" as it relates to the proposed 
Blue Ridge power project on the New 
River in southwest Virginia. 

I am concerned over pollution in the 
Nation's rivers, but I have never believed 
that the burden of providing clean wa-
ter for the Kanawha River at Charleston, 
W. Va., should ·be borne by the Blue 
Ridge project to the extent proposed 
by the Department of the Interior and 
the Environmental Protection Agency. 
Using water from the proposed reservoir 
to flush pollution out of the Kanawha is 
bad policy. Pollution dilution should not 
be substituted for at-source treatment. 

Mr. President, the articles to which I 
refer are an editorial published Novem-
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ber 5 in the Winston-Salem, N.C. Jour
nal, and an account by Mr. E.W. Ken
worthy of the New York Times News 
Service, published in the Winston-Salem 
Journal of November 7. 

Because national issues are involved, 
the information in the articles will be of 
interest to every Member of the Senate. 
I ask unanimous consent that the edi
torial and the article be printed in the 
Extensions of Remarks. 

There being no objection, the material 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 
[From Winston-Salem Journal, Nov. 5, 1971] 

MORE REASON FOR DELAY 

The proposed Blue Ridge hydroelectric 
project, as most Northwest North Carolinians 
know by now, would require the storage of 
vast a.mounts of water on the New River for 
pollution control downstream in the 
Kanawha River valley. 

But little by little we seem' to be getting 
away from "pollution dilution" as a workable 
concept. The la.test evidence of that was the 
overwhelming Senate vote in favor of legis
lation which would eventually outlaw dis
charges of pollutants into American water
ways. Supporters of the blll a.re looking to
ward the year 1985 as the target date for this 
achievement; and although that may well 
be too ambitious a deadline, the drift toward 
a policy requiring at-source cleanup ls 
unmistakable. 

All of which suggests that the Federal 
Power Commission ought to delay a while 
longer the licensing of the Blue Ridge proj
ect. A preferable alternative would be to 
reject the plan outright, and order Appalach
ian Power Company to come back with a 
more modest proposal. But that ls unlikely. 
The best hope for critics is to get a delay 
which will a.now time for another in-depth 
study of the potential consequences. 

The Senate's support of a stringent clea.n
wa.ter policy comes at an opportune moment. 
The FPC has called a special hearing this 
month to give supporters and opponents of 
the project a cha.nee to sum up their argu
ments against it. Chauncey Browning Jr., the 
attorney general of West Virginia., says he 
will present to the commission evidence that 
the Interior Department based its support 
on "erroneous information" which ought to 
be stricken from the record. 

He ls supported in this, at lea.st indirectly, 
by Stewart Udall, the former Secretary of 
Interior who endorsed the project when it 
was first proposed and later withdrew that 
endorsement. 

But the more compelling reason for delay, 
it seems to us, is the changing shape of our 
national water policy. We can be fairly cer
tain now that Congress will never adopt a 
policy based on Interior's faulty dilution con
cept. That concept, hurriedly embraced with
out adequate consideration of the damaging 
effects it would have on the New River valley, 
always had something of a stopgap flavor, 
anyway. Even at best, we could dilute the 
water of the Kanawha only up to a Ininimum 
acceptable level, and this, as we now admit, 
will not be good enough. 

Furthermore, it is apparent that there will 
be no water available for flushing untll some- _ 
time in the 1980s, if critics go through with 
their threat to appeal an unfavorable FPC 
ruling to the federal courts. Given a certain 
conjunction of events, this could mean that 
the discharge now responsible for the pollu
tion of the Kanawha will have been eliini
na.ted completely before the flushing dams 
are ever built. 

The Blue Ridge controversy has in some 
ways taken on the air of a Kafkian plot. 
Whether the FPC has gotten the message 
remains very much in doubt, however. 
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[From the Winston-Salem Journal & 

Sentinel, Nov. 7, 1971] 
"FLUSHPOT" PLAN MAKES DAM A NATIONAL 

ISSUE 

(By E.W. Kenworthy) 
(NoTE.-The controversy about building a 

hydroelectric project on the New River 
has produced some questions of national 
interest. E. W. Kenworthy, a. New York 
Times reporter whose speciality ls the en
vironment, took a. look a.t the Blue Ridge 
project. This is what he found about the 
arguments for and against the project) 
WASHINGTON.-On Thursday the Federal 

Power Commission wlll hear more arguments 
about whether a. license should be granted 
to the Appalachian Power Co. for a $350 
mlllion hydroelectric project on the New 
River on the western border of Virginia and 
North Carolina. 

The hearing room will be crowded and 
tension-la.den because the project ha.s 
aroused bitter opposition, not only locally 
but also nationally among environment or
ganizations. 

The controversy is now approaching a. cli
max after a five-year battle of hearings and 
lawyers' briefs. The argument on Thursday 
will be the penultimate administrative pro
ceeding. 

Twice-on Oct. 1, 1969, and June 21, 
1971-the power commission's presiding 
examiner, William C. Levy, has issued a li
cense subject to commission review on ap
peal. Twice opponents have appealed. Now 
if the commission approves the license, the 
opponents' last recourse will be the courts. 

The Blue Ridge project, as it is known, 
will produce a whopping 1,800 megawatts 
of power and an annual income of $39 mil
lion for Appalachian Power, a subsidiary of 
American Electric Power Co. of New York. 
Its two reservoirs, besides storing water for 
power, will also store 160,000 acre-feet for 
flood control and 400,000 acre-feet initially 
(650,000 by 1987) to be used to dilute the 
pollution of the Kanawha River by the in
dustrial complex at Charleston, W. Va., 260 
Iniles away. 

(An acre-foot is the water necessary to 
cover an acre to the depth of one foot.) 

The reservoir will also obliterate 44 Iniles 
of the New River, one of the few remaining 
clean rivers in the eastern United States, 
and 212 miles of tributary creeks, including 
some of the country's best trout water. They 
will flood thousands of acres of rich bottom 
land a.nd pastures and about 1,200 homes, 
requiring the relocation of roughly 5,000 
people. 

Hence the controversy. 
On one side are the presiding examiner 

and some of the staff of the power commis
sion, the Department of Interior and the 
power company. 

On the other side are the State of Vir
ginia; the State of West Virginia in the per
son of its Democratic attorney general, 
Chauncey H. Browning, Jr., Republican Gov. 
Arch A. Moore, Jr. has tried unsuccessfully to 
block Browning's intervention); Grayson 
County, Va., and Ashe and Alleghany coun
ties, North oarollna, whose people would be 
affected; the Appalachian Regional Commis
sion; a number of st.ate environmental orga
nizations all with national affiliations, and 
the North Carolina. Farm Bureau (North 
Carolina has also intervened, but in such a 
minor way a.s to draw protests from Ashe 
and Alleghany counties at what they regard 
as indifference to their interests by Gov. 
Robert W. Scott and Atty. Gen. Robert Mor
gan, who intends to run for governor.) 

The proponents argue that the project 1s 
essential to provide needed power 8lt lowest 
cost for other area.s served by American Elec
tric's system (it would not be used locally); 
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that the opponents a.re standing in the way 
of ''progress"; that the lakes formed by the 
reservoirs will enhance the recreational po
tentiali ties Of the area and prove a boom to 
Wh'81t is now "a marginal economy"; th.at 
while the fishing will be altered, lit will be im
proved; that while there may be some loss of 
tax base for the counties, this will be offset 
by tourist income, taxes on new industry that 
·may locate in the area and by savings on 
some services such as schools that "may not 
have to be provided to the same extent" be
cause of the relocation of former residents. 

VAST CHANGE 

The power company, in an environmental 
impact statement, summed up its arguments 
for the project in these words: 

"The project will unquestionably resulrt 
in a vast change in the area. Applica.rut be
lieves that on balance the project and its 
attendant amenities to thousands upon thou
sands of people--residents Of the area a.nd 
visitors----are of much greater significance 
than the possible adverse environmelllta.1 ~-
fects .... " 

And Mr. Levy, the presiding examiner, said 
in his decision last June: 

"The long-term benefits will create a. new 
and better environment and way Of life for 
many people in the region ... Low density 
hunting and fishing, limited tourism ... will 
be replaced with large lakes, a substa.ntiial 
increase in fishing benefits and superior wa
ter oriented recreation ... Water quality will 
be improved all the way down to the Ohio 
River ... The New-Kanawha will be a bigger, 
better, more productive and esthetically 
pleasing river ... On balance, the region 
and the proud, independent, self-sufficient 
people who live there will benefit from the 
project." 

PROUD PEOPLE DISAGREE 

Most of the proud, independent and self
sufficient people, judged by seven days of 
interviews recently, disagree on about every 
point, and so do the affected counties and 
the State of west Virgiilia in their briefs. 

They contend that the area is not poverty
stricken and note that good farm land is now 
valued from $600 to $1,000 an acre and more. 
They ask what is to become of families whose 
property is condemned since comparable land 
is not to be had, even if the company ful
filled its promise to help in relocation. As 
for improved fishing, recreation and esthet
ics, they cite the effects on all three of the 
drawdown of the water level in the two res
ervoirs for power production and water qual
ity storage for Charleston, which they refer 
to scornfully a.s "pollution dilution" or 
"fiushpot." 

44.4 FEET 

The maximum drawdown on the lower 
reservoir will be 44.4 feet. On the lower it 
wlll be 10 feet between June 1 and Labor 
Day-the summer recreation season-and 12 
feet at other times. 

The opponents cite in their briefs exten
sive testimony at power commission hear
ings by marine biologists that the bass, for 
which the New River is famous, will not be 
able to reproduce because fluctuations in 
water levels will destroy the eggs, and much 
of the trout fishing will be destroyed by 
the backing up of the water in the creeks. 

The opponents note that Levy's deci
sions and the impact statements of the com
pany and the power commission staff did not 
refer to this expert testimony, but cited only 
the testimony of their own chosen witnesses. 

STEEP BANKS 

They emphasize that even the company 
concedes that, except for some fishing, the 
drawdown of 44 feet will effectively eliminate 
recreational development 1n the lower reser
voir which in most places will have steep 
banks. 
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As for the upper reservoir, Paul J. John

son, Appalachian's superintendent of hydro
generation, says that the 10-foot ctrawdown 
would expose only 50 feet of mud:Hats hori
zontally on the average, and that a 12-foot 
drawdown would expose only 60 feet on the 
average. The opponents reply that, while the 
averages may be correct, in many areas where 
the flooded land is gently sloping, unsightly, 
foul-smelling mudflats hundreds of yards 
wide will be exposed. They question whether 
the recreation on such a lake will be pref
erable to that now afforded by the New Riv
er, with its drift fishing from flatboats and 
its canoeing. 

Standing in front of the filling station at 
Grassy Creek that he and his father have 
run for 50 years and that will be under wa
ter, Bradley E. Sturgill, brushing aside all 
the technical arguments, expressed to a vis
itor the other day the feeling of many people 
in the valley. 

"I feel it is a dangerous thing" he said. "lt's 
pretty hard to stop progress. But there's more 
to it than stopping progress. I feel we have 
about the only river left you can call an 
unpolluted river. I hate to see it destroyed. 
We have a lot of fine people along the river. 
I hate to see them moved out of here. They're 
going to be unhappy." 

QUALITY STORAGE 

But all the disputes over the effects of the 
project stem from one cause--the require
ment that the company must impound above 
its power requirements 400,000 acre-feet for 
"water quality storage," that is, the water to 
dilute periodically the industrial pollution of 
the Kanawha into which the New River flows. 
The companies chiefly responsible !or this 
pollution are Union Carbide, Dupont, Mon
santo, FMC-American Viscose, FMC-Organic 
Chemicals, FMC-Inorganic Division, and Ab
bott Laboratories. 

In their brief, the Conservation Council of 
Virginia, the West Virginia Natural Resources 
Council, and the Izaak Walton League 
charged: "It is for the benefit of these limited 
operations that the Interior Department 
would make a sacrificial offering of the New 
River." 

BLACK BEAST 

For the states the counties and the en
vironmental groups, the Interior Depa.rtttnent 
is the black beast of Blue Ridge because it in
sisted that provision for water quality storage 
be included in the project. 

It is this provision that has transformed 
the controversy from one involving parochial 
interests to one of national import. And it 
is around this provision that argument will 
swirl once again this Thursday. 

The issue has become national because the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act states 
that while water quality storage may be con
sidered in the planning of any federal project 
or any project requiring a federal license, 
"such storage and water releases shall not be 
provided as a substitute for adequate treat
ment or other methods of controlling waste 
at the source." 

NECESSARY SUPPLEMENT 

The project's advocates insist that the 
400,000 acre-feet (650,000 by 1987) will be 
used not as a substitute for treatment at 
the source, but as a necessary supplement to 
such treatment because the technology is not 
now available, and will not be available "in 
the foreseeable future" to reach West Vir
ginia's immediate goal of 3 parts per mlllion 
of dissolved oxygen in the Kanawha at Char
leston, or its ultimate goal of 4 ppm, without 
dilution of wastes by "low fl.ow augmenta
tion," that is, "pollution dilution." 

The project's opponents, relying on testi
mony of several nationally known engineers 
and scientists, insist that technology is now 
available to treat most of the pollution and 
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will soon become a.va.ila.ble to treat the re
mainder. Therefore they contend that the 
la.w is being evaded, if not violated. 

DANGEROUS PRECEDENT 
Further, the environmentalists believe that 

if this concept is given federal sanction, it 
Will set a precedent With disastrous conse
quences, permitting companies to postpone 
indefinitely the installation of adequate waste 
treatment systems and contributing to stead
ily increasing fouling of the nation's rivers. 

Lorne R. Campbell, counsel for Grayson 
County who is also an ardent conservationist, 
expressed this fear in a brief filed With 
F.P.C.: 

"We believe,'' he said, "if the project pro
posed is licensed that every river basin in 
America will be endangered . . . Any indus
trial complex, by similar strategies em
ployed in the Blue Ridge project, might con
trive to bring about the inundation of thou
sands of acres of land under the guise of 
emergency power needs or pollution control." 

There are two ironies in the situation. The 
first is that in the initial plan submitted to 
the power commission, the power company 
did not propose any water quality storage; 
that the whole concept was imposed on it by 
the Interior Department, acting through the 
power commission, and that Appalachian 
still takes a dim view of the concept, al
though it would now like to have the extra 
impoundment required for pollution abate
ment for generation of power. 

Thus, in a recent interview in Roanoke, 
Johnson said: 

"We've never asked for the 650,000 acre
feet, but if it's imposed on us by F.P.C., we 
can live with it. We'd be better off economi
cally without the 650,000 acre-feet for water 
quality storage." 

SECOND moNY 
The second irony is that there was almost 

no opposition a.t state or local level to the 
company's original project proposed in Febru
ary, 1965. The company had, the local resi
dents admit, done "a good selling job." 

But in June, 1966, one month after the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Administra
tion ha.d been shifted to the Department of 
Interior from Health, Education and Welfare, 
Interior Secretary Stewart Udall, at the urg
ing of his advisers, petitioned to intervene in 
the proceedings. His petition was granted. 

Udall insisted the project include provision 
for water quality storage. He said later ln a 
news conference that he had indicated to 
F.P.C. and the company that unless the Blue 
Ridge project, and "all future water resources 
projects,'' incorporated water quality stor
age, Interior would oppose the granting o! a 
license. The company at first resisted the 
secretary's demand. Udall, according to his 
own account a,.t the news conference, dis
cussed the matter "privately" with Donald 
Cook, president of American Electric Co. 

REVISED PROPOSAL 
The result of all this, Udall related, was "a 

revised proposal." This "modified plan,'' sub
mitted by the company in June, 1968, pro
vided for water quality storage and closely 
approximated one prepared by the F.P.C. 
staff. 

Udall has since had a change of mind. In 
his syndicated column last April 24, he said 
he had been "misguided" in forcing water 
quality storage on th~ Blue Ridge project, 
and vigorously attacked the whole concept. 

The effect of his intervention was a dou
bling of the size and cost of the original 
company proposal. 

MUCH HIGHER 
The original project would have :flooded 

19,450 acres-16,600 in the upper reservoir 
and 2,850 in the lower. The modified project 
will flood 40,400 acres-26,000 in the upper 
reservoir and 14,400 in the lower. 

The original would have impounded a total 
of 1,441,000 acre-feet of water; the modified 
will impound 3,261,000. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
The original would have cost $140 million 

and produced 980 megawatts; the modified 
will cost about $350 million and produce 
1,800 megawatts. 

The original would have displaced 500 peo
ple, the modified, ten times that number. 

Opponents of the modified project are par
ticularly aroused by two things. 

The first is that William Levy,_ the examin
er, did not mention in his two decisions the 
testimony of two expert witneS'Ses-Profes
sor Vinton W. Bacon and Dr. David D. Wood
bridge, both with recognized credentials, who 
testified before the F.P.C. that technology was 
available now for treating much of the in
dustrial waste dumped into the Kanawha. 
Instead, they complain, Levy relied almost 
entir~ly on the testimony of Curtis Bell, an 
Interior Department lawyer who was the 
leading advocate of the project; Edgar N. 
Henry, head of the West Virginia. Water Re
sources Board, and Richard Vanderhoof, a 
former Interior Department official now with 
the Environmental Protection Agency. 

The attorney general of Virginia charged 
in his brief la.st Aug. 19 that "the presiding 
examiner has obviously disregarded the 
evidence in his efforts to sustain his original 
initial decision," and ignored all recom
mendations except those of the Department 
of Interior. 

Second, the opponents assert that infor
mation supplied to the power commission 
by Interior was "erroneous" because it as
sumed, in stating the need for water quality 
storage, that there would not be a.ny treat
ment a.t the source at all. 

The power commission staff, in its brief, 
agreed that Iruterior's figures were erroneous 
and said that therefore the 400,000 acre-feet 
insisted on by Levy a.nd Interior were "ex
cessive." 

SUGGESTED NO STORAGE 
It recommended no more than 250,000 

a.ere-feet of storage for water quality con
trol, and even suggested that no storage be 
provided. 

In a. brief for the Environmental Protec
tion Agency, ~its associate general counsel, 
Robert W. Zener, said that the Environmen
tal Protection Agency ha.d no objection to 
licensing the projeot as proposed and that 
the question of whether the water quality 
storage was needed could be left for later 
determination. 

In an interview, Zener was asked what re
course a. farmer who had sold his land under 
condemnation proceedings following issu
ance of a license for the Blue Ridge project 
and then, when his land was under water, it 
was decided that water quality storage was 
not needed, Zener replied that there was 
little good farm land thialt would be taken. 
He was asked if he ha.d visited the site of 
the proposed reservoirs. 

WHAT COULD I LEARN? 
"What could I learn by going down 

there?" Zener replied. 
And so the lines a.re firmly drawn on the 

central issue. In his la.test decision, Levy 
said: 

"Conceding that Interior's waste load esti
mates ma.y be excessive, that a. better job of 
waste-load reduction and pollution control 
can and should be done by the Charleston 
area chemistry industry ... the fiact remains 
that ... the desired water quality clearly 
requires low-flow augmentation in addition 
to adequate at-source treatment." 

And Page Evans, standing on a. low-water 
bridge over the Little River, an estuary of 
the New, the other day put the substance of 
a.11 the opponents' legal briefs into the lan
guage of a countryman: 

"THEIR OWN FLUSHPOT 
"As far as we a.re concerned, it's the ruina

tion of the beauty of our country. Let West 
Virginia industry build their own flushpot. 
We don't feel we should be punished 200 
miles up the river." 
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And Guy Halsey of Independence, swing

ing slowly in a. slatted wooden swing on his 
porch in the warm fall sunshine, looked 
over his rich green pasture land, and said: 

"This is the best land that lays out of 
doors. The size of the project is too large. 
We are ta.king out of production the most 
efficient land in the county." 

TRIBUTE TO ROBERT RITTER 
EYERLY 

HON. DANIEL J. FLOOD 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Speaker, thousands 
of residents in Columbia County, Pa., 
which I am privileged to represent in the 
House, were saddened to learn last month 
of the untimely death of a noted news
paper publisher and civic leader Robert 
Ritter Eyerly. Death came at age 58 to 
this distinguished gentleman, following 
a short illness. 

Robert Eyerly was widely recognized 
as an astute and capable newsman. When 
not concerned with the burdensome du
ties f#f the publishing field, he found time 
to give his talent in full dedication to a 
wide variety of civic and fraternal causes. 

Mr. Eyerly was copublisher of the 
Bloomsburg Morning Press, and for 
several years the Berwick Enterprise 
which his firm acquired. 

I extend my sympathies to Mr. Eyerly's 
widow, his relatives and friends, and his 
associates in the newspaper world, all of 
whom mourn his passing. 

Mr. Speaker, I submit herewith for 
publication the text of his obituary from 
the Bloomsburg Morning Press: 
RETIRED MORNING PRESS Co-PUBLISHER 58 

DIES , , 

Robert Ritter Eyerly, fifty-eight, Oak Lane, 
one of the State's best known newspaper 
publishers and long a Bloomsburg civic lead
er, died unexpectedly at his home at 7:20 
yesterday morning. 

In ill heal th for some time, a. circumstance 
which led to his retirement on June 30 of 
this year as co-publisher of The Morning 
Press and president of The Berwick Enter
prise, he had a lively interest in civic affairs 
and within a week of his death discussed fu
ture projects for Town Park. 

He was a leader in development of that 
recreational area and a moving spirit in de
cision to construct the swimming pool as a 
memorial to area men and women who made 
the Supreme Sacrifice in World War II. He 
was a veteran of that confilct and partici
pated in the invasion of Europe. 

HELD TWO POSTS 
At the time of his retirement he was serv

ing as business manager and vice president of 
The Morning Press Corporation posts he had 
assumed upon the death of C. T. Vanderslice, 
a co-publisher, in 1957. 

During his illness over a period of more 
than two years he was frequently hospital
ized but often recovered within an unex
pectedly short time. 

His wife and he were on a. European tour 
in late summer but he returned home earlier 
than he had originally planned. He was 
stricken at his home on September 24 and 
was removed to the Bloomsburg Hospital 
where he was placed in intensive ca.re. A few 
days later he was removed to a. private room 
and, after steady progress, returned to his 
home on September 29. 
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Survivors include his wife, the former Mar

~orie Gould; a brother, Paul R. Eyerly, town; 
a sister, Mrs. Felix (Virginia) Schwammber
ger, Old Greenwich, Conn., and a number of 
'nieces and nephews. 

RITES THURSDAY 

Funeral services will be at eleven o'clock 
Thursday morning at the William Elwell fu
neral home, 325 Market street, with the Rev. 
James T. Berger, rector of St. Paul's Episcopal 
Church, officiating. Burial will be in New 
Rosemont cemetery. 

NATIVE OF BLOOMSBURG 

A lifelong resident of Bloomsburg, he was 
the second son (third child) born to the late 
Paul R. and Amy Ritter Eyerly Sr. He at
tended the public schools here and then was 
graduated from The Hill School, Pottstown, 
where he was a member of the track team. 

Because of his interest in newspaper work 
and his desire to lose no time in entering that 
field he decided, upon the successful comple
tion of his freshman year at Yale University, 
to transfer to the Empire School of Printing, 
Ithaca, N.Y. Shortly after his completion of 
his course there and some practical experience 
elsewhere in the field, he entered The Morn
ing Press where he remained active until his 
retirement. 

INTERESTED IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

During his early years with this publica
tion, in addition to working in advertising, 
he spent consideraible time in the develop
ment of the photographic and engraving de
partments and brought them to a standard 
that set the pace for newspapers of compa
.arable and frequently much larger size 
throughout the nation. Among his other 
duties he was one of the first staff 
photographers. 

WAR Il VETERAN 

He served in the 348th Combat Engineers 
during World War II, with service in the Eu
ropean Theater. His division was one of the 
units participating in the landing at Omaha 
Beach, a great maneuver of military history 
a.nd the action which led to the capitulation 
of Nazi Germany a year later. He entered 
service in August, 1943, and was overseas 
from March, 1944, until January, 1946, when 
he was returned to the United States because 
of the serious illness of his father. 

CIVIC ACTIVITY 

Immediately upon his return to civilian 
life he became active in the civic projects of 
the town. In 1952 he served as president of 
the Bloomsburg Rotary Club, of which his 
father was a charter member, and had a 
leading role in the Bloomsburg Sesqui
centennial of that year. He also served on 
the board of directors of this oldest of town 
-civic clubs. 

He was the founder in the late forties, of 
Bloomsburg's first radio station. 

KEY ROLE IN PARK 

In the fifties he took a key role in the proj
ect for the development of town park. He was 
motivated in this both by his civic interests 
and a pledge to his father that he would fol
low through on the park project which was 
launched in 1927 when thirty local residents 
-purchased the first thirteen acres in the pres
'6nt forty-acre tract. 

After the Depression Thirties and War II 
delayed development, the project went into 
high gear with the two fund campaigns for 
Memorial Swimming Pool, additional park 
land and other improvements. He had served 
on the Swimming Pool Authority from its 
inception. 

HONORED BY PUBLISHERS 

He inaugurated the Pennsylvania News
paper Publishers Association Foundation, de
voted to the development and advancement 
of employes of all member papers, and in 
recognition of this service PNPA, at its an
nual sessions early this year, presented him 
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with a plaque. He had served as president 
from the time the program was launched. Its 
aim is to provide a trust fund of at least a 
half million dollars. 

He was a member of the American News
paper Publishers Association, with offices in 
New York, and served two years on the com
mittee on taxation. He was also a member of 
the National Press Club, Washington, D.C. 

In the PNPA, of which his father was 
founder, he served two terms as director and 
was president in 1966. The latter post had 
been earlier held by his father who had as
sumed office in the second year of the orga
nization's history and was the first selected 
by vote of the membership. He also served on 
numerous committees and at the time of re
tirement was a member of the board of direc
tors and advisory council. 

Other affiliations were Bloomsburg Lodge 
of Elks, 436; Bloomsburg Lodge of Moose, 623 
and Winona Fire Company. 

L.B.J.: THE VANTAGE POINT
REVIEW BY A TENNESSEAN 

HON. JOE L. EVINS 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. EVINS of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, 
Mr. Charles Overby, the distinguished 
political writer for the Nashville Banner, 
has written an excellent review of the 
Vantage Point, the recently published 
book by President Lyndon B. Johnson 
reflecting his perspective of the Presi
dency. 

Mr. Overby concludes in his review 
that: 

President Johnson has imparted in his 
memoirs a wealth of insights, significant not 
only for their historical meaning but for 
their reflection of the man LBJ himself. 

Because of the interest of my colleagues 
and the American people in the period 
of the presidency between 1963 and 1969, 
I place the review of this book of history 
in the RECORD herewith. The review fol
lows: 
[From the Nashville Banner, Nov. 5, 1971] 
JOHNSON REMEMBERS--MEMOIRS REVEAL 

WEALTH OF INSIGHTS, SIGNIFICANT FOR 
HISTORICAL MEANING 

(Reviewed by Charles Overby) 
Bringing to the Presidency all the drive 

and determination he exhibited for three 
decades on Capitol Hill, Lyndon Baines 
Johnson was not known for hesitation or 
uncertainty. 

A man of action, in deed as well as word 
LBJ faced trying times, five years of stagger: 
ing problems, tragedies and pressures of en
gulfing proportions. 

Unfolding his first-hand account of these 
times in his memoirs, "The Vantage Point," 
Johnson describes the phone calls in the 
middle of the night from the Situation 
Room, the all-night rnilitary and diplomatic 
strategy sessions, the legislative struggles 
for domestic programs, the peaks and the 
valleys of an administration required by his
tory to act with decisiveness. 

"My administration was never without 
at least one crisis," Johnson recalls. 

Recurrent theme of the Johnson memoirs 
is the Vietnam War-why we were there to 
begin with, how and why our involvement 
increased, who helped shape our war pol
icies, the pain, the agony, the necessity. 

"In 1954 the French knew they could 
transfer the problem of Southeast Asia's 
security to our shoulders," Johnson writes. 
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"But if the United States abandoned its 
responsibilities who would pick them up? 
The answer, in the short run, was: No one. 

"We did not ask to be guardians at the 
gate, but there was no one else. There was 
no question in my mind that the vacuum 
created by our abdication would be filled 
inevitably by the Communist powers." 

As unflinching today as he was then, 
Johnson emphasized: "If we failed to act in 
that patient, measured way, I believed that 
we would be risking far greater casualties, 
far more danger than we faced in Vietnam." 

Now as then, Johnson shows little pa
tience for the nation's fair-weather patriots. 

The President recounts the why and 
wherefores of the SEATO treaty, cornerstone 
of American involvement in Southeast Asi-a, 
a document ratified by the Senate 82-1 that 
states flatly the U.S. will give military pro
tection to Southeast Asia if its security is 
threatened by aggressive forces. 

Johnson details the care he took to bring 
Congress into his Vietnam deliberations, 
chiefly through the Gulf of Tonkin resolu
tion which authorized the President in ad
vance to take actions he deemed necessary to 
the security of South Vietnam. 

Both houses gave near unanimous ap
proval to that blank-check policy. 

What Johnson is saying and what the 
evidence supports is that the Senators who 
later turned sour on the war approved of, 
even contributed to, increased American in
volvement in Vietnam. 

Johnson imparts the numerous efforts he 
made for peace in Vietnam. In its appendix, 
'The Vantage Point" lists 16 bombing pauses, 
ranging from one day to the halt of all 
bombing of the North ordered on the eve of 
the 1968 election, also 17 contacts with North 
Vietnam and 72 "major peace initiatives." 

In the end, of course, Johnson made the 
politically supreme sacrifice, choosing to re
tire from the White House rather than cloud 
his peace initiatives with campaign politics. 

The former President writes of his decisions 
to retire: "I was never more certain of the 
rightness of my decision. I was putting every
thing I could command and everything I 
had personally into the search for peace--not 
a false peace carrying the seeds of a new war, 
but a true peace forged to endure, with free
dom intact." 

"The Vantage Point" represents more than 
a dissertation of historical events, it pre
sents, at times, a folksy insight into John
son's White House days. 

In the closing weeks of his administra
tion, President Johnson exerted every effort 
to help President-elect Nixon and his staff 
make the transition of power. 

So smoothly had the transition gone, 
Johnson writes, .that an unprecedented event 
took place, with Johnson's personal staff 
in the White House mess. 

"The White House staff reception, I was 
told, began raither stiffiy and formally, since 
few of the men knew each other and even 
fewer had much in common politically. Some 
of those attending the party were eyeing each 
other suspiciously, while others made half
hearted attempts at conversation. 

"Finally Charlie Murphy, sensing the sit
uation, got up and delivered a humorous lit
tle speech. 'We want to welcome you here to
night,' he said, 'and we hope you will feel 
welcome. You will find that the typical Lyn
don Johnson staff member is a peculiar breed 
of cat. He is very loyal to his boss. And 
when Lyndon Johnson tells him to do some
thing, he does it, without question. Well, 
tonight President Johnson has told us to be 
nice to the Nixon people, and you might 
just as well make up your minds that we're 
going to be nice to you.' Everyone laughed 
and the tension evaporated." 

From the time he assumed the Presidency 
in the aftermath of President Kennedy's as
sassination at Dallas to the day he returned 
to the hill country of Texas, Johnson has im-
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parted. In his memoirs a wealth of insights, 
significant not only for their historical 
meaning but for their reflection of the man 
L.B.J. himself. 

NORTHWEST TEXAS NEEDS 
NATIONAL CEMETERY 

HON. ROBERT PRICE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I 
rise to introduce legislation authorizing 
the Secretary of the Army to establish 
one or more national cemeteries in 
northwest Texas. 

At the present time there are no na
tional cemeteries in this area of. the 
State. The nearest in-State facilities lie 
far to the south at Fort Bliss in El Paso 
and at Fort Sam Houston in San An
tonio. This means that the national 
pledge that every veteran should have 
the right to be buried in a national cem
etery reasonably close to his home has 
not been fulfilled as far as the needs of 
Texas residents are concerned. 

As a people emerging from a costly 
conflict in lives in Southeast Asia, we 
are confronted with the solemn and sad, 
but ever increasing, need to provide ad
ditional burial space for those who have 
made the supreme sacrifice in Vietnam, 
for those who have fought in other wars, 
and for war veterans' immediate fam
ilies. 

Regrettaibly our Nation has not kept 
pace with the increasing demands for 
veterans' burial grounds, and a nation
wide shortage of national cemetery fa
cilities is becoming more acute with each 
passing day. According to the Depart
ment of the Army, it and the Depart
ment of Interior operate only 52 national 
cemeteries that are still open and avail
able for the burial of deceased veterans. 
During this decade, 14 of these ceme
teries will be closed. Before the turn of 
the century an additional 20 will also 
cease to inter veterans. Given this trend, 
the approximately 750,000 servicemen 
who are being separated annually from 
the Armed Forces will find even greater 
restrictions being placed on their priv
ileged burials in national cemeteries. 

Mr. Speaker, when a good hard look at 
our public policies toward national ceme
teries is taken it becomes quite obvious 
that the cemeteries have largely been 
creaited in particular spots as a result of 
historical accidents rather than deliber
ate planning. Most of them are located 
near Civil War battlefields, hospitals, or 
prison camps. They also have a magnetic 
attraction for military bases. I believe 
this placement policy should be aban
doned in favor of a policy that reflects 
the true needs of our veterans and their 
families. The overall picture must be ex
amined. The IOC31tion of pockets of vet
erans throughout the Nation must be de
termined. More rational Federal land use 
policies must be divised. 

While all these things will help ease 
the present situation and will help re
dress the growing imbalance between 
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IlBltional cemetery spaces and veterans• 
burial needs, immediate attention must 
be given to expanding the nraitional 
cemetery system in areas where the need 
exists but where there are no facilities 
available to meet regional in-state needs. 
Northwest Texas is such as area; this is 
why I implore my colleagues to give the 
Secretary of the Army authority to es
taiblish one or more national cemeteries 
in this portion of the State. 

MRS. ROMANA BANUELOS 

HON. JOHN G. SCHMITZ 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SCHMITZ. Mr. Speaker, the re
cent nomination of Mrs. Romana Banue
los of Gardena, Calif., as Treasurer of 
the United States was followed by an 
outburst of news reports linking her with 
illegal aliens who had been found among 
the numerous employees of her large
scale manufacturing business. In the in
terests of fairness, and in view of Mrs. 
Banuelos' record as a member of a mi
nority group who made good in our free 
enterprise system, I am taking this op
portunity to call the attention of my col
leagues to a well-stated editorial in the 
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner present
ing the other side of this story. I insert 
the following editorial: 

[From the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner, 
Oct. 19, 1971] 

THE BANUELOS CASE 

Critics of Mrs. Romana Banuelos' nomi
nation as treasurer of the United States 
should note some heretofore ignored facts. 

Mrs. Banuelos is a highly successful busi
nesswoman. She has attained a position of 
respect granted few women in banking and 
she has parlayed a little ta.co stand into a 
multi-million-dollar manufacturing business 
that employs many of her fellow Americans 
of Mexican extraction. 

The fact that lllegal aliens were found 
working a.t Mrs. Banuelos' food products 
plant in Gardena would have rated nothing 
more than an activity report of Dept. of 
Immigration agents, were it not for the 
fact that Mrs. Banuelos has been nominated 
for a top post by the President. 

Such "raids" are frequent occurrences. 
The department receives a tip and acts, ar
resting any megal aliens found on the prem
ises. Immigration agents know where to 
look-and they make frequent checks at 
those places. The "warnings" supposedly is
sued Mrs. Banuelos on five previous occasions 
were merely the department's notlfiC81tion 
that lllegal aliens had been found in the 
employ of a firm she controlled. 

To suggest that Mrs. Banuelos should have 
prevented hiring of such persons is to be 
totally unaware of the procedures Involved. 
Few employers have the staff to verify the 
lmm.lgratton status of every person applying 
for a job. That is the Immigration Dept.'s 
job. Ea.ch of the people h.1.red in Mrs. Banue
los' plant had been issued a. Socia.I Security 
number by the federal government. The 
blame belongs to Social Security for issuing 
the cards to illegal a.liens, making it possible 
for them to go to work. 
- Mrs. Banuelos ls innocent according to 

law. There is no law against hlrlng lllegal 
a.liens-the aliens themselves broke a. la.w 
by falsifying information to obtain social 
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Security numbers, but Mrs. Banuelos had no 
way of knowing which ones were guilty. 

A final point should be taken Into ac
count. These people have been used by the 
liberal establishment to pile up fraudulent 
statistics to further liberal causes. Surveys 
among Spanish-speaking people include il
legal aliens as well as registered allens
with a resultant lower educational level for 
the group as a whole-and more money al
lotted for special educational programs. 

Since most illegal aliens are not fortunate 
enough to work for an einployer such as Mrs. 
Banuelos, most of them are paid sub-stand
ard wages, making them live in poor condi
tions-and piling up more statistics. For 
the same unfortunates to be used now as a 
weapon against one who has worked con
sistently for ethnic betterment is almost in
conceivable. 

Mrs. Banuelos' career reflects well on the 
American free enterprise system. She is a 
credit to womanhood and to America.ns of 
Mexican descent. She is a.ble and suited to 
do the job for which the President has nomi
nated her and her appointment should be 
confirmed without further attempts at char
acter assassination. 

FOUR NASHVILLE STUDENTS EARN 
AWARDS FROM THE NATIONAL 
COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENG
LISH 

HON. RICHARD H. FULTON 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. FULTON of Tennessee. Mr. Speak
er, this week, I learned of the achieve
ments of four young Nashvillians, high 
school writers whose talents have earned 
them awards from the National Council 
of Teachers of English, and whose e1Iorts 
I believe should be brought to the atten
tion of my distinguished House col
leagues. 

Honored as first-place winners in Ten
nessee are Mr. David S. Noble, 917 David
son Drive, a student at Peabody Demon
stration School seeking a college major 
in English and psychology; and Mr. 
Robert Anthony Perkins, 2022 Clifton 
A venue, a student at Pearl High School 
looking to gain college training in law 
and the literary arts. 

Announced as runners-up are Miss 
Debra Lynn Brown, 6117 Elizabethan 
Drive, attending Hillwood High School 
and preparing for psychology and Eng
lish literature college coursework; and 
Miss Alison Reynolds Cook, 119 Pem
broke Avenue, a student at Hillsboro 
High School planning journalism and 
history collegiate studies. 

These students were selected from the 
more than 7 ,000 high school juniors na
tionwide who last year were nominated 
by their schools for the NCTE achieve
ment awards competition. The number 
of. winners and runners-up allotted any 
State was determined by that State's 
number of Representatives in Congress. 
All told, 852 awards were granted this 
year, and as the national council notes: 

The finalists, now seniors, are among the 
most competent high school students in 
English in the country. 

These four Nashvillians, now recom
mended for scholarships as a result of 
their work, have my congratulations and 
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best wishes as they move toward their 
college days. I am sure my colleagues will 
join me in paying these students tribute, 
and I ask unanimous consent that their 
achievements be noted in the RECORD. 

NOVEMBER 11-VETERANS DAY 

HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr. 
Speaker, over half a century ago, Presi
dent Woodrow Wilson proclaimed No
vember 11 as Armistice Day, to honor 
those who had fallen in the war said "to 
end all wars." 

Celebrations were regularly held each 
year after the end of World War I, but it 
was not until 1938 that Congress passed 
a law declaring that each November 11 
"shall be dedicated to the cause of world 
peace and hereafter celebrated and 
known as Armistice Day." 

Regretably, the peace that was ours in 
1918 was interrupted by a Second World 
war-then by Korea-and now, Vietnam. 

Thus, by evolution, Armistice Day be
came known as Veterans Day-to pay 
homage to all those who had worn their 
country's uniform. We pay tribute to 
both the dedicated veterans of yesterday, 
and the active servicemen of today. 

Again, in 1968, the Veterans Day was 
changed from the historically significant 
date of November 11 to "the fourth Mon
day in October." 

Whether we agree with this latest 
change or not, let us never forget Novem
ber 11 and those who fought and died
trudging their way through the mud and 
rain and the shell-pocked fields of France 
to bring us peace in 1918. 

Nor can we forget those who fought 
and died in North Africa, Normandy, 
Guadalcanal, and Iwo Jima. Or those 
veterans of more recent vintage-Inchon, 
Pusan, Porkchop Hill and, most recently, 
the Mekong Delta, Danang, Khe Sanh, 
Pleiku. 

From the Revolutionary War to the 
present, more than 39 million men and 
women have served their country in uni
form during wartime. Those who have 
def ended our Nation, with their very lives 
when necessary, have rightfully earned 
the honor and respect of all Americans. 

Mr. Speaker, we can never restore the 
lives of the fallen-nor fully repay the 
loyalty of their souls-but we can honor 
the nobility of those who survived and 
their loved ones. 

As President Lincoln reminded us over 
100 years ago, we must "care for him who 
shall have borne the battle and for his 
widow and orphan." 

We have passed the Widows' Equity 
Act, H.R. 10670, .to establish a survivor's 
benefit plan. This bill is now in the Sen
ate awaiting action. 

But, two measures demand our atten
tion. First, we must enact legislation 
which would provide a pension of at least 
$100 a month for our 1.6 million living 
veterans of World War I. This pension 
would be paid without regard to the an-
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nual income of the recipient. Of the sur
viving veterans of World War I, slightly 
less than half have an annual income 
from all sources of less than $2,500 per 
year. 

The World War I veterans of this 
country deserve a pension; not as a mat
ter of need, but as a matter of right. They 
fought to preserve our flag; they earned 
our respect and they earned our thanks. 
I am pleased that the Veterans Affairs 
Committee is currently holding hearings 
on this legislation. 

Second, we should enact legislation to 
equalize the retirement pay of members 
of the uniform services of equal rank and 
years of service. This would allow us to 
honor a moral obligation to retired serv
icemen, which we broke in 1958. 

Ever since 1958, when the system was 
switched, a serviceman who retires keeps 
getting the same pay as long as he lives, 
except for periodic cost-of-living adjust
ments. 

In short, the change has created a 
marked inequality among peers-an 
equality which will continue to widen 
unless Congress restores the traditional 
system of computing retired pay on the 
basis of current active duty rates. 

REHABILITATIVE CENTER HELPS 
WITH SOLID WASTE PROGRAM 

HON. PAUL G. ROGERS 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday,_ November 11, 1971 

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, the issue 
of solid waste disposal is receiving in
creased attention by the American peo
ple, and rightly so, for we have, in the 
past 40 years, disposed of enough solid 
waste to cover an area seven times the 
size of the State of Rhode Island. 

However, many citizens are not just 
talking about solid waste problems-they 
are making significant contributions to 
coping with the problem and to reduce 
its severity. 

One such effort is being undertaken 
by the Pioneer Occupational Center for 
the Handicapped in Stuart, Martin 
County, Fla. The occupational center, 
with the cooperation of the Martin Coun
ty Conservation Alliance, has been col
lecting newsprint, magazines, and card
board on the third Saturday of each 
month. 

The solid waste material is then taken 
by truck to West Palm Beach for re
cycling and the proceeds from the sale 
of the solid waste is used for the train
ing of handicapped individuals at the 
occupational center. 

To date, since April 1971, when the 
project began, approximately 276 tons 
of waste material has been collected from 
Indian River, St. Lucie, and Martin 
Counties and taken to the recycling fa
cility. 

I commend Mr. Ray N. Radtke, execu
tive director of the Pioneer Occupational 
Center, his staff and trainees for their 
excellent contribution to improving our 
environment and I am hopeful that oth
er handicapped centers throughout the 
Nation will consider similar programs. 
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SPEEDY TRIAL 

HON. WILLIAM J. KEATING 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Speaker, today, I 
am introducing a bill designed to give 
meaning to the sixth amendment right 
to speedy trial. This legislation goes fur
ther, and is more comprehensive in scope, 
than any measure thus far introduced in 
Congress attempting to deal with con
gestion in our Nation's courts. 

The median time interval for the dis
position of criminal cases has been stead
ily rising over the past several years. The 
situation in courtrooms across the Na
tion has deteriorated to the point where 
criminal justice has become a matter of 
disposing of statistical masses. This aids 
neither society nor the defendant. This 
only perpetuates the cycle of crime and 
increases disrespect for justice under the 
law. In summary, there can be no argu
ment that we must guarantee all criminal 
defendants the right to a speedy trial. 
As stated in the Magna Carta: 

To no one will we deny justice, and to no 
one will we delay it. 

This legislation is needed for many 
reasons. For one, speedy trial is without 
question an effective deterrent to crime. 
If a deterrence to crime is to be estab
lished, there must be a clear, direct, and 
swift connection between the commis
sion of a crime and the apprehension, 
trial, and sentencing of an offender. On 
the other hand, when trials are delayed 
for months, as they often are, the con
nection between the defendant's crime 
and his sentence is broken. 

Delays before trial are also responsible 
for many crimes committed by defend
ants who are free on pretrial release. 
The President's Commission on Crime in 
the District of Columbia, reporting in 
1966, found that 7 .5 percent of the per
sons released on bail in the District were 
later indicted for offenses allegedly com
mitted while free and awaiting trial. 
Obviously, an important step in reducing 
the danger of criminality released de
fendants is to shorten the time between 
arrest and trial. 

Delay in bringing criminal def endant.s 
to trial also results in countless lost con
victions, and reductions of charges for 
serious crimes to charges for minor 
crimes. It is a simple fact that the longer 
the time for trial is delayed, the more 
memories fade, witnesses die or become 
unavailable, and cases become stale. It 
is also fact that clogged court dockets 
result in increased pressures on prosecu
tors to give the defendant a lesser charge 
in return for a guilty plea and waiver of 
jury trial. 

Current delays also lower the esteem 
that citizens have for the criminal justice 
system. For if this system is to operate 
effectively, the citizenry must believe that 
justice is operating fairly. Unless an at
tempt is made to head off the disaster 
that our criminal justice system is head
ed toward, we may look forward only 
to increasing disgust, complete cynicism, 
and Popular pressure for radical change. 

Anxiety and uncertainty about their 
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fate, experienced by many defendants, 
is one of the obvious costs of delay. The 
heaviest burden of all falls on the poor 
defendant who cannot afford bail or 
retained counsel, and who faces pretrial 
incarceration. These are the defendants 
whose jobs and family are completely in
terrupted when accused of a crime. These 
are the defendants who cannot return 
to a normal life until their trial date has 
arrived or they have decided to plead 
guilty. Clearly, something must be done. 

Mr. Speaker, this bill will require the 
trial of Federal criminal defendants 
within 60 days of their arrest. Failure to 
accomplish this will result in dismissal 
of the charge against the defendant. It 
is recognized that highly unusual cir
cumstances may require a longer period 
of time to bring some defendants to trial. 
Allowance for such cases is made in the 
bill. However, the overwhelming number 
of criminal cases will not fall under this 
category. In these instances, the de
fendant simply must be given a speedy 
trial. 

My proposal also provides for closer 
and more effective supervision of persons 
released on bail prior to trial. This 
would be aecomplished through the es
tablishment of pretrial service officers 
throughout the entire Federal district 
court system. These officers would super
vise released defendants, recommend ap
propriate release conditions, aid de
fendants in finding employment, medi
cal and other social needs, and perform 
th~se functions necessary to insure fair 
and equitable treatment for criminal de
fendants awaiting trial. To achieve this 
goal, $20 million would be authorized 
annually for expenditure in Federal 
districts. 

Finally, those States which fail to 
make the reforms necessary to follow 
the example of Federal courts will face 
having funds from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration cut off. Since 
receipt of these Federal funds is a priv
ilege enjoyed by the States, and not an 
inalienable right, this provision in the 
bill is intended only to provide States 
with an incentive to act. Although this 
incentive should not be required, this is 
the only action which the Federal Gov
ernment may take without infringing 
upon the integrity and inviolability of 
State court systems. 

Mr. Speaker, I urge the prompt con
sideration of this bill. The need for this 
legislation is clear. As stated in the tasik 
force report to the 1968 Presidential 
Commission: 

As the backlog of cases becomes overwhelm
ing, clearing the docket comes to be an end 
in and of itself, and haste rather than intel
ligent deliberation is the norm of practice. 
Disposition by dismissal or by guilty plea is 
often characterized by little attention given 
to the panel and correctional needs of the 
offender. 

The time tio act is now. Enactment of 
this bill into law will be required if the 
constitutional guarantee of right to 
speedy trial is to have substantive mean
ing. 
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AMERICA-THE MELTING POT 

HON. WILLIAM R. COTTER 
OF CONNECTICUT 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. COTTER. Mr. Speaker, all too 
often we read in the news of the hatred 
and bigotry that is manifested in today's 
society. It is sad that we so often forget of 
the cooperation and understanding that 
does occur among the peoples of many 
different cultural and ethnic back
grounds living in the United States to
day. 

Most recently I saw an article appear
ing in the Hartford Times that reminded 
me of the cooperation that can, and in
deed does, exist here in America. Mr. 
Speaker, I submit this article to be 
printed in the RECORD so as to remind us 
all of the lessons we may learn from our 
children, and also to reassert the concept 
that America is still the melting pot 
of the world. 

The article follows: 
No CHILD Is WITHOUT A FLAG AT BURNS 

(By John Cleary) 
In the entrance lobby of the Dominick F. 

Burns School on Putnam Street there's a 
row of little flags, each the national emblem 
of a different nation. Each flag represents one 
or more pupils in the school who were born 
in that country or whose pa.rents ca.me from 
there. 

The flags are the gift of the Connecticut 
Bank and Trust Company. Principal Herbert 
F. Shedroff says, "The bank's gift is a valued 
community participation in the life of the 
school. This school is very much a part of 
the community in which it's located-not 
just the city of Hartford, but a. high-density 
residential district with a. distinctly interna
tional flavor." 

The school has been nick.Ilra.med the 
"United Nations School" for the diversity of 
ethnic origins represented among the chil
dren. Shedroff hasn't yet counted up this 
year's national origins, but last year there 
were at least 26. By "national origin" he 
means that a child or one of his pa.rents was 
born in the country named: 

9'5hile, Colombia. , Peru, Venezuela, Brazil, 
Portugal, Poland, Cana.da, Italy, Greece, the 
Philippine Republic, Romania, China, Hun
gia,ry, Lithuania, Germany, France, Switzer
land, Yugoslavia, England, Scotla.nd, Irelamd, 
the Netherlands; two countries now parts of 
the Soviet Union, Latvia and the Ukraine, 
and the section of the Eastern Mediterranean 
whose people are usually called Armenian. 

And, of course, the United States of 
Amerioa. 

There's a. serious purpose behind the nick
name of the school. Shedroff said, "Children 
who feel they belong to any minority are 
likely to have bad feelings about themselves. 
Their self-ima.ge is poor becau.se they are so 
frequently 'put down.' We try to teach them 
explicitly a.nd by a,nd by example that di
versity is a source of richness. This is a. love 
school. 

"The children get the message better than 
their parents. When we began to emphasize 
the dignity a.nd color of each different ethnic 
culture, the window-breakage rate went 
down. The children began to have pride in 
the school. 

"But it's difficult to get the pairents of a. 
French-Canadian child, for example, to iden
tify in himself anything in common with a 
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Puerto Rica.n or a Portuguese. Our parents 
organization moves chiefly on the work of 
members of our staff." 

At the Burns School, it isn't a PTA; it's a 
PTSA-a Parent-Teacher-Student Associa
tion. "The children have a part in decision
making and the shaping of policy," Shedroff 
said. 

The diversity of languages presents the 
sta.ff with some problems. "It's more impor
tant for a child to be able to tell time than 
just to be able to tell time in English," 
Shedroff sa.id. "If he speaks Spanish at home, 
we tea.ch him to tell time in Spanish first." 

The staff is multilingual. The guidance 
counsellor is fluent in Portuguese. A flfth
grade teacher speaks Greek. (The school has 
all grades from kin dergarten through 
eighth). Several para-professionals speak 
other languages. 

The ethnic mix of the children reflects 
that of the neighborhood, roughly bounded 
by Washington Street, Madison Street, Pope 
Park and Capitol Avenue. It has long had a 
large French-Canadian population, and in 
recent years many Puerto Rican families 
have moved in. 

"It's a low-rent district," Shedroff said. 
"Immigrants tend to settle here first when 
they come to Hartford. Some of them become 
stabilized here, like the French Canadians. 
and the Portuguese. Others drift away a few 
at a time." 

Among Burns' distinguished alumni is 
Mayor Athanson. Another (who would still 
be a pupil if his family had not moved to 
another school district) is Wesley Robinson 
who last year, at the age of 12, was chosen 
by a national magazine to visit the Marshall 
Space Flight Center and experience for a few 
days the training of an astronaut. 

MARINE COMMANDANT PRAISES 
BROTHER SERVICES 

HON. JACK BROOKS 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Speaker, the dis
tinguished Commandant of the Marine 
Corps, Gen. Leonard F. Chapman, Jr .• 
paid honor to the other services as well 
as the Marine Corps on the Marine Corps 
196th anniversary, November 10, 1971, 
at a memorial ceremony held at the Iwo 
Jima Memorial Monument. He stated 
that the greatest tribute to fallen com
rades and to those still held captive is 
in the readiness of every weapon, and 
every marine to fulfill the purpose of 
the Marine Corps: The defense of the 
United States. I insert his remarks in 
the RECORD at this point. 

REMARKS OF GENERAL CHAPMAN 

Today, on the 196th anniversary of the 
birth of our Corps, we have joined together 
to honor all Marines who have given their 
lives in fulfilling the purpose of our Corps: 
"fighting our country's battles." 

Today, as is our custom, we remember the 
battles fought, the work accomplished, and 
the past a.nd present honors bestowed upon 
our Corps. And we remember the Marines, the 
few good men who chose to serve and gave 
their lives in that service. 

But as Marines, professionals, who a.re 
proud of their Corps and its service, we know 
that no force can stand alone in the line of 
battle. So today, in paying honor to those 
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Marines who have fallen, we also pay honor 
to our brothers of the Army, the Navy, the 
Air Force and the Coast Guard. And we look 
to our left and right with great pride to see 
their flags, like our own, decorated with the 
battle streamers of this country's history. 
It is a good history. we are proud to share it. 

Now, another hard and long conflict has 
become a part of our Corps history. Several 
months ago the last Marine unit left the 
Republic of Vietnam. Only a few hundred 
Marines remain there. This marks the first 
Marine Corps anniversary since 1964 that 
Marine battalions and squadrons have not 
been engaged in combat. And today we think 
of the Marines still held POW in enemy 
hands. Today we remember the purpose of 
our Corps remains unchanged. We are 
ready--every Marine, every weapon, and every 
piece of equipment is in constant readiness 
to fulfill that purpose: The defense of the 
United States. 

And in this is our greatest tribute to fallen 
comrades, and those held captive. 

THE RHODESIA BOYCOTT: THE END 
OF A SAD ERA 

HON. ROBERT PRICE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I 
must applaud the action taken by the 
House this past evening in voting to put 
an end to the ridiculous and self-defeat
ing policy of embargoing the importation 
of chromium ore from Rhodesia. For 
years apologists and functionaries in 
this Government have attempted to le
gitimize a masochistic policy which has 
made us the laughing stock of the world. 

We have been constantly rebuked and 
reminded of the importance of living up 
to ow· "commitments" to the United Na
tions-an organization which has had no 
difficulty at all in turning its back on the 
United States time after time. As an ex
tension of our own civil rights problems 
here at home, the United States was 
duped into going along with a U.N. 
sponsored program of sanctions against 
Rhodesia which has only served to cut 
off our nose to spite our face. While 
liberals here and abroad have sought to 
justify a Rhodesia boycott to show dis
approval of that government's internal 
policies, they have overlooked the fact 
that they have placed the United States 
in the position of dependence for a stra
tegic material upon the U.S.S.R., whose 
government is undoubtedly the most 
notorious, sinister, and antilibertarian 
in the entire world. We have been "Uncle 
Sap," an d while we have been chastized 
about living up to our "commitments," 
other pious U .N. members have con
tinued to carry on a brisk under-the
table trade with Rhodesia, whose 
clientele list probably includes the 
U.S.S.R. 

Mr. Speaker, if we have any feelings 
toward the internal affairs of the Rhode
sian Government, we can better offer a 
constructive influence only if channels of 
communica tion and trade are open-we 
can a ccomplish nothing by maintaining 
a stone-faced, hard-nosed stance. And 
certainly, if we are now willing to talk 
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with and trade with the Russians, and 
the Red Chinese, there can be no j ustifi
cation whatsoever for maintaining an 
unrealistic policy toward friendly, in
dependent, and strategically important 
Rhodesia. 

Mr. Speaker, I especially commend the 
distinguished chairman of the Armed 
Services Committee, Mr. HEBERT, my good 
friend JIM COLLINS of Texas, and Senator 
HARRY BYRD of Virginia for their con
structive and skillful efforts. I strongly 
urge the Senate to give its final assent 
to the military procurement bill as 
amended and for the President to sign 
the bill into law. 

And as a final note, I believe the ac
tion of the House is most timely in giv
ing its approval of this important bill on 
the eve of the sixth anniversary of 
Rhodesia's Independence Day. May I ex
tend warmest congratulations to the 
people of Rhodesia whose strength of 
character make November 11 a day 
worth celebrating. 

THREAT TO MIDDLE-CLASS 
AMERICA 

HON. JOEL T. BROYHILL 
OF VmGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BROYHILL of Virginia. Mr. 
Speaker, the uproar in Detroit, over the 
anticipated court order for massive, city
suburban schoolbusing, highlights what 
is in store for most large metropolitan 
areas nationwide. Only a constitutional 
amendment, as provided in House Joint 
Resolution 620, to oounteract the Su
preme Court's Swann decision, can stop 
it now. 

I would like to point out, Mr. Speaker, 
that the "flight to the suburbs" -which 
in recent years has been accelerating, 
partly because of increased overcrowding 
and air pollution in the "asphalt 
jungles"-predates the famous Brown de
segregation decision by at least a third of 
a century. The flight started at the end of 
World War I when city dwellers who 
could afford it moved to the outskirts of 
town, where they could raise their chil
dren in a cleaner, healthier, less crowded, 
more aittractive environment. 

As wages and salaries rose, blue col
lar city workers became white collar 
workers, and followed the more amuent 
to greener pastures. And as more and 
more city blacks became better and better 
educated and entered the professions, 
they too became middle class and moved 
to the suburbs. This upward and out
ward mobility of blacks as well as whites 
in the pursuit of happiness is now 
threatened by court orders to bus subur
ban children back into the overcrowded, 
crime-ridden, polluted, inner cities from 
which their families fled. 

There are exceptions perhaps, but I 
cannot believe that Americans, black or 
white, who seek a better way of life for 
themselves and their children in the sub
urbs do so because of animosity against 
the less fortunate who are left behind. 
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Surely there are better ways to help the 

city poor-through provisions for more 
parks, vastly improved educational and 
job opportunities and opportunities for 
outward mobility-than to drag great 
numbers of middle-class children back 
into the "asphalt jungles." 

Mr. Speaker, I urge passage of House 
Joint Resolution 620; and I insert a New 
York Times report of October 2, 1971, on 
Detroit's busing dilemma at this point in 
the RECORD. 

Bus RULING JARS DETROIT SUBURBS 

A Federal judge's ruling that Detroit's 
schools are segregated has started an uproar 
in the suburbs. 

Even though there is no order calling for 
any city suburban black-white busing, pro
tests and short boycotts involving thousands 
began this week. 

The issue of exchanging city blacks with 
suburban whites was raised by a white anti
busing group in Detroit. There is not likely to 
be any decision on the matter for some time. 
Federal Judge Stephen Roth, who ruled that 
the Detroit system was guilty of segregation 
although he blamed almost all of society for 
the problem, is scheduled to begin hearings 
on a solution this week, and the hearings 
could go on for months. 

The Detroit system with 300,000 children 
is two-thirds black, and integration in the 
city alone would leave all city schools largely 
black. The suburban schools are largely 
white. 

SUBURBANITES UPSET 

Suburbanites are concerned that the judge 
might order the state to create a metropolitan 
school district, stretching from the all-white 
schools of Dearborn-for years an openly 
segregated community--on Detroit's west to 
the rich Grosse Pointe suburbs to the east 
and to the rows of working and middle class 
suburbs in a band a few miles north of De
troit. 

Any such plan would mean sharing De
troit's school troubles, which many of the 
suburban residents moved from. The big 
Detroit district averages about $650 in spend
ing per student while the suburbs may run 
past $1,000. 

The Detroit schools score low on stand
ardized learning tests, and racial fighting in 
integrated schools is not uncommon. Since 
the new school year started, for example, 
there have been outbreaks of violence at Ford 
High School in Detroit and Ferndale High, an 
integrated suburban school. 

The dispute has political implications, too. 
The Democratic state party chairman, James 
McNeely, said this week he supports busing 
as a method of eliminat ing inequality in ed
ucation. But the heart of the opposition 
comes from working class and solidly Demo
cratic suburbs. 

HEAVY ABSENTEEISM 

In Warren, Mich., for example, a solidly 
Democratic suburb on election day, absen
teeism ran into the thousands and passed 40 
per cent in some schools after a call for a 
one-day boycott to protest the possibility of 
city-c;uburban busing. 

Republican office holders have been more 
cautious: Senator Robert P. Griffin, who will 
run for re-election next year, said he opposed 
force busing but also opposed boycotts. Gov. 
William Milliken said he favored integrated 
schools but it would take "the wisdom of 
Solomon" to work out a plan. 

The Governor and Frank Kelley, Demo
cr atic attorney general who is a. likely candi
dat e t o oppose Senator Griffin also announced 
a state court challenge this week to the 
property tax system that is used to finance 
the schools. 

An y effort to find a more equitable method 
of financing schools is connected to the in-
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tegration issue because the large black areas 
generally have less tax base per pupil, and 
thus less money to spend on schooling. 

BACKGROUND OF DISPUTE 

The controversy began after the Detroit 
board of education last year ordered white 
students, the minority, spread more thinly 
in the Detroit schools for integration. The 
Legislature killed the plan and ordered a de
centralized school system in Detroit, which 
blacks supported. 

Conservative white groups in Detroit then 
led a successful recall movement against the 
board of education members. The National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People then brought suit against the state 
and the Detroit school board. But the subur
ban busing question was not raised in this 
suit. 

The Citizens Committee for Better Educa
tion, which is against busing, intervened in 
the suit saying that all suburban schools 
should be included in any desegregation plan 
for Detroit, which started the worr~es in the 
suburbs. 

MONTHLY CALENDAR OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

HON. HENRY P. SMITH III 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SMITH of New York. Mr. Speaker, 
our late colleague, the Honorable James 
Fulton, placed in the RECORD each month 
the Smithsonian calendar of events. I 
have been requested to carry on that 
tradition, and I am honored to do so. 
The November calendar of events fol
lows: 

NOVEMBER AT THE SMITHSONIAN 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1 

Exhibition: Washington from Banneker to 
Douglass: 1791-1870. Portraits, photographs 
and documents, including the original Eman
cipation Proclamation signed by Lincoln 
in 1863, JX>rtra.y the history of the Nation's 
Capital from a perspective rarely used
Wa.shington's black community. A second 
part of this exhibit, Washington in the New 
Era: 1870-1970 will open in February 1972. 
National Portrait Gallery, through Januwry 
28. 

Exhibition: Early Electrical Appliances. 
Household appliances rangillg from egg beat
ers to shavers to a marshmallow cooker. 
Many of the object..s were given to the Smith
sonian by individual donors as the result of 
a plea from the curator printed in newspa
pers across the country. All a.re early ex
amples of their type, some dating from the 
late 19th century. In the new Hall of Elec
tricity, first fioor, Museum of History and 
Technology. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3 

Lunch box forum: The Changing Rationale 
of the Federal Government in Airport De
velopment: 1926-1970. An informal discus
sion by Dr. Elmore A. Champie, FAA His
torian. Sponsored by the National Air and 
Space Museum. Room 449 Smithsonian Insti
tution Building. 12 noon-Bring yoll!r lunch! 

Free film theatre: John J. Audubon. 
Documentary tracing the steps of Audubon 
through Europe and North America. Scenes 
a.re taken from his most famous books, Birds 
of America, revealing the painstakin.g deta.11 
of hiS work. 12: 10 and 1: 10 p.m., Natural 
History Building auditorium. 
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4 

Free film theatre: John J. Audubon. Re
peat. See November 3 for details. 

NOVEMBER 4 TO 11 

Black Arts Week. Black artists are being 
honored at the National Collection of Fine 
Arts by a week of special activities in con
junction with the opening of an exhibit of 
works by William H. Johnson, a major black 
artist. 

Films: Two programs shown daily in the 
Lecture Hall, NCFA. 

10:30 a..m. First World Festival of Negro 
Arts; Five-five celebrated black artists and 
their various techniques; John Otterbridge
the sculptor, his background and ideas. 

1 p.m. Black Dimensions in Contemporary 
American Art; Bernie Casey-the poet
painter on art and life; Aretha Franklin, 
Soul Singer. 

Tours: William H. Johnson Exhibition. 
Nov. 4-5, 8-11, 11 a.m., 1 a.nd 3 p.m. Nov. 7 
from Noon to 5 p.m. on the hour. Art by 
Black Americans (1930-1950). Self-guided 
tour with written material available. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5 

Exhibition: William H. Johnson (1902-
1970). Paintings, watercolors, drawings, and 
prints by this little known but highly tal
ented black American artist comprise the 
major fall exhibition of the National Collec
tion of Fine Arts. Through January 9, 1972. 

Exhibition: Fisheries and Wildlife Cen
tennial. Graphics and photographs on the 
100-year history of national involvement in 
fisheries and fish management, from the 
original National Fish Commission to the 
present National Ma.rine Fisheries Service, 
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration, and the Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife. Included are old and 
new photographs showing the progress made 
in research and service, as well as a "Did 
You Know" section of under-sea curios. 
Museum of Natura.I History. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6 

Black Arts Day 
.Panel Discussion: Black Arts Today. Mod

erator: Mrs. Evangeline Montgomery, black 
a.rt consultant, Oakland Museum, CaJifornia. 
Panelists: Leroy Gaskin, Samella. Lewis, Lois 
Jones Pierre-Noel, and Percy Ricks. 11 a..m., 
Granite Gallery, National Collection of Fine 
Arts. 

Lecture: W. H. Johnson and His Contem
poraries, by Carroll Greene, consultant on 
Afro-American art for the Museum of Mod
ern Art, New York. 3 p.m., Granite Gallery, 
National Collection of Fine Arts. 

Music From Marlboro: First of a. three
part series presented by the famed Marlboro 
Music Festival of Vermont. Works by Mozart, 
Boccherini, and Brahms performed by violin
ists Pina Carmirelli and Ronald Copes, vio
lists Philipp Naegele and James Dinh.am, 
cellists Jerry Grossman and Steven Doane, 
a.nd oboist Georges Louis Haas. 5:30 p .m., 
Natural History Building auditorium. Series 
tickets a.re $12.50; single tickets, $5, student 
tickets, $1.50 with I.D. at the door as ava.11-
a.ble. Special Associates rates: $11, series; $4, 
singles. The remaining concerts will be held 
on February 5 and March 25. For informa
tion call 381-5395. 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8 

Botany Seminar: Floral Anatomy and Sys
tematics of Eugenia (Myrtaceae), by Dr. Ru
dolf Schmid, Visiting Research Associate, De
partment of Botany. 6 p.m.., Natural History 
Building, Room WW531. Public ls invited. 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9 

Illustrated Lecture: Chinese Landscape, 
Blue and Green. Professor Martie Young, 
Cornell University, traces the history of 
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landscape paintings of the "blue and green" 
technique, that first appeared in the T'ang 
Dynasty (A.D. 618-907) and was revived pe
riodically through the centuries by Chinese 
artists. 8: 30 p.m., Freer Gallery of Art. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10 

Lunchbox Forum: Early New England Avi
ation-Depression Years. Informal discus
sion by Lt. Col. Franklin E. Jordan, AUS, 
Retired. SJX>nsored by the National Air and 
Space Museum. Room 449, Smithsonian In
stitution Building. 12 noon-Bring your 
lunch! 

Fr.ee Film Theatre: To be announced. 
12: 10 and 1: 10 p.m., Natural History Build
ing auditorium. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11 

Free Film Theatre: To be announced. 
12: 10 and 1: 10 p.m., Natural History Build
ing auditorium. 

Changes of address and calendar requests: 
mail to Mrs. Fisher, 107 Smithsonian Insti
tution Building, Washington, D.C. 20560. 
When applicable, please include old calen
dar label. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12 

Lecture: Man and His Environment, by 
Marshall T. Augustine, sedimentation spe
cialist, Maryland Department of Water Re
sources. Man's impact on his environment 
from colonia.l days to the present with special 
attention to present day exploitation of nat
ural resources for development of subdivi
sions, industrial parks, highways and sur
face mining and suggestions on preventive 
and remedial measures. Sponsored by the 
National Parks and Conservation Association. 
8 p .m., Natural History Building auditorium. 

Folk Concert: Grant Rogers, folksinger, 
guitarist, songwriter and fiddler. 8:30 p.m., 
History and Technology Building auditorium. 
Sponsored by the Smithsonian Division of 
Performing Arts and the Folklore Society of 
Greater Washington. FSGW members, free; 
non-members, $1. For ticket information call 
381-5395. 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14 

Symposium: Print Prices Today. Sponsored 
by the Washington Print Club. Moderator: 
Alan Fern, Assistant Chief, Prints and Photo
graphs Division, Library of Congress. Panel
ists: Elizabeth Stevens, and Sylvan Cole. 3 
p.m., Granite Gallery, National Collection of 
Fine Arts. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17 

Lunchbox F'orum: A Slide Visit to West 
Coast Aviation Museums. Informal discus
sion by earl F. Emde of TRW Systems. Spon
sored by the National Air and Space Museum. 
Room 449, Smithsonian Institution Building. 
12 noon-Bring your lunch. 

Free Film Thea.tre: Hippo; Antelopes on 
the Plains of Africa; High Over the Borders
annual bird migrations from North to South 
America. A series of short films on animals 
and birds from the New York Zoological 
Society. 12: 10 and 1: 10 p.m., Natural History 
Building auditorium. 

Meeting Royal Sikkim: 3 p.m. Fashion show 
and reception. See box, this page. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18 

Creative Screen: Daguerre: The Birth of 
Photography-the fascinating early history 
of photography depicting Daguerre and con
temporaries; Pas de Deux-An unforgettable 
ballet, stroboscopic effects :.nd the ingenuity 
o! Norman McLaren produce film as art; 
Daphnis and Chloe-still photography, kinet
ic Ught, and special effects present the ab
stract vlsua.Uzation of Maurice Ravel's Suite 
No. 2. N-a.tiona.1 Collection of Fine Arts, 11 
a.m., 12 noon, 1 and 2 p.m. 

Free Film Theatre: Hippo! Antelopes on 
the Plains of Africa; High Over the Borders. 
Repeat. See November 17 for details. 
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19 

Folk Concert: Malvina Reynolds, a leading 
writer of contemporary folksongs, in a special 
concert sponsored by the Folklore Society of 
Greater Washington and the Smithsonian 
Division of Performing Arts, 8:30 p.m., Nat
ural History Building auditorium. Admission: 
FSGW members, $1; non-members, $2. 

Exhibition: Thomas Eakins: His Photo
graphic Works. Approximately 200 photo
graphs by or of the great 19th century Ameri
can artist including portrait photographs that 
served as notes for paintings and examples 
of the artist's outdoor work. National Collec
tion of Fine Arts, through January 3, 1972. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20 

Creative Screen: Daguerre: The Birth of 
Photography; Pas de Deux; Daphnis and 
Chloe. Repeat. See November 18 for details. 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29 

Audubon Lecture: Outdoor Yearbook. Karl 
Maslowski, photographer for Walt Disney and 
writer for Cincinnati Enquirer, will show a 
color movie of usual and unusual natural 
phenomena with the sounds of 60 different 
species of wildlife. 5:15 and 8:30 p.m., Nat
ural History Bullding auditorium. 

FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY 

HON. ROMANO L. MAZZOLI 
OF KENTUCKY 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to ~all to the attention of my col
leagues a newspaper article which ap
peared in the Louisville Times on Sep
tember 17, 1971. 

It concerns Mr. L. A. (Lewis) Gerton 
of Louisville, Ky., who, despite the fact 
he lost his sight 4 years ago, is able to 
see certain things quite clearly. 

I would like, most particularly, to call 
attention to Mr. Gerton's observation 
that financial benefits alone do not meet 
the needs of our handicapped citizens. 

What is more important than money, 
in the words of Mr. Gerton, is simply the 
gift of a "little kindness, a little hu
manity.'' 

Because I think that Mr. Gerton's mes
sage to those of us who are more for
tunate is an impartant one, I insert the 
following article, by Miss Laurel Shackel
ford, in the RECORD. 
FArrH HOPE AND CHARrrY: THE BLIND HELP 

OTHERS 

(By Laurel Shackelford) 
About 3 :45 p.m. yesterday L. A. (Lewis) 

Gerton called the regular monthly meeting 
of Faith Hope and Charity to order by tap
ping his collapsible blindman's cane on a 
marred, but sturdy, Sunday-school table in 
the basement of Grace Hope Presbyterian 
Church. 

Gerton is a tall, good-looking man who en
joys dressing sharply even though he cannot 
see the results. Yesterday he had on a bright 
purple pullover sweater, with leather trim, 
and grey plaid slacks. The sighted women at 
the meeting admired the apparel and Gerton 
was pleased. 

Gerton has always been a man on the go, 
especially since he lost his sight four years 
ago through glaucoma. He is involved with a 
lot of projects-he's chairman of the board 
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of directors of the Jackson Area Council and 
teaches ceramics at Grace Hope-but his fa
vorite is the Faith Hope and Charity group. 

Gerton started the group about three years 
ago when he learned. there were a number of 
blind people in the area who needed to get 
out of the house once in a while, people who 
needed a little fun. 

The purpose of the group is to help other 
people and to help each other. Members who 
can afford it pay a dollar a month dues, plus 
25 cents for the birthday fund. 

The dues help fund the group's special 
projects, such as delivering Christmas bas
kets to nursing-home shut-ins, and are oc
casionally used to help a Faith Hope and 
Charity member who has an emergency. Pro
ceeds from the birthday fund are given to 
each member on his birthday. 

Collecting the dues is a serious, time-con
suming matter at the meetings. One woman 
who has sight collects the money and calls 
out the names of the people who have paid, 
while two other members--one with sight 
and one without-record the figures. 

When they are finished with the business 
affairs , Louis Matthews, a blind man, begins 
recording the minutes, which will be read at 
the next meeting, in Braille. 

JUST A LrrTLE RESENTFUL 

Gerton Is not bitter about being blind, just 
a little resentful. 

He believes people with sight are fooling 
themselves when they think they have done 
their bit for the blind by having the state 
send them a disability check each month. 

He said, "They figured they took the blind
man off the streets by giving him money. 
They seem to think a little money is the 
answer. It's not. Most of us could make more 
money by begging. But more importantly, 
we're looking for a little kindness, a little 
humanity." 

He said, "Blind people are almost like chil
dren in this respect. You have no idea how 
excited the group gets when I tell them 
someone is going to take an interest in us, 
that someone is going to come see us. But 
that rarely happens-people fall down on 
what they said, and the group gets so dis
appointed." 

Gerton told about a seminary student who 
took an interest in the group last year and 
wrote to 75 area churches asking for volun
teers who would be in.terested in "adopting" 
a blind person. 

Gerton said the seminarian thought it 
would be nice if the church members would 
stop in to see the blind people a couple times 
a week, perhaps bringing them a Uttle 
present and sitting and talking to them for 
awhile. 

However, none of the churches answered 
the letters, according to Gerton, and the 
Faith Hope and Charity members stm re
member the disappointment. 

MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MAN
HOW LONG? 

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, a child 
asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks: 
"How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my 
husband alive or dead?" 

Communist North Vietnam is sadisti
cally practicing spiritual and mental 
genocide on over 1,600 American prison
ers of war and their families. 

How long? 
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NATURE AND MAN-AND WATER 

HON. WAYNE N. ASPINALL 
OF COLORADO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ASPINALL. Mr. Speaker, the 
RECORD of this body in recent years has 
been filled with predictions of doom and 
foreboding concerning the environment; 
what man is doing to it; and with cries 
for the elimination of all activity that 
makes it possible for man to use our re
sources for any basic economic purpose. 
Perhaps no field of public activity has 
been so attacked and castigated as have 
our water resource development pro
grams. 

Those of us who have been privileged 
to be active in the water field have recog
nized the Potential for some adverse ef
fect and have supparted measures to 
limit such effects without depriving our
selves of all benefits of the works of man. 
I was, therefore, deeply impressed and 
encouraged by a recent speech by one of 
our distinguished colleagues, the Honor
able JIM WRIGHT of Texas, who was pre
cisely on track when he made an elo
quent request for balance between "use" 
and "preservation" of our natural re
sources. 

Mr. WRIGHT addressed the All States 
Banquet of the National Water Resource 
Association during that organization's 
annual convention in Dallas, Tex., on 
November 4, 1971. I was privileged to be 
present on that occasion and am glad to 
share his remarks with all of my col
leagues, feeling that they are well worth 
careful reading regardless of one's per
suasion. 

Mr. WRIGHT'S remarks follow: 
NATURE AND MAN-AND WATER 

(Remarks of Congressman JIM WRIGHT) 
Tonight I want to talk with you about 

Nature and Man. 
Let us think together of Man and Nature

and of Water, nature's most priceless gift 
and man's most useful servant. 

In the Book of Genesis, we find the com
mandment that man 1s to "subdue the 
earth." Obviously this did not mean to 
ravage the earth. But, of equally obvious 
truth, it does not mean to be subdued by the 
earth. 

Nature is a marvelous mechanism. So is the 
human body. Both were engineered and cre
ated by the Divine Intelllgence to perform 
their appointed functions efficiently and ef
fectively. 

But just as the human body can get out 
of balance and require corrective surgery to 
perform its functions properly, so also nature 
itself can get out of balance and require the 
corrective, healing surgery of man to per
form its functions effectively, efficiently, and 
beneficially in the interests of both nature 
and man. 

Nature exists for man, and man is expected 
to exercise beneficent dominion. 

He is not expected to prostrate himself 
supinely before the :floods; nor to abandon 
the arid earth to dust where water lies 
beneath the soil; nor let the waters wash 
away the land and leave both man and earth 
bereft. All of our knowledge cries out against 
such folly. 

PARABLE OF THE DAM 

Recently George W. Ball, former Under 
Secretary of State, wrote a whimsical little 
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story which he called the Parable of the 
Dam. It was published in Newsweek maga
zine. Secretary Ball no doubt intended its 
deeper meaning to apply to the world of in
terna.tion·al affairs. But the pa.raible has a 
more direct and even more obvious applica
tion in light of recent developments in the 
United States. 

The story goes like this: 
Since the beginning of time, the villages 

in a mountain canyon had been periodically 
ravaged by floods. Finally, the leaders con
vened a great meeting and decided to invest 
their efforts and resources in building a 
large, strong dam. 

Thereafter, for a quarter of a century, the 
dam sheltered the villages from disaster, 
prosperity prevailed, and life was tranqull
untll, at last a new generation began to 
grow up, free from the apprehensions of 
the past and filled with exciting ideas about 
a world of song and beauty. 

Inevitably the new leaders turned their 
attention to the dam. It was, they an
nounced.. huge and ugly and an affront to the 
environment. Besides it blocked out the 
sunset. 

One leader wrote a folk song proclaiming 
it a symbol of imperialist megalomania, and 
people spoke excitedly of little else, until 
someone brought forth an argument that 
seemed quite unanswerable . After all, it was 
pointed out, no one ever talked about flood 
damage except the old fogies over 30 who 
were nol to be trusted anyway. Who among 
the new leaders could recall any floods in 
his lifetime? 

It was perfectls clear that floods were com
pletely outmoded, a matter of the past-
perhaps just a fiction manufactured to 
frighten the people. Since there had not been 
one for 25 years, clearly there would not be 
another. 

So, after a season of demonstrations, more 
speeches, a pageant and several rock festi
vals, they blew up the dam and us.ed the 
fragments for a people's playground. And 
let me tell you straight, man, when the 
waters came down it was really the Age of 
Aquarius! 

THE "ECOLOGY" MOVEMENT 

In the past two years, a sudden public 
awareness of our environment has burst upon 
the scene like an earthquake. To those of you 
who for decades have led the lonely and 
often thankless struggle for conservation 
and environmental quality, this should be 
great good news. A public awakening was 
long overdue! But--as ls so often the case
the prir.e we pay for long public neglect is 
a sort of hysterical over-reaction. 

Unfortunately, among the new converts 
there ls vast misunderstanding of all that 
the dedicated handful of conservationists 
has been doing for all these years. There ls 
a deadly tendency to want to stop everything, 
to tear out all that man has built, to reverse 
the hard-won victories the conservation 
movement he.s achieved, and-incredibly-to 
turn the clock back to the unenlightened 
er.a when nature ravaged m.an and man waa 
powerless to protect himself. 

FOr many in the newly popular "ecology" 
movement, scapegoats have become more 
popular quarry than solutions. Stopping pro
grams of resource development has become 
more fashionable--a.nd it was always easier 
-than performing those programs. 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT 

For some the Environmental Polley Act of 
1969 bas been misconstrued as a trumpet 
call to retreat into the past and seek the 
improb,a,ble goal of a dead and distant age 
before man's massive intrusion, when na
ture was supreme---an age when floods were 
thought to be the inevitable will of God and 
when it was the accepted rule that a river 
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would cleanse itself in seven miles without 
any help from man. 

But those who so interpret the command
ment of that legislation have failed to under
stand its meaning. And this misunderstand
ing exists not only among the enthusiasts 
of the pre~ervatlonlst movement, but among 
some in our agencies of administrative gov
ernment--and, sadly, in some of our Fed
eral courts. 

Let me quote the purposes of the En
vironmental Polley Act as set forth in the 
very preamble oo that legislation. These are 
the purposes declared by Congress: 

"To declare a national policy which will 
encourage productive and enjoyable har
mony between man and his environment 
(and I underline those words, productive 
and enjoyable harmony); to promote efforts 
which will prevent or eliminate damage to 
the environment and biosphere and stim
ulate the health and welfare of man; to en
rich the understanding of the ecological 
systems and natural resources important to 
the Nation; and oo establish .a Council on 
Environmental Quality." 

Nowhere do I read in these purposes any 
intent to halt the development of our na
tion's water resources. 

Nowhere do I see expressed a desire to lock 
up our rivers for the exclusive enjoyment of 
those few who wish only white-capped wa
ters running rampant and uncontrolled. 

Nowhere in that legislation is implied a 
call for retrogression. The law contains no 
mandate for any self-appointed group to 
exalt itself above the established agencies of 
orderly government and bring their work to a 
grinding halt! 

Nowhere in that law do I read any intent to 
abrogate the clear will of Congress as re
flected in water development projects fully 
authorized for construction-and some of 
them already begun-by the Bureau of Rec
lamation, the Soil Conservation Service, and 
the Corps of Engineers. · 

Yet, sadly, some have mistakenly read into 
the passages of that law a commandment to 
do these very things. 

MAN'S EXPERIENCE 

My father once told me that, unless each 
generation can capitalize upon the mistakes 
of its predecessors and avoid a repetition 
of those same mistakes, we'd suffer the great
est waste of all-the waste of man's hard-won 
experience. 

I am not so young, and neither perhaps are 
most of you, that we cannqt recall the ups 
and downs of an uncontrolled public econ
omy, the booms and busts of an unprotected 
farm economy, the flickering lights of rural 
America where electriftcaitlon was only a 
dream--0r the devastating floods and 
droughts inflicted by a nature uncontrolled 
by man. 

The Environmental Policy Act provides the 
machinery for a valuable service--new tools 
to evaluate the environmental effect of each 
of our public decisions. Congress most em
phatically clicl not intend that only the ad
verse effects of every act should be subject to 
evaluation. To adopt such an attitude would 
lead us to but one conclusion: do nothing! 

A BALANCED VIEW 

Dt was quite clearly intended by Congress 
that the machinery originated in that act 
should give us the information for a bal
anced view. 

While we do want to know of any possible 
effects on wildlife, we are preeminently con
cerned wilth the effects on human life. That, 
in a.ny sane sea.le of values, must always come 
first! 

Obviously, when navigation opens up the 
gates of commerce and job-producing enter
prise to an underdeveloped area and helps 
reverse the massive tides of migration to the 
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overcrowded cities, that ls a positive environ
mental effect! 

When the Soil Con.servaJtlon Service builds 
levees and up-stream dMDS a.nd encourages 
terracing and cover cropping to retard the 
siltation of our reservoirS, that is a positive 
environmental impact. 

When homes and businesses are saved 
from periodic floods and the human wreck
age that lies in their wake, who can regard 
the environmental effeot as anything but 
positive? 

When the waters of subterranean streams 
bring forth their bounty and transform des
erts into gardens where the family Of man 
can live a.nd prosper, this ls a positive en
vironmental impact. 

When a city is given a dependable water 
supply, the living environment ls enriched. 

When a reservoir provides the means of 
wholesome outdoor recreation for thousands 
of city-bound Americans, the environmerutal 
quality has been enhanced. 

When the managemenit practices of en
lightened man augment low flows down
stream, stabilize the river banks and replace 
the stagnant pools where only mosquitoes 
have bred, the environment quite manifest
ly has been improved. 

Ea.ch of these effects is positive and help
ful to the human race. Congress most em
phatically does not intend that any one of 
them shall be slighted or !gnored. 

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT 

This year in Congress we have had two 
votes which clearly establish the will of the 
people's elected representatives. 

The first came upon an amendment to the 
Agricul,ture Appropriation blll which would 
have directed that we halt an works of chan
nelization including those already approved 
by Congress and subject them all to further 
"study." 

The second came upon a motion to amend 
the Public Works Appropriation by stopping 
the development of a key project in the Dela
ware River program--0ne on which construc
tion already had begun-until further vague
ly defined "studies" might be conducted. 

Both amendments were decisively de
feated! And this should be an unmistakable 
expression of the clear intent of Congress 
thait the soundly conceived works of water 
resource development shall go forward un
impeded! 

The projects which would have been de
layed or denied by these amendments had 
already been studied and restudied. They had 
been analyzed, evaluated, adopted and be
gun-just as numerous others against which 
well-meaning but pitifully misinformed 
minorities have sought injunctions in the 
courts. 

It ls devoutly hoped that the courts will 
understand the intent of Congress as ex
pressed in these resounding votes and govern 
the,mselves accordingly. 

STUDY NO SUBSTITUTE FOR ACTION 

There comes a point in every human so
ciety when study must give way to action. 
The average water resource development 
project of the Corps of Engineers today must 
traverse the labyrinthine path of almost 18 
years of study and restudy between the point 
of a survey resolution and the turning of the 
first spadeful of dirt. 

To suggest that, after all this, the will of 
Congress be stymied and the directed action 
be stalled simply for the sake a! further 
"study" 1s reminiscent Of the words Of Kip
Ung in his description Of old men. He said: 
"They peck out, dissect, and extrude to the 

mind 
The flaccid tissues of long-dead issues 

Offensive to God and mankind 
Like vultures over an ox 
Tha.t the Army has lett behind ... 
Study at best ls merely a guide and pre-
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cursor to action. It ls not a substitute for 
action! 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Conservation and development are not mu
tually exclusive. Development of the earth's 
resources is the tool by which man carries 
out the goal of conservation. 

There is no irreconcilable gulf between a 
sound ecology and a sound economy. 

To be a wise conservationist or an intelli
gent environmentalist -does not mean to halt 
our development and harnessing of the water 
resources of our planet. To grea.ta- or lesser 
degree this has been necessary since man first 
Intruded upon the earth. It is more necessary 
today than ever because there are more and 
ever more people. 

We cannot, a.las, keep people from Intrud
ing upon the earth. And the Interest of peo
ple must come first. 

POPULATION PRESSURES 

Already the stark statistics of population 
growth contain in their overtones a prophecy 
of world famine. Already, In spite of our 
pockets of afiluence, we see a preview of this 
prophecy on the subcontinent of India. 

At the beginning of the Christian era, 
there were only some 250 million people on 
the entire earth. Within our generation, we 
shall have more than that right here in the 
U.S.--on about seven percent of the world's 
land area. 

It took mankind more than 3,000 years to 
achieve a population of three billion people. 
Demographers forecast that we shall double 
this in 30 years. In three decades, if the pres
ent trend continues, we shall add to the liv
ing total as many as our progenitors added 
in more than three millennia. 

The same amount of land and air and water 
and mineral resources, then, must be made 
to serve more and ever more people. Every 
year in our own country, we have a popula
tion growth equivalent to a new state of 
Maryland. 

Not much longer can agricultural surpluses 
be our problem in the United States. Instead, 
we rapidly approach the time when we shall 
need millions of additional acres in produc
tion lf we are merely to feed our own peo
ple--let alone the famine-bent blllions of a 
hungry world. 

Every drop of water that can be conserved, 
every inch of top soil that can be saved, ev
ery field and forest we can renew, every ore 
and mineral we can develop and conserve, 
and every stream we can cleanse of pollution 
will be our greatest possible gifts to fUture 
generations. 

This ls why the work of your association 
ts so extremely important. And this 1s why 
the development of our resources must never 
slacken. 

As most of you know, this nation used 
only about 40 billion gallons of water a day 
in 1900. This year we will use more than 400 
billion gallons dally. The entire structure of 
our modem life depends, therefore, upon the 
maximum development and conservation of 
this finite resource. 

NATURE'S ENDOWMENT AND MAN'S CHOICE 

The amount of water in the world ls 
constant-unvarying and abundant. The 
total quantity has been precisely the same 
since the very beginning when . . . God 
created the heaven and the earth. And the 
earth was without form and void; and dark
ness was upon the face of the deep. And the 
spirit of God moved upon the face of the 
waters. 

An unending cosmic rotation steadily 
moves man's ll!egiving liquid by gravity 
through the gentle and incessant tlow of 
streams to the great reservoirs of our oceans, 
then draws it skyward by the sun's attrac
tion to be purlfied anew, conveys it by cloud 
and wind, and returns it by rain to refresh 
the thirsty earth and renew man's lease 
on life ... ad infinitum. It ls an ever-recur-
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ring miracle, the most wondrous natural 
marvel of a wondrous universe. 

Science can comprehend it, but never 
quite duplicate it. Man cannot change it. 
He can locally and temporarily befoul the 
process, and bring death. He can fall to act, 
quibble and quarrel with his neighbor while 
the tides of man outpace the provender of 
nature. Or he can form a sort of divine part
nership with nature, help it along-and 
preserve life. This is his choice. 

Twentieth-century America, like the prod
igal son, has drawn heavily upon the bank 
account of its native endowment and squan
dered the substance 1n riotous misuse. More 
bountifully endowed than any nation in his
tory, we've adopted the rather casual assump
tion that Providence protects America. We've 
extracted the riches of our natural legacy, 
exploited them to build a shining society, 
and wasted them in copious quantities. 

We recall that other civilizat ions, also 
blessed wit h a spark of greatness, have 
strutted across the stage of world eminence 
only to fade and wane, their brief, bright 
promise unfulfilled. In the uncomprehending 
sand and heat of arid desert waste, their 
monuments lie buried. 

Let no future archeologist tell the story 
for us. We have the knowledge to tell it for 
ourselves-if we have the wisdom. There ls 
enough water to serve our needs for future 
time, if we learn to use and reuse it well. 
And there ls enough time to do what we must. 
But there's not much of either to spare. 

HOUSE RESOLUTION 630 

HON. ANDREW JACOBS, JR. 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Speaker, I was won
dering if at this late date any Member 
of Congress or any member of the ex
ecutive branch would care to say he or 
she is willing, from this day forward, 
to give his or her life, limb, sanity, or 
freedom-POW even for another day
further to prop up the Saigon dictator
ship. 

Other Americans are being ordered to 
do so today. 

Following is the language of House 
Resolution 630, which I introduced on 
September 30, 1971: 

Whereas the President of the United 
States on March 4, 1971, stated that his pol
icy is that: "as long as there are American 
POW's in North Vietnam we wlll have to 
maintain a residual force in South Vietnam. 
That is the least we can negotiate for." 

Whereas Madame Nguyen Thi Blnh, chief 
delegate of the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of the Republic of South Viet
nam stated on July 1, 1971, that the policy 
of her government is: "If the United States 
Government sets a terininal date for the 
withdrawal from South Vietnam in 1971 of 
the totality of United States forces and those 
of the other foreign countries in the United 
States camp, the parties will at the same 
time agree on the modalities: 

"A. Of the withdrawal 1n safety from South 
Vietnam of the totality of the United States 
forces and those of the other foreign coun
tries in the United States camp; 

"B. Of the release of the totality of mili
tary men of all parties and the civilians cap
tured in the war (including American pilots 
captured in North Vietnam), so that they 
may all rapidly return to their homes. 

"These two operations wlll begin on the 
same date and wlll end on the same date. 
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"A cease-fire will be observed between the 

South Vietnam People's Liberation Armed 
Forces a nd the Armed Forces of the other 
foreign countries in the United States camp, 
as soon as the parties reach agreement on 
the withdrawal from South Vietnam of the 
totality of the United States forces and 
those of the other foreign countries in the 
United States camp." 

Resolved, That the United States shall 
forthwith purpose at the Paris peace talks 
that in r eturn for the return of all American 
prisoners held in Indochina, the United 
States shall withdraw all its Armed Forces 
from South Vietnam within sixty days fol
lowing the signing of the agreement: Pro
vided, That the agreement shall contain 
guarantee by the Democrat ic Republic of 
Vietnam a nd the Provisional Revolutionary 
Governmen t of the Republic of South Viet
nam of safe conduct out of Vietnam for all 
American prisoners and all American Armed 
Forces simultaneously. 

GEORGE ROCHE ill-NEW PRESI
DENT OF HILLSDALE COLLEGE 

HON. EDWARD HUTCHINSON 
OF MICHIGAN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr. Speaker, there 
are still some institutions of higher edu
cation in America, independent colleges 
which continue to jealously guard thei.; 
freedom from State control. Among them 
is Hillsdale College, a very fine small 
college of liberal arts in southern Michi
gan within my congressional district. Our 
colleague, the gentleman from minois 
<Mr. CRANE) and our former colleague, 
Hon. E. Ross Adair, now U.S. Ambas
sador to Ethiopia, are members of its 
board of trustees. 

On October 9, 1971, it was my privilege 
to attend the inauguration of Dr. George 
C. Roche III as the 11th president of 
Hillsdale College. His inaugural address 
was so filled with the kind of educational 
philosophy so much needed in the Nation 
today that I asked him to perm.it me to 
include it in the RECORD. 

I commend it to my colleagues. The in
augural address follows: 

INAUGURAL ADDRESS 

(By Dr. George C. Roche ID) 
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and every-

where 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 
The best lack all conviction, while the worst 
Are full of passionate intensity. 

In these words, William Butler Yeats de
scribed a collapsing world, a world gone mad, 
lost beyond recall. Sadly enough, Yeats' 
poetry has a prophetic ring today. We are 
confronted with distress and confusion on 
every hand, and nowhere have these symp
toms been more apparent than on the col
lege campus. Many Americans, especially 
the young, seem to be saying that their pres
ent life is not worth living, that our institu
tions and indeed our entire social structure 
have been found wanting. There seems to be 
abroad in the land a desire to start life anew, 
to reaffirm the unique aspects of individual 
personality. 

A large proportion of the distress, confu
sion and alienation which so many people 
suffer today is directly traceable to the sad 
estate of present-day higher education. The 
proper goal of education ls the development 
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of the individual. And the great task is to 
bring the educational structure back to that 
purpose. Unfortunately, the trend continues 
in the opposite direction. The multiversity, 
to use the term coined by Clark Kerr, would 
appear to be a modern hybrid with a scale 
of values oriented toward everything but the 
individual student. While such a bureaucracy 
cannot educate, it lends itself admirably well 
to social engineering, to turning out tech
nically proficient automatons ideally suited 
to running the system without questioning 
its values. This is one of the valid complaints 
our students have. We can see this in a bit 
of doggerel originating from the Berkeley 
uprising, to be sung to the tune of Beetho
ven's Ninth Symphony: 

From the tip of San Diego, 
To the top of Berkeley's hills 
We have built a mighty factory, 
To impart our social skills. 
Social engineering triumph, 
Managers of every kind 
Let us all with drills and homewcrk 
Manufacture human minds! 

Small wonder that our young people feel 
alienated when caught in the grip of the 
monstrous multiversities which leave no 
room for the development of individual per
sonality. 

A second failing of present-day education 
has been the calculated retreat from the 
lasting values by which society may be or-

- dered and the individual's life may be gov
erned. One of the patron saints who helped 
to produce the intellectual climate of twen
tieth-century America was J. Allen Smith, 
the history professor who originated the de
bunking view of the Founding Fathers and 
the United States Constitution later made 
famous by Charles Beard's An Economic In
terpretation of the Constitution. Smith, in 
a moment of reflection, apparently had his 
misgivings. "The trouble with us reformers 
ls that we made reform a crusade against 
standards. Well, we've smashed them all, and 
now neither we nor anyone else have any
thing left! Nothing left I Strong words, com
ing from a prophet of the modern academy. 

How did we reach such a stage of moral 
bankruptcy? One of the most ba.51c princlples 
Of the Deweyite pragmatism and instrumen
talism which infect our schools and our so
cial order is that the trwth of an idea is 
measurable only by the consequences to 
Which it leads. Presumably, if the conse
quences of a.n idea a.re good, then the prop
osition is true. How do we measure good con
sequences? The good, so we a.re told by the 
instrumentalist, is that which achieves the 
proper social goals. Does the individual have 
judgment in this matter? Is there some Di
vine sanction by which we can evaluate these 
"proper socia.l goals?" The modern answer 
to both questions has been "No." The measure 
of good is now to be exclusively social, elim
inating individual judgment, elimill81ting any 
fixed standard of right and wrong, and in
deed ellminatlng the very concept of truth. 

Today, many of our young people are more 
concerned than previous generations to know 
"the reason why," to examine the moral 
premises of our society. Perhaps they hunger 
for this because our present institutional 
structure offers them so few values and prin
ciples on which to build their lives. 

The state of education today is, like the 
state of our civlllzatlon, the sad consequence 
of ideas which have been enjoying increa.sing 
popularity in recent decades, mistaken ideas 
on the naiture of man a.nd the meaning of 
human life. Today's educational structure 
and today's society, va.lulng neither individ
ual personality nor the guidance of a fixed 
moral order, tend to produce "other-directed 
men," hollow men, rootless men, men with
out enduring conviction, ignorant of the past 
and careless of the future. Various sooial 
critics have 1dentl.fled this new creature pro
duced by your modern educational and social 
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structure. For Jose Ortega Y Gasset, the 
distinguished Spanish philosopher, they were 
the "mass men." For Wilhelm Roepke, the 
distinguished German political economist, 
they were the proletariat. For the distin
guished Ohristlan apologist and professor of 
Medieval a.nd Renaissance literature, Clive 
Staples Lewis, they were "men withowt 
chests," men deprived of those very attitudes 
and understandings concerning the nature 
of the human experience which make it pos
sible for us to be fully human. Describing 
the new-style intellectual thus produced, 
Lewis wrote: 

"It is not excess of thought but defect of 
fertile and generous emotion that marks 
them out. Their heads are no bigger than 
the ordinary: it is the a.trophy of the chest 
beneath that makes them seem so. And all 
the time--such ls the tragi-comedy of our 
situation-we continue to clamour for those 
very qualities we are rendering impossible. 
You can hardly open a periodical without 
coming a-0ross the statement that what our 
civilization needs is more 'drive' or dy
namism, or self-sacrifice, or •creativity'. In 
a sort of ghastly simplicity we remove the 
organ and demand the function. We make 
men without chests and expect of them vir
tue and enterprise. We laugh Mi honour and 
are shocked to find traitors in our midst. We 
oastrate and bid the geldings be frul tful." 

There are certain values which distinguish 
man from animal. These values are the es
sence of civilization. These values are the 
essence of education. The primary failure of 
contemporary higher e<:lucation has been the 
failure to communioa.te those values. 

ULTIMATE VALUES 

What can we say concerning the values 
which we must communicate to our young 
if civilization is to endure? 

First--such values have strong religious 
overtones. The Christian experience of the 
Western World-with its emphasis upon hu
man personality, upon the unique character 
of every soul, upon the concept of human 
dignity, upon the nature of rights, duties, 
and personal responsibility-is the corner
stone upon which our system rests. 

Second-Western civilization and the 
American experience draw heavily upon the 
idea of ordered liberty as reflected in our 
law and politics. The freedoms which built 
our society derive from the recognition of 
the necessity for restraints upon political 
power and the insistence that only private, 
voluntary cooperation can build a sense of 
true community. 

A third portion of the values which must 
be reflected in education if society is to en
dure might be summarized as a willingness 
to credit the past with substance. As Richard 
Weaver once described our modern society, 
"One would think, from the frantic attempts 
made to cut ourselves o1f from history, that 
we aspire to a condition of collective amne
sia." Yet the past has a great deal to teach 
us if we will but listen. In fact, no restoration 
of values is possible unless we appreciate the 
wisdom and experience which the past offers 
us. 

We are told on every hand that the clock 
cannot be turned back. But such an assump
tion means that we are prisoners of the 
moment, that an idea must be "new" to have 
meaning. And yet surely those things of last
ing value, of permanent significance, are not 
affected by the passage of time. If time did 
affect the truth of an idea, then truth it
self would become impossible. 

As Fulbert of Chartres told the world in 
the eleventh century, and as Edmund Burke 
and Russell Kirk have reminded their con
temporaries in the eighteenth and twentieth 
centuries, "We are dwarfs mounted upon the 
shoulders of giants." 

Despite our vaunted "modem break
throughs in knowledge," it is doubtful that 
anyone now alive possesses more wisdom than 
a Plato, an Epictetus, a Paul, or an Au-
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gustine. Yet much of what passes for "edu
cation" in our time either denies this ac
cumulation of past wisdom or belittles it in 
the eyes of the student. Truth, after all, is a 
measure of WHAT IS, a measure of an in
finite realm within which the individual is 
constantly striving to improve his powers 
of perception. As the lndvidual draws upon 
his heritage and applies self-discipline, he 
comes to recognize more and more of that 
truth and to understand it. The individual is 
thus able to find himself and his place in the 
universe, to become truly free, by recognizing 
a fixed truth, a definite right and wrong, not 
subject to change by human whim or politi
cal dictate. 

The individual can be free only when he 
serves a higher truth than political decree or 
unchecked appetite. Such a definition of free
dom in consonance with a higher law has its 
roots deep in the consciousness of civilized 
man. It ls this premise, founded. upon intui
tions concerning the nature of the human 
experience, that lends substance to that great 
tradition of liberal education in its original 
meaning. Unless he seeks only the freedom 
of a shipwrecked sailor, the freedom to drown 
in an existential sea, the individual desper
ately needs to recognize that his truly liber
ating capacity to choose must be hinged upon 
a moral framework and upon certain civiltzed 
preconditions which at once limit and en
hance his choice. It is this recognition which 
constitutes civilization. 

Wbialt is it then, that civilized and properly 
educated men come to value? One possil>le 
answer ls given by Harold Gray, the creator 
of Little Orphan Annie and of the equally 
d€lightful Maw Green, Irish washerwoman 
and homey philosopher par excellence. In one 
of Gray's comic strips, he confronts Ma.w 
Green with a slobbering, unkempt, aggres
sive boob, who shouts, "I got rights, ain't I? 
I'm as good as any o' those big shots! No
body's better'n me! I say all men are born 
equal! Ain't that right?" 

Maw Green maintains her boundless good 
humor and agrees that all men are indeed 
born equal, but she turns aside to confide to 
the reader, "But thank Riven a lot of folks 
outgrow it!" 

Perhaps that civilizing task of "outgrow
ing it" is how the educative process can best 
help the individual. It is in pursuit of that 
civilizing task that we must cultivate a 
healthy distrust for today's dominant poli
tical mystique, substituting a proper respect 
for tradition, community and universal 
moral values. 

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES 

We live in an age in which we hear on 
every side, "It does not matter what a ma.n 
beli:leves." A proper view of education must 
be founded upon the fervenrt belief that it 
matters a very great deal what each of us 
believes. Not everyone may be a philosopher, 
but one oan scarcely hope to order his life or 
find meaning in the world around him un
less he bas some idea of the underlying 
problems of the universe and of the human 
experience, some guiding rationale wh1cb 
serves to provide a pattern and purpose to 
his existence. 

I believe that most persons in this nation 
still harbor withlin their hearts many of the 
ancient verities. As a people, or at least as 
individUJ8.ls composing our society, we be· 
lieve in God, in right and wrong, in individ
ual dignity and decency, a.nd in the neces· 
sity for individual freedom. 

Many men, including some fine thinkers 
presently 511.tting in this audience, have pro• 
vided excelleDJt definitions of education. One 
of my favorites is the definition provided by 
Ja.cques Mia.rttain, the distinguished French 
philosopher: 

"We may now. define in a more precise 
manner the e.im of educaltJion. It is to guide 
man in the evolving dynamism through 
whiidl. he shapes himself as a human per
son-rumed with knowledge, strength of 
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Judgment, and moral virtues-while at the 
same time conveying to him the spiritual 
heritage of the nation and the civild.zation 
in which he ls involved, and preserving in 
this way the centurys-old achievements of 
generations." 

What are the prerequisites for such a tra· 
ditional liberal education? First, we must be 
free from political influence. A liberal edu
oa.tion is premised upon the a.chievement of 
freedom. The word "liberal" comes from a 
Latin word signifying "free." Unless educa· 
tion liberates, it ceases to be truly liberal. 
And such liberating truths c:ann.ot be pre· 
sented unless the educational structure is 
left independent enough to espouse those 
truths, re~dless of any political pressure. 
The sad reoord of educational institutions 
which have fallen into the h!Wds of the 
state should make this point a.bundantly 
clear. 

A second prerequisite for a truly liberal 
eduoa.tional institution would be tb.81t the 
values which we intend to impart to our 
young people must be values which live in 
us, as teachers, as parents, as an institution 
devoted to truly liberal eduoatlon. In his 
book, The Idea of A University, John Henry 
Newman wrote over a century ago: 

"The general principals of any study you 
may learn by books at home; but the detail, 
the color, the tone, the air, the life in it, 
you must catch all these from those in whom 
it already lives." 

We cannot expect to sha.re values with our 
young people unless those values hold a 
significant place in our own lives. 

After hearing even these first two pre
requisites, you may wonder whether the task 
I am describing ls possible of achievement. 
The process of preserving civillzaitlon ls al
ways supremely complex and demands a high 
order CY! performance. This will be especially 
true in our own age, an age immersed in 
relativism, scientism, skepticism, and all the 
forces dedicated to the destruction of truth 
and the destruction of individual personality. 
And yet, however dark the picture men of 
good will must not despair. God does not 
ask that we win, but He does ask tha.t we 
try. 

As well, in every challenge there ls an op
portunity. Presumably, the greater the chal
lenge, the greater the opportunity. Despite 
the fa.cit that our modern educational struc
ture is so largely controlled by forces op
posed to the values I have been describing 
here, I beg you, do not underestimate the 
power of men dedicated to the achievement 
of their deeply held aims. If enough of us 
decide that we truly want to achieve such 
educaJtional standards, we can surpass our
selves. The money, the teachers and the stu
dents can be found, students who in time 
wlll form the leadership community through 
which these ideas will spread. 

Those who effect grea.t revolutions are al
ways small in number. Such people need 
not wait to become a majority. No one else 
can do the job except those who under
stand what needs to be done. The dlsruptilve 
influence of political centrallza.tion in edu
cation will continue until it has been over
shadowed and rendered meaningless by a 
moral force of sufficient intensity, a force 
generated by individuals who understand 
what is at stake and who serve notice by 
their own example that a better way exists 
to educate our young. 

The Old Testament recalls the doubts 
which assailed the prophet Isa.iah in cir
cumstances not unlike our own. As Albert 
Jay Nock recounts the Bib11cal tale, Isaiah 
despaired of preaching the truth in a society 
which seemed unconcerned about such mat
ters. The Lord counseled the prophet to 
worry less a.bout all those skeptics who did 
not understand, urgdng Isaiah to concen
trate instead upon the Remnant of good 
people who, though unknown to Isaiah, were 
out there somewhere, waiting for the mes
sage. 
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It has been suggested that man has two 

duties on earth. He must come to know God 
and must make the effort to realize himself 
as a person. It ma.y well be that, when our 
understanding ha.s progressed far enough, we 
will find that knowing God and realizing our
selves as persons are different facets of the 
same single reality. Some men with such 
understanding already exist. They are the 
Remnant to whom Isa.lab was instructed 
to carry the message. 

May God grant us the Wisdom and cour
age to play some small role in insuring that 
this school, this na..tlon and this civiliza
tion shall have a future as well as a past. 

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS 8598, 
10870, AND 11170 

HON. RALPH H. METCALFE 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. METCALFE. Mr. Speaker, a few 
years ago, scientists discovered the cause 
of a disease that has been afflicting mil
lions of individuals of black ancestry 
since the beginning of time. 

Until now, however, very little atten
tion was given to this disease, and often 
people with this affiiction went for a 
lifetime without ever knowing that such 
a disease existed, not to mention that 
they themselves had the disease and 
that it might be transferred to their off
springs. 

At present, an estimated 50,000 black 
Americans have sickle cell disease. At 
least 5,000 require hospitalization each 
year and many others are treated as out
patients in hospital emergency rooms. 
In addition, these patients are subject 
to general lassitude due to anemia, 
chronic infections, and other compli
cations. Most never live beyond the age 
of 30. 

The most important and effective 
measure of decreasing incidents of sickle 
cell anemia is prevention through what 
is called genetic counseling. This means 
that the black population must become 
aware of the disease and of its inherited. 
trait, and that blood tests can and should 
be given to detect the 8-plus per
centage of Americans who are carriers 
of this trait. 

This Congress should establish pro
grams for the treatment and control of 
this disease that affects such a large 
number of black Americans. 

I have cosponsored three bills which 
will provide funds for the detection, 
treatment, and research of sickle cell 
anemia. 

I cosponsored a bill which will pro
vide for the establishment of a national 
sickle cell anemia institute. The institute 
will conduct and support comprehen
sive programs for the diagnosis, treat
ment, and prevention of sickle cell ane
mia; establish related. traineeships in the 
institute and elsewhere; establish na
tionwide screening programs to deter
mine incidents and traits among school 
age children; develop counseling and 
education programs in consultation with 
community representatives to make 
known the services available under this 
legislation; and provide assistance to the 
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Secretary of Defense for screening per
sons entering the Armed Forces for the 
disease. 

I also cosponsored a supplemental 
appropriations bill that would restore the 
$6 million that was cut from the Health, 
Education, and Welfare appropriations 
for 1971-72 to aid current programs for 
the detection, treatment, and research 
of the disease. 

In addition to these two bills, I have 
cosPonsored a sickle cell anemia proposal 
to attack the sickle cell problem on a 
local level. This bill would provide funds · 
for local community efforts to screen for 
the disease and would make large grants 
for major research in a pilot program 
here in the District of Columbia. 

In December, the congressional black 
caucus, along with the National Dental 
Association, the National Medical As
sociation, Howard Uni:versity, and Me
harry Medical College, will sponsor a 
national health conference on the status 
of health in the black community at 
Meharry in Nashville, Tenn. 

The conference will be divided into 
eight discussion workshops, one of which 
will be a section on special minority prob
lems. Sickle cell anemia will be discussed 
in this workshop and hopefully, partic
ipants in this conference will bring this 
disease, along with other social health 
problems affecting the black community, 
to an appropriate level of concern for 
the total black population. 

If sickle cell crises can be a voided 
through treatment and prevention, much 
greater control of this disease may be 
possible in the future. Only extensive 
clinical trials and better understanding 
of the disease can enable those affiicted 
to live longer with less pain and dis
ability. -

THE DROPOUT AS REVOLUTIONARY 

HON. RICHARD H. ICHORD 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ICHORD. Mr. Speaker, since that 
brilliant Frenchman Alexis de Tocque
ville so eloquently analyzed democracy 
in America early in the 19th century, we 
have learned that the most penetrating 
views of the American body politic are 
frequently rendered by foreign observers. 
I think it is fair to say we tend to learn 
more about ourselves as a nation by see
ing it through non-American eyes. 

Such is very definitely the case with 
the much too infrequent commentaries 
from the pen of Dr. Frank Knopfel
macher, a professor at the University of 
Melbourne, Australia. I recall reading a 
column written by him in 1970 on the 
Students for a Democratic Society which 
fairly and concisely put that organiza
tion and its leaders into sharp focus with 
respect to student unrest at that time. 

His latest contribution to our under
standing is entitled "The Dropout as 
Revolutionary,'' which appeared on the 
editorial page of the Wall Street Jour
nal on October 25, 1971. Dr. Knopfel
macher correctly assesses not only the 
nature of today's revolutionaries in the 
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American society but also notes the in
herent strength of our Nation to with
stand the nihilism of the extreme left 
among our youth. With particular 
adroitness, he lays bare the fallacies 
popularized by Charles Reich's best
selling "The Greening of America" which 
glorifies the dropout mentality of the 
"hippie" cult and the antiestablishment 
do-nothings of our era which Reich calls 
the Consciousness m as opposed to the 
ordered society of democracy and tech
nology he calls Consciousness I and II. 
Pointedly, Dr. Knopfelmacher notes: 

The serious problem is, surely, how to work 
safeguards o'f individual liberty into the 
interstices of the managerial-corporate state 
which cannot be abolished because with it 
our technetronic culture would also go, and 
with it our civilization. For whenever a 
Reichian Consciousness Ill switches on the 
light on his desk to write an essay against 
Consciousness I and II on his electric type
writer, he votes against his essay with his 
typewriter keys. 

For the benefit of those of my col
leagues who may have missed this sig
nificant article by Dr. Knopfelmacher, I 
now insert it in its entirety in the RECORD 
at this point. I thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The article follows: 
THE DROPOUT AS REVOLUTIONARY 

(By Frank Knopfelmacher) 
Serious political theory can be-very 

roughly-divided into three categories which 
I shall call respectively, the conservative, the 
liberal and the revolutionary. Their domi
nant themes run throughout the history 
of Western political thought, and while they 
sometimes overlap, it is by and large possible 
to fit any one thinker at any one time into 
one of the three. 

Not much needs to be said about liberal
ism, which possibly has dominated America 
since the establishment of the U.S. The basis 
of this ideology is the belief that human sec
ular destiny can be steadily improved by 
improving the environment, and that the 
human person is, by and large, the function 
of his natural and social conditions and if 
you change the latter for the better you will 
improve the former. 

The revolutionaries differ from both the 
liberals and the conservatives in that their 
"ultimate" beliefs are closer to those of the 
liberals, yet the more immediately practical 
ones appear to be based on much the same 
assumptions as those of the conservatives. 
The revolutionaries share the liberal's trust 
that man can be perfected, or at least pro
gressively improved, but unlike the liberals 
they don't believe that this can be achieved 
without a catastrophic restructuring of the 
world as it is and as it has been since the 
beginning of civilization. 

A MIXED BAG 

The New Left in America and elsewhere 
is revolutionary, insofar as it is made up of 
serious people who in some sense mean what 
they proclaim and who are not mere poseurs, 
TV entertainers, or promoters of exciting 
homo-erotic fashions in the textile trade. 
Their prophets from Marx to Marcuse have 
made it abundantly clear that they reject 
our society in toto. By and large, also, the 
New Revolutionaries tend to display the 
classical specific differences in tactics, tem
perament, organizational methods and phi
losophy which have always emerged, in one 
way or another, within revolutionary move
ments; there are elitist Leninist or crypto
Leninist followers of Lukacz (whose work 
has been bowdlerized and popularized by 
Marcuse) , the participatory democrat
anarchists who favor elective soviets, the 
advocates of more or less organizationally 
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undirected individual action and nihilistic 
terror, and finally, the drop-outs, the hippie
freak element. 

The drop-outs, which can be further sub
classifled according to costume, style of noise
making and manner of deviance, are, strictly 
speaking, not revolutionary. Their actions 
tend to be irreduotibly apolitical and their 
life-style is far too erratic to lend itself to 
systematic political manipulation and direc
tion by revolutionary technicians. Yet their 
actions tend to have unfore.seen and unin
tended political consequences. The drop-outs 
are at the same time despised and courted 
by the revolutionary and couruter-revolu
tionary alike, since both regard them as a 
hopeful sign. For the revolutionary, the drop
out represents a symptom of decadence in 
the target society, while for the counter-revo
lutionary, a sign of decay in the quality and 
morals of the revolutionary movement, 
Charles Reich's book, "The Greening of 
America," is essentially an apotheosis of the 
drop-out aind his penumbra of attentuated 
lmitaitors, and it represents an attempt to 
elevate him to the staitus of the revolutionary 
par excellence. 

The central political thesis of the book is 
the proposition that the American corpora.te 
state will disintegrate purely as a result of a 
mental metamorphosis in its subjects and not 
as a result of political or revolutionary action. 
People's consciousness will simply change 
from II to III and the corporate state will 
wither away. The old corporate, anti-human 
Gesellschaft wlll give way to a free yet or
ganic society of spontaneous sensualists and 
creative arrtistic producers. 

The Consciousness III chaps are not ex
horted by Reich to do anything. As a matter 
of fa.ct they are actually exhorted to do noth
ing political in the ordinary usage of the 
term. They are merely urged to drop out, to 
fall if possible on the soft cushion of sustain
ing corporate wealth and to enjoy themselves. 

THE ANATOMY OF A BESTSELLER 

What made Reich's book into a bestseller? 
Why should it have sold so many more copies 
than other intellectually more competent 
books, which have appeared roughly at the 
same time, and which were written for a sim
ilar, fairly well-educated, middle to upper
middle-brow public? Why should men of af
fairs, and their wives, used to sound argu
ments in the pursuit of their corporaite busi
ness and to good material texture in their pri
vate pleasure, prefer a disoourse on the re
demptive properties of Consciousness III on 
skis, in hip clothes, to sober and raitionally 
argued treatises based on sound political 
knowledge and adequate empirical evidence? 
Perhaps somewhat underneath Reich's Con
sciousness III there lurks the old impish One 
and Two, an eye for the fast buck and a 
promoter's instinct for what the public loves. 

Even if one were to accept fully Professor 
Eugene Genovese's hypothesis that the Amer
ican New Left is made up largely of economic 
parasites e~truded from the loins, nurseries 
and schools of a liberal middle class which 
has by now mismanaged everything, includ
ing the socialization of their children, one 
may nevertheless concede that the enterprise 
of radically chic social parasitism is occasion
ally inconvenient, wt times morally disturb
ing, and an object of sarcasm from both con
servatives and from more seriously commit
ted revolutionaries. The sense of one's own 
basic fraudulence-living in afHuence and lei
sure, spouting a revolutionary rhetoric, and 
inducing in oneself counterfeit emotions of 
communion with the wretched of the earth
spoils a.t times one's delight with the game. 

Reich's doctrine frees "the kids" and their 
parents from all this. Reich, in fact, says that 
in being a social parasite one is bei.ng a revo
lutionary. There have been occasional para
sitic playboys who were also revolutionaries-
who, as it were, "made it" ln revolutionary 
politics, e.g. the younger Verkhovensky. Yet, 
according to Reich, the playboy no longer has 
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to make it since he ls it. No wonder the book 
should please so many. The law-enforcement 
agencies and their allies will naturally opt for 
revolution in the minds, rather than by 
bombs, violence and political subversion. The 
media will welcome a revolutionary who does 
not question the legitimacy of property, but 
the most delighted wm surely be the liberal 
academics and the college presidents, for 
here at least is a radical whose message does 
not increase the insurance rates of academic 
real-estate. The replacement of arsonists and 
bullies by bums and deviates will relieve 
many an administrative headache. 

The people who should be disturbed by the 
prominence of Reich's book are those-Amer
ican and non-Americans alike-whose per
sonal freedom and survival is linked with the 
fortunes of the American republic. For it is 
obvious that the real revolutionary, as against 
the psycho-revolutionary of Reich's Con
sciousness III, represents no serious danger 
in America. Like all modern state machines 
in developed countries, the American state 
apparatus is effectively unchallengeable from 
within. Foreigners like myself, and even 
some natives, are deceived into believing that 
a violent revolution is possible in America by 
the degree of tolerated violence and dissent, 
and by the remarkable extent to which Amer
icans tend to doubt the stab111ty of their so
cial order. The amount of slippage in the 
American law-enforcement apparatus ls, per
haps greater than in any other highly in
dustrialized society, and certainly greater 
than in other "English-speaking" cultures, 
but there is no evidence that a head-on chal
lenge against the social order would not be 
swiftly and successfully crushed. 

The New Left is divided into two groups, 
of which by far the greater part would opt 
for the role of comfortable social parasitism 
celebrated in Reich's book. The values of 
that group have now permeated American 
society down to the women's magazines and 
comic books. The situation is reinforced by 
the fact that the belief in the basic dis
pensability of government in the pursuit of 
individual happiness is one of the most 
cherished American myths. In no other de
veloped country is the need for sovereignty 
and government viewed with greater sus
picion than in America. Indeed, the lurking 
feeling that governments a.re dispensable 
after all, or if not, that they should be re
duced to the barest minimum provides an 
occasional link between the thinking of the 
Left and the conservative Right in their joint 
nostalgia for a vanished past. It is a part of 
American tradition and, hence, even con
servatives are highly vulnerable to it. 

• • • • • 
THE TOTALITARIAN CHALLENGE 

At the present time the still o~n societies 
of America and her allies are challenged by 
totalitarian despotisms of various kinds, of 
which the USSR remains the most formida
ble. They can withstand the challenge only 
if they consolidate and extend ~heii· institu
tions of · conflict management to prevent 
disruption of the minimum of continuity 
and coherence which are a prerequisite for 
the successful conduct of world affairs, and 
if they can confront the system of terror 
and propaganda which threatens us from 
without by a force based on an internalized 
sense of civil responsibility. 

There ls only one libertarian counter to 
terror and totalitarianism-determined re
sistance based on a civic consensus rooted 
in loyalty to the Republic, and supported 
by a variety of virtues, shrewdly tamed vices 
and skills which together constitute the 
functioning human person within the con
text of his culture-bearing polls. The polls, 
any polls other than a tyranny, requires 
Consciousness II. Consciousness m is for 
those who wish to live like animals, men 
whom the ancients called cynics--the dog
like. 

If the Reich ideology were to prevail in 
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the U.S., and if Americans in large numbers 
were to follow the pied pipers of social ir
responsibility, we might yet see the "green
ing" of America, since the grass might grow 
where the machines of civilization once 
stood. And life would again become solitary, 
poor, nasty, brutish and short, though ad
mittedly with lots of unpolluted fresh air. 

Yet, more likely, we would witness the 
internal disintegration and eventual cou
quest of a sensate, demoralized and self
hatlng mass of crazed consumers by other 
tyrannical societies based on order, myth, 
hierarchy and unrestrainted violence. And 
their regime would be oppressive in the pal
pably real sense rather than in the con
trived-pickwickian sense propagated by 
Marcuse and aped by Reich as a sophist's 
weapon against the legitimacy of the social 
order of the American Republic. 

MUSIC FROM THE HEART: JOE 
BATAAN 

HON. CHARLES 8. RANGEL 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Speaker, one of the 
most promising sounds in contemporairy 
music is rising from East Harlem in the 
18th Congressional District. I am speak
ing, of course, of Joe Bataan, the Latin 
band.leader who has attracted national 
notice and an international following. 

Joe Bataan grew up in East Hairlem 
and, despite his professional success, has 
chosen to live in his own community 
where his music, in the words of Felipe 
Luciano: 

Talks of cops, riots, unwed mothers, 
prayers to God, abandoned children, and the 
names of streets in El Barrio. 

New York Magazine caJITied an article 
on Joe Bataan, his years in the streets 
of East Harlem, his experiences at 
Coxsackie prison and his music which 
has endeared him to millions of Ameri
cans. I commend it to my colleagues. 

The article follows: 
[From New York Magazine, Oct. 25, 1971) 

THE SONG OF JOE B 
(By Felipe Luciano) 

There was a time in El Barrio when only 
one thing mattered, whether you lived on 
Dragon turf or Viceroy turf. Legends persist 
about the shootouts between the two gangs, 
the all-night orgies, the humiliating defeats, 
the :fistfights between individual warriors that 
lasted for hours. The Torres brothers and 
George Robles of the Viceroys, Georgie Bass 
and Joe Bataan of the Dragons: "Ellos fueron 
los malos." They were the bad ones. 

In the early fifties very few escaped the 
milieu of gang culture. Some died violently 
with 22 stab wounds in their chests or were 
hit by a garbage can full of bricks pushed 
from the top of a tenement. Some went to 
jail convicted of murder, assault or rape. 
Some got married early and began the life 
of pack mules, pulling cold, gray metal racks 
of cheap dresses down Eighth Avenue in the 
garment district. Others went to drugs, a life 
alien to the gang style. The gangs were a col
lective endeavor, you fought together; smack 
was an individual experience. If you had to 
cut your brother's throat to get the money 
needed to buy a nickel bag you'd do it ... 
and justify it later. 

Those of us growing up then in El Barrio 
cherished the legends of gang heroism and 
exploits. But by now most of the warriors 
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have died, in spirit if not in fact. Except for 
Joe Bataan. His rep ls still intact in East 
Harlem. He survived the streets and prison 
to become a successful Latin singer and band
leader. In 1966 his first album, Gypsy Woman, 
put him on the record charts and last Janu
ary he formed his own record company, Ghet
to Records. 

Joe B, as he's known in the Latin music 
business, 1s a street singer, our own trouba
dour. His ties to his past are ever present in 
his recordings. That ls the real reason Joe 
Bataan 1s loved. It ls not so much for the 
quality of his voice but for the memories he 
evokes in Puerto Ricans in the inexorable 
melodic lines of "oldie but goodie" grind
'em-up cuts like "When We Get Married," 
"Gypsy Woman," and "Sad Girl." 

La.tin and soul music have been the tradi
tional musical forms in Spanish Harlem; 
Latin music because it represents our own 
unique life-force, and soul because for bet
ter or worse our destinies are inextricably 
tied to that of the black nation insofar as 
we live, work, and die with it. In every slum 
in New York there were always several sing
ing groups who would stand on street corners 
hunched up in a circle to avoid the ridicule 
of passing adults and to make sure the har
mony was tight. Hands cupped over their 
ea.rs to magnify the sound, they would croon 
for hours in the sultry ghetto summers or 
the dry cold of New York winters. They sang 
songs like "The Wind," "Valerie," "Florence," 
"Who Wrote the Book of Love," "Tears on My 
Pillow," and "Look in My Eyes"-cuts that 
still crack the facades of some of the mean
est hustlers in Harlem. 

I first met Joe Bataan at Coxsackie prison 
in 1965. When I set eyes upon the big dude 
that we had talked so much about as chil
dren in El Barrio, I thought, "Damn, the 
mother can't be over five-seven. He•s as short 
as me." He was the celebrity in "Spain," the 
Puerto Rican sector of the jail, and he 
charmed the entire prison population. His 
appearances at the annual talent shows in 
Coxsackie, where he would accompany him
self on the piano singing both commercial 
and original songs, are still talked about by 
the inmates. 

Joe B was born in 1942 of black and Fili
pino parents. He grew up in El Barrio dur
ing the mid-to-late fifties when "jitterbug
ging" (gang warfare) was at its height with 
stabbings every other week and shootouts in 
between. It was the time of Red Devil lye 
mixed with Pepsi-Cola thrown into the eyes, 
and Mau Mau Chapllns in Fort Greene be
ing benevolent enough to give a rival gang 
member a jug of wine before they threw him 
off a project roof. It was the time of fancy 
earrings in the earlobe and stocking caps 
made from our mothers' torn nylons which 
we wore to keep the kinky hair down. 

Those were the days when manhood was 
determined by how well you could imitate 
Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers, by wear
ing your gang sweater into school or, what 
was worse, into alien turf, and by your ex
pertise on pigeons, whether you could tell 
the difference between a clinker, a. tiplet, a 
tumbler, a baldie, and a. homing. 

Puerto Rican women always had it worse 
than their male counterparts. Couple the 
strict Ca.tholic morality of their parents (par
ticularly the fathers, who didn't mind their 
sons' sowing their wild rice and beans as long 
as their daughters remained pure) with the 
morality of the streets and you find a state 
of confiict tha.t boggles the mind. Femininity 
was throwing a hooky party while your par
ents worked, and going out with the prez 
of the Viceroys. It was trembling, sweating, 
groping and clawing in a wine-smelling 
hallway, all sounds muffi.ed so that Senora 
Martinez, la bochinchera (the gossip) next 
door, wouldn't find out. 

I was eleven years old and though my only 
interests were shooting water on buses and 
cars with open-ended beer cans and playing 
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hot peas and butter on 112th Street in El 
Barrio, I had already heard about Bataan. I 
had never seen him, but then again I had 
never seen Old Testament David. Both war
riors were very real to me then. Joe•s becom
ing prez of the Dragons had nothing to do 
with elections but rather with the swiftness 
of his hands, their impact on someone else's 
jaw and, of course, the fact thwt his heart 
pumped hot blood, not Kool-Aid. He had al
ready graduated from Patrick Henry J.H.S., a 
school infamous in El Barrio for the quality 
of Dragon gang leadership and the quantity 
of illiterates, and had gone on to the New 
York High School of Commerce. 

After his stint with the Dragons, Joe took 
over the presidency of the Young Copasetlcs, 
Ml.Other gang in Ee.st Harlem. His youth was 
a disadvantage in fighting gangs with older 
members beoa.use they would be tat.e.lly hu
mildasted if they knew they had gotten 
stomped by a seventeen-year-old kid. They 
would usually oome back for blood. Needless 
to say, Joe never t.old an.Y'bodY hls real age. 
But there was also an advantage to being 
young. As Joe put, "I was pretty reckless, 
but I knew that if I ever offended a dude, 
they wouldn't give me much time.'' 

B&taa.n had a rough year in '59. He had 
suffered the paranoia of a gang leader who 
oom.es to the gut-churning reaJizwtlon thait 
he ls a target every hour, every cla.y. Though 
he had dropped out of Commerce, he felit no 
elation. At that time dropouts, partioulairly 
non-white, lower-class dropouts, knew that 
there were only three ways cxf burrowing out 
of the get-tow: the gun, the diploma, or 
whatever soul you retained. that whrlte folks 
were willing to buy. They knew tha.t all of 
the options were Just a hustle. Americra.'s oon 
games for the coons. 

If you didn't go to school, you just hung 
out on 1'.he block. You s8lt on fire esC8lpeS and 
clmped yourself over stoops and outer door
ways of tenements trying to look as mean as 
Boga.rt. The usual mean street look was a 
soowl, out cxf which protruded a toothpick 
and a oigareOte. other identifying a1feota
tions were a. hat turned baickwards on your 
head, the latest style of clothing, some 
chump change in your pocket and nothing 
in your brad.n except total boredom. 

This pervasive bored.om led Joe to get ar
rested. on a felony oha.rge. He had been bust
ed from time to time on gaaig-rela.ted charges 
but had always emerged without serving 
time. This time it was a stolen car and a 
black oop who wouldn't accept a bribe from 
Joe's family. After being freed on ba.11, Ba
taan entered Benjamin Franklin High 
School. 

There were tw:o institutions that were inte
gral to the stability and wellbeing of J?uerto 
Ricans in East Harlem-Franklin High and 
the Thomas Jefferson pool. The school kept 
you warm in the winter and the pool kept you 
cool in the summer. Both were on Italian 
turf. Gang membership was determined by 
ethnic background and geographic location 
and in most cases, your nationality deter
mined where you lived. Thus, in Ea.st Harlem 
if you were an Italian you lived ea.st of Third 
Avenue and if you were a Puerto Rican you 
lived anywhere west of Third Avenue up to 
Fifth Avenue bounded by llOth and 125th 
Streets. When Puerto Rican and Italian gangs 
fought each other it was a family affair. It 
was not uncommon to see older Italian men 
in their summer undershirts throwing beer 
bottles at the backs of :fleeing Puerto Ricans 
or Puerto Rican mothers screaming encour: 
agement from their windows as · their sons 
fought Italians in the street below. 

In addition to the threat of the Italians 
to the east, Bataan's former Dragons had to 
worry about the Viceroys to the north, the 
most famous Puerto Rican gang in El Bar
rio. The conflict between the Dragons and the 
Viceroys was traditional, like a hillbllly 
mountain feud. Most of the Viceroys were 
black P.R.s and the majority of the Dragons 
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were white P .R.s Rigid social lines separat
ing white P.R.s from their black-skinned 
brothers emanate from the slave days in 
Puerto Rico. "Unconscious racism" was not 
a famillar term in El Barrio at that time, but 
it did almost as much damage to the Puerto 
Rican tribe as poverty. 

Through some miracle, Joe B. survived his 
Franklin experience despite the fact that he 
was one of only three Dragons in the school. 
But, in the end, he didn't have much time to 
fight. Six months after entering Benjamin 
Franklin he was finally sentenced to five 
years in jatl. 

Joe cultivated his musical talent at Cox
sackie in spl!te of the unsympathetic jail ad
ministration. Under the tutelage of Mark 
Francis, a brllliant black music instructor, 
he started learning the fundamentals of 
music. 

When Bataan was paroled in 1962 after 
serving two years, his friends had made a so
cial transition from gangflghting to party
going. The former teenage members of the 
Viceroys and the Dragons were now young 
adults who frequented the Latin dance halls 
on weekends. Going dancing was the new 
sign of maturity in East Harlem. At first 
Joe attributed the deterioration of the gang 
structure to death, jail and early marriage. 
What he didn't notice was the glazed look 
in his friends' eyes, the limp handshakes and 
the constant drowsiness of his neighbors. 

Heroin was beginning to have its impact 
on the Puerto Rican youth. No more fights, 
no more camaraderie. The gang for some 
Puerto Ricans was the only family they had, 
and it was gone. Nobody wanted any action 
anymore. It was now time to be cool, ultra 
cool, as cool as Death nodding his head on 
a street corner to music that only he heard 
and. understood. 

The warriors of the Puerto Rican tribe fell, 
seduced. by a drug, humiliated by a poison. 
The ebony princes of the Viceroys fell, the 
jibaros (mountain people of Puerto Rico) 
of the Dragons fell, but they weren'•t the only 
gangs in El Barrio. Sma.ill gangs like the Tur
bans and the Young Copasetics died too. 
Heroin was like an amoeba with pseudopods 
reaching into Black Harlem and destroying 
the Im.pedal Lords and the Tiny Tots. The 
Lower East Side where the Sportsmen had 
reigned for years was now a wasteland. Even 
the Red wings, a proud and fierce Italian 
gang that controlled. virtually everything 
east of Second Avenue in East Harlem, suc
cumbed to the wrath of the devil. 

The white venom eventually seeped into 
Brooklyn. In Brownsvme, the Roman Lords, 
the Spanish Romans, the Frenchmen, the 
Count Bishops, the Jolly Midgets and the 
John Quells all were rotted away by dope. 
Bedford-Stuyvesant, which housed the El 
Quintos, the Stompers, the Bishops, and 
plenty of Chapllns, was like a disaster area. 

But one of the biggest tragedies was to 
watch the Chaplins die. They were the big
gest black gang in Brooklyn, with divisions 
in every community: Fort Green Chaplin.s 
(formerly the Mau Maus), Jefferson Avenue 
Ohaplins, Albany Avenue Chaplins, Marcy 
Avenue Chaplins, the Canarsie Chaplins, etc. 
During the height of the Chaplins' power 
one Easter Sunday in the Brooklyn Pa.ra
moun t, Murray the K, the rock and roll dee
jay, asked the audience in jest, "How many 
of you'all out there?" A scream pierced the 
darkness of the theater: "Chapliiiiins" and 
almost the entire audience stood up. I didn't 
stand and I survived the wrath of the Chap
lins only because my cousin was prez. of the 
Little People's Division of the Canarsie 
Chaplins. 

All the famous gangs from these slum. 
communities fought the decisive battle and 
lost. They could duke it out with each oth
er but they couldn't duke it out with them
selves. "Going to Duke City," a phrase we 
used to mean a fight was going to take place, 
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was never heard. The gangs went from com
munal fighting to communal nodding. 

Joe B realized that what was now respect
ed in his oommunl.ity was the almighty 
transition, the ablllty to make good from 
BD. (Before Dope) to A.D. (After Dope). 
He worked for two years as a stock and de
livery boy in the garment district, had a 
bit part in The Cool World, a film about 
gang warfare in Harlem, and for a while 
tried Bronx Community COllege. 

In 1964 he was arrested again for viola
tion of parole and sent back to COxsackie. 

After serving the final year of his sentence 
Joe came out rattled. but determined to 
deal with himself and the world. Ha'91ng 
received his high school diploma in jail, he 
entered Hunter College and simultaneously 
started a little band "with anyone who could. 
blow." The sma.11 IAiltin dance halls where 
Joe played stm exist in Manhattan, Brooklyn 
and the Bronx. They're usue.lly rented lofts 
and storefronts frequented by older Puerto 
Ricans and serve as social clubs. It's not un
common in our communities to see P.R. 
women wearing their ha.tr in Minute Maid 
hair rollers through the week jUSlt to be able 
to fluff it out for the dance on Saturday 
night and confession on Sunday morning. 
Puerto Rioans sweat it out all week and let 
it e.ll hang out on the weekends. Everyone 
goes to the dances-.the pimps, the cl.ope 
tiends, the hustlers, the workers and the 
students. It's almost always difficult to tell 
who is who beoause the same grimy guy you 
saw under a. car on Friday, on Saturday looks 
as clean and sh&rp as a hustler on Seventh 
Avenue. 

In these same dance halls Joe's new group 
was pa.id less tha.n the union scale for musi
ci:ans, but w1lo the hell ca.red. With a jail 
record it would've been d11Il.cult for Joe to 
get the necessary cabaret license; further
more, none of these marginal entierprtses 
made the kind of money needed to pay union 
rates. The contract was simple and usually 
verbal. "You play a Uttle, we pay a llittle," 
Joe remembers. "Man, I was ciarrying big 
pianos to dances without pay just because 
I wanted to play. People thought I was 
crazy." 

The conflict in his life between music and 
school became apparent when he found him
self doing more playing than studying. And 
a wife (the former Sylvia Roman, whom he 
had married in 1961) and child placed added 
demands on his time. Joe left Hunter College. 
Months passed as he endured the grueling 
schedule of one-night stands. Finally, Jerry 
Masucci, a producer from Fania Records, dis
covered Joe B and with his first album, 
Gypsy Woman, Bataan became a Latin band.
leader celebrity in the barrios of New York. 

I walked into Manhattan Center recently 
just as Bataan's group was starting its set. 
Joe beats out the rhythm with his foot to the 
uptempo tune "Puerto Rico Me Llama." The 
band constructs a driving rhythm that 
eventually soars into the musical bridge with 
trombones straining at their upper registers. 
The percussion in Joe's band provides the 
polyrhythmic foundation that is the trade
mark of Latin bands. Joe Bataan did not in
vent the mambo; it's as old as Cuban and 
Puerto Rican farmers, but it still swings. 

The effect of a fast mambo or guaguanco 
on a Puerto Rican crowd must be seen to be 
appreciated. There _are the usual stage cling
ers entranced by the poetry of the musicians' 
movements. Pete, el timbalero (the timbal 
player), is the most active body in the band 
as he sways from side to side, his arms seem
ingly detached from his body as they flail 
against the drum tops with rim shots and 
rolls. El congero (the conga player), Rocky, 
is eighteen and plays with youthful exuber
ance. Latin band 1s usually three fourths per
cussion and one fourth brass, reeds, or vio
lins. But there is a percussion group within 
the percussion group-the congas, the tim
bals and the bass. It 1s this group that can 
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make or break a tune. Louie is the only bass
ist I've seen sit down to play. With a ciga
rette always in his mouth and his eyes 
squinted to avoid the smoke, Louie plucks 
his strings looking straight into the crowd 
as if looking for his long lost brother. Then 
there are the two trombones, Robert and 
Eddie, mod dressed, blaring out melodic 
lines. There's Mel, the Latin lead solo and 
drummer who has to run from playing the 
cowbell to the traps. And there's Karl, the 
guitar player, Italian, brought up poor and 
respected for his technique. 

Finally, there's Joe Bataan sitting at the 
pian~leading them home, watchful like a. 
daddy. 

But the dancers are their own music. Por
torros (slang for Puerto Ricans) forget pro
priety and themselves when they get up to 
dance. Watch the women move, heads thrown 
back laughing heartily at some dude's rap, 
their brown hair alive and curling up under 
the sweat, showing the kinkiness that is their 
heritage. Watch the men twirling their part
ners in the most complex pattern of steps 
imaginable. The mambo used to be smooth 
and fluid. These days the youngbloods have 
made it into a test of Latino hipness: Who 
can turn the girl the most and which couple 
has the most intricate dance steps. The men 
draw crowds as they tear up the dance floor 
with their extraordinary clothing and their 
seemingly impossible steps. 

There are the old folk, los ancianos, not 
afraid to dance a stiff boogaloo. And there 
are couples doing the grind. If done correctly, 
the grind is a slow, close dance done either 
passionately with limbs almost interlocking 
and some heavy breathing, or sensuously, 
with barely perceptible movement. It's as 
varied as love-making. Like "el abrazo," the 
warm, all encompassing embrace of Latinos, 
the grind is eloquent. It screams through 
gritted teeth, "I love the hell outta you," or 
whispers gently. "I love you ... dearly." It is, 
assuredly, nothing like the foxtrot. 

Despite their enormous popularity in the 
Spanish-speaking communities, bands like 
those led by Joe Bataan, Tito Puente, Tito 
Rodriquez, Eddie Palmieri, and Machito have 
not been able to break into the big time. 
No one seems to care about promoting these 
great Latin bands nationally. The few Latin 
records that reach the larger commercial 
market are rejected because of the Spanish 
name on the label. American business and 
the public will sooner or later find out that 
there is more to Puerto Rican culture than 
Jose Feliciano and Santana. 

Black musicians and singers had a similar 
problem several years ago. The hottest cuts 
coming from the black community were 
heard only on "ethnic stations." It took a 
political movement, black nationalism, to 
struggle for change. And when white rock 
artists acknowledged black songs and inflec
tions as the sources of much of their music, 
America began to realize where the heavy 
stuff really came from. Puerto Rican music is 
already beginning to influence white musi
cians. Many bands lift entire pieces off the 
musical charts of Latin bands. Some Latin 
musicians call this robbery and lambaste the 
guilty for not acknowledging the source of 
their "hot tempoed" numbers. But, as Joe B 
points out, the white world is not solely re
sponsible for the lack of success of Latin 
bands. "Latin bandleaders are plagued by 
petty jealousies," Joe says. "Get a group of 
them together to f-0rm something like Latin 
Power, and when it comes to struggling to 
make it happen, hell, they cop out, saying, 
'When you get it together, come see me.' At 
the same time they'll go around the corner 
and work with another company whose sole 
interest ls to suck them dry. The older band
leaders are scared of losing what they have 
and the young ones are still struggling." 

Joe B and his band also have an internal 
problem, acquiring a mastery of musical 
technique-sight reading, arranging, com-
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posing, transposing. Joe says, "I'm in such 
a bag, I ain't got no time. What I don't have 
in terms of musical training, I have to make 
up with my ideas. I don't really believe you 
need a musical education to be an accom
plished musician and to reach people. It 
comes from the heart. But without tech
nique you never get to the money." 

Things are beginning to come together for 
Joe B, however. His newly formed record 
company, Ghetto Records, has had the num
ber-one and number-two spots on the Latin 
record charts in the past few months with 
Paul Ortiz' "Tender Love" and Joe Acosta's 
"I Need Her." Ghetto records is getting more 
air play than any other Latin company ex
cept the very successful Fania Records. Joe 
himself has just released a new album, 
Sweet Soul, and he's waiting to see if it takes 
off. Joe was recently invited back to Cox
sackie prison by his former music teacher 
and the warden. He spoke to the Inmates 
about his problems while in prison, the 
dreams that kept him going, and the reali
ties of facing the world again once he was 
out. He's still riding high on that visit to 
Coxsackie. "It was a great experience," he 
says jubilantly. 

Joe Bataan has never forgotten his people. 
He lives in El Barrio, unlike some of the big 
bandleaders who moved away physically and 
spiritually, and this has endeared him to 
Puerto Ricans as much as the memories he 
evokes with his style of singing. Joe Bataan 
ls tangible, you can see him walking along 
106th Street and shopping on Third Avenue 
with his wife and two children. Andy Gon
zales, a Latin bassist who now· works with 
Dizzy Gillespie, once told me, "Whatever 
happens on the streets you'll hear in Joe 
Bataan's records." It's true. Bataan's songs 
talk of cops, riots, unwed mothers, prayers 
to God, abandoned children, and the names 
of streets in El Barrio we all know. 

HEALTH PLANNING 

HON. WENDELL WYATT 
OF OREGON 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. WYATT. The magazine, Portland, 
published by the Greater Portland 
Chamber of Commerce, contains a short 
but thoughtful piece on comprehensive 
health planning. It was written by Les 
Aucoin, a State representative from 
Washington County. I would like to share 
the following article with my colleagues: 

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLANNING 
ASSOCIATION 

{By Les Aucoin) 
The prest igious, often conservative For

tune Magazine said in its January, 1970 issue 
". . . the time has come for a radical change. 
The financial distortions, the inequities and 
the managerial redundancies in the {health 
care) system are the kind that no compe
tent executive could fail to see or would be 
willing to tolerate for long." 

When Fortune calls for a "radical" change, 
we know something must be wrong. The cost 
of health care benefits to employees 1s the 
fastest rising cost now faced by business and 
industry. It's true in the Portland metro
politan area. 

Hospital cost s have reached all time new 
highs. Healt h insurance premiums continue 
to go up. The hard fa.ct is most Oregonians 
could st ill be financially destroyed by a pro
longed serious illness in the family, a fact 
which Fortune says is virtually impossible 
in countries such as West Germany, Sweden 
and Great Britain. And none of those coun
tries devote as large a percentage of their 
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gross national product to medical care as 
does the U.S. 

Health care is not the first "crisis" to strike 
our communities. The dynamics of what 
brings such a problem ;to a climax are not 
readily understood. However, the staggering 
problem of delivering the best health care to 
every American at a price we can .afford ls 
becoming a national frustration. 

A dozen new plans have been produced in 
the Congress. At least six of those can be 
considered major heal th plans to be debated 
by the country. 

The Chamber's Congressional Action this 
year said, "Employers as a group are the 
largest single privat.e purchasers of health 
care services, and unions are pushing ha.rd 
at the bargaining table for broader a.nd 
more complete coverage. In 1968 (the latest 
figures available) business spent between $12 
and $13 blllion for this purpose." 

In the metropolitan area, the Compre
hensive Health Planning Association, created 
by Congress in 1966 (the Partnership in 
Health Act) ls attempting to conduct short 
and long range planning in heal th ca.re and 
health care systems. C'HPA is a voluntary, 
nonprofit, non-government organization. Its 
Board of Directors is made up of 38 rep
resentatives from almost every segment of 
the metropolitan community. 

In order to share in the Federal largess, 
hospitals and organizations seeking Federal 
monies for new programs, for manpower 
training, for special public health programs, 
must present their plans through CHPA be
fore state, regional a.nd federal omcials will 
even consider their proposal for funding. 

A new state law says hospitals must obtain 
a Certificate of Need before new construction 
or remodeling can take place. Local compre
hensive health planning groups will be the 
clearinghouse for such needs. 

CHPA committees are broadly based in 
consumers and providers of health services. 
As a consumer of health services, each busi
nessman is entitled to participate in the 
planning decisions of CHPA. A number al
ready are. 

Zane Campbell, active in Chamber activi
ties, is a. member of the Board of CHP A and 
of the State Comprehensive Health Plan
ning Group. Waldemar Sea.ton, formerly of 
PGE, is a newly elected Board member. V. 
F. Booker of the Freedom Bank is a newly 
elected consumer representative. 

Comprehensive Health Planning Associa
tion for Metropolitan Portland has been 
getting the job done. It has hired the best 
Executive Director it could find in Richard 
A. Rix. Rix came to Portland from Iowa and 
New York where he was the head man for two 
significant health planning associations. Rix 
has gathered a~ound him a staff of profes
sional planners who have already made an 
impact on the health community. 

After years of frustration, a coordinated 
Emergency Services Plan is about to emerge. 
By combining a half dozen reports and the 
expert opinion of dozens of witnesses, the 
volunteer committee and the professional 
staff will be soon announcing a plan to co
ordinate ambulance services, emergency 
manpower, communications, industrial 
safety, emergency rooms in hospitals and 
other facllities into a working unit. 

Comprehensive Health Planning Associa
tion deserves the support a.nd attention of 
the business community. If for no other rea
son than its own self interest, business 
should be giving it active manpower sup
port and its pledge of financial assistance. 

Comprehensive Health Planning Associa
tion is financed one-half by federal grants 
and the other half by local contributions. 
The association operates on a $160,000 budget 
a year currently. 

Contact with CHPA can be made at the 
Portland metropolitan office, phone number 
224-2560, located in the Marquam Plaza 
Building at 2525 S.W. Third. 
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VOTING ON NATIONAL CANCER 
ATrACK ACT OF 1971 ON MONDAY, 
NOVEMBER 15, 1971 

HON. PAUL G. ROGERS 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Speaker, I am 
pleased to announce that H.R. 11032, the 
National. Cancer Attack Act of 1971, has 
been placed on the suspension calendar 
for Monday, November 15, I am hope
ful that this bill-which will provide the 
most extensive and comprehensive at
tack on a single disease in the history of 
this Nation-will be overwhelmingly 
passed by my colleagues. 

Mr. Speaker, this bill is the product of 
intense work by the Subcommittee on 
Public Health and Environment. Follow
ing 4 weeks of hearings-I day of which 
was at a major cancer center, Roswell 
Park Memorial Institute in Buffalo, 
N.Y.-and hours of meeting in executive 
session a unanimous subcommittee voted 
to re:port H.R. 11302 to the full committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
The bill was ordered reported t.o the 
House by a vote of 26 to 2 with two minor 
amendments, which were agreed to 
unanimously. Attempt..s to substantively 
change the provisions of the bill were 
overwhelmingly rejected by the full com
mittee. 

Mr. Speaker, copies of the oommittee 
re:port are available in the Hause Docu
ment Room and the Office of the Clerk 
of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Committee. Because of the intense inter
est surrounding this landmark legisla
tion, I include the text of the bill and a 
section-by-section analysis in the RECORD 
at this point: 

H.R. 11302 
A bill to amend the Public Health Service 

Act so as to strengthen the National Cancer 
Institute and the National Institutes of 
Health in order to conquer cancer as soon 
as possible. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, 

SHORT TITLE 
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as "The 

National Cancer Attack Act of 1971". 
FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE 

SEc. 2. {a) The Congress finds and de
clares-

{ 1) that cancer is the disease most feared 
by Americans today; 

(2) that new scientific leads, 1f compre
hensively and energetically exploited, may 
significantly advance the time when more 
adequate preventive and therapeutic capabil
ities are available to cope with cancer; 

(3) that cancer, heart, and lung diseases 
and stroke are the leading causes of death in 
the United States; 

{ 4) that the present state of our under
standing of cancer, heart, and lung diseases 
and stroke is a consequence of broad ad
vances a.cross the full scope of the biomedi
cal sciences; 

(5) that in order to provide for the most 
effective attack on cancer it is important to 
use all of the biomedical resources of the Na
tlona.1 Institutes of Health, rather than the 
resources of a single Institute; and 

(6) that the programs of the research in
stitutes which comprise the National Insti
tutes of Health have made it possible to bring 
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into being the most productive scientific 
community centered upon health and disease 
that the world has ever known. 

(b) It is the purpose of this Act to enlarge 
the authorities of the National Cancer Insti
tute and the National Institutes of Health 
ln order to advance the national attack upon 
cancer. 

NATIONAL CANCER ATTACK PROGRAM 

SEC. 3. (a) Part A of title IV of the Public 
Healrth service Aot is amended by adding 
after section 4-06 the following new sections: 

"NATIONAL CANCER ATTACK PROGRAM 

"SEC. 407. (a) In his capacity as an AS
sociate Director of the National Institutes of 
Health, the Direotor of the National Cancer 
Institute shall coordinate all of the activities 
of the Nations.I Institutes of Health rela.tlng 
to cancer with the National cancer Attack 
Program. 

''(b) In carrying out the National Oa.ncer 
Aittack Program, the Director of the National 
Cancer Institute shall: 

"(l) With the advice of the Na.tiona.l Can
cer Advisory Council, plan and develop an 
expanded, intensified, and coordinated cancer 
research program encompassing the programs 
of the National Cancer Institute, related pro
grams of the other research institutes, and 
other Federal and non-Federal programs. 

"(2) Expeditiously ut1lize existing research 
facilities and personnel of the National In
stitutes of Health for accelerated exploration 
of the opportunities for the conquest of can
cer in areas of special promise. 

"(3) Encourage and coordinate cancer re
search by industrial concerns where such con
cerns evidence a pa.11tlcular capabil1ty for 
such research. 

" ( 4) Colleot, analyze, and disseminate all 
data useful in the prevention, diagnosis, and 
treatment of cancer, including the establish
ment of an international cancer research data 
bank to collect, oaitalog, store, and dissem
inate insofar as feasible the results of cancer 
research undertaken in any country for the 
use of any person involved in cancer research 
in any country. 

" ( 5) Establish or support the large-scale 
production or distribution of speciruized bio
logical materials and other therapeutic sub
stances for research and set standards of 
safety and care for persons using such 
materials. 

11 (6) Support research in the cancer field 
outside the United States by highly qualified 
foreign nationals (where the Director deter
mines that such support can reasonably be 
expected to inure to the benefit of the Ameri
can people); support collaborative research 
involving American and foreign participants; 
and support the training of American sci
entists abroa.d and foreign scientists in the 
United States. 

"(7) Support appropriate manpower pro
grams of training in fundamental sciences 
and clinical disciplines to provide an ex
panded and continuing manpower base from 
which to select investigators, physicians, and 
allled health professional personnel, for par
ticipation in clinical and basic research and 
treat ment programs relating to cancer, in
cluding where appropriate the use of train
ing stipends, fellowships, and career awards. 

" (8) Call special meetings of the National 
Cancer Advisory Council at such times and 
in such places as the Director deems necessary 
in order t o consult with, obt ain advice from, 
or to secure the approval of projects, pro
grams, or other actions to be undertaken 
without delay 1n order to gain maximum 
benefit from a. new scientific or technical 
finding. 

"(9) (A) Prepare and submit, directly to 
the President for review e.nd transmittal to 
Congress, an annual budget estimate for the 
National Cancer Attack Program, after op
portunity for comment (but without change) 
by the Secretary, the Director of the National 
Institutes of Health, and t he National Can-
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cer Advisory Council; and (B) receive from 
the President and the Office of Management 
and Budget directly all funds appropriated 
by Congress for obllgation and expenditure 
by the National Cancer Institute. 

"(c) The National Cancer Advisory Coun
cil shall meet at the call of the Director of 
the National Cancer Institute or of such 
Council's Chairman, but not less than four 
times in each calendar year. 

"(d) (1) There ls hereby established the 
President's Cancer Attack Panel which shall 
be composed of three persons appointed by 
the President, who by virtue of their train
ing, experience, and background a.re excep
tionally qualified to appraise the National 
Cancer Attack Program. At least two of the 
members of the panel shall be distinguished 
scientists or physicians. 

"(2) (A) Members shall be appointed for 
three-year terms, except that (i) in the 
case of two of the members first appointed, 
one shall be appointed for a term of one year 
and one shall be appointed for a term of two 
years, as designated by the President at the 
time of appointment, and (11) any member 
appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to 
the expiration of the term for which his pred
ecessor was appointed shall be appointed 
only for the remainder of such term. 

"(B) The President shall designate one of 
the members to serve as Chairman for a term 
of one year. 

" ( C) Members of the Panel shall each be 
entitled to receive the dwily equivalent of 
the annual rate of basic pay in effect for grade 
GS-18 of the General Schedule for each day 
(including traveltime) during which they 
are engaged in the actual performance of 
duties vested in the Panel, and shall be al
lowed travel expenses (including a per diem 
allowance) under section o70S(b) of title 5, 
United States Code. 

"(3) The Panel shall meet at the call of 
the Chairman but not less often than twelve 
times a year. A transcript; shall be kept of 
the proceedings of each meeting of the Panel, 
and the Chairman shall make such transcript 
available to the public. 

" ( 4) The Panel shall monitor the develop
ment and execution of the National Cancer 
Attack Program under this section, and shall 
report directly to the President. Any delays 
or blockages in rapid execution of the pro
gram shall immediately be brought to the 
attention of the President. The Panel shall 
submit to the President annually an evalua
tion of the efficacy of the National Cancer 
Attack Program and suggestions for improve
ments, and shall submit such other reports 
as the President shall direct. At the request 
of the President, it shall submit for his con
sideration a list of names of persons for con
sideration for appointment as Director of the 
National cancer Institute. 

"NATIONAL CANCER RESEARCH AND 
DEMONSTRATION CENTERS 

"SEC. 408. (a) The Director of the National 
Cancer Institute is authorized to provide for 
the establishment of fifteen new centers for 
clinicial research, training, and demonstra
tion of advanced diagnostic and treatment 
methods relating to cancer. Such centers 
may be supported under subsection (b) or 
under any other appllcable provision of law. 

"(b) The Director of the National Cancer 
Institute, under policies established by the 
Director of the National Institutes of Health 
and after consultation With the National 
Cancer Advisory Council, is authorized to 
enter into cooperative agreements with 
public or private nonprofit agencies or insti
tutions to pay all or part of the cost of plan
ning, establishing, or strengthening, and 
providing basic operating support for exist
ing or new centers (including, but not 
limited to, centers established under sub
section (a) ) for clinical research, training, 
and demonstration of advanced diagnostic 
and treatment methods relating to cancer. 
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Federal payments under this subsection 1n 
support of such cooperative agreements may 
be used for ( 1) construction (notwd.thstand
ing any limitation under section 405), (2) 
sta.ffing and other basic operating costs, in· 
cludlng such patient care costs as are re
quired for research, (3) training (including 
training for allied health professions per
sonnel) and (4) demonstration purposes; but 
support under this subsection (other than 
support for construction) shall not exceed 
$5,000,000 per year per center. Support of a 
center under this section may be for a period 
of not to exceed three years and may be 
extended by the Director of the National 
Cancer Institute for additional periods of not 
more than three years each, after review of 
the opera.tion.s of such center by an appro
priate scientific review group established by 
the Director of the National Cancer Institu~ 

"CANCER CONTROL PROGRAMS 

"SEC. 409. (a) The Director of the National 
Cancer Institute shall establish programs as 
necessary for cooperation wiith sta.te and 
other health agencies in the prevention, 
control, and eradication of cancer. 

"(b) There are authorized to be appropri
ated to ca.rry out this section $20,000,000 for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, $30,-
000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1973, and $40,000,000 f(>r the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1974. 

"AUTHORITY OF DmECTOR 

"SEC. 410. The Director of the Naitional 
Cancer Institute (after consultation with 
the National Cancer Advisory Council) , in 
carrying out his functions in administ.ering 
the National Cancer Attack Program and 
withouit regard to any other provision of this 
Act, is authorized-

" ( l) 1f authorized by the National Cancer 
Advisory Council, to obtain the services of 
not more than fifty experts or consultants 
who have scientific or professional qualifi
cations, in accordance wi.th the provisions of 
seotion 3109 of title 5, United States Code 
(but any such expert or consultant may 
be appointed for a. period in excess of one 
year); 

"(2) to the ext.ant that the Direotor of 
the National Cancer Institute deems it neces
sary in order to recruit specially qualified 
scientific or other professional personnel 
without previous competitive service, to 
establish the entrance grade for such per
sonnel at not to exceed two grades above the 
gra.de otherwise established for such per
sonnei under the applicable provisions of 
title 5 of the Uni t.ed states Code; 

"(3) to acquire, construct, improve, re
pair, operate, and maintain cancer centers, 
laboratories, research, and other necessary 
facilities and equipment, and related ac
commodations as may be necessary, and such 
other real or personal property (including 
patents) as the Director deems necessary; 
to acquire by lease or otherwise through 
the Administraitor of General services, build
ings or pa.l'ts of buildings in the District of 
Columbia. or communities located adjacent 
to the District of Columbia for the use of 
the National Cancer InstitUJte for a period 
not to exceed ten years Without regard to 
the Act of March 3, 1877 (40 U.S.C. 34); 

"(4) To appoint one or more advisory 
committees composed of such private cit i
zens and officials of Federal, State, and local 
governments as he deemed desirable to advise 
him with respect to his funct ions; 

"(5) to utilize, with their consent, the 
services, equipment, personnel, information, 
and facilities of other Federal, State, or local 
public agencies, With or without reimburse
ment therefor; 

" (6) t o accept voluntary and uncompen
sated services; 

"(7) to accept unconditional gifts, or dona
tions of services, money, or property, real, 
personal, or mixed, tangible or intangible; 

"(8) to enter into such contracts, leases, 
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cooperative agreements, or other transactions, 
without regard to sections 3648 and 3709 of 
the Revised Statutes of the United States 
(31 U.S.C. 529, 41 U.S.C. 5), as may be neces
sary in the conduct of his functions, with 
any public agency, or with any person, firm, 
association, corporation, or educational in
stitution; and 

" ( 9) to take necessary action to insure 
that all channels for the dissemination and 
exchange of scientific knowledge and infor
mation are maintained between the National 
Cancer Institute and the other scientific, 
medical, and biomedical disciplines and or
ganizations nationally and internationally. 

"SCIENTIFIC REVIEW; REPORTS 

"SEC. 410A. The Director of the National 
Cancer Institute shall, by regulaition, provide 
for proper scientific review of all research 
grants and programs over which he has au
thority (1) by utilizing, to the maximum 
extent possible, appropriate peer review 
groups established within the National In
stitutes of Health and composed principally 
of non-Federal scientists and other experts 
in the scientific and disease fields, and (2) 
when appropriate, by establishing, with the 
approval of the National Cancer Advisory 
Council and the Director of the National In
stitutes of Health, other formal peer review 
groups as may be required. 

"(b) The Director of the National Cancer 
Institute shall, as soon as practicable after 
the end of each calendar year, prepare in 
consultation with the National Cancer Ad
visory Council and submit to the President 
for transmittal to the Congress a report on 
the activities, progress, and accomplishments 
under the National Cancer Attack Program 
during the preceding calendar year and a 
plan for the program during the next five 
yea.rs. 

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

"SEc. 410B. For the purpose of carrying out 
this pa.rt (other than section 409) , there are 
authorized to be appropriated $400,000,000 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972; 
$500,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1973; and $600,000,000 for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1974." 

(b} Section 301 (d} of the Public Health 
Service Act is a.mended by adding at the end 
thereof the following: Provided further, That, 
under procedures approved by the Director 
of the National Institutes of Health, the 
Director of the National Cancer Institute 
may approve grants for research or training 
purposes-

"(1) in a.mounts not to exceed $35,000 after 
appropriate review for _scientific merit but 
without requirement or review and approved 
by the National Cancer Advisory Council, and 

"(2) in a.mounts exceeding $35,000 after 
appropriate review for scientific merit and 
recommendation for approval by such coun
cil." 

REPORT TO CONGRESS 

SEc. 4. (a) The President shall carry out a 
review of all administrative processes under 
which the National Cancer Atta.ck program, 
established under part A of title IV of the 
Public Health Service Act, will operate, in
cluding the processes of advisory council and 
peer group reviews, in order to assure the 
most expeditious accomplishment of the ob
jectives of the program. Within one year of 
the date of enactment of this Act the Presi
dent shall submit a report to Congress of 
the findings of such review and the actions 
taken to facilitate the conduct of the pro
gram, together with recommendations for 
any needed legislative changes. 

(b) The President shall request of the 
Congress without delay such additional ap
propriations (including increased authoriza
tions) as are required to pursue immediately 
any development in the National Cancer At
tack program requiring prompt and expedi
tious support and for which regularly appro
priated funds are not available. 
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PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT OF INSTITUTE'S 

DIRECTORS 

SEc. 5. (a) Title IV of the Public Health 
Service Act is amended by adding after part 
F the following new part: 

"PART G-ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

"DIRECTORS OF INSTITUTES 

"SEC. 454. The Director of the National 
Institutes of Health and the Directors of the 
National Cancer Institute, the National Heart 
and Lung Institute, and the National Insti
tute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke shall 
be appointed by the President. The Directors 
of the National Cancer Institute, the National 
Heart and Lung Institute, and the National 
Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke 
are designated as Associate Directors of the 
National Institutes of Health, and shall re
port directly to the Director of the National 
Institutes of Health." 

(b) (1) Section 5314 of title 5, United 
States Code, is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(58) Director, National Institutes of 
Health." 

(2) Section 5315 of title 5, United States 
Code, ls amended by adding at the end there
of the following new paragraphs: 

"(95) Deputy Director, National Institutes 
of Health. 

"(96) Deputy Director for Science, Na
tional Institutes of Health. 

"(97) Associate Director, National Insti
tutes of Health-Director, National Cancer 
Institute. 

"(98) Associate Director, National Insti
tutes of Health-Director, National Heart and 
Lung Institute. 

"(99) Associate Director, National Insti
tutes of Health-Director of National Insti
tute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke." 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

SEC. 6. (a) This Act and the amendments 
ma.de by this Act shall take effect sixty days 
after the date of enactment of this Act or 
on such prior date after the date of enact
ment of this Act as the President sha.11 pre
scribe and publish in the Federal Register. 

(b) The first sentence of section 454 of 
the Public Health Service Act (added by 
section 5 (a) of this Act) shall apply only 
with respect to appointments ma.de after the 
effective date of this Act. 

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS 

TITLE 

Section 1. The Act is titled "The National 
Cancer Atta.ck Act of 1971." 

FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF PURPOSE 

Section 2. States that cancer is the disease 
most feared by Americans; that if the new 
scientific leads a.re comprehensively and 
energetically exploited, they may advance 
the time when more adequ&te preventive and 
therapeutic capabilities can cope with can
cer; that cancer, heart and lung diseases, and 
stroke a.re the lea.ding ca.uses of death in 
the United States; that the present under
standing of these diseases is the result of 
broad advances of all the biomedical sciences; 
that the most effective attack on cancer 
should use all of the resources of the Na
tional Institutes of Health; that the pro
grams of the National Institutes of Health 
have produced the world's most productive 
scientific community centered upon health 
and disease; and that the purpose of this 
Act is to enlarge the authorities of the Na
tional Cancer Institute and the National In
stitutes of Health in order to advance the 
national attack on cancer. 

NATIONAL CANCER ATTACK PROGRAM 

Section s (a). Amends Title IV of the Public 
Health Service Act to include the following 
new sections: 

New Section 401(a). As an Associate Di
rector of the National Institutes of Health, 
the Director of the National Cancer Institute 
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ls to coordinate all cancer-related activities 
of the National Institutes of Health with the 
National Cancer Atta.ck Program. 

New Section 401(b). Assigns to the Di
rector, National Cancer Institute, a range of 
responsibilities necessary to accomplish the 
conquest of cancer. Specifically, this sub
section would require the Director of the 
National Cancer Institute to: 

(1) With the advice of the NSlbional ce.n
cer Advisory Council, plan and develop an 
expanded, intensified, and oex>rdinated can
cer research progmm encompassing the pro
grams of the Nati0Ill8.l Cancer Institute, and 
under policy control by the Direct.or, NIH, 
rel'Slted programs of the other resea.roh in
stitutes, a.nd other Federal and nonfedeml 
pl"Og'l"81ms. 

(2) Expeditiously utillze, and under policy 
control by the Director, NIH, ex!lstlng fa.cdli
ties and personnel of the National. Institutes 
of Health to rapidly explore opportunities for 
the conquest of cancer in areas of special 
promise. 

(3) Encourage and coordinaite cancer re
sea.rch by indust.rial concerns which evidence 
a ca.pa.billty for such research. 

(4) Collect, analyze, and disseminate all 
dait.a useful in the prevention, diagnosis, and 
treaitment of cancer, including the e5taiblish
ment of an international cancer date. bank. 

( 5) Establish or support the large-scale 
produot.don or distribution of specia.ilized 
biological m.a.terials or ot:her therapeutic sub
stances for research and set standards of 
safety e.nd ca.re for their use. 

(6) Support meritorious foreign research, 
oolla.borative resea.roh involving American 
and foreign scientists, and the training o! 
Americans a.brood and foreign scientists in 
the Umted Sta.tes. 

(7) Support appropria.te manpower train
ing programs in fundamental sciences and 
olinical disciplines, including the use of sti
pends, fellowships, and career awards to pro
vide an expanded manpower base from which 
health professional personnel wlll be selected 
to pa.rtioipa.te in clinicial and basic research 
programs rel8ited to cancer. 

(8) Call spool.al meetings of the Nation.al 
Advisory cancer OouncJ.l as the Director 
deems necessary to gain maximum benefit 
from new oolentific or technical findings. 

( 9) Prepare and subm1t a.n annual budget 
esti1m8lte for the na11lona.l cancer a.Uta.ck pro
gram diirectly to the President a.ft.er the Sec
retary, the Director, Na.tional Institutes o1 
Health, and the National Advisory Cancer 
Oouncd.l have had an opportunity to make 
comment on buit not change the estimates. 
Receive from the President and the Office of 
Management and Budget directly the funds 
Sippropriated by the Oongress for the Na
tional cancer Institute. 

New Section 407(c). The National Advisory 
Cancer Council shall meet at the call of its 
chairman of the Director of the National 
Cancer Institut.;, but not less than four times 
each calendar year. 

New Section 407 (d) . President's Cancer 
Attack Panel. Establishes a three-person 
panel (of whom at least two shall be dis
tinguished scientists or physicians) ap
pointed by the President to appraise the na
tional cancer attack program. Members shall 
be appointed for three-year terms (except 
that appointment provides that terms of ori
ginal members will be staggered so that one 
term expires yearly) with a member to be 
designated each year by the President a.s 
chairman. Vacancies will be filled for re
mainder of unexpired term. The Panel will 
meet at the call of the chairman but not less 
than 12 times a year. A transcript will be 
kept of the meetings of the Panel, which 
shall be public information. The function 
of the Panel will be to monitor the National 
Cancer Attack Program and report directly 
to the President. It shall immediately bring 
to the President's attention any delays or 
blockages in program execution and shall an-
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nually report to him on the efficacy of the 
program with suggestions for improvements. 
At the President's request, it shall also sub
mit a list of :qames of persons for considera
tion for a.ppointment as Director of the Na• 
tional Cancer Institute. 

NATIONAL CANCER RESEARCH AND 

DEMONSTRATION CENTERS 

New Section 408. The Director of the Na
tional Cancer Institute is authorized to pro
vide for the establishment of 15 new centers 
for clinical research, training, and demon
stration of advanced diagnostic and treat
ment methods relating to cancer. This sub
section also authorizes cooperative agree
ments with public and private nonprofit 
agencies for the planning, establishment, 
strengthening, and basic operating support 
of existing or new centers. Federal payments 
may be used for construction, staffing, basic 
operating costs, training, and demonstration 
purposes but support shall not exceed $5 
million per year per center, excluding con
struction. Support under this subsection 
shall be for three years but may be extended 
bY the Director, National Cancer Institute, 
for additional three-year periods after review 
by an appropriate scientific review group. 

CANCER CONTROL PROGRAMS 

New Section 409. The Director of the Na
tional Cancer Institute shall establish pro
grams as necessary for cooperation with 
State and other health agencies in the pre
vention, control, and eradication of cancer. 
For this purpose, there are authorized to be 
appropriated $20 million, $30 million, and 
$40 million for fiscal years 1972, 1973, and 
1974, respectively. 

AUTHORITY OF DmECTOR 

New Section 410. Authorizes the Director 
of the National Cancer Institute, after con
sultation with the National Advisory Cancer 
Council, to: 

(1) Obtain the services of not more than 
60 experts or consultants who have scientific 
or professional qualifications, if authorized 
by the National Advisory Cancer Council. 

(2) Recruit specially qualified scientific or 
other professional personnel (without previ
ous competitive service) at two grades above 
the grade otherwise established for such per
sonnel. 

(3) Acquire, construct, improve, repair, op
erate, and maintain cancer centers, labora
tories, research, and other necessary facilities 
and equipment, and related accommodations 
as may be necessary, and such other real or 
personal property as necessary, and acquire 
by lease buildings in the District of Columbia 
or adjacent area for use of the National Can
cer Institute for a period not to exceed 10 
years. 

(4) Appoint advisory committees. 
(5) Utilize the services of other Federal, 

State, or local public agencies. 
(6) Accept voluntary and uncompensated 

services. 
(7) Accept unconditional gifts or dona

tions of services. 
(8) Enter into contracts, leases, coopera

tive agreements, and other transactions as 
may be necessary to the conduct of his func
tions. 

(9) Assure that all channels for the dis
semination and exchange of scientific knowl
edge and information are maintained be
tween the National Cancer Institute and 
other disciplines and organizations, nation
ally and internationally. 

SCIENTIFIC REVIEW 

New Section 410A (a). The Director of the 
National Cancer Institute shall provide for 
proper scientific review of all research grants 
and programs over which he has authority. 
He shall utilize to the maximum extent pos
sible appropriate peer review groups estab
lished within the National Institutes of 
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Health but when appropriate may, with the 
approval of the Director, National Institutes 
of Health, and the National Advisory Cancer 
Council, establish other formal peer review 
groups as may be required. 

REPORTS 

New Section 41 OA ( b) . The Director of the 
National Cancer Institute, in consultation 
with the National Advisory Cancer Council, 
shall prepare an annual program report to the 
President for transmittal to the Congress. 
This report shall include the activities, prog
ress, and accomplishments of the cancer pro
gram during the preceding calendar year as 
well as a plan for the program for the next 
five years. 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

New Section 410 B. For programs other 
than Cancer Control, there are authorized 
to be appropriated $400 million, $500 million, 
and $600 million for fiscal years 1972, 1973, 
and 1974, respectively. Sums appropriated 
under this section shall remain avail.able 
until expended. This section, and section 409, 
constitute the exclusive authorizations in the 
Public Health Service Act for the programs 
and activities of the National Cancer Insti
tute. 

Section 3(b). Section 301(d) of the Public 
Health Service Aot is amended by adding new 
language to provide that the Director of the 
National Cancer Institute, under procedures 
approved by the Director, Na,,tiona.I Institutes 
of Health, may approve grants not to exceed 
$35,000 after appropriate review for scientific 
merit but without advisory council review 
and approval. Grants in excess of $35,000 
would continue to require approval by the 
advisory council. 

REPORT TO CONGRESS 

Section 4. The President shall conduct a 
review of all administrative processes under 
which the National Cancer Attack Prog:mm 
shall operate. Within one year, such findings 
shall be reported to the Congress together 
with recommendations for any legislative 
changes. This seotion also directs the Presi
dent to request without delay any additional 
appropriaitions and authorizaltions as are re
quired to immediately pursue any develop
ment in the National Cancer Atta.ck Program 
for which regularly appropriated funds a.re 
not available. 

PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT OJ' INSTIT't7TES' 
DIRECTORS 

Section 5 (a) . Amends Tt.tle IV of the Pub
lic Health Service Act to include the follow
ing new part: "Pa.rt G--Aclmin:1strative Pro
visions." 

New Section 454 provides for Presidential 
appointment of the Director, National Insti
tutes of Health, and the Directors of the Na
tional Cancer Institute, N81tional Heart and 
Lung Institute, and the National Institute 
of Neurological Diseases and Stroke. The Di
rectors of the NCI, NHLI, and NINDS are 
also designated as As.socia.te Directors of the 
National Institutes of Health and shall report 
directly to the Director of the Naitiona.1 In
stitutes of Health. 

Section 5(b). Elevates in rank certain of
ficials of the National Institutes of Health. 
The Director of the Naitional Institutes of 
Health ls elevated to Executive Level III. The 
following officials are elevated to Executive 
Level IV; the Deputy Director, National In
stitutes of Health; the Deputy Director for 
Science, National Institutes of Health; the 
Director, National Cancer Institute; the Di
rector, National Heart and Lung Institute; 
the Director, National Institute for Neuro
logical Diseases and Stroke, the laitter three 
as Associate Directors of the National Insti
tutes of Health. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Section 6. Provides that the Act take effect 
60 days after its date Of enactment. This sec-
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tion also provides that Section 454 (requir
ing that certain NIH officials be presidentially 
appointed) shall apply to officials appointed 
after the effective date of this Act. 

PRICE INTRODUCES WATER 
QUALITY BILL 

HON. ROBERT PRICE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, this 
afternoon I am introducing a series of 
amendments to the Federal Water Pol
lution Control Act. While my proposals 
are based on the legislation that passed 
the Senate last week, they are designed 
to correct what I consider to be some 
substantial defects in the Senate-passed 
measure. 

In the process of drafting my propos
als, I discussed the Senate bill at some 
length with appropriate otncials in the 
White House and the Environmental 
Protection Agency. Not only did we con
cur in our judgments regarding the 
ftaws in the Senate measure, the bill I 
am introducing today is a direct product 
of these conversations. 

To restore the quality of our Nation's 
water is a monumental task. It will take 
a great deal of time, effort, and expense. 
Because it is such an important endeavor, 
one with such important consequences, 
great care must be taken to insure our 
efforts are well conceived and well ex
ecuted. Bearing these thoughts in mind, 
I analyzed the Senate-passed bill and 
concluded that although it has much to 
recommend it, it is deficient in certain 
key respects. 

In terms of the available funds that 
can be diverted to clean up the Nation's 
water, the Senate bill sets forth a frame
work of Federal expenditures that are 
excessive when viewed in relation to the 
general availability of our national re
sources. Like it or not, the Nation is in 
a :financial squeeze. We can no longer 
act like it does not make any difference 
how we spend our money or on what we 
spend it. The plain fact of the matter is 
that the Federal Government cannot 
successfully be "Uncle Sugar" to the 
Nation and world; our present economic 
difficulties bear graphic witness to that. 
Regrettably, the Senate bill fails to take 
economlc and fiscal realities into ac
count and for this reason, if left un
changed, it may well do an ultimate 
disserVice to the cause of clean water 
and may further erode the belief the 
average American has in the promises of 
the Federal Government. My proposal is 
designed to make the Federal Water Pol
lution Control Act more manageable and 
effective. It establishes a more reason
able framework that can, insofar as is 
practically possible, eliminate water pol
lution from the national scene by the 
target daite of 1985. 

Despite the statements made regarding 
the importance of the several States in 
combating pollution, the terms of the 
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Senate bill relegate the States to a sec
ondary role and place the Administrator 
of the Environmental Protection Agency 
in the driver's seat. Not only does such 
policy downgrade the importance of the 
States in combating pollution; there is 
considerable doubt in my mind whether 
the EPA Administrator and his staff can 
adequately make the tens of thousands of 
individual decisions on pollution stand
ards that will have to made under the 
Senate bill as written. My bill, in con
trast, makes the States and the Federal 
Government more equal partners in the 
war on water pollution, and better pre
serves the constitutional balance be
tween Federal and State levels of power 
and spheres of influence. 

Finally, my bill holds the present line 
on the level of Federal financing for the 
construction of waste treatment centers 
and other pollution control facilities. Un
der present law, the Federal Government 
can contribute up to 55 percent to such 
projects, and the States contribute the 
rest. According to the Senate bill, how
ever, the Federal share is increased to a 
maximum of 70 percent, an increase I 
find unsupportable in terms of other con
flicting claims on scarce Federal dollars; 
for example, national defense, education, 
transportation, and health. I also am not 
convinced that increasing the Federal 
share up to 70 percent will stimulate the 
construction of more waste treatment fa
cilities. I say this because, despite the fact 
that the present pollution abatement 
grants were started in 1966 with a Fed
eral share of 30 percent, as of last Sep
tember 13 States had still not taken the 
necessary steps to qualify for the in
creased Federal grants of 55 percent. This 
is but another example of the fact that 
complex problems cannot be solved by 
merely burying them in tax dollars. 

Mr. Speaker, in the main, the changes 
I have made in the Senate bill are tech
nical in nature. They are designed to 
make the war on water pollution be con
ducted on a more efficient and more 
effective basis than will be possible under 
the Senate bill as is presently written. It 
is my hope that my proposals will pro
vide a starting point from which the 
House Public Works Committee can con
struct a truly workable bill. 

In closing, I urge my colleagues to give 
this proposal their closest attention. The 
American people have a right to enjoy 
clean water. We in Congress have the 
responsibility to provide the legislative 
framework within which this much
sullied right can be realized. We have, 
however, an even larger responsibility in 
this affair, for the United States is the 
foremost polluter of water m the world. 
As we know, water is the source of all 
life. If it is rendered unfit for use, man
kind and all life on this planet will face 
extinction. Some environmentalis~ are 
predicting that world water supplies will 
reach the critical pollution point before 
the close of this century. If it does, this 
Nation will bear a substantial share of 
the blame, for we have within our power 
the ability to avert this catastrophe. 

We must clean up our water-ulti
mately, it is a matter of life or death. 
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THE LATE HON. A. WILLIS 
ROBERTSON 

HON. DAVID E. SATTERFIELD III 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SATTERFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I 
wish to join with my colleagues from Vir
ginia and throughout the Nation in pay
ing tribute to my friend, the Honorable 
A. Willis Robertson, who passed away on 
November 1. 

Willis Robertson was a dedicated pub
lic servant who loved his State and Na
tion. He was a strong man-a man's 
man-and in every instance of public 
service he conducted himself with dignity 
and forthrightness. 

He served Virginia as a State senator, 
as a commonwealth's attorney, as chair
man of the State Commission on Game 
and Inland Fisheries, and then for 14 
years in the House and 20 years in the 
Senate. 

Willis Robertson was throughout his 
life an ardent conservationist. While the 
public record lists his many contributions 
in the areas of banking, currency, and 
economics, he, on one occasion stated: 

I would be happy if history records my ef
forts on behalf of conservation as being a 
worthwhile contribution to my day and gen· 
eration. 

His integrity and patriotism were never 
questioned and his devotion and strict 
adherence to the Constitution were fun
damental to his philosophy. 

I am honored to have known Willis 
Robertson. Virginia and this Nation are 
better for his service. He deserves the 
gratitude of all Americans. 

I insert the following editorial from the 
Thursday, November 4, 1971, Richmond 
Times-Dispatch in the RECORD at this 
point: 

A. Wu..LIS ROBERTSON 

Sen. A. W1111s Robert.son served h1s state 
and h1s country well. He W86 an able, hlgh
minded conservative whose knowledge of 
banking, currency, taxes a.nd the tariff were 
exceptional, but whose greatest contribution 
of all was probably as a pioneer in the sphere 
of conservation and the preservation of our 
wild life and scenic resources from poUution 
8illd destruction. 

He served with great ability back in the 
1920's 86 the first chairman of the just-estaib
llshed State Commission on Grune and In
land Fisheries. When he went to the House of 
Representatives, he served for 12 years as 
ohairman of the Oommittee on Wildlife Oon
servation. During that period he was co
patron of the Pittsman-Robertson Act t.o 
provide grants ln aid t.o the stages for upland 
game, and of the Migratory Duck stamp Act 
t.o provide funds for refuge and breeding of 
migratory birds. Under other legislation that 
he sponsored, the U.S. Forest Service was di
rected to make the conservation of wildlife 
in our mllllons of acres of National Forest 
one of it.a major alms. 

In the House he also was appointed. to the 
powerful Ways and Means Committee, which 
handles a.n tax legislation. He was the first 
Virglnia.n. in a third of a century to be 
named to that body, and he rose to became 
the highest re.nklng Virginian on the com
mJtt.ee since 1850. 

Willis Robertson was elected to succeed 
carter Gla.ss 1n the Senate upon the latter'& 
death, and he proved a worthy successor, 
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especially in the field of banking and cur
rency. Robertson became chairman of the 
Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, 
and a recognized authority in the field. 

He rose fairly frequently on the fioor of 
both the House and Senate, and was a 
speaker of exceptional ability, who got h1s 
facts firmly in mind before undertaking t.o 
dl.scuss a.ny question. A strong believer in 
states' rights, he was never a demagogue or 
rabblerouser. As an orator on ceremonial 
occasions he reminded one of the old "stem
winders" of an earlier generation, for he 
gestured frequently and spoke ln the rhetor
ical style that has now passed almost com
pletely away. 

Willis Robertson's defeat for reelection in 
1966 by 611 votes at the hands of William B. 
Spong Jr. is attributable, ironically enough, 
to the Conservative Party, whloh urged its 
adherents to stay out of the primary, since 
Robertson had not resigned from what it 
t.ermed "the foul and filthy Democratic 
party." The result was that one of the lead
ing conservatives in the Senate was retired 
from that body. 

Wlllis Robertson was a oompanlonable 
man, with a great love for hunting and fish
ing in both of which he was a recognized 
expert. He liked to raise his voice in song, 
and during the Korean War he belonged to 
a congressional quartet which entertained 
the hospitalized soldiers with barbershop 
harmonies. He was also a raconteur of un
usual gifts. 

Although, by an astounding coincidence, 
he and Harry F. Byrd Sr. were born within 
two weeks of each other in Martinsburg, 
W. Va., and they entered the Virginia Sen
ate and the U.S. Congress in the same year, 
they did not remain lifelong political inti
mates. Robertson's practice of regularly en
dorsing the Democratic nominee for the pres
idency did not appeal to Byrd. Robertson 
felt that "to maintain party government you 
have got to maintain pe.rty regularity and 
support some candidates you don't pexson
ally ca.re for" Byrd disagreed. 

The integrity and patriotism of W1111s 
Robertson were strongly marked characteris
tics, as they were of Harry Byrd. The two 
men di1fered sincerely on some questions. 

sen. Robertson a.ccumu.la.ted few material 
goods during his more than ha.If a century 
of public service, but he died with the ad
miration and respect of h1s fellow-citizens. 
He was entitled to feel that he ma.de a last
ing contrlbution t.o his state and to his 
oountry. 

POLAND'S INDEPENDENCE DAY 

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, today, 
November 11, is Independence Day for 
Poland. We all know that, since the close 
of World War Il, Poland has been a cap
tive of the Communists. Her people have 
been oppressed since the Russian forces 
drove into the country during World War 
II, prohibited the restoration of the le
gitimate government of Poland, and then 
forced onto the people of Poland a Com
munist regime which has so badly served 
them for the pa.st 26 years. 

The Polish Government in Exile con
tinues its activities on behalf of Poland 
and, therefore, I believe it appropriate 
to place into the RECORD a message from 
the President of the Polish Government 
in Exile on the occasion of Poland's his
toric Independence Day. 
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The message follows: 

MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUDLIC 
OF POLAND, TO THE POLISH NATION ON THE 
OCCASION OF POLAND'S INDEPENDENCE DAY, 

NOVEMBER 11, 1971 
His Excellency August Zaleski, President 

of the Republic of Poland/in-exile/, has is
sued in London the following message to 
Poles all over the world on the occasion of 
Poland's Independence Day, proclaimed in 
pre-war Poland to commemorate to the res
toration of Polish independence in 1918: 

Citizens of the Republic of Poland and 
Poles in the Free World: 

The history of a nation is a constant strug
gle for the preservation of values that are 
transmitted from father to son, from one 
generation to another. The nation's glories 
are reflected on all its members, and all of 
them take part in its sorrows. Descendants 
pay for the faults of their ancestors or bene
fit by the services they have rendered. Hence 
the great importance in a nation's life of 
the achievements of ea.oh several generation. 
As Article 5 of the Polish Constitution of 
1935 succintly expresses it: "The creativeness 
of every individual citizen is the lever of 
collective life." 

In celebrating the annlverisary of the re
covery of Polish independence on 11 No
vember 1918, we pay homage to all those 
who, by their common effort, reasserted the 
nation's right to live and develop freely 
after more than a century of enslavement. 
Under the leadership of J6zof Pilsudski the 
nation successfully resisted the onslaught of 
a new tyranny which threatened it from the 
ea.st. The noble principles ot self-determina
tion, proclaimed during the war by Presi
dent Woodrow Wilson and embodied in the 
victors' charter, restored freedom not only 
to Poland but to many other peoples of cen
tral and eastern Europe. 

Poland, however, was not to enjoy its inde
pendence for long. The treacherous attack ot 
Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia in Septem
ber 1939 plunged the world into the Second 
World war. In the tragic aftermath of that 
war, not only were Poland and her neigh
bors robbed of political and cultural free
dom, but the whole world was placed under 
a. permanent threat as a result of the di
vision into rival spheres of influence. 

Today, more perhaps than ever, those ot 
us Poles who remained outside our coun
try after the war are in duty bound to con
tribute, by their own lalbor and their own 
efforts, to the defence of those values which 
are our nation's heritage: its right to be 
independent once more and to live its life in 

· justice and freedom. 
AUGUST ZALESKL 

REDESIGNATE NOVEMBER 11 AS 
VETERANS DAY 

HON. WILMER MIZELL 
OF NORTH CAROLINA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. MIZELL. Mr. Speaker, I rise at 
this time to join with my distinguished 
colleague from Florida (Mr. YOUNG), and 
with others in this body, in introducing a 
resolution to redesignate November 11 as 
the official date for observance of Vet
erans Day. 

Mr. Speaker, I was not a Member of 
Congress at the time the so-called Mon
day Holiday Act was considered and 
passed, so I am not very familiar with the 
circumstances that led to this important 
date in our national life being discarded 
for the sake of a day of idle pleasure. 

Frankly, I am disappointed and dis-
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mayed that Congress ever approved of 
making a national observance of such 
historical significance and meaning into 
nothing more than the third day of a 3-
day weekend. 

This practice has now been followed 
for 3 years, and in that time, Veterans 
Day and all it should mean to the 
American people has been seriously di
minished and neglected. 

I believe it is time we correct this mis
take, and I think it is fitting that we be
gin our effort on this day, November 11, 
and that we rededicate ourselves and our 
country to the principles and ideals for 
which this Nation's veterans fought and 
suffered and died. 

Our debt to them can never be fully re
payed, but by the passage of this resolu
tion we can show them once again that 
they hold a very special and important 
place in our society, and that they deserve 
our respect and our abiding gratitude. 

POLAND'S INDEPENDENCE DAY 

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, 53 
years ago today the guns on the western 
front, which had been booming for more 
than 4 years, became silent--an armistice 
had been reached between the Allied 
Powers and Germany. November 11, 1918, 
proved to be a turning-point in history, 
as it marked the conclusion of a world
wide conflict. 

Americans observed Armistice Day for 
several decades, but the day became an 
anachronism when the nations of Europe 
resumed fighting in 1939. The observance 
was replaced last month by Veterans Day, 
the fourth Monday in October, when we 
honored the veterans of all our wars. In 
Poland, however, November 11 retains 
great significance. There it is observed as 
Independence Day. 

Poland, a nation that took great and 
justifiable pride in its long and glorious 
history, disappeared from the map of Eu
rope in the latter part of the 18th century 
when three partitions by Austria, Prussia, 
and Russia eventually robbed it of all its 
territory. It was not to become free again 
for almost a century and a quarter. 

Germany and Austria-Hungary fought 
against Russia during World War I, 
which meant that Poles fought on both 
sides, brother against brother. The col
lapse of Russia in March 1917, and the 
final defeat of the central powers a year 
and a half later gave Polish patriots, who 
had been busy behind the scenes, their 
opportunity to reestablish the nation 
whose people had suffered so much from 
their oppressors. 

Poland declared its independence on 
November 11, 1918, a declaration that was 
recognized the following summer by the 
treaty of Versailles. No longer were Poles 
to be referred to as Austrian Poles, Ger
man Poles, and Russian Poles. They were 
now Poles, no more and no less, citizens 
of a free country. 

Poland enjoyed her independence for 
but 20 years. In 1939 her neighbors, Na· 
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tional Socialist Germany and Commu
nist Russia, divided its territory, the 
fourth partition of Poland. Nazism was 
destined to be defeated after 5 Y2 years of 
bitter fighting, but communism remains 
firmly in the saddle today and unhappy 
Poland is one of the many colonies that 
make up the far-flung Soviet Empire. 

Mr. Speaker, long-intrenched regimes 
have been disestablished before and in
ternational communism is no more en
dowed with immortality than was nazism 
or the dynasties that preceded it. May 
God speed the day when Poland and the 
other countries behind the Iron Curtain 
will once again be free. 

NEEDED: EXTENSIVE OVERHAUL 
OF STATE DEPARMENT BY OUT
SIDE PANEL 

HON. JOHN M. ASHBROOK 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, November 10, 1971 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, two 
further items of indictment of the U.S. 
State Department have recently appeared 
in the press which make a thorough 
overhaul of that Department urgently 
necessary. The November 15 issue of Time 
dealt with conditions in the Foreign 
Service, with particular emphasis on the 
tragic case of Charles W. Thomas, who 
had been selected out of the Service, had 
tried vainly to appeal his case to officials 
at State, had tried to no avail to seek 
gainful employment in other areas, and 
finally shot himself to death in April of 
this year. President Nixon asked for a 
report on the tragedy and one State De
partment official admitted that the 
Thomas case did help expedite proposed 
reforms. The reforms advanced by State 
unfortunately do not correct one serious 
condition-an appeals procedure for For
eign Service officers outside of the con
trol of the Department. One official is 
quoted in the Time article as saying: 

I don't care if a grievance panel ls headed 
by Charles Evans Hughes or Jesus Christ, it 
still remains an in-house procedure without 
any chance of outside appeal. 

The second i~m describes the State 
Department in operation at the U.N. 
during the admission of Red China de
bate. The veteran columnist of the Chi
cago Tribune, Walter Trohan, recounts 
how the State Department types at the 
debate tried to muzzle Congressman ED
WARD DERWINSKI of Illinois who is serv
ing as a congressional delegate to the 
U.S. mission at the U.N. 

The two above-mentioned accounts 
demonstrate graphically why, whether in 
matters of policy or personnel, the com
plete State Department structure is in 
dire need of a revamping and, as in the 
case of a new grievance procedure for 
FSO's-by a review mechanism outside of 
the Department itself. 

I insert at this point the two items 
mentioned above: 

THE STATE DEPARTMENT 

UNDIPLOMATIC REFORMS 

Charles W. Thomas was a desperate man. A 
lawyer and a. career diplomat, Thomas, 45, 
had been "selected out" of the Foreign Serv
ice. Reason: he had not been promoted from 
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the Class 4 level to Class 3 within the man
datory eight years. He was dismissed with 
only one year's salary and $323 a month 
(money he had himself put into a retirement 
fund} to support a wife and two children. In 
nearly three dispiriting years Thomas en
dured early 2,000 job rejection letters; he was 
"too old" or "too qualified," and anyway, he 
had been fired by the State Department. 
Finally on an April afternoon in Washington, 
Charles Thomas took up a gun and shot him
self to death. 

There is a Kafkaesque cast to the Thomas 
tragedy. Try as he might, Thomas could not 
get his day in court to determine whether his 
selection-out was based on the fact that he 
had received poor performance ratings or that 
the State Department had somehow failed to 
consider his highly favora.ble ratings. In fact, 
it was the latter. Thomas had carved a distin
guished career in posts such as Tangier, Port
a u-Prince and Mexico City, where he became 
a specialist in Mexican radical politics. In
deed, he had high marks from his superiors 
and colleagues alike; the explicit blemish on 
his record was an observation by a Mexico 
City superior that Thomas did not exercise 
proper "control" over his secretary. 

In contrast, a laudatory report from the 
Foreign Service Inspector, Ambassador Robert 
McClintock, was accidentally misfiled under 
the name of another Charles W. Thomas, 
then Consul General in Antwerp. The report 
was eventually logged into its proper place, 
two days after Thomas had been turned 
down by the promotion board. The board 
deemed it too much bother to reopen the 
case. 

Fang and claw 
The Thomas affair is certainly the most 

shocking to occur within the labyrinth of 
Foggy Bottom personnel practices, but it is 
by no means the only one of its kind. Willard 
Brown, a Class 2 officer, discovered after his 
selection-out that the State Department had 
lost all of his personnel records and that con
sequently his name had not been considered 
for promotion for several years. Nor are good 
men being passed over just for clerical errors. 
The selection process in the department has 
traditionally been the last word in Darwin
istic elitism. Mcclintock, although a highly 
regarded professional, had a reputation for 
sending overly favorable reports on many 
officers. With little negative to go on, promo
tion boards used the tiniest criticisms as 
justification for passing over a candidate. 
Hence Thomas' dismissal. 

There are 3,000 field officers and aides 
serving in the Foreign Service, and around 
100 are weeded out every year. Two hundred 
more resign annually. The process follows a 
fundamental Government pattern. Every 
man is rated at least once a year by his su
perior, who then passes his reports on to a 
departmental reviewing officer, who in turn 
presents his recommendations to the review
ing boards. While no one in the department 
argues that incompetents should not be win
nowed out, the feeling is that the rating sys
tem has deteriorated into an endless round 
of pettifoggeries and petty jealousies, where 
too frequently the men who do not play 
up to their superiors' vanities wind up on 
the short end. 

This fang-and-claw attitude has prompted 
a thorough reappraisal of the State De
partment's personnel system. Rather belated
ly, Deputy Under Secretary William Macom
ber Jr., the department's top administrative 
officer, called in Thomas' widow Cynthia and 
offered her virtually any job she wanted. 
More broadly, the selection-out rules have 
been changed to prevent the flagrant injus
tice in the systems. Now an officer who 
achieves Class 5 cannot be fl.red until he has 
reached age 50 or served 20 yea.rs. This way, 
at least, he is entitled to retirement pay. 

Scornful 
Further, the State Department has set up 

new, formidably titled Interim Grievance 
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Procedures, the first major amendment to the 
Foreign Service Act since it was passed in 
1946. These procedures are to last until em
ployee-management relations are reformed 
under a plan projected by President Nixon. 
However, many officers a.re scornful of Ma.
comber's new measures, since they stipulate 
that an employees must first take up his 
grievance with his superior-against whom 
the grievance is usually brought in the first 
place-and can only appeal to a boa.rd picked 
by the department. Says one legal official at 
State: "I don't care if a grievance panel is 
headed by Charles Evans Hughes or Jesus 
Christ, it still remains an in-house proce
dure without any chance of outside appeal." 

Help is forthcoming from the outside. The 
Senate Foreign Relations Cammi ttee last 
week refused to report the confirmation of 
Howard P. Mace, 55, as U.S. Ambassador to 
Sierra Leone, which is tantamount to defeat 
of his nomination. As director of personnel 
for four years, Mace was the source of much 
of the department's interior turbulence. He 
was known behind his back as the "execu
tioner," the man primarily responsible for 
the selecting-out process. Officers also noted 
that under his aegis men with high diplo
matic potential were often bypassed for plush 
jobs in favor of men little experienced in 
diplomacy from his department. Congress is 
also taking more direct measures. There are 
two b11ls pending before Congress that would 
overhaul and codify the grievance system. 

Concerned DOS officers are seizing their 
own initiative. A group has banded together 
to launch a class action against the Secretary 
of State; to raise money for this expensive 
exercise, they have instituted the Charles W. 
Thomas Fund. One junior officer invoked a 
more primitive grievance procedure. Furious 
over what he considered an unfair perform
ance rating, he stopped his superior in a cor
ridor of the State Department and cut loose 
a smacking right cross to the nose. 

[From the Chlcago Tribune, Nov. 8, 1971] 
STATE DEPARTMENT TYPES FAIL UNITED STATES 

(By Walter Trahan) 
WASHINGTON.-The other day, while we 

watched his pretty and accomplished daugh
ter Maureen, 10, take her pony over the 
jumps at the International Horse Show in 
the District of Columbia National Guard 
Armory, Rep. Edward J. Derwinski (R., Ill.) 
told the sad story of the American defeat in 
the United Nations by the expulsion of Na
tionalist China from that body. It was a tale 
to freeze the blood and make the hair stand 
on end. 

Derwinski, a veteran of 13 years of service 
in Congress, who is serving temporarily on 
the United States delegation to the U.N., 
placed the blame squarely where he feels it 
belongs-the State Department types at the 
U.N. who seek to control the words and ac
tions and even the thoughts of th-e members 
of the delegation (and frequently do so). He 
also saw the visit of Henry Kissinger to Pek
ing, the Red Chinese capital, as giving some 
American allies the green light to block Na
tionalist China. 

The congressman emphasized that the 
State Department types are not traitors in 
thought, word, or deed. It's just that they 
seem to put the Interest of every other coun
try ahead of their own. They try to put, 
themselves in the position of Mohammed's 
coffin, which is halfway between heaven and 
earth, so that they are at best only halt 
Americans. 

When Derwinski wanted to answer any 
Communist speaker, a State Department type 
was at his hand to shush him. This had ob
viously worked with delegaition members in 
the past, but Derwinskl made it clear that 
he was the one to decide whether he would 
speak or not. And when the congressman 
chided delegates of nations who had said they . 
would support the U.S. proposal to admit Red 
China and retain Nationalist China, the de
partment types had attacks of the dithers. 
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The State Department types appealed to 

George Bush, U.S. ambassador to the U.N. 
Bush told Derwinski that while he can say 
what he feels impelled to say, it would be 
appreciated if the congressman would advise 
him about what he proposed to do. Derwin
ski makes it clear that he feels that one 
of this country's major difficulties at the 
U.N. is that the State Department lacks the 
guts to do what should be done against the 
Communist bloc. 

Some of the trouble stems from President 
Nixon's failure to keep his campaign prom
ise to clean out the State Department. The 
department isn't a nest of traitors, as some 
extremists contend. The great trouble is 
that so many can't seem to realize that what 
is best for the United States is also good for 
its friends and ba.d for its enemies. They 
seem to consider diplomacy as something 
above and beyond the call of reason. 

Part of the trouble stems from the fact 
that the State Department is now pretty 
much of a club or closed corporation. Vir
tually all the ambassadorial plums fall to 
career men, where they used to go to men 
who had made their marks in business and 
industry or other fields, men who were often 
heavy contributors to the party in power. 
These were wealthy enough to afford the ex
penses of the office and were competent to 
deal on their own, even though they accepted 
advice from career men below them. 

Now the St.ate Department types are con
vinced that if they don't rock the boat they 
can expect to crown their careers With the 
rank of ambassador and never more sit be
low the salt at dinner tables. Not rocking 
the boat means to many cooperating as far 
as they can with countries other than their 
own and subordinating American interests, 
even to unfriendly powers. 

Finally, it means working for that nebu
lous goal of one world, which was the im
possible dream that was accepted as work
able reality a generation ago. The world has 
been fragmenting so rapidly that 10 per cent 
of the world's population in Africa holds 
the majority power in the U.N. General As
sembly, and nationalism is the greatest force 
in almost every country but our own. 

LANDMARK DECISION IN PRISON 
REFORM CASE 

HON. BELLA S. ABZUG 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

M~s. ABZUG. Mr. Speaker, the recent 
tragic events at Attica Prison, in upstate 
New York, have again brought the need 
for drastic prison reform into the na
tional spotlight. By and large, our cor
rectional institutions are designed, op
erated, and funded more for revenge 
than for rehabilitation. 

Last week, in ruling on a lawsuit 
brought by the American Civil Liberties 
Union, U.S. District Judge Robert H. 
Merhige, Jr. found that certain practices 
of the Virginia State prison system vio
lated the eighth amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution, which prohibits the im
position of cruel and unusual punish
ment. Among the practices enJoined by 
Judge Merh!ge's order were limiting pris-
oners' diets to bread and water for break
ing prison rules, using chains, handcufl.'s, 
and tear gas unnecessarily, confining 
more than one inmate in any "solitary" 
cell-these cells measure 6~ feet by 10 
feet--except in emergency circum
stances, and interfering with prisoners' 
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efforts to file court documents or com
municate with their laWYers. 

The plaintiffs in the case were repre
sented by Philip Hirschkop, a noted 
Washington lawyer in the field of civil 
rights and civil liberties, who was spe
cially retained by the ACLU to handle 
this case. 

Mr. Speaker, I include the text of two 
news stories about this landmark de
cision, as well as the text of Judge Mer
hige's order and scholarly opinion in the 
RECORD at the conclusion of my remarks: 
[From the New York Times, Nov. 1, 1971 I 
U.S. JUDGE Bros VIRGINIA HALT ABUSE OF 

PRlsONERS 

{By Ben A. Franklin) 
WAsmNGTON, October 31.-A Federal judge 

in Virginia has issued a sweeping injunction 
against that state's prison system, barring 
as cruel and unusual punishment of inmates 
the regular use of bread and water, chains, 
physical punishment, enforced nudity and 
the censorship of mail. 

The order of Federal District Judge Robert 
H. Merhige Jr., accompa.nied by a 78-page 
opinion, was filed yesterday without public 
notice at his court in Richmond. It was re
leased here today by Philip J. Hirschkop of 
suburban Alexandria, Va., the lawyer who 
argued the case for the plaintiffs. 

The prohibitions were effective immedi
ately. 

Mr. Hirschkop, who was engaged by the 
American Civil Liberties Union, called the 
courts' action "a bill of rights for inmates." 

"I think you have to expect the state to 
appeal this decision," he said, "unless Gover
nor Holton can prevail upon his Attorney 
General and others to accept it. I really ex
pect an appeal, but I do not think that any 
important part of Judge Merhige's order will 
be stayed pending the appeal. This is going 
to be affirmed." 

Key state officials received advance notice 
of Judge Merhige's findings several days ago 
so that his ruling could be put immediately 
into effect. 

Judge Merhige declared in his opinion that 
the evidence presented during a two-week 
trial last November disclosed. "a disregard of 
constitutional guaranties of so grave a na
ture as to violate the most common notion 
of due process and humane treatment." 

He specifically enjoined the State Depart
ment of Welfare and its Division of Cor
rections from doing the following: 

Imposing bread and water punishment on 
any inmate for any infraction of prison rules. 

Using chains, handcuffs, hand-restraining 
tape or tear gas "except when necessary or 
required to protect a person from imminent 
physical harm or to prevent escape or seri
ous injury to property." Testimony at the 
trial disclosed that such restraints were used 
commonly on "obstreperous" inmates, often 
without disciplinary hearings. 

Using physical force "against any inmate 
for purposes of punishment." 

Forcing nudity or bodily restraint of any 
kind as a means of punishment or otherwise 
"for any period longer than it shall be reason
ably necessary to secure the services of a 
doctor" to determine whether an inmate 
must be restrained to protect himself from 
sel!-infllcted injury. 

Placing more than one inmate in the same 
solitary confl.nement--Virginia's solitary cells 
are 6¥2 to 10 feet--"except in an emer
gency." 

Interfering With or imposing punishment 
for efforts by inmates to file court documents, 
to have confidential communication with 
lawyers, even when confined to solitary, and 
to write legislative or other government offi
cials. 

The judge also ordered the restoration of 
"good time," or credit toward early release 
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for good behavior, to all prisoners who had 
been docked such time without hearing or 
"Without compliance with minimum stand
ards of due process," such as written charges 
and written findings by disciplinary boards. 

Judge Merhige gave the defendants, who 
are the top correctional officials and the di
rectors of many of the 36 state prison facili
ties, 60 days to institute uniform due-process 
hearing procedure for cases involving the 
docking of good time. 

All prisoners now in solitary or "padlocked 
cells" as a result of discipline that cost them 
good time were ordered freed from such con
finement pending a rehearing. 

In most Virginia prisons, particularly the 
maximum-security penitentiary in Rich
mond and the medium-security state pris
on farm at Goochland, Judge Merhige said, a 
prisoner who is docked good time and placed 
in solitary is effectively denied any reaccumu
lation of good time as long as he remains in 
solitary. Such punishment, he said, has been 
meted out for "indeterminate" periods. 

In a specific reference to the so-called 
C-cell, the solitary confinement cell block at 
the Virginia State Penitentiary in Richmond, 
where a week of the trial was held, Judge 
Merhige directed that prisoners being held 
there be afforded full due-process hearings 
within 30 days or be released to the general 
prison population. 

The judge ordered the State Division of 
Corrections to prepare and distribute to the 
court, as well as to Virginia's 6,000 state 
prisoners, a complete list of rules and regula
tions setting forth "standards of behavior 
expected of each inmate" and the minimum 
and maximum punishments for each rule 
violation. 

"In many instances," the judge found, 
"punishment has been of such a nature as 
to be abusive and violative of the most 
generic elements of due process and humane 
treatment." 

VIOLATIONS FOUND 

Judge Merhige ruled thait Virginia's prison 
system had consistently violated the Eighth 
Amendment to the Constitution, which pro
hibits cruel and unusual punishment. 

He said that inmates could be sentenced 
to punishment for such undefined offenses 
as insolence, sarcasm or agitation and that 
there was no appeal. 

He noted that prisoners committed to soli
tary confinement were sometimes placed on 
bread and water, were in every case given a 
diet of no more than two meals a day, were 
allowed to shave and take showers only once 
a week and were denied exercise, sometimes 
for months. 

In cases of misconduct, "obstreperous
ness," "agitation" or "bad attitude," Judge 
Merhige said, the trial record disclosed that 
inmates were denied mattresses and forced 
to sleep on a concrete fioor. 

Mr. Hirschkop said that two different 
United States Courts of Appeals overturned 
within the last three years district court 
findings less sweeping than Judge Merhige's, 
but he described the Virginia case as "the 
first one of these suits with such a massive 
trial record." 

The case is known as Landman v. Royster. 
The plaintiffs included Robert J. Landman, 
who is now free after serving a sentence for 
armed robbery. M. L. Royster, the former 
superintendent of the sta.te prison farm, 1s 
dead. 

[From the Washington Post, Nov. 1, 1971] 
VIRGINIA PENAL REFORMS ORDERED 

(By W11lia.m Nye Curry) 
Finding that Virginia state prison officials 

"violate the most common notions of due 
process and humane treatment," a federal 
district Judge has ordered sweeping reforms 
in the way the officials discipline inmates. 

The judge, Robert R. Merhige, Jr., of Rich
mond, decreed an end to a multitude of tra-
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ditional prison practices, such as diets of 
bread and water. Judge Merhige outlawed 
physical force as a form of punishment, _and 
he set forth far-reaching "minimum stand
ards" for officials to follow to protect inmates' 
constitutional rights. 

And his action, which immediately affects 
5,700 inmates in 35 state facilities, also called 
for officials to suspend any 'present punish
ment not meeting those minimum standards. 

Judge Merhige's findings and orders were 
contained in a 78-page opinion filed in Rich
mond Saturday. It was the result of 10 days 
of trial a year ago in which five prisoners 
challenged the constitutionality of the prison 
system's disciplinary process-prison regula
tions, the adjudication of alleged violations 
and the punishment imposed. Merhige ruled 
in their favor on all three points. 

Judge Merhige said, "The proof shows three 
general classes of constitutional deprivation. 
... Discipline has been imposed for the wrong 
reasons. It has been imposed in cases of what 
may have been validly punishable miscon
duct but without the requisites of procedural 
due process. And punishment of a sort that 
the Constitution bars in any event has been 
imposed." 

He said, "The evidence adduced has dis
closed as to each of these points a disregard 
of constitutional guarantees of so grave a 
nature as to violate the most common no
tions of due process and humane treatment 
by certain {prison officials)." 

The prisoners' American Civil Liberties 
Union lawyer, Philip J. Hirschkop, hailed the 
ruling as "the best prison opinion in the 
country." He said two similar findings in New 
York and Missouri have been overturned on 
appeal, but Merhige has the factual evidence 
"to make it stick" if there ls an appeal. 

Virginia. Attorney Geneml Andrew P. Mil
ler said he has not yet studied the ruling to 
decide on any appeal. He said he expects to 
meet today with Otis L. Brown, director of 
the Depa.rtment of Welfare and Institutions, 
to discuss that possibi11ty, among others. 

Brown, in a telephone interview, said he 
has not thoroughly reviewed Judge Merhige's 
orders but that "I'm sure there will be some 
problems" in ca.rrying them out. 

W. K. Cunningham. Jr., director of the di
vision of corrections, declined to comment. 
According to Merhige's opinion, Cunning
ham's vast power over prisoners' lives invites 
intrusions on their right, and cannot con
tinue. 

The Merhige ruling, which applies only to 
Virginia's prison system for now, reflects a 
growing nationWide challenge to longstand
ing prison conditions once taken for granted. 
The challenge has taken a form varying from 
the Virginia. prisoners' lawsuit to the inmate 
insurrection this fall at the Attica state pris
on in New York. 

{The ruling does not cover Virginia's 96 
county jails and 66 other lockups.) 

For 25 pages, Judge Merhige summarized 
case histories in which he found abuses. The 
Judge noted that the testimony of convicted 
men can be open to doubt, but he also ob
served, "All of the unreliable testimony in 
the case has not, however, come from mem
bers of the pla.intiff class (the prison popu
lation)." 

Merhige said, "The court has observed a 
disturbing number of inconsistencies in the 
officials' accounts of applicable rules . . . 
Testimony by prison administrators illus
trated the accuracy of Tolstoy's observations 
about the limits of bureaucratic power. 

"A specific order invariably deteriorates in 
content as it travels from chiefs to subordi
naites on the line. Higher prison oftlclals, 
generally speaking, displayed a confident 
perception Of the rules and procedures ap
plicable in various situations. Lower officers 
who in fact implement the rules were, how
ever, less sure about the regulations govern
ing the prisoners' conduct and their own." 

The result, Judge Merhlge said at one 
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point, is that "administrators have not been 
in complete control of their subordinates." 
And, he went on, new prison regulations is
sued last year are not sufficient to prevent 
further instances where officials have ex
ceeded the legal limits of discretion. 

Judge Merhige made these specific find· 
ings, among others: 

Prisoners were held in solitary confine
ment--one for 265 days-without "even the 
rudimentary elements of a hearing or op
portunity to defend any allegations made 
against (them)." 

Punishments were imposed because prison
ers attempted to help fellow inmates file 
suits and take other court aotions. 

Letters to attorneys and legislators were 
not mailed by prison officials, in violation 
of First Amendment rJghts. 

One inmate's term was extended a year 
and 11 days after he read a.loud a letter to 
another inmate. He was given no hearing. 

others were punished for talking to their 
attorneys about prison conditions and chal
lenging racial segregation CY! prisoners in 
oourt. 

"Disciplinary action was accorded . . . in 
some instances simply upon the whim of a 
guard." 

"Regulations which existed frequently be
came clear only when one was punished for 
a violation (of them)." 

omcials at road camp 30 in Fairfax County 
refused an Lnma.te's requests for a doctor. 

"The purpose and intended effect CY! a 
(bread and water) diet is to discipline a re
calcitrant by debilita.ting him physically. 
Without food, his strength and mental alert
ness begin to decline immediately . . . More
over, the pains of hunger constitute a dull, 
prolonged sort of corporal punishment . . . 
The court has no d11ficulty in determining 
that it is a violation of the Eighth Amend
ment," which forbids cruel and unusual 
punishment. 

Restraint CY! two prisoners with chains and 
handcuffs "constituted. physical torture" 
and is "unconstitutionally excessive." 

"Four men were penned like animals in a 
small cell, designed for one, for 14 days with
out respite.'' 

Judge Merhige h~ld that such instances as 
these are not isolated but "have been a con
sistent course of conduct by prison admin
istrators and those beneath them ... " The 
judge then issued the orders designed to 
overcome the shortcomings he said exist. 

Most far-reaching, perhaps, was a "pan
oply of guarantees" to protect inmates' rights 
during disciplinary action, except those with 
minor punishments, such as a small fine. 

First, Judge MerhJge said, an "impartial 
tribunal" shall hear allegations of infrac
tions, and, unlike the practice in the past, 
otncials who report the infraction may not 
sit on the tribunal. 

The inmates shall have a right to a hearing, 
which includes the right of defending him
self and the cross-examination witnesses. 
"The court appreciates the concern of prison 
otncials," MerhJge wrote, "that interrogation 
by prisoners of the guard force may be at 
variance with their respective positions in 
the penal heirarchy." 

Inmates should be permitted to have lay 
counsel to present their case, and if there 
is a possibility of "the loss of substantial 
rights" the inmate may obtain a lawyer. 

The judge said the above "minimum stand
ards" must be followed "when solitary con
finement, transfer to maximum security con
finement or loss of (time off for good be
havior) are imposed, or a prisoner is held 
(locked in his cell) for more than 10 days." 

Judge Merhige gave the prison system 15 
days to submit to him a list of rules govern
ing inmates' behavior "and the minimum and 
maximum punishments to be accorded" for 
violations. He ruled out "such Ul-defined 
offenses as 'misbehavior' and 'agitation.'" 

The rules must be circulated to inmates, 
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too, the Judge said. He also gave the system 
a limited period to rehear pa.st violations in 
accord with his ruling. Until then, existing 
punishments will be suspended, he ordered. 

Time off for good behavior that has been 
revoked shall likewise be restored, he said. 
The physical restraint of inmates shall be 
only for the inmates' protection, not punish
ment, and be based on a doctor's written re
port. 

[In the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 
district of Virginia, Richmond Division, 
Civil action No. 170-69-R (C.A. No. 417-70-
R, C.A. No. 419-70-R)] 

ROBERT J. LANDMAN, ET AL. V. M. L. ROYSTER, 
ETC., ET AL. 

ORDER 

For the reasons stated in the memorandum 
of the Court this day filed, and deeming it 
proper so to do, it is adjudged, ordered and 
decreed as follows: 

The defendants, their successors, agents, 
servants, employees, and all acting in concert 
therewith, be, and they are hereby, enjoined 
and restrained from performing, causing to 
perform, or permitting the performance of 
any acts found in the memorandum of the 
Court to be violative of the prohibition 
against cruel and unusual punishment, and 
specifically: 

1. The imposition of a bread and water diet 
on any inmate of the Virginia State Peniten
tiary System, or 

2. The use of such force as chains, hand
cuffs, tape or tear gas, except when necessary 
or required to protect a person from immi
nent physical harm, or to prevent escape or 
serious injury to property. In no event shall 
the use of any of the foregoing be for a longer 
period than is necessary to isolate any pris
oner against whom said actions may have 
been taken. In no event shall any physical 
force be used against any inmate for pur
poses of punishment. 

3. No inmate shall be kept nude, or re
strained, for any period longer than it shall 
be reasonably necessary to secure the services 
of a doctor, to the end that said doctor may 
determine whether or not said inmate's 
health will be affected thereby, and further 
whether or not such nudity or restraints are 
required by reason of a substantial risk of 
said inmate injuring himself. No inmate shall 
be so confined or restrained except in those 
cases wherein a doctor afilrmatively states, in 
writing, that the health of the inmate will 
not be affected thereby, and that the inmate 
presents a substantial risk of injuring hJm
self unless said steps are taken. Any such 
statement shall contain reasons upon which 
the doctor's conclusions are based. 

4. No inmate shall be put in a solitary cell 
with any other inmate except by reason of 
an emergency and in no event for longer 
than it shall be reasonably necessary to 
make other arrangements. 

5. The defendants will cause to be put into 
full force and effect, forthwith, those mini
mum due process standards referred to in de
tail in the Court's memorandum, and they 
are enjoined from the imposition of penal
ties prior thereto except as may be necessary 
to maintain order within the State Prison 
System until such time as arrangements have 
been made for the orderly implementation 
of the requirements of due process referred 
to in the Court's memorandum. 

6. No inmate shall be prevented from exer
cising his rights of access to the courts and 
counsel by way of confidential mail commu
nication or interviews by counsel at the place 
of the inmate's confinement. There shall be 
no undue interruption of mail from or to 
members of the legislative and executive 
branches of the government while acting in 
said capacity. 

In addition, the said defendants, their suc
cessors, agents, servants, employees and all 
acting in concert therewith, shall cause all 
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good time lost to the individual inmates of 
the Virginia Prison System as may have re
sulted from the lack of hearings or those 
hearings conducted without compliance with 
the minimum standards set forth in the 
Court's memorandum of this date be re
stored. Upon the restoration of such good 
time, in accordance with this provision of 
this order, leave is granted the defendants to 
re-try in accord with due process standards 
those inmates thereby affected within sixty 
(60) days from this date. Those inmates con
fined in padlocked or solitary cells who have 
not been accorded a hearing encompassing 
the minimum standards of due process, as 
set forth in the Court's memorandum, shall 
be released from such confinement, subject 
to a hearing or rehearing within sixty (60 
days from this date, pursuant to and in ac
cord with the Court's memorandum. 

Inmates in C-cell and other maximum 
security units shall be afforded hearings as 
contemplated by the Court's memorandum 
on the derelictions which gave rise to their 
special incarceration, within thirty (30) days 
from this date, or shall be released to the 
general population. 

In addition, the defendants are manda
torlly enjoined to prepare and file with the 
Court within fifteen (15) days of this date 
a list of rules and regulations concerning 
standards of behavior to be expected of each 
inmate, and the minimum and maximum 
punishments to be accorded those who vio
late any of said rules and regulations. The 
defendants shall in addition take such steps 
as may reasonably be necessary to cause each 
member of the inmate population to be aware 
of the rules and regulations aforesaid. 

The defendants shall file with this Court 
a concise report of each incident in which 
physical restraints or tear gas is used in 
connection with any inmate. Said report shall 
be filed within five (5) days of any such 
incident and shall describe the period of time 
in which any such restraints have been so 
used against any inmate, and the reason 
therefor. Copies of such reports shall be for
warded to counsel for the plaintiffs. 

Defendants shall forthwith take the neces .. 
sary steps to inform aJl members of the cus
todial staff of all units of the Virginia State 
Penitentiary system of the injunctive terms 
of this order. 

Defendants shall report in detail to the 
Court within twenty (20) days from this 
date such steps as they have taken in com
pliance with this order. 

All other issues m this cause be, and the 
same are hereby, continued until the further 
order of the Court. 

Copies of this order and the memorandum 
referred to herein shall be forwarded to all 
counsel of record, and a copy of the order 
shall be malled by certified mall to each of 
the named defendants. 

ROBERT H. MERmGE, Jr. 
U.S. District Judge. 

Date: October 30, 1971. 

(In the U.S. district court for the eastern 
district of Virginia, Richmond Division, 
Civil action No. 170-69-R] 

RoBERT J. LANDMAN, ET AL. V. M. L. ROYSTER, 
ETC., .ET AL. 

MEMORANDUM 

This class action by prisoners of the Vir
ginia Pena.I System is brought against defend
ants charged with the powers and duties 
encompassing the maintenance and super
vision of the correctional system of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. The jurisdiction 
of the Court ls acquired pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 
§§ 1343(3), (4), 2201, and 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 
1983, 1985. 

Defendants named in the complaint, or 
their successors, are the Director of the De
partment of Welfare and Institutions, the Di
rector of the Division of Corrections, the 
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Superintendent of the State Penitentiary, and 
the Superintendent of the State Farm. 

Plaintiffs, who are representative of the 
class they purport to represent, mount their 
attack upon the administration of discipline 
within the prisons: the reasons for invoking 
sanctions, the adjudication process, and the 
various penalties impooed. The evidence ad
duced has disclosed as to each of these 
points a disregard of constitutional guaran
ties of so grave a nature as to violate the 
most common notions of due process and 
human treatment by certain of the defend
ants, their agents, servants and employees. 

One of the principal issues before the 
Court has to do with lack of appropriate due 
process prior to punishing members of the 
claiss for supposed infraction of rules. As the 
Court has already indicated, it finds that in 
many instances punishment has been of such 
a nature as to be aibuslve and violative of 
the most generic elements of due process and 
humane treatment. 

Of necessity the Court must herein set 
out an extensive review of the testimony to 
mustrate the existence of what the Court 
finds to have been a consistent course of 
conduct by prison administrators and those 
beneaith them, resulting in the denial of the 
fundamental elements of due process. 

A prefatory remark is due on a point of 
terminology. The good conduct aJlowance-
"good time"-is a. credit of ten days against 
one's sentence for each twenty days served 
without a rule infraction. V-a. Code § 53-213 
(Supp. 1970). The Director of the Depart
ment of Welfare and Institutions is empow
ered to impose forfeitures and restorations 
of accumulated good time. Va. Code § 53-214 
(1967 Repl. Vol.). 

"C-cell" inmates at the Virginia State Pen
itentiary and occupants of other "segrega
tion" units there and at the Virginia. State 
Fla.rm enjoy substantially fewer privileges 
than men among the general population. 
Prisoners in C-cell cannot be employed in 
any work program; thus they are denied the 
opportunity to earn money. A reduced dlet
two meals a day-is served. Religious serv
ices and educational classwork are unavail
able, although men may be visited by a 
chaplain. There is no access to a library, al
though the men can receive magazines (un
der a recent change in rules) and books. The 
likelihood of release on parole is almost 
nonexistent for men placed in C-cell, and in 
practice there ls no chance that lost good 
time will be restored. In addition, showers 
are permitted only at weekly intervals in
stead of daily, and men in some segrega
tion uni ts are unable to exercise outdoors. 

In the Virgima penal system there are 
five major units and about thirty smaller 
coNectional field units. About 1100 inmates, 
all felons, are housed in the maximum se
curity Virginia State Penitentiary, located 
in the City of Richmond. The Virginia State 
Farm, a medium security mcilLty, holds about 
1200. The Virginia Industrial Farm for Wom
en contains about 300 inmates. South
hta.mpton and Bland Correotional Farms 
ea.ch hold a.bout 450. The combined Correc
tional Field Units, minimum security in
stitutions, hold some 2200 inmates. There 
a.Te about 30 of these "road camps;" the 
permanent ones house about 80 to 90 men, 
and the semi-permanent units contain 50 
to 60. 

The volume at testimony concerning rules 
generally covering sanctions and their ap
plication in specific instances is immense. 
Even allowing for the changes in pollcy 
which no doubt took place over the time 
period-over two years-embraced by the 
deposition and ore tenu.s evidence presented, 
the Court has observed a disturbing num
ber Of inconsistencies in the ofilcials' ac
counts of applicable rules. These factfindings 
must be read, and compared with the evi
dence, with the awareness that when it ls 
saild that a given disclpllnary procedure ls fol
lowed, the Cowrt; is speaking of theory and 
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not necessarily practice, and, at tb.ait, theory 
as expressed by the most apparently authori
tative individual. 

There was at the time the Court heard 
this oase no general, cerutral set of regula
tions for the penal system stating which 
offenses justify the ta.king of a prisoner's 
good time or his commitment to a solitary 
cell. 

As of July, 1970, according to depositions 
then taken, the Superintendent of the Vir
ginia. State Penitentiary was empowered to 
take a man's good time in any amount on 
the recommendation Of a disciplinary com
mittee. No guldellnes exist for the peniten
tiary fixing the range of penalties available 
for particular infractions. Men in C-cell 
maximum security section seem generally to 
be ineligible for restoration of good time. 
For men among the general population there 
is a rule of thumb that good time cannot be 
restored unless a man has served at least 
twelve months without ah offense. 

The disciplinary committee does not call 
as a witness the guard who reported an of
fense. Needless to say, cross-examination ls 
therefore impossible. No written charges are 
served on the prisoner before or after the 
proceedings, and lawyers may not participate. 
The committee does not make factfl.ndings. 
No formal appeal procedure exists. 

The Disciplinary Committee jurisdiction, 
in late 1970, was extended to cover offenses 
committed in C-cell. It now, therefore, gen
erally hears as well any charge that may re
sult in solitary confinement. The question 
whether a man should be placed in C-cell in 
the first instance, however, is not always 
determined by a disciplinary committee hear
ing. This decision may be made by the Super
intendent a.lone. 

Once he is in C-cell, a man's release to less 
rigorous quarters may be gained by means 
of a recommendation to W. K. CUnningha.m, 
Jr., Director of the Division of CorTection, 
by a committee composed of the Penitentiary 
Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, 
and two high guard omcers. 

As of July, 1970, a C-cell inmate could be 
moved by a guard into meditation without 
a hearing. Only the Superintendent or As
sistant Superintendent could order the man's 
release. A guard could request leave to keep 
a man in solitary for more than 30 days, in 
which event a written report by the guard 
was to be passed on to Cunningham who, on 
the basis of the report, would approve or 
disapprove the request. The meditation cells 
measure about 6% feet by 10 feet and con
tain a mattress (at night), a sink and com
mode. The usual C-cell diet is served, al
though bread and water is reserved as a se
lective form of additional punishment. A man 
may also be denied use of his mattress for 
up to a.bout three days as a form of penalty, 
in which case he sleeps on the bare cement 
with a blanket. 

If a penitentiary prisoner is continually 
obstreperous in solitary, there is no further 
method used to control him other than by 
chaining or tear gassing. On occasion a 
ma.n's clothing may be taken if he appears 
to be a suicide risk or a menace to others. 

Transfers from the general population to 
C-cell, since at least 1969, were in theory 
made only ·on the recommendation of tlle 
disciplinary committee to the Superintend
ent. Peyton, the Superintendent in February 
of that year, said, however, that such a trans
fer, made solely on the recommendation of 
the Assistant Superintendent, would not 
necessarily violate regulations. It was his 
practice, he said, to interview all prisoners In 
C-cell every six months to determine whether 
a return to general population was Indicated. 
Criteria determining the decision to place a 
man in C-cell or remove him were extremely 
hazy. A man's attitude, his disruptiveness, 
tendency to challenge authority, or noncon
forming behavior, as reflected in written or 
oral guards' reports, may condemn him to 
maximum security for many years. 
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In 1969 C-cell Inmates· offenses for which 

good time might be lost were "tried" usually 
by the Assistant Superintendent on the rec
ord of a guard omcer's report. 

In the penitentiary the B-basement cate
gory of punitive segregation was instituted 
in 8eptember of 1968. Superintendent Peyton 
himself selected the inmates who were to be 
placed there. Conditions there were sub
stantially as in C-Bullding, but somewhat 
more restrictive. For several months, for ex
ample, B-basement !nm.ates were not per
mitted outdoors for exercise. 

Isolation of prisoners in maximum secur
ity cells of this sort has often been effected 
Without any formalities. No investigation was 
ma.de into Leroy Ma.son's responsibility for a 
prison work stoppage, yet for that reason, 
apparently, he was placed in C-cell for nearly 
two yea.rs. As a matter of practice no hearings 
were held, according to Oliver, when he 
was at the Penitentiary, on the question of 
transfers into C-cell, and Inmates were held 
there at the discretion of himself and the 
then superintendent, Peyton. Generally 
speaking these two administrators relied ex
clusively upon written reports submitted by 
the guards in retaining men such as Mason, 
Landman, Hood, and Arey in ma.xtmum se
curity units. Elaboration as to the Court's 
findings as to each of these men will be set 
forth in later paragraphs. 

The Assistant Superintendent at the Peni
tentiary may "padlock" a man without any 
hearing for any length of time. 

In the penitentiary it appears that several 
disciplinary sanctions are imposed by guards 
acting alone, or wt.th the permission of the 
omcer In charge. Meditation prisoners lose 
their mattresses for misconduct, for example. 
Mechanical restraints such as chains, tape, 
and handcuffs are placed on rambunctious 
inmates by guards. At least once an inmate 
was taken directly to meditation from 
death row by a guard captain. Several times 
fines have been Imposed by guards. Further
more, one Captain Baker has both charged 
inmates with offenses and sat on disciplinary 
committees which sentenced them to medita
tion. 

Superintendent R. M. Oliver described the 
punishment procedures which prevailed at 
the Virginia State Farm in December of 
1970. 

There a.re 32 solitary cells at the southside 
part of the State Farm, and 16 at northside. 
Permissible punishment, without special au
thorization by the Director of the Division 
of Corrections, ls 30 days' confinement. Pris
oners are given a mattress at night only; 
during the day they sit on the floor or on 
the toilet bowl. Two meals per day are served. 
It ls standard fare, save that no beverage, 
dessert, or second helpings are provided. Pris
oners in solitary cells could not initiate legal 
proceedings nor answer any letters save those 
concerning pending proceedings or family 
crises. 

Confinement under this regimen is di
rected only by a disciplinary committee com
posed of a guard lieutenant, Assistant Super
intendent Jackson, a guard captain, and 
Mr. R. 0. Bennett. The group meets as soon 
as possible after the offense, preferably with
in 24 hours. Mr. Oliver stated that he would 
object to assistance by lawyers at such hear
ings and likewise to lay counsel's presence 
as encouraging excessive "hassling." He would 
not object to using written charges in cases 
of serious offenses but saw no need for 
written factfindings. 

At the State Farm a prisoner may be taken 
by a guard directly to a solitary cell 1! he 1s 
incessantly disruptive. In any case, however, 
a hearing by disciplinary committee is neld 
within 24 hours of the alleged offense. At 
least since February of 1969, a committee 
has met on questions of good time loss, which 
they might recommend to the Superintend
ent, and transfers to maximum security. 

Confinement to maximum security areas 
at the State Farm (formerly C-5 now M 
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Building) entails a reduced diet, rationalized 
on the basis that the inmate is not working, 
weekly showers only, and no outdoor exercise. 

At the State Farm, testified Assistant 
Superintendent Jackson, no prisoner would 
be confined to meditation without a hearing 
before himself. Once at least, he said, he 
placed a prisoner in meditation not for vio
lation of any regulation but because he was 
mentally incapable of abiding by rules gov
erning life in the general population. 

Solitary confinement cells at the State 
Farm are similar to those at the Penitentiary. 
The bread and water regimen is now very 
rarely used, and meditation inmates have 
not in re.cent years been deprived of clothing 
as a type of punishment. Both of these sanc
tions, however, are held in reserve. 

Current practice on good time loss 
is for the disciplinary committee to forward 
its recommendation that a man lose good 
time. to the Superintendent. That officer 
almost invariably approves the recommenda
tion and determines, all on the basis of writ
ten reports, by how much time a man's sen
tence should be lengthened. No specific 
guidelines prescribing penalties for various 
offenses exist. 

The Assistant Superintendent of the Vir
ginia State Farm may place a man in con
finement in his own cell-"padlocked"
without a hearing. This ls usually done on 
a guard officer's recommendation. There ls 
no maximum term. 

As of July 1970, the Superintendent of one 
Field Unit had four men in solitary for vari
ous offenses, such as general "misbehavior." 
While this witness' testimony was to some 
extent inconsistent and contradictory, the 
Court concludes that men at this particular 
Field Unit have been jailed summarily, with
out a hearing, on the authority of either the 
Superintendent or a guard. Such solitary 
confinement has been for an indeterminate 
period in the sense that as of the time of the 
taking of evidence 1n this case the wit
ness could not say for how long those then in 
solitary would be so confined. In at least one 
instance a hearing of sorts was held 1n the 
Superintendent's office in which one of the 
men who sat in judgment of the accused 
prisoner was the guard who had accused him. 

This witness also said that no particular 
standards governed his request.a that good 
time be taken. No hearings are held at 
which the men are allowed to disprove the 
information on the basis of which good time 
loss ls recommended. 

In 1969, one Reynolds, Superintendent of 
Field Unit No. 9, stated that he permitted 
men in meditation to write an attorney 
whenever they wished, even when held in 
isolation cells. Whenever an offense merit
ing taking good time was involved, he said, 
he would call the inmate accused before him; 
he did not mention that a formal hearing 
was requisite. 

At Bland Correctional Farm, disciplinary 
proceedings are conducted by a committee 
including the Superintendent, Assistant 
Superintendent, and a captain of the cus
todial force. Good time forfeiture is often 
haphazardly administered. After one inci
dent including a sitdown strike involving 
several inmates, the Superintendent docked 
several participants all their good time, de
spite that some had accumulated far more 
than others, and even though in pro'.fessed 
theory the amount forfeited is related to the 
gravity of the offense. At the hearings in
mates were not informed of their right to 
present evidence by witnesses. 

The Superintendent of Unit 7 confirmed 
that on one cold day when several inmates 
declined to work, some were given the choice 
of road work or solitary confinement. One 
Wade Thompson was sent to solitary. A 
prisoner named Melton, whom the witness 
felt had instigated or agitated the strike, 
was also sent to solitary. No firm evidence 
lay behind this finding of "agitation" by 
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Melton. Nevertheless the man was kept in 
jall and put on a diet of bread and water 
for two days out o'.f three because the ad
ministrators disapproved of his "attitude." 
Although permission is nominally required 
for extended "jail" terms and bread and 
water, Blankenship, the Superintendent, did 
not secure this before the extra sanctions 
were imposed. 

Good time also was taken. This witness 
stated that he had never held a formal 
hearing of any sort on restoring lost good 
time, and the Court so finds. 

Good time administration in the field 
units is in the control of D. P. Edwards, 
Superintendent of the Bureau of Correc
tional Field Units, who acts on the basis of 
written reports and recommendations by the 
disciplinary courts in the various field units. 
A guard ls often one member of the court 
panel, although theoretically not the roan 
who reported a violation. Procedure is not 
fixed by written rules, but the practice pre
scribed for field units does not provide for a 
written notice of charges but does allow 
some cross-examination and the presenta
tion of a defense. This code of practice is 
passed on by word of mouth to camp super
intendents at regular meetings. 

A man at a field unit who claims· to be 
ill Will be taken to a doctor at his request; 
there is, however, no provision for regular 
visits by doctors to some units, much less 
to men in solitary. There are no medical 
staffs at any field units. 

A prisoner who escapes, or attempts to 
escape, is automatically docked all accrued 
good time when he is recaptured, whether 
or not he is tried and convicted, and he is 
not considered eligible for restoration of 
that credit. When a prisoner is put in soli
tary he sometimes stops accruing goad time 
and some times does not, depending on the 
administrators' views of his attitude. 

Certain principles with respect to disci
pline apply throughout the Virginia Penal 
System in theory. There have been, however, 
no general rules which establish those of
fenses for which commitment to solitary 
confinement or the taking of good time may 
be imposed. 

Confinement in meditation ls ordered by 
the institution superintendent or assistant 
superintendent after a hearing. One of these 
oftlciaJs and one or more of his subordinates 
hear the case. In theory the complaining 
officer present.a his charge in the inmate's 
presence, and then the presiding hearing 
officer asks the convict to make a defense or 
explanation. The prisoner may then depart 
while the discpllna.ry committee discusses 
the case. subsequently a decision is an
nounced. 

The prisoner a.bout to be tried is not given 
a written notice of the charge he faces. Only 
custodial personnel sit on the disciplinary 
boards. No explicit recognition of the prison
er's right to cross-examine exists. After the 
hearing no written factfindings are made or 
given to the prisoner. No particular process 
for appellate review exists, although no one 
can complain by letter to higher officials. 

Before his hearing an inmate, if con
sidered violent, may be held 1n a. detention 
lockup on a guard's authority, but in theory 
no guard may commit a man to meditation. 
Nor does an accusing guard sit on the ad.
judiciary panel. 

No lawyer or lay assistant ls permitted to 
represent or advise an accused prisoner. 

These rules also govern proceedings re
sulting in a recommendation to deny good 
time. There a.re no procedures set up to re
view requests to restore guod time. 

Until very recently, an inmate in solitary 
confinement was subject to almost total re
striction of his correspondence privileges. On 
entering meditation he might send a form 
letter to his family explaining his status 
and that he could not cor:respond or re
ceive visitors. The man could receive ma.11 
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from an attorney, however, and correspond 
with counsel concerning pending litigation 
only. He could not file suit. 

Meditation cells are equipped with a mat
tress at night only. No man is fed on a bread 
and water diet save With the permission of 
the Director of the Division of Corrections. 
A doctor's approval is not required, however, 
and this practice is authorized on the basis 
of brief written requests. A man in medita
tion is a.lone, save when overcrowding re
quires the placement of more than one man 
in an isol·aition cell. The only reading matter 
is a Bible. 

The use of further restraints such as chain
ing or gagging is not covered. by regulation, 
but is left to the discretion of the unit 
superintendent. Cells almost Uniformly are 
equipped with a sink and a commode. No 
specific regulation allows inmates to have a. 
toothbrush, toilet paper, soap, and so forth. 
Most are given a towel. They are permitted 
to shower and shave once a week only. A 
doctor does not regularly visit men 1n soli
tary cells. In the penitentiary a man will be 
examined by a dootor only if the male 
nurse-a former military medical corpsman 
or man of equivalent training-recommends 
that he be taken to the hospital. 

W. K. Cunningham, the Director, testified. 
thrut no intelligible guidelines govern the 
taking of goad time, save that escapees and 
escape attempts always result in full for
feiture. He could not recall any instance of 
his overruling a. superintendent's decision to 
take good time. Field Unit superintendents 
forward their recommendations to Mr. Ed
wards, the overall superintendent of field 
units; he usually follows their lead. The in
dividual unit superintendents are for the 
most part former guards who worked up 
through the ranks, and not all are high 
school graduates; in fact a. majority are not. 

The great majority of prisoners have lost 
good time restored to them, according to 
Cunningham nonetheless he testified that in 
the last eight months of 1970 only one peni
tentiary inmate received such grace. 

Disciplinary boards have at times included 
the accusing guard. Furthermore, although 
representation by another is forbidden the 
Director testified that some inmates a~e so 
very dull mentally that they probably can
not properly present their oose. 

Good time has been taken in amounts at 
least as large as one year on the basis of 
the briefest of guards' reports. Maximum 
security confinemerut has often been imposed 
out af unsubstantiated fear, suspicion, or 
rumor. In some cases this form of detention 
has been used for prisoners who were sim
ply too feeble minded to adhere to the usual 
prison routine. 

On October 1, 1970, less than two months 
before trial on this case, Division Guideline 
800 was put into effedt. These regulations, 
as adapted to cover all institutions, govern 
inma.te discipline. They are set out in full 
as "Appendix A." These were the first sub
stant ive regulations on the subjedt put into 
effect in the Virginia penal system. 

The new guidelines require a three to five 
member "adjustment committee" composed 
"normally" of department heads or their 
assistants. A counselor-a social worker as
signed to one of the large instiitutions-may 
be present if one of his charges is accused. 

There is provision for notice of charges to 
the inmate, although not in writing. The 
inmate is put in "detention" pending hear
ing, which takes place within 48 hours. There 
is some vague provision for witnesses and 
cross-examination, at the discretion of the 
committee chairman. The result of the hear
ing is recorded and transmitted to the su
perintendent for "review and approval;" 
whether that officer can reverse a not guilty 
verdict is unclear. 

The new regulations do not forbid a charg
ing officer from sitting in judgment. Pre
sumably this practice will be disapproved in 
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theory, as in the past. In practice, however, 
an accusing official has sat on the panel; As
sistant Superintendent H.P. Jackson of the 
State Fa.rm has done so numerous times. 

Offenses are described only as major or 
minor misconduct. There is no apparent re
striction on available penalties, save that 
corporal punishment is outlawed, and de
scribed "minor" penalties can be imposed by 
a. guard supervisor, with appeal to the com
mittee. 

The guidelines place conditions on the use 
of solitary confinement cells. Normal prac
tice will be to permit an inmate to keep his 
usual clothing. The cells a.re to be lighted 
and heated, and occupants receive something 
to sit on in the daytime. Mail is not sub
stantially curtailed, and "jail" terms a.re 
limited to 15 days. However, a. "supervisor 
officer" may direct the removal of all fur
nishings~ and clothing from the cell if the 
inmate is "destructive," and a. man ca.n be 
kept in isolation longer than 15 days at the 
order of the Director. Alternatively, he may 
be placed in a maximum security cell "until 
he can, with reasonable safety, be returned 
to the general population." 

Forfeiture of good time is imposed on the 
recommendation of the adjustment commit
tee to the institutional superintendent. That 
official withholds his decision for seven days 
while the inmate presents his case to him 
in writing. There is no procedure established 
to cover the restoration of lost good time, 
although the discipline boa.rd may "set new 
behavioral goals . . . and offer restoration of 
good time." Fina.I authority to restore credit, 
however, seems to rest in the superintendent, 
as it did previously. 

Procedure for transfer to maximum secur
ity facilities is not established, although 
there is provision for a. "formal review" every 
120 days of ea.ch inmate's "behavior a.nd 0/t
titude." 

Finally there is a saving provision reserv
ing full authority over disciplinary matters 
in the Director. 

Copies of these regulations were not sent 
to inmates. 

The rules do not seek to define offenses. 
As before, inmaltes may be penalized for 
"abusive language," a term particularly 
vague in its content in the prison milieu, 
where the norms of polite conversation do 
not prevail. Whether language is "abusive," 
according to Cunningham, depends a great 
deal on the tone of voice or manner in which 
words a.re spoken. In the pa.st, nevertheless, 
men have been punished for "abusive lan
guage" on the basis of written guards' re
ports which sometimes did not even report 
the words spoken. 

"Insubordination,'' "insolence,'' and "sar
casm,'' likewise offenses, are also undefined; 
their substance is left to the judgment of 
administrators. A superintendent also may 
penalize men for "poor work" and "disre
spect" if their conduct is such, in his opinion. 

Whether a man has in fact attempted to 
escape or has escaped will be left to the deter
mination of the adjustment board and the 
superintendent, as before. 

"Agitation" is also undefined. Cunningham 
states that it consists of influencing others 
to do illegal things, or acts which would be 
disturbing to the institution. Gua.rds' re
ports, however, occasionally give no specifics 
as to the acts constituting "agitation." 

No maximum time of padlock confinement 
is fixed by the new rules. Cunningham stated 
that the decision to padlock a. man must be 
ma.de by an official of the office of Assistant 
Superintendent or higher, but the "minor 
misconduct" provision appears to allow the 
chief guard officer to impose this penalty. 

The guidelines make no reference to the 
pmctice of imposing fines . In the pa.st this 
has been done summarily by guard officers. 

Maximum and minimum amounts of good 
time that can be taken for various offenses 
are not set forth. As before, these will be 
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governed, under guideline 800, by patterns 
and rules of thumb pa.ssed on orally. More
over in practice a superintendent's decision 
to take or restore good time will not be effec
tively appealable. At most correctional field 
units this means that the ruling will be 
made by a man without a high school educa
tion or any special training in the goals and 
techniques of penology. 

Guideline 800 also authorizes a continua
tion of the practice of confining mental 
defectives in the maximum security segre
gation cells. The inmates Elbe and Gonzales 
were referred to C-5 segregation at the State 
Farm for the offense of having insufficient 
mentality to participate in ordinary prison 
business. This is still authorized for those 
who "cannot safely function in the regular 
inmate population." 

Regular appeal procedures are not estab
lished. In the past prisoners aggrieved by 
decisions against them have been able to 
"appeal" to the institution superintendent 
or the Director, by writing a letter. Review, 
hpwever, has been highly informal, and the 
Director has not hesitated to go outside the 
record to secure information on a man's 
behavior both on the incident in issue and 
in the past. Never, however, has he reversed 
a superintendent's decision to take good time. 

The Court finds that the reserved powers 
clause would retain for Cunningham the 
power to take good time without a committee 
hearing, to place someone in a solitary cell 
without a statement of reasons, and to keep 
a man in maximum security indefinitely on 
his sole order. Despite that according to 
Guideline 800 a normal diet is served in iso
lation, the director may still nonetheless im
pose a bread and water menu. Moreover, 
even the adjustment committee may extend 
a man's term in "jail" if it finds that he 
committed a second offense during his first 
fifteen-day term. 

Cunningham had informed no fixed opin
ion on whether counsel should be admitted 
to the disciplinary committee hearings. He 
thought that lawyers might be unfamiliar 
with the goals and means of penology, even 
by comparison with some of the guards. The 
director had no objection to the presence of 
lay counsel, however. 

Going to the Court's findings concerning 
not only the named plaintiffs but others of 
the class, the Court makes the following 
additional factual findings: 

ROBERT JEWELL LANDMAN 

Landman, a prisoner now released from the 
Virginia. system after having served his full 
term on August 28, 1970, had been technical
ly eligible for parole for six years prior to his 
release. 

Commencing in 1964, Landman embarked 
upon a career, well-known to this Court, as a 
writ-writer. The evidence before the Court 
is that between that time and the time of his 
release, on behalf of himself he filed a mini
mum of 20 suits, and it is estimated that in 
addition he assisted fellow inmates in ap
proximately 2,000 other petitions. 

Landman's troubles with the prison au
thorities apparently commenced with his 
having written a. letter to one of the local 
newspapers, for which he served 20 days in 
solitary confinement. This was followed with 
correspondence to the then Governor, and in 
1964 he was sent to what is known as the 
"C" Building and placed in punitive segrega
tion where he was held for a period. of 150 
days. He wa.s removed from there and put 
in the genera.I population until January 
1965 when he was moved to a prison camp. 
His move from the penitentiary to the camp 
came the day before he was due to confer 
with a local attorney. 

His reassignment to the penitentiary from 
the ca.mp undoubtedly came about by reason 
of his having by then commenced his writ
wrlting endea.vors, and in May 1965 it was 
recommended that he be placed in the "C" 
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Building for his efforts in that regard. In 
"C" Building his life appears to have been 
a series of transfers to and from solitary con
finement. In at least one instance he was 
put in solitary confinement for 58 days and 
never given any reason whatsoever for this 
confinement. 

Apparently for assisting another prisoner 
in preparing a writ in 1966, he was once 
again put in solitary confinement. 

This Court finds that up to November 1966, 
the man was punished 16 times and had 
good time taken from him once. He served a 
total of 266 days in solitary confinement and 
743 days on padlock. 

In August of 1968, this Court entered a 
consent injunction enjoining the prison of
ficials from denying inmates of the Virginia 
State Penitentiary certain of their rights. 
The day following the injunction, Landman 
was once again put in solitary confinement 
for a period of 40 drays, allegedly for confer
ring with another prisoner. Landman's at
tempts to contact his lawyer were to no 
avail. From March 15, 1969, to July, Landman 
was placed on what is known as "padlock," 
wherein a padlock is placed on a particular 
cell so that when all other cells are opened 
electronically, that particular cell remains 
closed. 

In short, the Court finds that there was 
imposed upon Landman over 265 days of soli
tary confinement and in no instance did he 
receive even the rudimentary elements of a 
hearing or opportunity to defend any alle
gations made against him. The Court is sat
isfied that Landman's exercise of his right 
to file petitions with the courts, and his as
sisting other prisoners in so doing, were 
the primary reasons for the punishments put 
upon him. 

CALVIN M. AREY 

Arey was placed in solitary confinement 
on December 6, 1965. Although the record is 
devoid of any accounts of violence on the 
part of Arey, he had with justification been 
considered an escape risk and remained in 
"C" Building for a period of more than 4¥2 
years until released into the general popu
lation in July 1970. At least twice while in 
maximum security he was placed in solitary 
confinement, one of the times for allegedly 
discussing with Landman an order of this 
Court, and he, like Landman, was transferred 
to solitary confinement for a. period of 42 
days during which time neither of them was 
permitted to file legal pleadings or to send 
letters to courts or attorneys; and in one 
instance he was placed in solitary confine
ment for rea.ding to inmates a letter that he 
had received from a state senator. No notice 
or hearing of any kind was held in regard to 
these punishments, nor in regard to his loss 
of good time which he sustained. It would 
appear from the evidence that Arey's good 
time was taken on the basts of information 
received from a guard and upon the recom
mendation of the Assistant Superintendent 
that his good time be taken. Not even the 
rudimentary elements of a hearing or op• 
portunity to be heard was given this man 
prior to the taking of good time. 

The fact that some of the matters which 
gave rise to the many punishments received 
by Arey may well have been factually, accu• 
rate can in no way be used as an excuse for 
the failure to accord him due process. 

The record abounds with evidence of Arey's 
attempts to communicate with attorneys. 
only to be subjected to delay or frustration. 
In at least one instance Arey was forbidden 
by the Superintendent to communicate with 
an attorney who was not then currently 
representing him. Perhaps the most striktng 
example of the indignities suifered by Arey 
is exemplifled by an incident which occurred 
on August 13, 1968. On that day radio news 
reports gave an account of this Court's in
junction against the employment of certain 
methods of punishment 1n the state prisons. 
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According to punishment reports submitted 
by guards, Arey yelled to other inmates con
cerning the Court order, telling the popula
tion of "C" Building generally that tear gas 
and the taking of bedding had been pro
hibited. Arey's commitment to solitary for 
this was approved by Superintendent Peyton 
who, so far as the evidence before this Court 
shows, failed to check out the account of 
the occurrence with anyone who had been 
allegedly present. The prison records as to 
this incident show the spaces on the form 
designed to record the members of the dis
ciplinary panel who heard the case to be 
blank. Obviously no hearing was held. In 
fact it was standard practice at that time, 
the Court finds, to discipline men in C-cell 
without any hearing. On occasion, according 
to the testimony of R. M. Oliver, a com
mittee might sometimes be used. 

Arey was released from his isolation on 
September 23rd. That same day he found on 
his cell cot a letter he had tried to send to 
an attorney on August 14th; permission to 
mall it had been refused. He, of course, had 
been denied leave to write counsel during 
his solitary confinement. 

The record shows that a letter went from 
Superintendent Peyton going to Director 
Cunningham, which indicates as well that 
copies of this Court's order mailed by an 
attorney to certain prisoners were intercepted 
apparently on instructions of an Assistant 
Attorney General. ' 

It was three days after his release from 
meditation, where he had not been allowed 
to shave, brush his teeth or comb his hair, 
and after having been on a bread and water 
diet for two days out of three while incar
cerated in a cell which contained only a sink 
and a commode, and, in the night, a mattress 
and two blankets, that he wrote a letter to a 
state senator which ultimately was returned 
to him without having been malled. The let
ter, which concerned penitentiary conditions, 
was taken to R. M. Oliver who disapproved 
this correspondence. No satisfactory explana
tion for this action has ever been received. 

In 1969 Arey received a copy of a letter 
from a state senator which he read aloud to 
another inmate. While there is some dispute 
over how loud he spoke and what extempora
neous remarks he added, as a consequence a 
guard filed a punishment report. While no 
hearing was held, Arey lost all accumulated 
good time and stayed in meditation until 
February 5, 1970. The effect of the loss of 
good time was to extend his term by a year 
and eleven days. 

Arey was kept in ~ell through 1969 and 
well into 1970. In early 1969 no concrete 
reason could be given by Peyton as to why 
Arey was still in maximum security. At least 
one official testified that it ·;vas principally 
on account of his alleged disruptive, contenti
ous attitude. The same official, however, in 
conversation with the state senator who 
v:Sited the prison, stated that Arey's litigious
ness was at least a contributing cause for 
the resolve to keep him in ~11. 

In mid-1969, after J. D. Cox succeeded 
Peyton as Superintendent, a four-man re
view committee for the penitentiary recom
mended to W. K. Cunningham that Arey, 
Leroy Mason and several others be returned 
to the general population from ~ell. Cun
ningham rejected this proposal and the men 
were kept in segregation for many more 
months. 

ROYE. HOOD 

Hood had been in the penal system con. 
tinuously since 1963 and in at least two in
stances escaped from road camps and un
doubtedly has admittedly caused difficulty, 
in some instances, during his stay, although 
in at least one instance he had been made 
a trusty. Some of the punishment accorded 
Hood, such as allegedly for refusal to work, 
fails to show up on the records kept by the 
authorities. 

While in most instances Hood knew of 
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the reason for a particular punishment, the 
Court finds that he has been put In "the 
hole", or solitary confinement, in some in
stances without benefit of any opportunity to 
be heard as to whether the punishment 
was either deserved or appropriate. He has 
lost good time under the same circumstances. 

From January 1967 to November 1968 this 
particular prisoner was apparently devoid of 
any particular problems until he conferred 
with an attorney, and within eight days 
thereafter he was transferred to the penLten
tiary. Interestingly enough, the attorney with 
whom he had conferred was the same at
torney who was representing the inmates in 
their suit to desegregate the penitentiary. 
The attorney had conferred with Hood and 
one Lambur, and had asked the prisoners to 
send him information concerning alleged tear 
gas incidents which might be useful In a 
case he was then litigating. The same day of 
the conference prisoner Lambur was incar
cerated in a high security section and, as 
heretofore stated, eight days later Hood was 
transferred to the penitentiary and put in a 
padlocked cell. No satisfactory reason for the 
treatment accorded these men has ever been 
given. The response received to his several in
quiries as to why he had been accorded the 
treatment referred to was a brief notation 
from an official to the effect that Hood knew 
the answers as well as he did. 

The files reflect a letter from the Director 
"indicating that Hood and others had been 
sent to the penitentiary as a result of "agita
tion" that they were allegedly committing 
among State Farm inmates. The evidence be
fore this Court shows that the agitation ap
parently was Hood's inquiries about tear gas 
incidents. 

On March 31, 1969, guards took an inmate 
named Hargrove from a cell near Hood in a 
fashion that Hood thought was rough. On 
that same day he wrote to an attorney-the 
same attorney with whom he had conferred 
at the State Farm~d in this letter he wrote 
of the alleged rough treatment and remarked 
about alleged poor medical care. The follow
ing day he was placed in B-basemen.t, a high 
security area. That the prison authorities im
posed summary punishment on Hood for 
exercising his right to communicate with an 
attorney about conditions of confinement is 
clear. As a consequence he remained in B
basement for thirteen months. 

LEROY :MASON 

A named pladntlff, Leroy Mason, admitted 
to the Richmond Penitentiary in 1965, had 
no noteworthy clashes with prison authori
ties prior to 1968. In early 1968 Mason was 
known by the authorities to have contacted 
an attorney concerning certain prison con
ditions, in particular the alleged segregated 
nature of the State Penal System. In July 
1968, while he was working as a Chaplain's 
Assistant at the penitentiary, there came 
about an inmates' non-Violent strike or work 
stoppage. The Court finds that Mason had nc 
prior knowledge of the work stoppage. 

The then Superintendent, Peyton, sug
gested that the prisoners go to their respec
tive work places and elect several spokesmen 
with whom he would confer. Of those spokes
men Mason was elected as an imnate repre
sentative, and generally he spoke for those 
representatives and met with Superintend
ent Peyton several times, but continued to 
perform his regular job. By that time 
Mason was a named plaintiff in a class action 
suit pending in this Court for the purpose 
of requiring a racial desegregation of the 
'V'irginia. Penal System. 

On July 19, 1968, four guards came to 
Mason's cell, handcuffed him and took h1m to 
the isolation cell block in the prison hospital 
where he remained in what a.mounted to 
solitary confinement for approximately a 
month. It is to be noted that another spokes
man, one Pegram, met the same fate. Prison 
records indicate that the transfer of Mason 
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was allegedly for refusal to return to work, 
for his own protection, and in• an effort to 
keep him Incommunicado. No hearing in re
gard to this punishment was held and he 
was kept In an isolation cell for approxi
mately thirty days. 

Shortly after being released from isola
tion he was transferred on August 20, 1968 
to the maximum security lockup, 1.e. c-cell 
segregation block, and was held there until 
April 27, 1970. In addition, it was ordered 
that he lose ninety days good conduct time. 

The Court finds that he was not accorded 
any hearing, and In addition his release 
from maximum security had been recom
mended for some time prior to his actual 
release from same. The record is devoid of 
any valid reason as to why he was not re
leased sooner. While the Court is not fully 
appri~d as to the use of punishment report 
forms in the prisons, it notes with some 
Interest that the report of Mason's August 
20th transfer to C-cell was apparently re
ceived bv the Superintendent's office on 
August 19th. 

While much disciplinary action was ac
corded many of th~ prisoners without notice 
or hearings and for reasons still vague to 
the Court, and in some instances simply 
upon the whim of a guard, in the treatment 
accorded Mason the record ls devoid of any 
justification, and the Court is therefore 
satisfied that his punishment was attributa
ble to h•.s instituting an action in this Court 
for purposes of desegregating the Virginia 
Penal System. 

Superlntendent Peyton had stated that he 
could not say for sure whether Mason had 
stop:>ed work during the strike. According 
to Peyton's explanation Mason was put into 
isolation only to keep him out of danger and 
contact with other inmates. Yet in spite of 
the uncPrtalnty expressed by Peyton con
cerning any allegeC: work stoppage by Mason, 
ninety days good time penalty was imposed 
for allegedly refusing to work. 

In late 1969 in spite of recommendations 
of the prison staE that Mason be released 
from maximum security, Cunningham re
fused to go a.long with the recommendation 
apparently on the basis of Peyton's reports 
that Ma.son had been a strike ringleader. Mr. 
Cunningham's justification for the contin
ued refusal to air these charges in a hearing 
was based on the grounds that an emergency 
conditio:::i stlll persisted at the penitenti
ary. The proffered justification for Mason's 
segregation confinement and loss of good 
time is so specious as to add weight to the 
Coumi's conclusion that he had been penal
ized for his participation in a law suit begun 
in January 1968 in this Court in which he 
sought and achieved the desegregation of 
the Virginia • • •. 

THOMAS C. WANSLEY 

Wansley, serving a life term, had ap
parently been in no difficulty prior to the 
strike in July 1968. He, like Mason, was one 
of the original parties in the suit filed in 
February 1968, for the purpose of desegre
gating the penitentiary. Wansley was one of 
several hundred inmates who refused to work 
on July 18th at the time of the alleged work 
stoppage. The Court finds that shortly there
after he did request a.n opportunity to return 
to work. As a consequence of his actions he 
w:as placed In solitary confinement from 
July 1968 to August 1968 and kept in a cell 
for a. period of ten months. 

The Court is satisfied that, unlike Mason, 
Wansley knew of the contemplated work 
stoppage. It is of particular note that Wans
ley remained confined for some considerable 
period e.fter other striking prisoners were 
returned to their regular duties. It is a fair 
assumption, and the Court finds, that the 
reason for this was his actions in the suit 
to desegregate the Virginia. Penal System. 

Penitentiary records indicate that the pad
locking of Wansley was allegedly for "agitat-
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ing" by advising other prisoners to file suits 
contesting their treatment and by telling 
others, after his return from Court on Au
gust 13, 1968, that guards were barred from 
using tear gas against them and, apparently 
according to him, would be jailed if they did. 
Wansley, the Court finds, was never formally 
confronted with this alleged charge of agi
tation and never saw the prison reports prior 
to the trial of this case. In short, he was put 
under pa.dlock on the basis of reports that he 
was yelling in the cellhouse and "agitating." 
The witness Oliver recalled no details save 
that Wansley had not been violent. Peyton, 
in February 1969, made no effort to justify 
Wansley's detention beyond saying "in his 
judgment" he should be confined. 

As already indicated, the trial of the 
issues before the Court consumed many days 
of testimony in which the Court heard at 
least 46 witnesses, including the named 
plalntl:ffs, and read designated depositions of 
others. As one would expect, the witnesses 
called on behalf of the plaintiff were for the 
most part prisoners who either were or had 
been confined in places of incarceration un
der the jurisdiction of the defendants. The 
court ls satisfied that the testimony received 
is representative of conditions existing gen
erally throughout the Virginia Penal System. 

The Court has attempted to bear in mind 
in its ultimate conclusion that the burden 
is upon the plaintiffs to prove their case by 
a preponderance of the evidence, and this 
the Court ls satisfied has been done. 

The following additional factual findings 
are intended to be 1llustrative to the end 
that the Court's legal conclusions based upon 
same may be more readlly understandable: 

FREDDIE LEE HYTHON, JR. 

Hython, a State Farm inmate for approxi
mately six years prior to the date of hearing 
in this case, refused to perform work at that 
facllity allegedly because another inmate had 
threatened him and he feared to mingle In 
the population. He explained his plight to a 
guard lieutenant and he was forthwith or
dered to an isolation cell. 

Hython's testimony has been waived by the 
Court In light of the Court's conclusion that 
apparently he was a person of extremely lim
ited intellectual capability. He had had his 
good time taken from him several times with
out benefit of a hearing, although he did 
have at least one hearing concerning good 
time forfeiture. 

NATHAN BREEDEN 

Breeden, a prisoner at the State Farm, 
was Incarcerated In the C-5 high security 
section at his own request because of his 
alleged fears of persons in the general popu
lation. His testimony was of significance to 
the Oourt in that it corroborated the allega
tion brought out during the trial that it was 
common practice to place mentally ill in
mates in solitary confinement. 

While incarcerated in C-5 Breeden wit
nessed, In a manner of speaking, the death 
of another inmate, one Philip Lassiter. The 
Court finds that in late August of 1970, Las
siter was placed in a meditation cell by rea
son of the fact that he was mentally disturbed 
and his behavior was sometimes uncontrol
lable. Breeden, through an inmate named 
Marsh Whitney, secured copies of records of 
Lassiter's psychiatric care over the prior three 
years. 

Between August 25th and Lassiter 's death, 
while Lassiter was confined to a meditation 
cell, he screamed day and night apparently 
seeking help. Indicative of Lassiter's state of 
mind was that on that day he plugged the 
commode in his cell with a shirt, causing the 
fiooding of his cell. 

Efforts, were made by Breeden to bring to 
the attention of the prison nurse the records 
he had secured from inmate Whitney. On 
August 27th Breeden spoke to a lieutenant 
and subsequently gave him a copy of what 
purported to be a doctor's letter diagnosing 
Lassiter's condition as chronic schizophrenia. 
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On August 29th Breeden wrote to Superin
tendent R. M. Oliver about the case. 

Lassiter continued to scream for help until 
he died on August 31st. At least four inmates 
in nearby cells corroborated Breeden's ac
count including the fact that at some point, 
which the Court determines to be approxi
mately August 26th, at least one guard had 
an altercation with Lassiter concerning a 
food tray, during which Lassiter, if not the 
guard, landed some blows. 

It should be noted that Superintendent 
Oliver said that Lassiter had been placed in 
solitary confinement at his own request, and 
whlle he knew that the inmate was under 
psychiatric care, he never received reports of 
Lassiter's alleged screaming. 

The Court finds that while it was not the 
routine practice to put mentally disturbed 
persons in solitary cells, they were occa
sionally placed there for want of other space 
pending commitment proceedings. 

EDWARD R. BELVIN 

The prisoner, Belvin, a person with a Sixth 
Grade education, had lost 66 days good time 
for alleged attempted escapes. He was ac
corded no hearings prior to the taking of 
his good time. The prison administration 
simply sent him a "green slip" revising his 
sentence. As a consequence of these sanc
tions, 66 days were added to his term. 

In April, 1970, Belvin was in the prison 
hospital for trewtment of a nervous condi
tion. On one occasion he threatened to 
scream if he was not given a shot which he 
felt he needed. As a result he was taken to 
a meditation cell without a hearing. There 
the guards restrained him by handcuffing 
him and chaining his body to the cell bars. 
They wrapped tape around his neck and se
cured that to the bars also. Belvin remained 
in this position for fourteen hours until 
a. guard cut him down at 4: 00 a.m. Belvin 
was kept nude in a bare meditation cell for 
seventeen days during April. His clothing was 
taken because he refused to surrender a food 
tray to guards. 

Guards in the penitentiary have had the 
authority to chain a violent man until re
cently; currently it can be done only at the 
Superintendent's orders. Prison policy, how
ever, dictates that mentally disturbed in
mates not be so treated, but rather that com
mitment proceedings be begun as soon as 
possible. It ls inexplicable why Belvin was 
placed in an ordinary punishment cell rather 
than some less brutal form of confinement. 
He had reportedly twice attempted suicide 
prior to this episode, yet medical supervi
sion appears to have been lax. The decision 
to chain him was made by guards, without 
the prior approval of any doctor, yet this 
incident did not, so far as the record shows, 
result in so much as a reprimand for those 
responsible. 

BARRY CLINTON JOHNSON 

Johnson, a prisoner under sentence of 
death, was placed in meditation three times. 
In January, 1969, he spent about seven days 
in meditation for complaining to guards and 
argulng about officials' treatment of money 
sent to him at the prison. The guards' reports 
recount a very poor attitude in making re
quests and nasty remarks about personnel. 
No hearing was held; Johnson gathered from 
a guard that his complaints about his mon
ey were cause for his "jailing." Just before 
his confinement, Johnson filed a complaint 
in this Court along with one Short alleging 
mistreatment by guards. 

The second time, Johnson was reported 
as having harassed a guard when he in
quired of him about some shirts which an
other correctional officer had promised him. 
The week before he had been shot with 
tear gas in his cell and had written to Phil
lip J. Hirschkop, an attorney in his case, 
complaining about the incident. He also en
couraged other inmates subjected to such 
treatment to write Hirschkop. Before his 
transfer to solitary, Johnson was accorded a 
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semblance of a hearing in thait he was taken 
to a bank office and confronted with the 
charge by three guards, two of whom were 
officers. The allegedly harassed guard was 
not present at this hearing to be questioned. 
The guards sent him to meditation without 
advising him of the length of his stay. 

In July, 1970, Johnson was sent to solitary 
for loud talking, although the man with 
whom he allegedly was engaged in loud talk
ing was not punished. One guard, captain 
Baker, had previously threatened to punish 
him for cursing other guards. Another, Gibbs, 
told him to stop complaining to courts and 
lawyers or he would be placed in solitary. 
Johnson was taken to solitary by five or six 
guards and brought the next morning to 
the guards' om.ce. There, Gibbs threatened 
to cut off commissary privileges, hot water, 
and coffee if he did not cease his com
plaints. Others accused him of cursing a 
guard; he denied it, but they refused to 
check out his story. Less than two weeks 
before this incident Johnson had written a 
complaint letter to the Governor of Virginia. 

When he was taken to C-cell solitary the 
third time, Johnson was punched by Captain 
Baker with a tear gas gun and when, at 
Baker's orders, chained to the cell bars. This 
endured for five days. His waist and arms 
were secured to the bars in such a fashion 
that he could just barely recline. He was not 
released in order to urinate or deficate. 

At trial there was no cross-examination of 
this witness. 

SAMUEL MACKMAN 

Mackman, a fifteen-year veteran of the 
Richmond penitentiary, gave accounts of be
ing placed in solitary and losing "good time" 
for breaking up a fight and for having re
quested his prescribed medicine. On Octo
ber 31, 1968, punishment report has it that 
Mackman threatened to hit a guard, one 
Catron. This occurred, the prisoner said, after 
Catron shot him with tear gas for falling to 
eat. 

In January of 1969, Mackman lost 90 days 
good conduct time for "yelling . . . cursing 
and raising hell." He spent ten days in 
meditation and received a "green slip" ex
tending his sentence 90 days. No hearing was 
held. 

When the authorities concluded that 
Mackman in fact had only sought to break 
up a fight, they restored good time earlier 
lost. No hearing was held on the charge, 
however, at any time. 

BERNARD R. BOWSER 

Inmate Bowser, serving a five year sentence, 
has lost good time without any hearing. The 
Court is satisfied that Bowser, on being 
placed in meditation, was cognizant of the 
reason for it as well as the reason for good 
time being taken. The Court does find that 
no hearing, in at least several instances, was 
held with a view to finding the facts. 

The same situation exists as to the witness 
Robert Powell and one Wiley A. Reynolds, 
another State Farm prisoner who al
though he did receive the benefit of one 
or more hearings, stated the accusing guard 
was sometimes not present. The Court con
cludes that the regulations which existed 
frequently only became clear when one was 
punished for a violation. 

WADE EDMOND THOMPSON 

Wade Edmond Thompson testified con
cerning discipline in the correctional field 
units, the state convict road force. At Field 
Unit No. 27, he was placed in solitary con
finement three times. 

The first time, in March of 1969, a guard 
complained of his conduct and he was 
brought before a lieutenant, acting as super
intendent. The complaining guard and a 
state highway employee were present as well. 
After about a week Thompson was released 
from "jail"; he learned sometime later that 
the charge.had been insubordination. 

In August, 1969, Thompson, feeling unwell, 
requested to see a doctor. Instead he was 
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given the option of working on the road or 
going into solitary. He chose the latter. 

In January of 1970, Thompson, having had 
a series of run-ins with one particular guard, 
was brought before the Superintendent on 
the latter's complaint. The guard stated thai 
Thompson had used profane language; an
other verified this, and the prisoner was sent 
to solitary by the Superintendent without an 
opportunity to state his side of the case. 

On his request, Thompson was trans..; 
!erred to Unit No. 7 soon thereafter. At that 
camp, in February of 1970, Thompson and a 
number of others refused to work when the 
temperature fell to eleven degrees. Thomp
son was called into the Superintendent's 
omce. He told thlSlt omcial that he would not 
work in such cold wea.ther, as he under
stood he was not required to do, under ap
plicable regulations. He was ordered to 
solitary confinement, where he spent twenty
four days, without a disciplinary hearing. 
Some weeks after his release he learned that 
he had lost sixty days' good time. Condi
tions in "solitary'' were extremely crowded; 
from four to seven men were put in a one
man cell. 

Thompson later went to Field Unit No. 18, 
from which he escaped. After trial and con
viction for this offense, he was also docked 
eighty days of good time; no hearing was 
held. 

This witness approached the Superintend
ent of Unit 18 to request another transfer, 
stating that he had dimoulty living under the 
regulations. As an example, he stated that a 
guard in the mess hall had once forced 
another prisoner to eat a raw sweet pots.to. 
In response to this complaint, the Super
intendent ordered Thompson summarily 
taken to solitary confinement. While in 
"jail," Thompson complained of his plight 
in a letter to Phillp Hirschkop, an attorney. 
The very diay that the let.ter was mailed, he 
was given a hearing on his infraction by three 
guM"ds. The charge was "agitating" the in
mate who balked at eating raw food. In 
fact, Thompson never spoke to the man, 
nor did he tell anyone save the Superintend
ent of the incident. This was the only "hear
ing" that Thompson ever was granted on the 
issue. 

STANLEY DOUGLAS POWELL 

Powell, an inmate of Correctional Field 
Unit No. 4, for six months prior to trial, 
stated that he was summarily punished for 
allegedly cursing a guard. Two days after the 
offense he was taken aside by that guard, 
Anderson, and one other; the la.tter ordered 
him to strip naked. Lieutenant Anderson 
thereupon struck him with a nightstick. 
Powell was taken to a doctor some time later 
and his head was stitched up. The same day 
he was taken before the Superintendent and 
ordered into solitary confinement. At some 
point during this episode, Powell wrote his 
brother about the incident. Anderson, hav
ing apparently intercepted the mail, called 
him in and said that if he made no trouble 
about the beating he need not go to "jall." 
Powell spent eighteen days in solitary oon
ftnement; he never had a hearing, nor was 
he given reasons for his pUnishment. 

The guard, Anderson, testlfted that he 
struck Powell only after being attacked him
self. Cunningham stated, however, that it is 
the policy throughout the penal system that 
any man who attacks a guard loses all of his 
good time. This did not occur in Powell's 
case. The Court rejects the account given 
by Lieutenant Anderson. 

THOMAS JEFFERSON 

Jefferson gave an account of a series of 
units. His innocence of misconduct ma.y be 
and indeed is open to question; nevertheless 
the procedures followed in imposd.ng sanc
tions 1s not seriously disputed. 

At Field Unit 16 he was sent to solitary 
three times at the order of various guards 
or guard officers. No hearing or statement of 
reasons was offered. A bread and water diet 
was enforced at various times. 
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As soon as he was transferred to Unit 2, 

Jefferson was jailed for 31 days for mds
behavior without a hearing. Following an 
argument with guards in the dinner line, 
Jefferson was committed to solitary a second 
time. The guards refused to let him see the 
superintendent. When he argued, a guard 
shot him with tear gas and kicked him, al
though he did not resist. Twice again that 
day he was tear gassed in his Qell. This jail 
term lasted 56 days, during which Jefferson 
did not have a shower nor get a change of 
clothing. In addition, he lost between sixty 
and ninety days of good time. No hearing 
was ever held. 

Jefferson's reputation as a trouble maker 
accompanied him to Field Unit 4. Only min
utes after his arrival he was jailed for "m1s
behavior"---cursing a guard. Jefferson, who 
is black, says this occurred when a wh!lte 
guard called him "boy." No hearing was held 
on this offense. This was the first of twenty
one terms he spent in "jail" in Unit 4. His 
offenses included refusing to work, refusing 
to work in cold weather, and talking to 
civilians on the highway. For an eooa.pe at
tempt he lost 60 days' good time. No hearings 
were held in any case, but he knew general
ly the nature of his alleged offense each time 
he was punished. 

Superintendent Honeycutt of Field Unit 
No. 2 wrote to D. P. Edwards, Superintendent 
of the Bureau of Correctional Field Units, 
after the chow line affair, stating that he in
tended to keep Jefferson in a solitary cell 
indefinitely until his attitude toward author
ity changed for the better. Honeycutt in 
theory had no power to confine a man more 
than thirty days, but Edwards made no 
objection. 

TIM SCOTT 

Scott witnessed part of Jefferson's chow 
line melee. Jefferson was loud, Scott says, but 
he made no physical threats, nor did he re
sist physically. Another inmate persuaded 
him to submit and go to jail , according to 
Scott's testimony, which the Court accepts. 

Scott himself is an adherent of the Black 
Muslim faith. As part of his religion he must 
each day wash the exposed parts of his body. 
At Field Unit 2 he was committed to a soli
tary cell when he was discovered washing in 
a basin in the dormitory. A guard, one 
Wyatt, directed him to stop. Scott protested 
that he was not breaking any regulation, but 
cont inued to wash. The guard drew up a 
charge and Scott went before the superin
tendent the next day. That official confronted 
him with Wyatt's charge and asked why he 
had not complied with the guard's order; 
Scott again replied that rules had been posted 
and no regulation forbade using the basin in 
the evening: He was sentenced to seven days 
in jail. 

• • • • • 
A guard lieutenant then brought him some 

medicine which had been prescribed and told 
him to take it. Another inmate told him that 
the "medicine" was suppositories, not to be 
taken orally; Scott had received no instruc
tion. The lieutenant returned and discovered 
that SCOtt had not taken the medicine. 
After a hearing of sorts before the guards, 
the details of which do not appear, the 
prisoner was taken to another camp and put 
in solitary for nineteen days. On his return 
to Camp 11 he was notified that he had lost 
30 days' good time for "misconduct." He 
asked the superintendent what his offense 
was; that officer said that Scott had asked 
to see the doctor when there was nothing 
wrong with him and then refused to take 
his prescribed medicine. Scott infers that he 
was pUnished beeause only a few days be-
fore a man in his camp, one Page Early, 
had died while begging to be allowed to 
see a doctor, and the authorities wanted to 
keep the matter quiet. In fact the superin
tendent and a .guard told other inmates that 
if they tried to get word of Early's death out 
of the institution and into court they might 
be put in solitary or lose good time. 

Scott's Isla.m.tc religion threatened to bring 
other sanctions upon him. A guard sergeant 
threatened him with transfer from Camp 
2 if he continued to prosetyllze; a ca.p
tain directed him to speak to no more than 
one or two at a time. Such restrictions a.re 
not imposed upon conversations on other 
topics, nor ls the use of the washbasin re
stricted for others as it is for Scott. Cun
ningham himself said that by Scott's own 
account he had committed no offense. 

GEORGE D. CEPHAS 

Cephas experienced back trouble while as
signed to Field Unit No. 26 in July of 1969. 
The camp authorities had him taken to two 
doctors on three different occasions. One of 
-these told a guard lieutenant that Cephas 
should not be assigned to road work; the 
other confirmed that he needed medication, 
but that he should work. Some days after 
his last examination, Cephas had an attack 
of pain allegedly so severe that he could not 
get out of bed. The guard captain had him 
shackled and moved to Camp 30, where he 
spend twenty-six days in meditation. At 
Camp 30 Cephas' requests to see a doctor were 
denied. After his "jail" term he wa.s returned 
to Camp 26 and reassigned to road work, al
though the foreman apparently allowed him 
to do light work. This was Cephas' only of
fense in prison. 

FREDDIE LEE COLLINS 

Collins, who has spend most of his term 
in Correctional Field Unit No. 2, was placed 
in solitary confinement three times between 
November 1969 and April 1970. Each time the 
charge was poor or unsatisfactory work. No 
formal hearing was held. Instead he was 
simply called before the superintendent, who 
informed him that his guards had reported 
Collins' misconduct. Collins went to jail. On 
one occasion the superintendent said merely 
that "his guards don't lie." During the 
twenty-one day stay Collins lost twelve 
pounds. 

DAVID LEON BROOKS 

Brooks also was committed to solitary 
confinement in field units three or four times 
without a prior hearing. At one time in Oc
tober 1968, he lost 60 days of good time and 
was jailed for allegedly refusing to work. 
During one period of confinement Brooks 
was kept nude in his cell for nine days. 

CHARLES LEE MELTON 

Charles Lee Melton had a substantial rec
ord of infractions at Field Units 2, 31 and 7. 
"Jail punishment reports" indicate that in 
most cases the decision to punish was made 
by a two or three man board, including the 
superintendent. At unit 31, Melton said, he 
was usually given a chance to explain his 
conduct by Superintendent Sumner. 

On December 4, 1968, according to the de
fendants' records, Melton was jailed for the 
following reason: 

Offense: When E. Phlllips #90872 was put 
in solitary, he said, might as well put him in. 

Melton was heard on this "charge" by the 
superintendent alone. Records show that he 
was not released until March 12, 1969. Until 
February 12 he received full rations only 
every third day. Meals the other days con
sisted of four slices of bread, served twice 
each day. During the first 32 days of "jail" 
a window was left open in Melton's cell and 
snow fell in on him. 

From July 29, 1970, through September 15, 
1970, Melton was in a meditation cell in 
Camp 7; during this time his diet was bread 
and water for two of every three days and 
his weight fell from 160 to 140 pounds. 

After his three month term in meditation 
had been served in 1969, Melton was trans
ferred to the penitentiary where he was noti
fied that he had lost all his accumulated 
good time-over twelve months-for refus
ing to work. No hearing was held. 

Testimony by prison administrators illus
trated the accuracy of Tolstoy's observations 
about the llmlts of bureaucratic power. A 
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speclftc order invariably deteriorates in con
tent as it travels from chief to subordinates 
on the line. Higher prison officials, generally 
speaking, displayed a confident perception of 
the rules and procedures applicable in various 
situations. Lower officers who in fact imple
ment the rules were, however, less sure about 
the regulations governing the prisoners' con
duct and their own. 

The rules for years has been that, absent 
claims of gross violations of fundamental 
rights, federal courts will make no inquiry 
into the manner in which state prison offi
cials manage their charges. Mccloskey v. 
Maryland, 337 F. 2d 72 (4th Cir. 1964). lit is 
not difficult to discern the principal ration
ales for this doctrine. A prisoner after all is 
presumed to have been justly convicted and 
sentenced; that presumptively valid judg
ment imposed a punishment of confinemenit 
under certain contemplated conditions. 
"Lawful incarceration brings a.bout the nec
essary withdrawal or limitation of many 
privileges and rights, a retracition justlfted 
by the considerations underlying our penal 
system." Price v. Johnstone, 334 U.S. 266, 
285 ( 1948). This is not to say that prisoners 
possess no further rights to be infringed or 
Ubertles to be taken. However, whlle con
fined, their fate is by law in the hands of ad
ministrators whose acts, Uke those of most 
administrative decision-makers, may be pre
sumed legal. 

Furthermore, courts have, perhaps im
plicitly, honored the theory of criminal pun
ishment that holds thait men who have been 
found guilty of violations of criminal laws 
may be uti11zed, so to speak, by society for 
ends related to the general welfare, such as 
the deterrence of similar acts by others and 
the alterwtion of their own patterns of be
havior. Criminal activity, ·it is thought, once 
proved by legal procedures, fairly works a 
forfeiture of any rights the curtailment of 
which may be necessary in pursuit of these 
ends, such as the right of privacy, associa
tion, travel, and choice of occupa..tion. Be
cause federal courts have considered them
selves both lacking in the authority to dictate 
those uses to which society may put convicts 
and without the specialized knowledge to 
test the necessity of losing certain liberties 
to accomplish various goals, they have not 
generally questioned such deprivations. Even 
now no court has required that states adapt 
their penal system to the goal of rehabilita
tion. 

Moreover, in a society concededly subject 
to increasing legal regulations, prisoners 
more than any others are subjected to state 
control. State officials govern inmates' lives 
by a series of decisions on an hourly, indeed 
continual, basis. Many of their decisions 
may be subject to more than colorable con
stitutional attack. If each is to be subject 
for federal examination of a plenary sort, 
the energy and time of the federal judiciary 
and of state penal officials would be diverted 
to an inordinate extent. Even 1f the law per
mitted many such matters to be determined 
without the taking of testimony, little if 
any saving in time would be accomplished. 
Concerns of judicial .efficiency must be 
among the reasons which cause courts to 
pause in considering whether Congress in
tended federal civil rights jurisdiction to 
extend over such claims. See Sostre v. Mc
Ginni s, -- F. 2d --, 8 Cr. L. Rptr. 2437 
(2d Cir., Feb. 24, 1971); WecLcLZe v. Director, 
436 F. 2d 342 (4th Cir. 1970). 

Nevertheless, whether detention should 
be imposed at all has always been matter 
for federal review. In consequence any sub
stantial restriction upon access to a federal 
forum for examination of the legality of 
confinement has been barrled as well. See, 
e.g., Johnson v. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969); 
McDonough v. Director, 429 F. 2d 1189 (4th 
Cir. 1970). 

Recent caselaw too supports inquiry into 
prison administrators' restriction of con-
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stltutlonal rights other than that of liberty 
itself. 

There ls no doubt that discipllne and 
administration of state detention facilities 
are state functions. They are subject to fed
eral authority only where paramount federal 
constitutional or statutory rights supervene. 
It is clear, however, that in instances where 
state regulations appllcable to inmates of 
prison fac1lities conflict with such rights, the 
regulations may be invalidated. Johnson v. 
Avery, supra, 486. 

Prior to Johnson and since, federal courts 
have directed state and federal penal of
ficials to honor convicts' claims to religious 
freedom, freedom of speech and association, 
and freedom from racial classification. See, 
e.g., Brown v. Peyton, 437 F. 2d 1228 (4th 
Cir. 1971); Carothers v. Follette, 314 F. Supp. 
1014 (S.D. N.Y. 1970); Lee v. Washington, 
390 U.S. 333 (1968). The reasoning support
ing such intervention musit be that the 
prison authorities have shown no compelling 
need to suppress these rights. Plainly stated, 
they have not shown such remarkable suc
Ce.55 in achieving any conceivable valid 
penological end by means which entail the 
abridgement o! these constitutional guar
antees as might make their denial seem 
worthwhile. Cf. In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967). 

Courts have also intervened when sen
tences are administered in a manner that 
seems unintended and unauthorized by the 
convicting court. Relief is justlftable in 
some cases on the fairly basic rationale that 
to extend or augment punishment beyond 
that imposed by a state court is to penalize 
without due process. A valid state judgment 
affords no license to exceed its terms. Perkins 
v. Peyton, 369 F. 2d 590, (4th Cir. 1966). 

Inquiry into the administration of sen
tences has also been promoted by the trend 
elsewhere in law to reject the so-called right
privilege distinction. Although state law 
may authorize the grant or withdrawal of 
certain benefits during incarceration, and 
state authorities may be taken, in sentenc
ing, to contemplate the administration of 
their judgments in conformity with state 
law, stlll the federal Constitution circum
scribes governmental power to withhold such 
benefits arbitrarily or discrimina.t.orily. 

Finally, penal authorities have been con
strained to refrain from punishment deemed 
cruel a.nd unusual in situations where some 
other penalty might legally be imposed. 
Some courts have, further, held that any 
penalty at all for an act which could not 
legally be a violation amounts to cruel and 
unusual punishment. Carothers v. Follette, 
supra, 1026. 
·Rejection of the right-privilege distinction 

as a sterile form of words has likewlse cast 
doubt upon the logical difference between 
deprivations constituting "punishment" and 
those presented as techniques for the main
tenance of "control" or "security." Presum
ably the consequence of labeling a depriva
tion a matter of control is that it may be 
imposed without procedural preliminaries. 
The distinction is unpersuasive. Substantial 
deprivations of rights even in matters called 
civil where no misconduct is alleged have not 
been permitted without due process. Reasons 
of security may justify restrictive confine
ment, but that is not to say that such needs 
may be determined arbitrarily or without ap
propriate procedures. In an obvious sense, 
too, any treatment to which a. prisoner 1s ex
posed is a form of punishment and subject 
to eighth amendment standards. This ls not 
to say, though, that prison omcla.ls may not 
treat their charges as individuals. Depriva
tions of benefits of various sorts may be used 
so long as they are related to some valid 
penal objective and substantial deprivations 
are administered with due process. "Security" 
or "rehabilitation" are not shibboleths to 
justify any treatment. Still courts must keep 
in mind that a recognized valid object of im
prisonment is not just to separate and house 
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prisoners but to change them. When it is as
serted that certain disab111ties must be im
posed to these ends, courts may stlli inquire 
as to the actuality of a relation between 
means and end. The test of necessity wm, as 
mentioned above, be more stringent when a 
deprivation of a fundamental constitutional 
right is involved. When officials assert lack of 
funds needed to achieve their goals by means 
which would not infringe constitutional 
rights, moreover, the attempted justlftcation 
w1ll usually fail. Hamilton v. Love, -- F. 
Supp. --, 9 Cr. L. Rptr. 2293 (E.D. Ark. 
June 2, 1971). 

Extensive evidence was presented and de
tailed factfindings have been ma.de for the 
rea.Son that the plaintiffs contend, and the 
Court has concluded, that the constitutional 
violations of which they complain are not 
isolated deviations from normal practice but 
rather indicated traditional procedures in the 
penal system. When such a showing is made 
it is the Court's duty not solely to amend so 
far as possible the defaults of the past but to 
prevent their likely recurrence in the future. 

The Court, ait trial, granted counsel a cer
tain a.mount of leeway in presenting evi
dence; as a result the record runs art; some 
points far afield into issues not strictly of 
constl!tutional scope. For this reason it bears 
examina.td.on not only by lawyers but by any 
officials of our state government concerned 
to provide a penal system better, perhaps, 
than required by minimum ooru;t1,tutiona.l 
guarenties. 

One problem mtsed and noit resolved by a 
study o! the cold record, the credibility of 
much of the testimony, pervades this case as 
1Jt has few others in this Court's experience. 
Wttnesses drawn from a sooiety of convicts 
as a rule may not have so refined a regard 
for the value of truth as most cdtirens. All of 
the unreliable testimony in the oase has noit, 
however, come from members o! the pla.intitl' 
class. Custodial personnel life with their 
charges in a climate of minimum tension; it 
would be surprising indeed if an exchange of 
standards and values did not take place be
tween them. Prison administrators too, per
hiaips understandably, may develop a self
protective instincit thaJt mall.!i!ests itself In 
a tendency to preserve a.nd fall back on the 
written record of propriety, a.llthough it may 
not reflect rea..lity. These observations must 
lead this Oourt, a.nd anyone else concerned 
wt.Uh ma.1nrta.1ndng fa.irness in the opemtAon 
of our penal system, to conclude tha.t the 
fairest rules must fail t.o fulfill that goal it 
they are not administered by fa.Ir-minded 
and intellectually ca.pa.ble men. The work of 
custoclial personnel is such as to frequently 
try the pa.t.dence of Job. Neverthelese, the 
daily administration of rules for conducit of 
an ad.m11ttedl.y dllfferent society requires not 
only firmness but awareness C1f the purpose 
of inoaireeration. 

The proof shows three geneml classes at 
constitutional deprivation, each a subject for 
injunotdve relief. Discipline has been imposed 
for the wrong reasons. :rt has been imposed 
in cases o! whait may have been validly 
punishable misconducit, but without the 
requdsites of procedural due process. And, 
punishment of a sort that the Constitution 
bars in any event has been imposed. 

Just as the oruel and unusual pUnishment 
cll8.use restrains the judiciary and the legis
lature, Ralph v. Warden, -- F. 2d - - , 
(4th Cir. 1970), reh. denied, -- F. 2d -
(4th Cir. 1971), so also it limits the discre
tion of administrators. The evidence here 
shows that these 11mits hia.ve been exceeded. 

In gauging the complia.nce of Virginia offi
cials with this constitutional collllll:a.Ild, the 
Court has not found it necessa.Ty to explore 
deeply the qu&-tion whether a practice in 
issue constitutes a punishment. Compare 
Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86 (1958). As noted 
above, in an obvious sense any term of in
carceration, with all of its incidents, con
stitutes a penalty. The purposes of the eighth 
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amendment might best be served by treating 
the preliminary iissue as thus resolved. Any 
treatment imposed upon the convict would 
then be tested by the cruel and unusual 
standard. see, e.g., Holt v. Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 
362 (E.D. Ark. 1971), aff'd. -- F. 2d --, 9 
CrL. Rptr. 2171, (8th Cir., May 5, 1971). A 
deprivation imposed for purposes not of de
terrtng misconduct 1.n the i·nstitution but in
stead for some nonpuntive end, such as dis
abling a. man ft"om injuring himself or l»"op
erty, or for no specific purpose at all, might 
nonetheless be unconstitutional. A defect in 
that approiaoh taken a.lone is tll.&t it tends to 
obscure the issue ·of disproportion between 
offense and penalty-a valid eighth amend
ment inquiry-when a. deprivation has con
Cededly been imposed as a consequence of 
past misconduct within the prison a.nd for 
the end of deterrence e.nd exiample. A prison
er is both a participa.nt in society as a whole 
and a member of the smaller penal com
munity, a relatively closed society subject to 
a sep84'8.te set of rules. The cruel and unusual 
test may validly be aipplied, in effect, on both 
levels to intra.prison discipline. 

Courts have not Mticula.ted detailed sta.nd
ards estaibllShing what pen&lities are cruel 
81lld unusual. It is recognized tha.t standards 
may cha.nge. Indeed it is hoped tha.t they 
will. 

The basic concept underlying the Eighth 
Amendment ts nothing less tha.n the dignity 
of man .... The Amendment must draw it.a 
me&ning from the evolving standards of de
cency that mairk the progress of a maturing 
society. Trop v. Dulles, supra, 100-01. 

The provision, some have suggested, may be 
violated by the imposition of a penalty that 
is excessive in comparison with preva111ng 
practice, disproportionate with the gravity of 
the crime, or greater than ls necessary to 
achieve the permissible aims of punishment. 
Rudolph v. Alabama, 375 U.S. 889 (1963) 
(Goldberg, J., dissenting from detail of cer
tiorari). It ls cruel and unusual, furthermore, 
to impose any punishment whatsoever upon 
an individual guilty of no harmful act but 
solely possessed of an incriminating condi
tion. Robin.son v. California, 370 U.S. 560 
(1962). 

A penalty may likewise violate the clause 
even though it consists only of exposing an 
individual to a high probabiUty of suffering 
grievous injury. Cruelty exists for example in 
imposing on a man the anguish of continued 
uncertainty as to his fate, With knowledge 
that severe consequences may befall him for 
unforeseeable reasons against which he is 
powerless to protect himself: 

This punishment is offensive to cardinal 
principles for which the Constitution stands. 
It subjects the individual to a fate of ever
increasing fear and distress. He knows not 
what discriminations may be established 
against him, what proscriptions may be di
rected against him, and when and for what 
cause his existence in his native land may be 
terminated ..• It ts no answer to suggest 
that all the disastrous consequences of this 
fate may not be brought to bear on a state
less person. The threat makes the punish
ment obnoxious. Trop v. Dulles, supra, 102; 
see also, Holt v. Sarver, supra, 309 F. Supp. at 
372-73. 

Our own Court of Appeals has stated that 
lawful incarceration must not include expo
sure of the prisoner to ·the risk of arbitrary 
and capricious action, Landman v. Peyton, 
370 F. 2d 135, 141 (4th Cir. 1965), cert. denied 
388 U.S. 920 (1967). 

Although most of the administrators who 
testified in this case stated that the imposi
tion of a bread and water diet is now ex
tremely rare, the issue is not moot nor un
suitable for injunctive relief. The director 
still retains the power to approve bread and 
water, and in the past he has done so on ap
plication by subordinates. Moreover, subordi
nates have on their own initiative used the 
practice without approval in the past. 
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Bread and water provides a daily intake of 

only 700 calories, whereas sedentary men on 
the average need 2000 calories or more to 
maintain continued health. Evidence is not 
presented on the other nutritional short
comings of a bread diet, but tt does no vio
lence to doctrine of judicial notice to remark 
that vitamin, protein, and mineral content 
is probably deficient as well. The purpose 
and irutended effect of such a diet ls to dis
cipline a recalcitrant by debilLtating him 
physically. Without food, his strength and 
mental alertness begin to decline immedi
ately. It ts a telling reminder too that prison 
authoriJties enjoy complete control over all 
sources of pleasure, comfort, and basic needs. 
Moreover, the pains of hunger constitute a 
dull, prolonged sort of corporal punishment. 
That marked physical effects ensue ls evi
dent from the numerous instances of sub
stallltial weight loss during solitary con
finement. 

Even the Superintendent of the Virginia 
State Farm, one of whose foremost concerns, 
and rightly so, must be the safe confinement 
of dangerous men, has not found it neces
sary to use bread and water in his memory. 
other officials report a very rare use of the 
tactic. A current manual on prison practices 
strongly disapproves any disciplinary diet 
which impairs health. American Correctional 
Assooia.tion, Manual of Correctional Stand
ards (hereinafter A.C.A. Manual), 417 (1966). 

The practice is therefore both generally 
disapproved and obsolescent even within this 
penal system. It ts not seriously defended as 
essential to security. It amounts therefore 
to an unnecessary infliction of pain. Further
more, as a technique designed to break a 
man's spirit not just by denial of physical 
comforts but of necessities, to the end that 
his powers of resistance diminish, the bread 
and water diet is tnconsU;tent With current 
minimum standards of respeot for human 
dignity. The Court has no difficulty in de
termining that it ls a violation of the eighth 
amendment. Jackson v. Bishop, 404 F. 2d 571 
(8th Cir. 1968); Wright v. McMann, 321 
F. Supp. 127 (M.D. N.Y. 1970). 

Likewlse, to restrain or control misbehavior 
by placing an inmate in cha.ins or handcuffs 
in his cell ts unconstitutionally excessive. 
The evidence showed that in Belvin's case 
this practice left him with permanent l>Cam, 
and in his case and that of Johnson it caused 
lack of sleep and prolonged physical pain. 
Neither man was released to respond to a 
call of nature, nor could they ea.t. Further 
details a.re not necessary in order to reveal 
that it constituted physical torture. 

Corporal punishment should never be used 
under any circmmstances. This includes such 
practices as . . . handcumng to cell doors or 
posts, shackling so as to enforce cramped 
position or to cut off circulation, • . . de
privation of sumctent llght, ventlla.tion, food 
or exercise to maintain physical and mental 
health, forcing a prisoner to remain awake 
until he 1s mentally exhausted, etc. 

• • . The regulations of well-run prisons 
usually provide, in effect, that force may be 
used only when necessary to protect one's 
self <Yr others from injury, or to prevent 
escape, or serious injury to property. A.O.A. 
Manual, supra, 417 (italics original). 

Corporal punishment of this variety ts out
moded a.nd inhuma.n. The Constitution for
bids it, and this Court shall enforce that 
ban. It is not contended that a man in a 
locked sollt&-y cell cannot be kept from 
escaping, injuring others, or destroying 
things of value. The only justification for 
the policy 1s to prevent self-injury. (Iron
ically, Belvin seems to have been seriously 
cut by his "protective" chains, either de
spite or on account of his own efforts). The 
Court simply cannot conceive that no less 
drastic means can aohleve that legitimate 
end. The extent of the constitutional guar
anty ts not fixed by the adm.1n.1Btrators' 
budget or tma.gin&tion. Jackson v. Bishop, 
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supra, 580. Here the evidence shows that Bel
vin's fetters were put on without medical 
approval. 

A doctor, if oalled on for a recommendation, 
might well have prescribed some form of drug 
treatment. Only recently have penitentiary 
officials sought to borrow some strait jackets 
for such emergencies. Indeed to a great ex
tent the control of violent inmates has been 
left in the hands of guard personnel, who call 
to their superiors' attention incidents such 
as Belvtn's experience only after the fact by 
brief written reports. Thus efforts to explore 
alternative tre81tment methods have not been 
exhausted; indeed they have hardly been 
commenced. On this showing the practice of 
fettering inmates in closed cells ts both cruel 
and unnecessarily so. 

The practices of ta.king inm.81tes' clothing 
while in solitary and keeping them in un
heated cells with open windows in the Winter 
have been disapproved in Wright v. McMann, 
supra. Such penalties, which work to degrade 
an inmate by denying him any of the sources 
of human dignity and imperil his health as 
well, are cruel and unusual. The Court rec
ognizes, as pointed out by the prison au
thorities, that recalcitrant inmates may well, 
and undoubtedly do, break windows delib
erately-nevertheless this conduct can surely 
be punished by a method less likely to en
danger the health of the inmate. see also, 
Anderson v. Nasser, 438 F. 2d 183 (5th Cir. 
1971). The Court will permLt an inmate to 
be kept nude in his cell only when a doctor 
states in writing that the inmate's health 
will not thereby be affected and that the 
inmate persents a substantial risk of injur
ing himself if given garments. 

The instances of chaining, denial of cloth
ing, and exposure to cold have, on the evi
dence, not been everyday occurrences. New 
regulations in Guideline 800 also purport to 
outlaw some of these practices. Nevertheless 
injunctive relief seems appropriate for the 
reason that in the past punishments of this 
sort have been inflicted by guards acting 
alone. Administrators, in other words, have 
not been in complete control of their sub
ordinates. There is no particular reason to 
believe that this situation is being remedied. 
See Landman v. Peyton, supra. Only injunc
tive relief will adequately protect the plain
tiff cliass. 

On occasion prisoners in solitary confine
ment have been deprived of their mat
tresses and blankets as punishment for mis
conduct. The new guidelines authorize this 
to be done to punish "destructive behavior." 
In the past this has been done for such 
offenses as noisemaking, as in Moon's case. 
The penalty is undoubtedly harsh, but the 
Court ts not persuaded that it is cruel and 
unusual. There is no evidence that it had 
a substantial effect upon anyone's health. 
If the cell ts otherwlse clean, and well 
heated, and rthe prisoner keeps his clothing, 
it should not be detrimental. Other cases 
holding solitary confinement, which in
cluded a denial of bedding, cruel and un
usual generally included the element of un
sanitary conditions. See Wright v. McMann, 
supra, 321 F. Supp. at 139-41; Knuckles v. 
Prasse, 302 F. Supp. 1036, 1061-62 (E.D. 
Pa. 1969); Hancock v. Avery, 801 F. Supp. 786, 
792 (MD. Tenn. 1969); Jordan v. Fitzharris, 
257 F. Supp. 674 (ND. Calif. 1966). 

The practice of crowding several men into 
a single "solitary" cell, however, must be 
condemned. Ware Edmond Thompson was 
held for twenty-four days in a meditation 
cell at Field Unit No. 7. When first "Jailed," 
he was put in a one-man cell with six or 
seven others. All had apparently refused to 
work in cold weather, but there ls no evi
dence that any threatened violence. Thomp
son was taken briefly to a solitary cell at an
other camp, but then for some reason he was 
returned to Unit 7 and kept for a further two 
weeks in a cell With three other men. Three 
men slept on two mattresses, and the fourth 
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slept in one corner with his feet stretched 
over the others. They were also denied the 
usual Bible to read. Several administrators 
stated that more than one man should be 
put into a solitary cell only if emergency 
conditions required it. In Thompson's case, 
however, no such justiftcation is shown. 
Clearly if a number of men had earned a 
term in meditation, the authorities had the 
capacity to distribute them among various 
penal units. The crowding is thus shown un
necessary and takes on a vindictive aspect. 

Oases involving overcrowding in prison cells 
have generally included aggrav'&ting condi
tions such as denial of clothing, unhygienic 
conditions, and other a.buses. Anderson v. 
Nosser, supra,· Knuckles v. Prasse, supra. Here 
there is no sign that health was in fact jeop
ardized. Anderson and Knuckles concerned 
conditions that prevailed for less than three 
days. Four men here were penned like ani
mals 1n a small cell, designed for one, for 
fourteen days without respite. La.ck of space 
made sleeping very difilcult. If confined men 
retain any claim at all to human dignity, 
they cannot be needlessly so dealt with for 
such long periods of time. The system's new 
guidelines provide that superintendents shall 
"proceed to alleviate [excess occupancy) as 
promptly as possible." Again, in View of the 
system's past difficulties in securing compli
ance with its regulations at lower levels, the 
Court shall enjoin extended, unnecessary 
confinement in solitary cells of more men 
than the cell was meant to hold. 

Tear gas has also been used to silence 
noisy, misbehaving men while confined to 
their cells. Thomas Jefferson was gassed three 
times, and others have been gassed 1n their 
cells at the penitentiary. The problem of 
dealing with convlcts who persist in disturb
ing entire cell blocks and inciting others to 
join in the disorder is a real one. The Court 
has not found any instances of gassing men 
in cells who were not currently disruptive. 
Yet the use of gas to disable a man physically 
who poses no present physical threat con
stitutes a. form of corpora.I punishment, the 
use of which in such a. situation is generally 
disapproved. Undoubtedly it is effective, but 
it is painful, and its abuse is difilcult to fore
stall. The problem appears to arise because 
there appears to be no way to isolate a. mis
behaving inmate to an area where his rant
ings will not disturb anyone. This difficulty 
is, however, one of the system's own creation. 
If chaining a man to his bars, punishing 
him with a. strap, and other corporal punish
ment should be enjoyed, Jackson v. Bishop 
supra, this Court cannot make a principled 
distinction which would permit the use of 
tear gas to punish or control the nonthreat
ening inmate. 

There was evldence, furthermore, that some 
inmates were not permitted to shower dur
ing extended stays in solitary. Relief on this 
score will be denied because there is no proof 
that at such times they were also denied the 
necessary sanitary items so that they might 
wash in their cells. 

The Court would not enter upon a revlew 
of the procedural aspects of prison discipline 
were there a lack of evldence in this case 
that discipline had been imposed upon men 
guilty of no infraction. Unfortunately, there 
is credible evidence to the contrary. Many of 
the prisoner witnesses, who testified that they 
were placed in solitary cells or lost certain 
privileges, readily admitted that they had 
disrupted legitimate prison functions. Others; 
however, just as plainly were penalized for 
communicating with courts or lawyers in a 
fashion that might not be punished, for pro
tected litigation activities, for offenses that 
simply had not occurred, or on the basis of 
unfounded suspicion. In other cases the rea
sons men were punished cannot be deter• 
mined with certainty; had more explicit pro
cedural directions been followed 1n such 
cases there might well be no question now. 
These factors distinguish this case from 
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Sostre v. McGinnis, supra, where the evidence 
did not disclose a pattern of due process 
violations, and from such cases as Burns v. 
Swenson, 430 F. 2d 771 (8th Cir. 1970), and 
Courtney v. Bishop, 409 F. 2d 1185 (8th Cir. 
1969), where procedural faults did not work 
to deny any fundamental rights. 

St111, matter for preliminary inquiry is 
whether this Court ought to consider any 
claim of unlawful denial of good time credit 
prior to the exhaustion of state court rem
edies. The general rule is that the 1971 Civil 
Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, will not serve 
as substitute for the federal habeas corpus 
remedy, such that one might avoid the ex
haustion requirement by invoking the for
mer. Brigham v. McGinnis, -- F. Supp. 
--, 9 Cr. L. Rptr. 2050 (2d Cir., Mar. 16, 
1971). So stated, the rule begs the question: 
When must a claim be presented in habeas? 

Recent caselaw has expanded the scope of 
federal habeas corpus, so that the writ is 
available to achieve relief other than imme
diate release. See, e.g., Peyton v. Rowe, 391 
U.S. 54 (1968). In consequence it has been 
said that "[i]nsofar as one attacks only the 
state computation of sentence-service, and 
not the validity of the entire sentence, 
habeas corpus ls still the proper remedy in 
those exceptional cases where the state's 
computation of service of a sentence presents 
a federal question." Schiro v. Peyton, No. 
13,086, mem. decis. (4th Cir. Dec. 23, 1968). 

In a sense, of course, any claim of viola
tion of a prisoner's constitutional rights 
amounts to an allegation that he is "in cus
tody in violation of the Constitution ... ," 
28 U.S.C. § 2254(a). Still it has long been 
clear that many such claims, whether or not 
they might have been raised in a habeas 
case, see Developments in the Law-Federal 
Habeas Corpus, 83 Harvard L. Rev. 1038, 
1079-87 ( 1970), are nonetheless properly pre
sented in a civil suit in equity.1 Preva111ng 
precedent in this Circuit permits claims that 
good behavior time has been arbitrarily de
nied, and that injunctive relief is therefore 
owing, to be litigated in § 1983 action, and 
indeed disapproves the use of habeas corpus. 
Roberts v. Penelew, 313 F. 2d 548 (4th Cir. 
1963) . If the scope of habeas has since ex
panded, see Johnson v. Avery, supra; Peyton 
v. Rowe, supra, there is nonetheless no reason 
to assume that the ambit of § 1983 has there
by pro tanto contracted. Other circuits as 
well have dealt with "good time" claims 
under the Civil Rights Act. United States 
ex rel. Campbell v. Pate, 401 F. 2d 55 (7th 
Cir. 1968); Douglas v. Sigler, 386 F. 2d 684 
(8th Cir. 1967). The rule of Rodriguez v. 
McGinnis, supra, does not prevail in this 
Circuit. 

Whether certain procedural prerequisites 
a.re required before intraprison discipline is 
imposed is governed by conventional due 
process standards, adapted as m.ay be neces
sary to the prison environment. The argu
ment that the right to be free of the sub
stantial restraints of solitary confinement, 
"padlock," or maximum security segrega
tion or to earn statutory "good time" are 

1 See, e.g., McDonough v. Director, 429 F. 2d 
1189 (4th Cir. 1970); Blanks v. Cunningham, 
409 F. 2d 220 (4th Cir. 1969); Jackson v. 
Godwin, 400 F. 2d 529 (5th Cir. 1968): Aber
nathy v. Cunningham, 393 F. 2d 775 (4th 
Cir. 1968); Arey v. Peytor, 378 F. 2d 930 (4th 
Cir. 1967); Landman v. Peyton, 370 F. 2d 135 
(4th Cir. 1966); Howard v. Smyth, 365 F. 2d 
428 (4th Cir. 1966); Coleman v. Peyton, 362 F. 
2d 905 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 385 U.S. 905 
(1966); Rivers v. Royster, 360 F. 2d 592 (4th 
Cir. 1966); Edwards v. Duncan, 355 F . 2d 993 
(4th Cir. 1966); Fircus v. Director, 331 F. 2d 
613 (4th Cir. 1965; Childs v. Pegelow, 321 F. 
2d 487 (4th Cir. 1963), cert. denied 376 U.S. 
932 (1964); Roberts v. Pegelow, 313 F. 2d 548 
(4th Cir. 1963); Bevell v. Pegelow, 291 F. 2d 
196 (4th Cir. 1961). 
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matters of mere legislative or administrative 
grace fails in the face of current constitu
tional doctrine. 

The constitutional challenge cannot be 
answered by an argument that public as
sistance benefits are "a 'privilege' and not a 
'right.'" Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 
627 n. 6 (1969). Relevant constitutional re
straints apply as much to the withdrawal of 
public assistance benefits as to disqualifica
tion for unemployment compensation, Sher
bert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963); or to 
denial of a tax exemption, Speiser v. Randall, 
357 U.S. 513 (1958); or to discharge from 
public employment, Slochower v. Board of 
Higher Education, 350 U.S. 551 (1956). The 
extent to which procedural due process must 
be afforded the recipient is infiuenced by 
the extent to which he may be "condemned 
to suffer grievous loss,'' Joint Anti-Fascist 
Refugee Committee v. McGrath, 341U.S.123, 
168 (1951) (Frankfurter, J. 1 concurring) and 
depends upon whether the recipient's in
terest in a.voiding that loss outweighs the 
governmental interest in summary adjudica
tion. Accordingly, as we said in Cafeteria & 
Restaurant Workers Union v. McElr01f, 367 
U.S. 866, 895 (1961), "consideration of what 
procedures due process may require under 
any given set of circumstances must begin 
with a determination of the precise nature 
of the governmental function involved as 
well as of the private interest that has been 
affected by governmental action." See also, 
Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420, 440, 442 
(1960). Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 282-
83 (1970); see also, Caulder v. Durham Hous
ing Authority, 433 F. 2d 993 (4th Cir. 1970). 

Our Court of Appeals has given effect to 
this principle in a closely related area, that 
of parole revocation. Bearden v. South Caro
lina, No. 14,079, -- F. 2d -- (4th Cir. 
June 10, 1971). The court there required, at 
a minimum, notice of allegations said to 
amount to noncompliance with parole con
ditions, and an opportunity for a hearing at 
which one might present witnesses. The 
Fourth Circuit has also expressed concern 
over the lack of certain due process elements 
in the Penitentiary, which lack may bring 
about the arbitrariness that the due process 
clause forbids. In Landman v. Peyton, supra, 
the court took note that the entrusting of 
disciplinary matters to guards, so that con
tact between prisoners and administrators 
is seldom made, invites capricious and partial 
decision making. Id., 141. 

In dictum, the Second Circuit has recog
nized the requirement of procedural fair
ness: 

We would not lightly condone the absence 
of such basic safeguards against arbitrari
ness as adequate notice, an opportunity for 
the prisoner to reply to charges lodged against 
him, and a reasonable investigation into the 
relevant facts---at least in cases of substan
tial discipline. Sostre v. McGinnis, supra. 

That case has been followed in this Circuit 
in Bundy v. Cannon, -- F. Supp.--, 9 
Cr. L. Rptr. 2254 (D. Md., May 26, 1971), 
where the court required procedural safe
guards prior to withholding of good time 
credit, transfer to maximum security, and 
solitary confinement. 

Similar possible penalties were found suf
ficiently grievous in aiutchette v. Procu n i er , 
-- F. Supp. --, 9 Cr. L Rptr. 2291 
(N.D. Ca.I., June 21 , 1971), to require notice, 
hearing before an impartial tribunal, con
frontation, the presentation of witnesses, 
counsel or a substitute, and written factfind
ings. See also , Nolan v. Scafati, 430 F. 2d 548 
(1st Cir. 1970); Meola v. Fitzpatr i ck, -- F. 
Supp.--, 8 Cr. L. Rptr. 2404 (D. Mass., Feb. 
2 , 1971); Carothers v. Follette, supra; Kritsky 
v. McGinnis, 313 F. Supp. 1247 (N.D. N.Y. 
1970); Morris v. Travisono, 310 F. Supp. 857 
(D.R.!. 1970). 

As directed in Cafeteria Worlcers, supra, the 
Court must identify and analyze the precise 
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nature of the individual interest at stake and 
compare it with the purpose and function of 
the governmental body. See also, Hannah v. 
Larche, supra, 440-53. The disciplinary func
tion fulfilled in the decision to place a man 
in solitary confinement, to deny good time 
credit, to "padlock" him in his cell involun
tarily, or to impose the substantial disabilities 
of maximum security confinement, adjudi
cates the question of a substantial depriva
tion or grievous injury. Whether ca.st in 
terms of a finding of unfitness to circulate in 
the general population or seen as a determi
nation of guilt, the decision to place a man 
under greater than usual restraint is founded 
upon a finding of noncompliance with gen
eral prison standards. Cf. Goldberg v. Kelly, 
supra. The effort to depict "C" cell and the 
like as a rehabilitative facility, usable at the 
penal authority's discretion, is unsuccess· 
ful. See Howard v. Smyth, supra. 

The individual interest at stake ls obvious
the avoidance of severe punishment. The 
privileges at stake are substantial. A man in 
solitary confinement is denied all human 
intercourse and any means of diversion. Pad
lock confinement isolates the individual as 
well from his fellows. Maximum security con
finement is a lesser penalty, but like the 
others it interrupts a prisoner's efforts at re
hab111tation and curtails many recreational 
activities. Loss of good time credit may in 
effect amount to an additional prison sen
tence. On the other hand, the effect on a man 
in prison of a further sixty day term may be 
less than the effect of a sixty day jail term 
on a free man. The prisoner, one assumes, 
has already suffered loss of his job and dam
age to his reputation, and his family ceased 
to rely upon him, when he was convicted, 
whereas the free man may find these inter
ests imperiled by even a short sentence. The 
losses which ensue from a prison disciplinary 
action may not be as lasting as the employ
ment opportunities at stake in Greene v. 
McElroy, 360 U.S. 474 (1959) and Willner v. 
Committee On Character and Fitness, 373 
U.S. 96 (1963). At the same time deprivation 
may be momentarily as telling as the loss of 
financial support or housing which were 
treated ln Goldberg and Caulder. 

A proper consideration is the effect that the 
introduction of procedural safeguards may 
have on legitimate prison functions both 
within and without the ambit of discipline. 
The security of a population confined against 
its will in close quarters is a prime concern. 
Moreover, administrators must have a cer
tain leeway in allocating scarce resources 
available for rehabilitative purposes. The 
speed with which misbehavior is punished 
may rightly be considered essential to its ef
fectiveness. Administrators with many non
disciplinary duties must not be sidetracked 
from their tasks. Minor on-the-spot exactions 
for minor offenses may well be deemed neces
sary to keep order effectively; it is not only 
major regulations, after all , that must be 
enforced. 

However, to say that individual rights may 
be sacrificed to custodial or rehabilitative 
necessity is not to state that courts will not 
inquire as to the need for such sacrifices and 
the reality of the claimed benefits. In re 
Gault, supra, 17-31. · 

In "these adjudicatory proceedings the Court 
concludes that certain due process rights are 
both necessary and will not unduly impede 
legitimate prison functions . 

First, the decision to punish must be made 
by an impartial tribunal. Thls bars any of
ficial who reported a violation from ruling. 
Goldberg v. Kelly, supra, 271; Escalera v. New 
York City Housing Authority, 425 F. 2d 853, 
863 (2d Cir. 1970). A subst antial question 
arises whether field unit officials can ever so 
divorce t hemselves from events in their small 
units sufficiently to sit impartially. The Court 
has not been shown that this is impossible, 
but in any individual case participation in 
occurrences giving rise to a charge shall bar 
any man from sitting in judgment. There ap-
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pears to be no reason to require that the dis
ciplinary board be composed of any specific 
number of individuals. Each member of a 
panel must, however, be free of prior involve
ment with the incident under examination so 
that he may settle the case on the basis of the 
evidence at the hearing. 

Second, there shall be a hearing. Disposi
tion of charges on the basis of written reports 
ls insufficient. Prisoners are not as a class 
highly educated men, nor is assistance readily 
available. If they are forced to present their 
evidence in writing, moreover, they will be 
in many cases unable to anticipate the evi-' 
dence adduced against them. "Particularly 
where credibility and veracity are at issue ... 
written submissions are a wholly unsatisfac
tory basis for decision." Goldberg v. Kelly, 
supra, 269. Necessarily a hearing encompasses 
the right to present evidence in defense, in
cluding the testimony of voluntary witnesses. 

A hearing must be preceded by notice in 
writing of the substance of the factual charge 
of misconduct. Only with written notice can 
a prisoner prepare to meet claims and insist 
that the hearing be kept within bounds. In 
re Gault, supra, 33. A reasonable interval to 
prepare a defense must be allowed as well, but 
the Court declines to fix any definite period. 
Rather whether a trial has been too speedy 
must be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

Cross-examination of adverse witnesses 
likewise is necessary. The Cot!.rt appreciates 
the concern of prison officials that interroga
tion by prisoners of the guard force may be at 
variance with their ordinary respective posi
tions in the penal hierarchy. Because most 
disciplinary cases will turn on issues of fact, 
however, the right to confront and cross
examine witnesses is essential. Escalera v. 
New York City Housing Authority, supra, 862. 
It 1S, however, well within the power of the 
disciplinary official or tribunal to restrict 
questioning to relevant matters, to preserve 
decorum, and to limit repetition. 

Fundamental to due process is that the ul
timate decision be based upon evidence 
presented at the hearing, which the prisoner 
has the opportunity to refute. Goldberg v. 
Kelly, supra, 271; Escalera v. New York City 
Housing Authority, supra, 862-63. "To 
demonstrate compliance with this elementary 
requirement, the decision maker should state 
the reasons for his determination and in
dicate the evidence he relied on,'' Goldberg 
v. Kelly, supra, 271. To permit punishment 
to be imposed for reasons not presented and 
aired would invite arbitrariness and nullify 
the right to notice and hearing. 

The Court will not require an appellate 
procedure. However, If higher authorities 
than the disciplinary committee feel duty 
bound to re-ex-amine decision, their review 
must be restricted to the charge made and 
the evidence presented. The practice of going 
outside the record in search of bases for 
punishment must cease. "It is as much a 
violation of due process to send an accused 
to prison following conviction of a charge on 
which he was never tried as it would be to 
convict him upon a charge that was never 
made." Cole v. Arkansas, 333 U.S. 196 (1948). 

In addition, for the reason that the evi
dence shows thwt some inmates are unfor
tunately intellectually unable to represenJt 
themselves in discipline hearings, the tri
bunal should permit a prisoner to select a 
lay adviser to present his case. This may be 
either a member of the noncustodial staff or 
another inma.te, serving on a voluntary basis. 
See Bundy v. Cannon, supra. Notice of 
charges shall include the information that 
such assistance is available. 

In ot her instances where proceedings may 
result in the loss of substantial rights, the 
right to representation by counsel has been 
considered an essential elemenJt of due proc
ess. "Counsel can help delineate the issues, 
present the fa.ctua.l contentions in an orderly 
manner, conduct cross-examination, and gen
erally safeguard the interests of the recipi
ent." Goldberg v. Kelly, supra, 270; see Caul-
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der v. Durham Housing Authority, supra, 
1004. FolloWing Bearden v. South Carolina, 
No. 14,079, -- F. 2d -- (4th Cir. June 10, 
1971), it seems that there is no requirement 
that the state provide legal aid. However, 
where substantial sanctions are possible and 
the assistance of counsel may be of benefit, 
retained counsel is necessary to protect the 
factfl.nding and adjudicaition process unless 
there ls shown some "com.pelling govern
mental interest in summary adjudication," 
Caulder v. Durham Housing Authority, 
supra, 1004 n. 3, the fulfillment of which is 
inconsistent with the right to retained coun
sel. Cf. Brown v. Peyton, supra, 1231. The 
state has not endeavored to do so, other than 
by testimony that the presence of counsel 
might turn the hearing into a "hassle." The 
Court does not a.ccept this speculation as 
well-founded. Experience with pro se trial 
litigants indicates that the contrary is more 
likely true. On the other hand, the Court 
has observed that prison officials legitimately 
desire to conduct disciplinary proceedings 
speedily. Therefore a prisoner who desires 
to secure counsel for hearing may be re
quired to notify the committee of thMi fact, 
and postponement of the hearing to secure 
counsel may reasonably be limited to four 
days. 

These minimum due process standards are 
necessary when solitary confinement, trans
fer to maximum security confinement, or 
loss of good time are imposed, or a prisoner 
is held in padlock confinement more than 
ten days. 

The imposition of the minor fines dis
closed by the evidence, for example, or, 
hypothetically, loss of commissary rights, re
striction of individual recreational privi
leges, or padlocking for less than ten days, 
do not require this panoply of guaranties. 
The right to be represented by another may 
be omitted. Written notice may be dispensed 
with, and appellate review need not be for
mally conducted. The Court will only re
quire verbal notice and the opportunity for 
a hearing before an impartial decision maker. 
with a chance to cross-examine the com
plaining officer and to present testimony in 
defense. As always, however, procedural for
mality may not shield arbitrary action. Im
partiality and a chance to air the facts may 
be expected to prevent arbitrary action as 
well as the good faith factual errors which 
the Court has observed in the record. 

Few of the opinions to date on prison dis
cipline treat in depth the real problem of 
vagueness in institutional regulations. The 
evidence, however, shows that the purposes 
of the constitutional requirement of reason
able specificity-fair warning so that one 
may conform to the rules, and exactness 
so that arbitrary penalties or penalties for 
protected conduct will not be imposed-have 
been 111-served by the rules enforced against 
Virginia prisoners. Particularly in a situa
tion where the safeguard of public trial 1s 
absent, cf. McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, -
U.S. --· , 39 U.S.L.W. 4777, 4786, (June 21, 
1971) (Brennan, J., concurring and dissent
ing), and necessarily so, other procedural 
safeguards against arbitrariness should not 
be slighted. Morris v. Travisono, supra, 861, 
notes the seriousness of the problem, but 
does not resolve it. Talley v. Stephens, 247 
F. Supp. 683 (E.D. Ark. 1965), required in 
cases of corporal punishment that recogniz
able standards of conduct be set. Likewise 
it is settled that imprisonment does not 
remove a prisoner's right to be free from 
arbitrary sanctions. Landman v. Peyton, su
pra. The Constitution requires even of mi
nor criminal laws that they give in advance 
fair notice of forbidden acts. Palmer v. City 
of Eucild, -- U.S. --. 39 U.S.L.W. 4612 
(May 24, 1971); Bouie v. City of Columbia, 
378 U.S. 347 ( 1964). Virginia prisoners have 
been penalized for such ill-defined offenses 
as "misbehavior" and "agitation." Recent 
amendments to discipline procedure have not 
sharpened the outlines of these offenses. 
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On the other hand, existing regulations gov
erning maximum security fac111ties, which 
are in the record, demonstrate that the pris
on authorities are capable of phrasing their 
requirements with reasonable specificity. The 
Court does not imply approv·al of all of those 
rules; they show, however, thra.t the au
thorities themselves believe i1:. the practical 
value and feasibllity of rules. See also the 
disciplinary code reproduced in Bundy V· 
Cannon, supra. 

To recanvass the full range of justifications 
for the vagueness doctrine would unduly pro
long this opinion. For useful commentary, 
see McGautha v. California, -- U.S.--, 
39 U.S.L.W. 4529, 4542-62 (May 3, 1971) 
(Brennan, J., dissenting); Soglin v. Kauf
man, 418 F. 2d 163 (7th Cir. 1969). In the 
prison context these considerations argue for 
application of the requirement: 

1. At least in Virginia, where discipline 
has been used to suppress litigation efforts, 
the need exists to establish in advance, to 
avoid a chilllng effect, the limits of ad
ministrators' power. 

2. Like other elements of due process, prior 
notice of standards of behavior enhances the 
prisoner's sense of fair treatment and con
tributes to rehab111tatlon. see In re Gault. 
supra. 

3. Equal treatment of similar conduct
at least to the extent of recording offenses, 
if not in penalties-will be more certain with 
fixed rules. 

4. The ingredient, in vagueness law, of 
something like a doctrine forbidding dele
gation of legislative powers 1s essential in 
prison, where the risk of arbitrary action by 
lower officials is great. 

5. The need for judicial review of prison 
disciplinary actions may greatly decrease in 
the future lf violations of existing rules can 
be shown. 

6. Prison life ls highly routine; it therefore 
ought not to be difllcult to establish in ad
vance reasonably clear rules as to expected 
behavior. Automatic compliance may be 
expected of many. 

7. Specificity has been required in the aca
demic sphere, where administrators like
wise are not specialists in legislation. 

8. severe sanctions may result in prison; 
the greater the individual loss, the higher the 
requirements of due process. 

Countervailing considerations deserve men
tion: 

1. Life is complex in prison as well as 
outside, and all forms of misbehavior can
not be anticipated. Some may go unpunished 
for want of a rule. 

2. Administrators ought not to be put to 
the choice of foregoing discipline in such 
cases or resorting to the ordinary criminal 
process, for fiexiblllty may work to the bene
fit of the institution and the inmates as 
well. 

3. Legalistic wrangling over whether a 
rule was broken may visibly undermine the 
ad.m.inlstratlon's position of total authority, 
necessary for security's sake. 

4. Prisoners, unlike free men, must well 
know that they are considered potentially 
dangerous men and must expect to be highly 
regimented. In such cases the law requires 
less in the way of notice, and places a great
er burden on the individual to make inquiry 
or ask permission before acting. Cf. United 
States v. International Minerals & Chemical 
Corp., -- U.S.--, 39 U.S.L.W. 4650 (June 
1, 1971). 

The objections to the application of some 
vagueness principle may all be met sim
ply by relaxing the standard somewhat in 
deference to the state's legitimate needs, 
rather than by abandoning it. The Court 
concludes, therefore, that the existen ce of 
some reasonably definite rule is a prerequi
site to prison discipline of any substantial 
sort. Regulations must in addition be dis
tributed, posted, or otherwise made avail
able in writing to inmates. Discussion here 
will be confined to those bases for punish
ment disclosed in the evidence. 
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"Misbehavior" or "misconduct," for which 

for example, Jefferson and Scott were 
penalized, offers no reasonable guidance to 
an inmate, Giaccio v. Pennsylvania, 382 U.S. 
399 (1966), whereas it leaves the administra
tor irresponsible to any standard. Penalties 
may not be imposed on this ground. 

"Agitation" appears to encompass dis
cussing litigation with other prisoners, as
sisting them in litigation, or advising them 
as to the law -It also includes, as is apparent 
from Thompson's case, complad.ning to the 
authorities, and according to Cunningham, 
it may include the giving of incorrect legal 
advice Prison authorities may legitimately 
fear the incitement af rule v'1ola.tions and the 
interruption of orderly activities, and may 
punish men who engage in such conduct. 
However, the ban on "agitation" at once gives 
no fair warning that certain conduct is 
punishable and, in practice, includes the 
rendition of legal advice and the prepara
tion of legal pleadings, protected activities. 

On the other hand, the Court is not per
suaded that the offenses of "insolence," 
"harassment," and "insubordination," di
rected against custodial or administrative 
personnel, are unduly vague. This is not to 
say, however, that in a given case the im
position of sanctions on such grounds may 
not be found arbitrary if not based on evi
dence. 

The evidence has shown as well certain in
stances of the imposition of penalties for 
constitutionally protected activities. The law 
by now should be clear that whereas prison 
officials may reasonably regulate the prep
aration of legal pleadings 1n service of valid 
state interests, they may not prohibit or 
punish inmates for conducting litigation af 
their own or for rendering assistance to 
other inmates, in the absence of any other 
adequate source of legal aid. Johnson v. 
Avery, supra,· Ex parte Hull, supra; Nolan 
v. Scafati, supra; Gittlemacker v. Prasse, 428 
F. 2d 1 (3d Cir. 1970); Blanks v. Cunning
ham supra; Landman v. Peyton, supra,· 
Coleman v. Peyton, supra; Edwards v. Dun
can, supra; Meola v. Fitzpatrick, supra. 
These rights have been construed to extend 
to prisoners deslring to sue under the Civil 
Rights Act, Nolan v. Scafati, supra; Blanks 
v. Cunningham, supra. There ls also a corol
lary right to communicate for the purposes 
of enlisting an attorney's aid. McDonald v. 
Director, supra. The evidence as to proce
dural irregularities makes it unnecessary to 
analyze in depth how these rights have been 
abridged in disciplinary proceedings accord
ing to the evidence. Nevertheless express 
findings of fact have been made as to each 
instance in which such abuses were dis
closed, for the sake of a complete record. 

The exercise of the right to contest con
finement or punishment has also been re
stricted by less sophisticated means. Land
man and Hood were transferred to the Peni
tentiary from lower security institutions. 
Arey was kept 1n maximum security for 
many months, and some of his letters to 
attorneys simply were not m.ailed. Hood's 
correspondence with counsel was intercepted 
and copied. Landman and Johnson were ex
plicitly told to refrain from filing complaints 
or, in Landman's case, doing so for others. 
Landman's papers too have been taken or 
destroyed. Mason was kept in "C" cell as 
retribution for his successful desegregation 
suit. 

In addition, for many years persons held 
in meditation could not flle suits or write to 
counsel. Counsel have suggested that recently 
this prohibition has been lifted. In view of 
the difllculty, which the Court has mentioned 
before, which administrators have experi
enced in securing compliance with regula
tions by subordinates, and the tardiness of 
changes in regulations, injunctive relief is 
nonetheless due. Lankford v. Gelston, 364 F. 
2d 197, 203 (4th Cir. 1966); Rakes v. Coleman, 
318 F. Supp. 181 (E.D. Va. 1970). 

Arey's attempts to communicate with a 
state legislator likewise deserves relief, on 
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the evidence. The Court can conceive no in
terest that the State's executive arm might 
have in keeping whatever information peni
tentiary inmates may have out af the hands 
of lawmakers. Compare New York Times Co. 
v. United States, -- U.S.--, 39 U.S.L.W. 
4879 (June 30, 1971). No witness has sug
gested one. Interruption of mail to public 
officials infringes upon the first amendment 
rights of prisoners and likewise the right of 
legislators to be informed. Palmigiano v. 
Travisono, 317 F. Supp. 776, 786 (D.R.I. 
1970). An injunction shall issue as to this 
practice. 

Appropriate relief for the class shall look 
both to past and to future violations. Dam
ages are not at issue in this instant proceed
ing. The Court shall direct that all good 
time lost as a result of hearings conducted 
without compliance with the standards set 
forth herein be restored, with leave to retry 
those punished within a reasonable time. 
Those confined in padlocked or solitary cells 
likewise shall be released, subject to retrial. 
Men reasonably thought dangerous may be 
detained apart from the general population 
pending their hearings. Inmates in "C" cell 
and other maximum securtty units shall be 
afforded hearings on the derelictions which 
gave rise to their incarceration within thirty 
days or shall be released to the general popu
lation. Injunctive relief shall likewise be 
granted as to those practices deemed cruel 
and unusual or violative of other coi:..stitu
tional rights. 

Rehabilitative treatment, to repeat, con
stitutes no talismanic state interest which 
will justify any exactions from individual 
prisoners. In this case the state officials have 
candidly not attempted to make it so; the 
word rarely was spoken in the course of the 
trial. Partly because they failed to assert the 
necessity for current disciplinary procedures 
for the sake of rehabilitation, the Court has 
presumed to intrude as it has into the work
ings of the system. 

For the time may come in the future when 
substantial reasons for depriving men of var
ious liberties, to the end that their behavior 
may be amended, may be presented. "Prison 
authorities have a legitimate interest in the 
rehabilitation of prisoners, and may legiti
mately restrict freedoms in order to further 
this interest, where a coherent, consistenrtly
applied program of rehabilitation exists." 
Brown v. Peyton, supra, 1231. At such time 
the best justification for the hands-off doc
trine will appear. While courts by definition 
are expert in the field of quasi-criminal pro
cedures, their knowledge of the administra
tion of programs that educate and change 
men may rightly be questioned. Likewise, it 
may be imagined that judicial intervention 
or formal administrative procedures might be 
positively harmful to some rehabilitative 
efforts. 

This is not to say, of course, that courts 
should then abandon the individual. How
ever, where the state supports its interest in 
certain practices by demonstr01ting a sub
stantial hope of success, deference may be 
owing, and courts may tend to find certain 
rights, now protected by conventional proce
dures, implicitly limited while a man ls 
incarcerated. 

ROBERT H. MERHIGE, Jr., 
U.S. District Judge. 

Date: October 30, 1971. 

TRADE: TOO MUCH OF A 
GOOD THING 

HON. RICHARD BOLLING 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, the fol
lowing article by Richard Ablin presents 
a point of view too little considered in 
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current discussions of international 
trade. The article appeared in the Wall 
street Journal of November 10. It fol
lows: 
[From the Wall Street Journal, Nov. 10, 1971] 

TRADE: Too MUCH OF A Goon THING 

(By Riobard Ablin) 
rt is commonly overlooked in current diis

cusslon of the so-called interna.tiona.l mone
tary crisis that the stakes a.re at least a.s high 
for the trade surplus nations as for the def
icit nations. More precisely, they are much 
higher. 

That this is overlooked is a oLassic exam
ple of the fia.llacles of composition that have 
continuously plagued the field of interna
tional trade since at least the merchantllist 
times of the 17th and 18th centuries. More 
sales are always good for an individual busi
nessman or exporter, ergo more exports Me 
always good for a nation. 

But trade can thrtve only in a staite of bs.1.
ance. A nation 08.iil. increase its exports 1n
definttely only by increasing its rotal imports 
at about the same rate. Otherwise where will 
foreign countries get the adddltional cur
rency needed to purchase its exports? l! the 
exportl'ng naition accepts the currency of the 
importer or of some th1rd. country (e.g. the 
dDJ.la.T) it will inevitaibly find itsel! in a 
ridiculous positdon. Since 1rt will be earning 
steadily more foreign currency than it spends 
for imports it will simply be heaping up in
definitely :ta.rger reserves of foreign currency. 

Wha.t on earth for? Is it in the interest of 
a nation, after it has provided itself with a 
reasonable Mquid reserve a.ga.inst emergen
cies, to go on converotng the la.bor and ca.pi
ta.I of lits people tnito an end!lessly growing 
hea.p of foreign currency (or even foreign 
time deposits paying low illlterest)? Whait 
this means is simply tha.t pa.rt of the in
creased produot of its people cannot redound 
to their benefit in the form of higher real 
wages and other incomes and higher living 
standards. In effect, the people of such a 
oll!l'dously managed economy produce more 
and more only to save mm"e a1D.d more so 
thait the fruits of their growing productiv11ty 
can be enjoyed as hiigher living standards by 
the people of importing countries overseas. 

SOME ARE 'SITTING PRETTY' 

The nations on the other side of thlis un
balanced trade, on the other hand, are In a 
real sense sitting pretty. They experience a 
growing "import surplus"-imports la.rger 
than and growing faster than exports. For 
the emra imports, which contribute directly 
to their real living standards, they pay, not 
In sweat and real wealth, but by exporting 
pieces of paper or, even more simply, entries 
in a bank account. 

Well, then, why, if the export surplus 
country is in a fundamentally ridiculous po
sition, and the import surplus country in a 
very convenient one, does the pressure for an 
end to the trade imbalance generally come 
from the latter? 

This is unfortunately very simple to an
swer as well. It is merely another example 
of the political and psychologioo.l supremacy 
of concentrated producer interests over much 
larger but diffused consumer interest. The 
industries in direct competition with the 
undervalued exports of the surplus country 
protest loudly and vociferously. Since the 
benefits of the under pricing of imports are 
spread almost evenly over the entire popu
lation and represent only a very small frac
tion of their total real income, they do not 
react with anything like the same furor. 

By the same token, the "exploited" popu
lation of the surplus courutry-Japan, for ex
ample--ha.rdly notices its marginal loss of 
real income due to the exclusion of a larger 
and larger export surplus from domestic mar
ket supplies (thus keeping prices higher than 
they otherwise would be) , while the export 
industries of the surplus country are keenly 
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alive to any threat to their continued ex
pansion. 

So we see the pathology of a long-en
grained trade imbalance under fixed ex
change rates. The trouble obviously arises 
from the long persistence of the ~ndency to
ward undervaluation of one currency and 
overvalua.tlon of the other. This has led 
industries to ad.opt to an unhealthy resource 
allocation, creating the vested special inter
ests that resist disturbance. The fa.ct is that 
a reduction of export profitabllity in the 
surplus country would not mean the end of 
sales but a reorientation of some resources 
and sales toward the home market. Of course, 
such a process cannot proceed without fric
tion. Each export firm would redirect some 
sales to the home market and some export
oriented firms would naturally suffer losses 
or even bankruptcy. More will imagine that 
they face such losses and so the resistance to 
a change in the exchange rate will be in
tense. It is quite a natural trait !or men 
(and firms) to fight harder to resist retreat 
or ruin than to obtain windfall ga.ins or 
extra prosperity. 

This all explains clearly enough the resist
ance of special illlterests to socially beneficial 
change. It does not excuse the governments 
of these countries for paying more atten
tion to such pressures than to the obvious 
general interest. Perhaps, however, it should 
lead us to expect that the governments 
which, by maintaining excessively rigid ex
change rates, are responsible for the dis
equilibrium in the first place, would pay 
some attention to the problems of those who 
stand to lose because of the need finally to 
remove it. They can do this in two ways, by 
moving toward equilibrium gradually rather 
than abruptly, or by compensating the ob· 
vious losers for their worst losses. 

The first point militates against the atti
tude expressed by Treasury Secretary Con
nally with his demand for a $13 blllion turn
about in the U.S. trade balance. Here is the 
representative of a power that has permitted 
the gradual development of disequilibrium 
not over 2 or 3 years, bUlt over 15 years, dur
ing which time industries world-wide could 
be fully adapted to the overvaluation of the 
U.S. dollar, demanding that the imbalance be 
eliminated in one coup. Worse stlll, since we 
cannot really know the "turnaboUJt" in U.S. 
trade appropriate to present market forces 
without an extended period of free flotation 
of the dollar-w1Ithout capital, export restric
tions or import surcharges-the insistence on 
measures that will bring about a particular 
change may just as well reverse the dis
equilibrium as end it. 

AN EQUITABLE SOLUTION 

The second alternative suggests the best, 
most economical and equitable solution. Let 
currencies float freely to their true equilib· 
rium rates so that the public need not be de
prived of the full benefllt of an early return to 
equilibrium. And let governments in formerly 
surplus countries seek to remove the sting by 
paying special temporary compensation to 
export industries and, perhaps, to industries 
particularly dependent upon imported inputs 
in formerly deficit countries. Such compensa
tion should of course, be related not to the 
quantity of continued exports, but to the 
capital losses suffered by the investors (and 
workers) who have specialized in the affected 
industries. 

But however refined the policy adopted to
ward sectorial losses in a correction of the 
disequilibrium, by no means should we accept 
the tacit reversal of basic national interest so 
commonly seen in journalism and govern
mental statements alike. It is pre-eminently 
the interest of the surplus countries to end 
the absurdity of a persistent imbalance. By 
no means should the U.S. or the deficit coun
try adopt a belllgerenrt or extreme tone in 
order to browbeat the surplus countries into . 
appropriate a.ction-ruid this is the image 
thalt the U.S. has apparently begun to pro
ject. I! not "benign neglect," a gentle prod 
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is all that makes any sense. The surplus 
countries wlll finally stop intervening in for
eign currency markets to keep at least a pa.rt 
of the dollar's overvaluation when they fl• 
na.lly tire of accumulating absurdly large re
serves of inconvertible dollars. 

The danger of the present U.S. tone ls that, 
by giving the impression tha.t we are the one 
most interested in a sharp reversal of the 
present situation we shall wrongly convince 
other countries that they are expected to sac
rifice something significa.nt or even vital 
merely for our benefit. Nothing could more 
grewtly stimulate nationalist obstinacy 
abroad. And this is an exact reversal of the 
true state of affairs. The surplus countries 
stand to gain the most from a return to bal
anced growth in trade. We are actually being 
a little altruistic even to prod them in th1B 
dirootion. 

filGHER EDUCATION BILLS ARE 
ON THE WRONG TRACK 

HON. ROBERT H. MICHEL 
OF ll.LINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, as one of 
the 38 House Members voting against 
the higher education bill a few days ago, 
I was interested to see the following 
article in a recent edition of the Chicago 
Sun Times. The author, D. J. R. Bruck
ner, terms the House bill destructive, 
and warns that--

Congress at last seems about to find a way 
to wipe out variety and excellence in higher 
education at the same time. 

I commend the article to the attention 
of my colleagues: 

HIGHER EDUCATION Bn.LS ARE ON THE 
WRONG TRACK 

(By D. J. R. Bruckner) 
NEW YoRK.-The search has been long, but 

Congress at last seems about to find a way 
to wipe out variety and excellence in higher 
education at the same time. The House 
higher education bill is more destructive 
than the one voted by the Senate, but per
haps a conference committee will agree on 
all the worst features of both and dissipate 
the rich intellectual heritage c1 the United 
States with a single measure. 

The Senate bill actually had some good 
features. Most of the money !t would make 
available would go into grants to students; 
it would give special support to graduate 
students, and it would give money to insti
tutions in proportion to the number of stu
dents in each one receiving federal grants. 
That system of aid would tend to distort the 
balance and limit the freedom of a univer
sity, but not disastrously. 

However, it included an ingenious device 
of mischief that the House did not get into 
its bill: a special fund to be used by the 
Office of the Commissioner of Education to 
promote innovation and experiment in uni
versities and colleges. Evidently the principle 
is: Grab them by their greed and the educa
tors will wreck their own institutions with
out any outside help. 

On the whole, the House is a better vandal. 
Its bill would allocate two-thirds of its funds 
strictly on a per capita basis. It provides a 
little padding of the formula to give an extra 
buck or two to small institutions, but in 
general it would simply enrich the big ones. 
Payments would go to the institutions rather 
than the students, which ought to encourage 
them to grow like mad. 

In a fit of sanity, the House voted down a 
pernicious seotion that would have denied 
funds to any institution the govern.menlf; 
thought was noit giving males and females 
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an equal ohance. For some reason. the sec
tion, as proposed, would have exempted. 
church-affiliated institutions, possibly on 
the ground1s that faith justifies oh.auvinism. 
The House will have another chance to res
urrect this one. 

Hundreds of universities and colleges are 
in serious financial trouble. They need help. 
But Congress is rushing into this crisis with
out sufficient consideration of what educa
tion is, mighJt be, or should be. It seems to 
think of higher education as a kind o! re
source supply and service industry. Higher 
education will meet all needs, correct all 
wrongs, open all doors, improve all people's 
for:tunes, eliminate all physical differences, 
end all discrimination, enlighten all ignor
ance and triumph over all evil. American 
mediocrity will then become superior to any 
mediociri ty known in history. 

Tb.ere are 3,000 instlitutions of wha..t is 
called higher education in the United States. 
A few of them are places of learning. Is there 
any reason to think that America could 
afford the commitment of resources needed 
to make them all places of excellence? Their 
present financial condlition is evidence to 
the contrary. Three hundred, maybe. But 
only maybe. And is the society so rigidly con
trolled and so unimaginative that it can 
think of no access to life and dignity except 
the academic portal? 

Unless the question of access to higher 
education is decided first, the attempts by 
the federal government to fund that educa
tion will, in the long run, destroy both stand
ards and v:ariety in learning. A recogni1tion 
of this priority would not be politically em
barrassing to any member of Congress or any 
administration, if they did not make it so. 

The people of the United States are not 
ignorant of the value of a group of leairned 
people, nor are they so smy as to think that 
intellectual excellence ls a group experience. 
They are not going to be offended if the po
itical leadership of America recognizes that 
excellence is essentially discriminatory; even 
if all people were equally bright, all people 
cannot do everything at the same ti.me. The 
politics of spreading the money around is 
phony; it is an ignoble response to the lobby
ing of the institutions themselves. 

If present trends continue, many of the 
smaller priv01te colleges will probably be ab
sorbed into state systems. That would not be 
a bad development, especially if the states 
would allow them to continue being dif
ferent. And, if the states need financial help 
for their institutions, it would be much the 
safest method to give it to them as part of 
general revenue sharing. 

Finally, if the federal government gives aid 
to private institutions, there a.re reasonable 
means of doing this. One is to give direct 
grants, without strings, to students, allow
ing universities to assess more realistic tui
tions and fees, and leaving them with their 
freedom. Or, if the government insists on 
giving money directly to institutions, then it 
should face the fa.ct that some are better 
than others, that there is great variety in 
the educational institutions, and that grants 
have to be tailored according to some judg
ment about the worth of the recipient. 

Given the complexity and cost of the en
terprise, could Americans establish some of 
the great private institutions of the United 
StaJtes today? I suspect Americans could not; 
the task would be beyond the United States. 
Americans ought to be very careful a.bout 
preserving them, then, and very cautious. 

PHOSPHATES IN DETERGENTS 

HON. BOB WILSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BOB WILSON. Mr. Speaker, many 
Americans have found themselves in a 
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quandry trying to analyze and assimilate 
the mass of confiicting testimony on the 
dangers to our environment caused by 
phosphates in detergents. Several con
gressional committees are currently con
sidering the problem. Two months ago, 
the administration cast some much
needed light on the controversy in an
nouncing that eutrophication due to 
phosphates is a problem only in a limited 
number of areas and that the Environ
mental Protection Agency will study and 
identify those bodies of water which have 
a eutrophication problem due to phos
phates. In the meantime, a warning has 
been issued to the public on the hazards 
of the untested products which have has
tily appeared on the market in the wake 
of the phosphate controversy. Howard J. 
Morgens, the president of Procter & 
Gamble Co., in an address delivered in 
October before the annual meeting of the 
company's shareholders in Cincinnati 
presented an excellent case history of the 
phosphate controversy and the myriad 
complexities in which it has become en
meshed. I know my House colleagues will 
find his comments of interest and insert 
his speech at this point: 

PHOSPHATES IN DETERGENTS 

(By Howard J. Morgens) 
The story Of phosphates in relation to de

tergents, the environment and public health 
represents an interesting case history of how 
confusion and misunderstanding can sweep 
the country. 

It started in 1967 when a federal agency 
said that phosphates were "polluting" the 
lakes and should be removed from deter
gents. This statement was based on quite in
adequaite information and without any un
derstanding at all of the alternatives. 

The country accepted this well-intentioned 
but ill-considered sta.temelllt as gospel. The 
word spread like wildfire. Many segments of 
the press and a number of politicians fanned 
the flames. Some state and loca.l govern
ments leaped to legislate against phosphate 
detergents. Opportunistic manufacturers 
rushed to sell non-phosphwte detergents 
without anything approaching adequate test
ing. It became the fashion in certain circles 
to talk emotionally about detergents "chok
ing the life out of our rivers and streams" 
and "murdering or poisoning our lakes." 

Since those first days, however, the subject 
of phosphates and eutrophication has re
ceived a. great deal of quiet study by inde
pendent scientists across the land-by medi
cal, environmental and sanitation author
ities and by men who have spent their lives 
studying algae and the chemistry of fresh 
water lakes. More than fifty of these inde
pendent scientists submitted testimony la.st 
spring to the Federal Trade Commission. 
Since then, many others have testified be
fore local and state organizations. We cannot 
say that all scientists agree on this subject; 
indeed, it may be impossible ever to get all 
scientists to agree on anything. However, 
the overwhelming majority of the scientists 
who came forward used their specialized 
knowledge to oppose irrational actions and 
attitudes in regard to phosphates in deter
gents. This ground swell of independent sci
entific opinion was well under way before 
the Federal Government began to change 
its views. 

Since those ea,rly days also, the subject of 
phosphates and eutrophication probably has 
received more study by all branches of the 
Federal Government involved w1Jtb publlo 
hea.J.th and the environment than any other 
health-environmental subject has ever re
ceived. These various departments of the gov
ernment have recently united to take a new 
stand based upon new knowiedge. 

On September 15, 1971, the Federal Gov-
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ernment issued a statement attempting to 
give the country a clear direction for deal
ing with this complex problem. The Council 
on Environmental Quality, the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, and the 
Environmental Protection Agency all joined 
forces to urge people to continue to use de
tergents containing phosphwtes. They asked 
state and local governments to reconsider 
any laws they may have passed against them. 

However, we have not yet come full circle. 
Once people have expressed themselves pub
licly on an issue of this kind, they find it 
difficult to reverse their position regardless 
of the facts. Many of those people who rushed 
blindly to accept the original statement of 
one branch of one Federal agency now refuse 
to accept the considered and combined view 
of all the Federal departments concerned 
with public health and the environment. 
Confusion in the public mind still exists. It 
is hoped that this statement will explain how 
all this confusion came to pass. 

It began with a desire to do something 
a.bout the eutrophioa.tion of lakes-a proc
ess which is marked by an excessive growth 
of algae. 

The men in the Federal Government who 
originally considered this problem of eu
trophication started by recognizing that some 
15 or 20 chemicals nourish the growth of 
algae. These same chemicals, of course, nour
ish the growth of all life--yours and mine-
all human, animal and plant life whether on 
land or in water. These 15 or 20 nutrients in
clude carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium, 
iron, sodium, potassium and many others. If 
any one of these nutrients is eliminated com
pletely, we die. Every living cell of either 
plants or animals requires all of them. 

These same men decided that if they could 
"control" any one of these 15 or 20 nutrients, 
they could control the growth of algae. They 
decided rather arbitrarily that phosphorus 
was the most "controllable." Because it was 
considered the most controllable nutrient 
phosphorus was labeled a pollutant. Then the 
finger was pointed at detergents because they 
contained phosphates, and the detergents be
came in the public eye a. pollutant. The pub
lic thinks of something that pollutes the 
water as something nasty, dirty, or vile. When 
the term is applied to either phosphates or 
detergents, nothing could be further from 
the truth. 

A few key facts were either overlooked or 
discovered later. 

First of all, it came to be recognized that 
the vast majority of homes in the United 
States can use detergents containing phos
phates without in any way contributing to 
eutrophication or in any other way harming 
the environment. 

No one knows today exactly how large 
this vast majority of homes is. Outstanding 
independerut scientis·ts testified before the 
Federal Trade Commission that 85 % of the 
homes in the country can use phosphate de
tergents without having any adverse effect 
upon the nation's waters. In answering ques
tions at a. press conference on September 15, 
an Administration spokesman said thait from 
70 to 85 % of the homes did not contribute 
to eutrophication by using phosphate deter
gents. Mr. Russell E. Train, Chairman of the 
President's Council on Environmental Qual
ity, in his letter to the Federal Trade Com
mission dated September 22, 1971, said on 
this point that " ... phosphates are not the 
limiting nutrient, and hence a pollution prob
lem, for a num.ber of com.m.unilties and in 
certain important types of water bodies. 
Phosphates are rarely the limiting nutrient 
in salt waters and rapidly flowing rivers." 

The fact is that eutrophica.tion is a prob
lem only in shallow slow moving bodies of 
water. Most of those homes which disoha.rge 
their sewage into septic tanks draining into 
the earth make no contriburtion to eutrophi
cation by using phosphate detergents because 
in most areas of the country the earth forms 
an effective barrier to phosphate penetra
tion. All those homes in municipalities whose 
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sewage treaitment facllities discharge their 
effluent into the oceans or into rivers that 
eventually flow into the oceans cannot con
tribute to eutrophicaition. Remember that the 
only attack on phosphates in detergents that 
has ever been made is that they contribute 
to eutrophication. It is difficult to escape the 
arithmetic which says that some 80 to 85 % 
of the homes in this country cannot harm 
the environment by using detergents contain
ing phosphates. 

Secondly, it has been learned that, even 
in those limited areas of the country where 
eutrophica.tion is a problem, phosphates a.re 
not always the villain. 

It is difficult for anyone today to make 
a definite statement of fa.ct on this poilllt 
also because almost every lake has a dif
ferent water ch~mistry. In some lakes, carbon 
or carbonates can be the critical element. In 
others nitrogen can be the limiting factor. 
There are lakes with very high phosphaite 
content that show no sign of eutrophication. 
There a.re lakes with very low phosphate con
tent with heavy algae growth. 

Phosphates can help to nourish the growth 
of plant life in a lake only when they a.re 
present in proper combinaition with all other 
nutrients. If what we eat or drink contains 
too many phosphates, our bodies absorb only 
what is needed. Similarly, if a lake conta.in.S 
more phosphates than can be used in proper 
combination with all other nutrents in that 
lake, those excess phosphaites can't nourish 
the growth of algae or other plant life. Phos
phates by themselves do not cause eutrophi
cation in any body of water. 

The Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency announced on September 
15 that a study would be made by his agency 
to identify those bodies of water that have a. 
eutrophication problem due to phosphates! 
Such a. study is badly needed because there 
is a great la.ck of knowledge on this point. 

Thirdly, even after the Government iden
tifies those lakes which have a. eutrophica.
tion problem due to phosphates, there is an 
increasing question about whether the prob
lem in those lakes can be "controlled" by the 
elimination of phosphates from detergents 
alone. 

In other words, if phosphates a.re in fa.ct 
more "controllable" than the 15 or 20 other 
nutrients, what must be done to achieve that 
control? 

There a.re many sources of phosphates 
other than detergents. All human waste, all 
animal waste, all agricultural run-off con
tain phosphates. Leaves that fall, trees and 
shrubs and weeds that die all produce phos
phates that flow into our lakes in the run-off 
of surface waters from the land. Within the 
lakes themselves, all fish and plant life prod
uce phosphates when they die. 

Thus, algae can be a problem in farm ponds 
and lakes that are never exposed to deter
gents. Algae was a problem in Lake Erie long 
before the advent of detergents. When the 
white man first discovered Green Bay, it was 
so named because of the algae on its surface. 

The Environmental Protection Agency has 
stated that once it identifles those lakes 
which have a eutrophica.tion problem due to 
phosphates it will help the communities 
which border those lakes to control the prob
lem through better sewage treatment plants. 
Such sewage treatment can remove 85 % to 
90% of the phosphates from municipal sew
age a.long with many other nutrients that 
nourish the growth of algae. This is the only 
sound way to control the problem. 

Here again in recent months a great deal 
has been learned about the removal of phos
phates and other nutrients by means of sew
age treatment. Testimony before the House 
of Representatives' Committee on Public 
Works last month revealed that technology 
has been developed, and is available now, to 
remove phosphates from sewage and other 
waste water in an efficient manner in to
day's existing waste water treatment plants. 
It further revealed that this technology can, 
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right now, be rapidly and inexpensively im
plemented. Technically, almost all present 
sewage disposal plants could be made to re
move phosphates in a period of months 
rather than years. The Environmental Pro
tection Agency is currently sponsoring a dem
onstration project in the City of Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, where this technology is 
being used. Thus, here again, the Govern
ment has developed new knowledge on this 
subject. 

In summary, 80% to 85% of the homes in 
this country cannot harm the environment 
by using detergents containing phosphates. 
Even if all detergents containing phosphates 
were eliminated from the remaining 15% 
to 20 % of the homes, there is no assurance, 
and certainly no proof, that this step alone 
would have any significant effect upon eu
trophication problems. There ts a need to 
identify those lakes in which phosphates
as opposed to some other nutrient-may be 
the cause of a eutrophication problem and 
the Environmental Protection Agency is now 
doing this. In those lakes in which eutrophi
ca.tion exists due to phosphates, improved 
sewage treatment may be the best and, in
deed, the only answer to the problem, and 
this answer can be applied rapidly and in
expensively to existing sewage treatment 
plants. 

Another very compelling fa.ct, of course, is 
that there a.re no safe materials that can be 
sa.tisfa.ctorUy substituted for phosphates in 
laundry detergents in the United States at 
this time. Procter & Gamble is convinced 
that NTA ts a safe alternative to phosphates 
but we have agreed, at the request of Fed
eral agencies, to delay using it in this country 
untu further testing has been completed. 
As far as other alternatives are concerned, 
the United States Government-after many 
months of study-has now spoken repeatedly 
and quite emphatically about them. On 
September 15 the Surgeon General and the 
head of the Food and Drug Administration 
again warned of the dangers of most non
phosphate detergents now being sold in 
this country, saying that the labeling of 
these products as "hazardous substances"' 
may not be sufficient warning. Detergents 
a.re, after all, in quite a different category 
from hazardous products like drain cleaners 
due to the volume of detergents used in 
the home, their frequency of use, the many 
rooms in the home in which they are used 
and stored, and the fact that for generations 
they have been symbols of safety. 

There are, of course, two types of non
phospha te detergents. There are those that 
a.re safe but just won't get dirty clothes 
clean and these account for about 15% of 
all non-phosphate detergents sold. Then 
there are those that rely on highly alkaline 
and corrosive materials for what cleaning 
power they have and these account for an 
estimated 85% of all non-phosphate deter
gents moving to the consumer today. Procter 
& Gamble could easUy make either type of 
these products-and improve its profits in 
so doing-but we have consistently stated 
our conviction that this would not be a re
sponsible thing for us to do. 

However, the fact that non-phosphate de
tergents can be dangerous to people should 
not be used to disguise the errors in previ
ously taken positions about detergents which 
contain phosphates. Neither should the haz
ardous nature of most non-phosphate prod
ucts be used to hide the new understanding 
about the very limited role which phosphate 
detergents play in the eutrophtca.tion prob
lems of the country. 

This does not mean that we should not 
continue to learn more about eutrophicatton 
and a.bout excess algae wherever they may 
exist and about the best method of solVing 
these localized problems. Procter & Gamble, 
for one, will continue to work intensively to 
develop sound alternatives to phosphates in 
detergents and to prove their safety both to 
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the environment and to people. When we 
have developed such products and proven 
their safety, they will be made a.va.Uable to 
the public promptly. 

AEC COMMISSIONER WILLIAM 0. 
DOUB LAYS IT ON THE LINE 

HON. ORVAL HANSEN 
OF IDAHO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. Mr. Speaker 
one of the most important and forth
right statements indicating the new di
rections that the Atomic Energy Com
mission is likely to take in the licensing 
and regulation of nuclear powerplants 
was made recently by one of its newest 
members, William 0. Doub. In address
ing a meeting of _the Atomic Industrial 
Forum in Miami, Fla., last month, Com
missioner Doub discussed some of the 
factors that have contributed to delays 
in licensing nuclear powerplants and 
some steps that can be taken by the 
Commission and by the industry to deal 
with the problem while protecting the 
right of the public to participate in the 
decisionmaking process. 

Commissioner Doub is uniquely quali
fied to speak on this subject. He brings 
to his assignment on the Commission a 
wealth of background in the field of util
ity regulation. Prior to his appointment 
to the Commission in August, he served 
as chairman of the Maryland State Pub
lic Service Commission. 

Mr. Speaker, I include as part of my 
remarks the text of Commissioner 
Doub's speech to the Atomic Industrial 
Forum: 

"THE RIGHT To BE HEARD"-LAYING IT 
ON THE LINE 

(Remarks by William o. Doub) 
It is a distinct honor and pleasure for me 

to be here today. The Forum brings together 
an unusually stimulating and perceptive seg
ment of the nuclear community, and I look 
forward to meeting many of you personally. 

The topic for your symposium session is 
"The Crisis in the Licensing and Regulation 
of Nuclear Power Plants." While there may 
be divergent viewpoints as to the aptness of 
the word "crisis" for describing the present 
situation, there is an undeniable and widely 
shared concern as to the abiliity of the nu
clear licensing process to cope with the de
mands which are being placed upon it-a 
problem to which I am devoting a substan
tial amount of my time together with my 
fellow Commissioners. 

At a. time when the N81tion is demanding 
more electrical power and when nuclear fa
cUities are being called upon to meet a con
stantly mounting share of that energy de
mand, we have been encountering vexing
and frankly untenable-delays in completing 
the licensing consideration of nuclear power 
plants. 

There is, to be sure, a complex mix of fac
tors which enter into the overall "delay" pic
ture. A full survey of these matters is plainly 
not feasible within the scope of my brief 
remarks this afternoon. Instead, following 
the enjoinder to "particularize," which I 
hope will soon become the hallmark of our 
licensing hearings, I a.m going to focus on 
one element in this mix, that of public par
ticipation in decision-making on nuclear 
plant siting, construction, and operation. 
This is not to imply that other important 
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parts of the regulatory program a.re not re
ceiving vigorous review, and I intend to com
ment briefly on some of these aspects also. 

So that there will be no mistaking the 
guiding premise in my approach to this sub
ject, let me state my basic and fundamental 
belief at the outset. In my judgment there 
are sound practical and social reasons why 
the public properly claims and is afforded the 
right to be heard in our licensing proceed
ings. Public participation is a cornerstone 
of administrative law and is an inherent and 
necessary factor in the regulatory processes 
of a public agency such as the Atomic Energy 
Commission. As far as I am concerned, this 
right of the public to be heard is non-nego
tiable and should not be the subject of time
consuming debBlte. For in the final analysis, 
it is the public which derives the very real 
benefits from the safe operation of well de
signed and constructed nuclear power plants 
and which must as a corollary of that bene
fit shoulder the associated environmental 
costs. 

I recognize that many thoughtful observers 
are disquieted by the fact that the systematic 
environmental inquiry, which is an integral 
pa.rt of the nuclear licensing process, is sin
gularly absell(t (at least at the Federal level) 
when it comes to the construction of fossil
fueled plants which concededly have appre
ciable environmental consequences of their 
own. Some environmentalist and other con
cerned groups a.re seeking to fill this "gap," 
using legislation such as the National En
vironmental Policy Act (NEPA) to require 
broad-gauged environmental reviews in in
dividual cases, like that of the Four Corners 
project in the Southwest. More broadly, 
power plant siting legislation now pending in 
the Congress would provide a national struc
ture for thermal plant environmental reviews 
on an across-the-boa.rd basis. 

But whatever the future may hold in the 
non-nuclear sphere, in the nuclear area we 
a.re presently operating within the demand
ing framework of existing law, and of court 
decisions applying that law. The Calvert Cliffs 
decision,1 regardless of individual personal 
opinions as to its merits, leaves no doubt as 
to its "holding" and I believe that the AEC 
is being responsive to its clear definition of 
the agency's responsibilities under NEPA. 
Nuclear plants a.re now subject to a plenary 
environmental review prior to the issuance of 
a construction permit--a.nd then again be
fore operation-and at each stage affected 
segments, of the public have the legal right 
to be heard in a quasi-judicial proceeding. 

Of course, as I am continually discovering, 
stating these obvious requirements is one 
thing; translating them into a viable regula
tory process-one which keeps step with a 
dynamic technology and equally dynamic 
social patterns-is quite another matter. And 
nowhere is this more evident than with the 
hearing phase of the process. We are con
fronted today with formidable problems in 
restructuring our hearing procedures so as 
to meet not only our obligation to the par
ticipating public but also our responsib111ty 
to the general public-a responsibility to 
arrive at sound decisions in a timely fashion. 
This present broad-gauged AEC responsibility 
demands a total in-depth review of the AEC 
licensing program with equal attention to the 
past approach of industry intervenors, and 
the utilities in the process. My initial reac
tion-which is more than just an impres
sion-is that · there is need for considerable 
improvement across the boa.rd. 

The dimensions of problems are reflected in 
the increasingly lengthy proceedings which 
we are seeing in plant licensing. In some in
stances, hearing times a.re beginning to be 
measured in years-not simply weeks or 

1 Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee, 
Inc., et al. v. United States Atomic Energy 
Commission, et al. (Nos. 24,839 and 24,871, 
D.C. Cir., July 23, 1971). 
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even months. Parenthetically, as we all know, 
the time factor bet ween the filing of an ap
plication and the granting of a construction 
permit or opera.ting license has been increas
ing in recent years on the average of some
thing in excess of 20% annually. And a look 
to the future, with the additional review 
responsibilities stemming from the Calvert 
Cliffs decision, serves only to underline the 
potential scope and the seriousness of these 
matters. 

What are some ways that the hearing pro
cedures and the actual conduct of the hear
ings can be improved? This is the focus of 
our attention this afternoon. 

In approaching the matter, I should like 
to put to one side the legislative proposals 
affecting plant siting-nuclear and other
wise-now before the Congress. We have, 
whatever their outcome, an independent ad
ministrative obligation to act now with the 
means we presently possess. 

Moreover, I am not disposed to be pessi
mistic about the possib111ties for substantial 
progress through changes which a.re within 
our present capabilities: changes which build 
on concepts which have been subjected to 
intensive reexamination in recent months by 
the Commission. I would like to share with 
you some of these possib111ties this after
noon. While the majority of my sugges
tions-particularly the ones for procedural 
change-are within the domain of the AEC, 
before I conclude these remarks I should like 
to discuss several suggestions for changes 
which the industry itself might undertake 
and also some observations for those environ
mental groups which have taken an active 
interest in our licensing proceedings. 

Let me turn first to the licensing hearing 
itself the ground rules under which it is con
ducted, and the role-and responsib111ties
of the respective parties in a contested pro
ceeding. 

~ see no inconsistency between active pub
lic participation in the decision-making 
process and the legal prerequisite that this 
participation take place in a reasonably or
dered manner. Indeed, if it cannot, the con
cept of public participation wlll be on a col
lision course with another concept--tha.t of 
the necessity for the administrative process 
to permit decision-making on a basis timely 
enough to serve vital public needs. 

I am not willing to concede that there ia 
any inherent incompatiblllty between these 
two concepts. Hearings, of course, take time; 
but agencies, like courts, a.re not without 
means to so structure a proceeding as to ac
complish its purpose with the maximum pos
sible dispatch. The Commission recently is
sued proposed amendments to its procedural 
guidelines (Appendix A to Part 2) which were 
designed to take account of the fact that 
reactor licensing had passed from an era of 
essentially uncontested hearings, where pub
lic education was a primary function of the 
licensing proceeding, to one of contested 
hearings, where the settlement of disputed 
matters was the central purpose of our ad
judicatory process. 

The recent Calvert Cliffs decision clearly 
called for a reexamination of the matters 
dealt with in those proposed guidelines; and 
we a.re now in the process of recasting them
as well as some of the basic procedural rules 
in Pa.rt 2 itself-to take account of Calvert 
Cliffs and also of suggestions received from 
industry, environmental groups, and some 
further thoughts of our own. I might add 
that we expect shortly to complete a new 
draft issuance of Part 2 and its appendix and 
that we plan to discuss our proposals with 
representatives of industry and environmen
tal organizations and to assess their further 
comments prior to adoption of new proce
dures. 

As to our present thinking, let me outline 
briefly some of the procedural changes we are 
considering. Functionally, these changes are 
built around two objectives, which I view 
as being mutually complementary: First, to 
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provide for earlier public pa.r.ticipation in 
licensing proceedings, within a context ot 
maxmtum and convenient public access to 
facility licensing information and, second, 
to demand a sharper focus on matters which 
a.re actually in controversy, and a greater 
discipline in dealing with those matters, dur
ing the hearing phase of the licensing process. 

To be more specific about the direction the 
thoughts of some of us are ta.king: 

In the sphere of earlier public participa
tion, consideration is being given to allowing 
intervention in licensing proceedings at a 
much earler point in time than is now per
mitted--even under our early notice proce
dure. This is a step which some environ
men ta.lists have been urging the AEC to take 
to facilitate public participation and to ex
pedite the conduct of the later hearing-and 
I believe it makes sense. 

As a correlative step, we would plan to as
sure that the application and all of its 
amendments, the staff-applicant correspond
ence, the safety review and NEPA documents 
and the like, would be conveniently accessibl~ 
to the public as they become available from 
the date of the filing of the a.ppllcatlon on
ward. We have just recently moved in thia 
area by establishing a public document room 
at each site locality. 

As an additional measure in pursuit of this 
objective, we are considering liberalizing 
further our rules dealing with avallabllity of 
AEC records by eliminating certain of the 
present privilege exemptions for internal 
documents. This would not only broaden In
formation aocess to the public-desirable in 
and of itself-but could also appreciably 
lessen the time loss involved in licensing pro
ceedings through protracted arguments over 
document production. 

Early, readily available access to all of the 
foregoing information, and a forthright 
approach In the manner and attitude of 
applicants with regard to the production of 
information-about which I'll say more in a 
moment-eould make early intervention a 
highly useful step. It 1s painfully apparent to 
me that a considerable, and to a large degree 
unnecessary, amount of time is expended by 
concerned parties in simply trying to acquire 
what I believe should be readily a.valla.ble in
formation regarding the proposed plant. 

Let me add one further thought on the 
matter of early public participation. I can 
well understand the concern-if not the sense 
of frustration-of local citizens and civic 
and environmentally minded groups who 
observe site preparation and construction to 
grade Of a proposed plant prior to an oppor
tUnity to be heard. I believe constructive 
steps are needed to come to grips with this 
problem, and we will be giving this additional 
attention. 

Turning to the matter of providing a 
sharper focus and a more orderly process for 
the contested hearing, we a.re looking at the 
following steps: 

Early identification of the issues to be 
considered in opera.ting license hearings and 
restriction of testimony to those matters 
which a.re actually in controversy; 

Greater utilization of the prehea.ring 
mechanism for the purpose of showing sub
stantiality of issues both in construction 
permit and operating license proceedings, as 
a prerequisite to the raising of radiological 
safety or NEPA contentions; 

Greater utilization of prehearing confer
ences and procedures to better define and 
narrow controverted issues and to deal with 
related discovery matters; and 

Recognition of the authority of the licens
ing boards to impose limitations, where ap
propriate, on the time within which a hear
ing or any part of it may be completed. This 
la.st point, as some of you will recall, 1s in 
llne with the provisions of our revised NEPA 
regu.la.tions in Appendix D to Part 50. 

I believe, moreover, that our procedures 
should contain some express recognition of 
the role whioh can properly be played by 
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party settlements of disputed matters in con
tested licensing procedures. Settlement by 
mutual agreement of all parties ls an ac
cepted aspect of judicial proceedings and, as 
a practical matter, it is an essential ingredi
ent in day-to-day business and personal af
fairs. There are sound public interest consid
erations for encouraging this kind of settle
ment of disputed matters in our licensing 
procedings and our procedures should not 
only reflect this but also provide mecha
nisms which take account of productive party 
settlement efforts. 

Beyond these and other measures which 
might be adopted, a cardinal objective on our 
part will be to set the tone for the conduct 
of hearings · by our presiding officers-a tone 
which while demanding recognition of legiti
mate party rights would also require the 
shouldering of corresponding responsibilities. 
The boards would be urged in this regard to 
use the tools given them by our rules and in 
principal accepted by the courts as precepts 
o! effective administrative law-for control of 
prehearing and hearing schedules, for pre
venting abuse of discovery mechanisms and 
for maintaining rein over hearing examina
tion and cross-examination-to move the 
parties to completion of the decisional record 
as expeditiously as possible consistent with 
the right of all parties to be heard. 

Having said all this, I want to emphasize 
that a licensing hearing is obviously not an 
opportunity for a free-for-all nor is it a 
Hyde Park where unlimited oratory can be 
practiced. Such a hearing functions-or 
should function-within reasonably defined 
sensible and logical rules. Intervenors, equally 
with the staff and applicant, must be re
quired to respect the rights of all partici
pants. Hearing boards are obligated to con
sider all timely presented, relevant evidence, 
but should not unduly accord special privi
leges to any one participant. In practical 
terms and putting it bluntly, this means that 
no one has the right nor should be permitted 
to use a hearing simply as a device to delay 
a decision on construction or operation of a 
plant. 

In advancing these suggestions, I would 
not want to appear the pollyanna or to 
profess to believe that licensing miracles can 
be wrought with these or any other rules 
changes. But I do believe that earlier, in
formed, public participation can only help 
the licensing process; and, further, that such 
participation provides the most viable frame
work for subsequent adherence to firm proce
dural groundrules. 

As to the efficacy of those groundrules, we 
must, of course, recognize their practical, and 
proper, limits. We do know, however, that 
our country's judicial system has been able 
to achieve similar goals within the framework 
of procedural rules roughly parallel to our 
own; and I know from my own experience as 
People's Counsel before, and then as Chair
man of the Maryland Public Service Com
mission, that fair and well-defined rules ad
ministered by tough, impartial and fair
mlnded hearing officers can do a great deal 
to move a proceeding forward to its con
clusion. 

I promised earlier that I would have a few 
thoughts regarding changes in approach on 
the part of the industry which could help in 
the amelioration of hearing delays. 

At the outset, let me remind you that the 
hearing is only the capstone of an overall 
process which begins wLth utility planning 
and ends with governmental licensing. The 
public's disposition to raise contentions !or 
governmental consideration at the relatively 
late adjudicatory stage is, more often than 
you may care to acknowledge, a byproduct of 
a utility-applicant's failure to do its "home
work" with Its constituency in the earlier 
phases of the process. In all too many cases 
a frustrated, confused, and often alarmed 
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citizenry has no other recourse than to con
test an application-if initially only to ac
quire information. 

I am speaking now of early, open and full 
communication of utility plans for facility 
siting and construction. I recognize that 
some utilities have established a fairly im
pressive track record in this regard of late, 
and that others are improving on past per
formance. But we still see instances of plant 
construction plans that are disclosed rela
tively close to, if not contemporaneous with, 
the fl.ling of governmental licensing re
quests. And we also know that public in
formation programs, when they have been 
mounted-as they increasingly are these 
days-have ofttimes been found to be super
ficial by responsible environmental groups; 
and that some utilities may not be pre
pared to give these groups the hard informa
tion they are seeking. This old-line, close to 
the vest approach is a residual byproduct 
of a philosophy of managerial prerogatives 
that is not viable in an economy such as 
this where electricity plays such a signifi
cant role. 

Moreover, the impact of delays that occur 
at the hearing stage cannot be divorced from 
events within a utility's control that oc
curred much earlier: less than adequate 
plans for load growth; indecisiveness in 
making basic determinations, such as 
whether to go fossil fuel or nuclear; woe
fully incomplete initial construction per
mit applica·tions; failure to develop in
house quality assurance expertise; not 
pressing for licensing hearings as early as 
one might because of what may be termed 
"local resistance" factors. These are only 
the examples that most readily oome to 
mind. 

In another vein, the industry has quite . 
rightly urged the Commission to utilize 
rulemaking for the establishment of gen
erally applicable design and other stand
ards, rather than leaving matters to ad hoc 
facility review and adjudication. The Com
mission has, in fact, been moving in this 
direction but our pace is in no small meas
ure influenced by the degree of standard
ization which obtains among the equipment 
vendors and particularly the architect
engineers. Reading some of Craig Hosmer's 
comments in this year's Joint Committee 
hearings on the regulatory program, I am 
oonvlnced that there is considerable room 
for improvement on this score. Whereas 
there appears to be a gradual and encourag
ing trend toward limiting the types of nu
clear steam supply systems being offered by 
the vendors, the non-nuclear portions of the 
plants {by far the largest fraction of the 
investment ma.de by the utilities) change 
from one pfant to the next. In my own mind, 
this seems to be an unnecessarily expensive 
approach and there is no question that it 
complicates the regulatory process when the 
interaction between the nuclear and non
nuclear portion of each plant must be ex
haustively studied in a safety context. 

In terms of the hearing itself, the most 
useful step I could urge upon the utility
applicant is maximum openness with infor
mation in its possession. Proprietary infor
mation may present special problems but, 
with limited exceptions such as that, I 
frankly believe that a license applicant is 
best advised to make available to a request
ing intervenor the greatest a.mount of in
formation possible. And I include within the 
"availability" category information which 
may only be arguably relevant. The hearing 
boards, after all, will ultimately determine 
the evidentiary admissibility of any infor-
mation furnished. The dividends realized in 
enhanced communication-and in simple 
savings in hearing time-make this, to my 
thinking, the eminently sensible course. 
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Since I am being liberal with my advice 

today, g is only appropriate that I save a 
few words for the representatives of environ
mental organizations. I hope you will be 
frank and recognize that these organizations 
have been instrumental in rightfully bring
ing to light a national lack of concern about 
the environment. As a result, a striking and 
irreversible change in the outlook of policy 
makers has occurred and "concern for the 
environment" is no longer a catch phrase 
but a mandate that we must follow and en
force. As in most matters involving radical 
change, adaptation has been accompanied by 
the need to resolve practical as well as legal 
and administrative problems. For example, 
in the past, a primacy complaint of a number 
of the environmentalists was the jurisdic
tional refusal of the AEC to consider the 
full environmental impact of proposed nu
clear plant licensing actions. The grounds 
for that complaint went by the boards, so to 
speak, with the enactment of NEPA, the sub
sequent Calvert Cliffs decision and our re
cent procedures implementing that decision. 
We now have a system, and scope of review, 
which is truly unique insofar as environ
mental examination of industrial undertak
ings is concerned. 

The basic question confronting us now is 
whether this system can be made to work 
in a. fashion timely enough to serve essen
tial public needs--or whether it will be over
whelmed, as some are fearful. I can only as
sume that it is in the best interest of en
vironmentalists to help us make the new 
system work, as they have repeatedly stated 
in the past that it could be made to work. 
Responsible participation in our proceedings 
and a. recognition of the practical limits o! 
the new system-particularly at this early 
state-will be key elements in this regard. 

I would hope also thait the emotionalism 
which has marked the approaoh of some to 
the question of nuclear plant environmental 
impact will be tempered in the cold llght of 
the NEPA review process. The Oommisston 
fully lnltends, as Chairman Schlesinger has 
stated, to be responsive to the oonservaltion 
and environmental concerns of the public. 
But we would be serving no sound public 
purpose, and defeating NEP A's ends, 11 we 
were to deal with these matters ooher than 
thTough the process ()(f dispassionaite and ba.1-
anced assessme.DJt. 

CONCLUSION 

Let me add a concluding observa-tdon on 
the licensing "crisis" we are examining this 
afternoon. 

I harbor no lllusions as to the magni-tude 
of the tia.sk facing the CommLssion as we 
move forward into what, in a very real sense, 
is a new era. of licensing responsibi11ty. we 
are oalled upon to ma.tch the ca.paibilities o.f 
a dynamic and complex technology to the 
urgent energy and environmental needs of 
the country, and to accomplish this within 
a. legal and social framework which calls for 
the most sophistioa.ted type of declsion
ma.king. 

But meet;lng the challenge which changes 
pases is ha.rdly a novel experience for either 
the OommissLon or you members of the nu
clear oommunity. The Oommdssion's licensing 
program and the industry it covers never 
have been stMd.c. They are today the end
product of evolvemerut and of a<:laipta.tion to 
the oonstrun.1ily changing cireumsta.nces of 
the past 15 or so years. 

Without pretending to special inslghts
only a willingness to tackle the problems
! am caUJtiously optimistic for the future. 
W-e h&ve avalla,ble the taleruts of an unusual
ly gilfted group of people, both in the public 
and the privaite sectors, a.nd the pressing 
needs of our country provide an unremitting 
reminder tha.t we have no choice but to 
suoceed. 
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FACTS AND MYTHS IN WORLD 

AFFAIRS 

HON. PHILIP M. CRANE 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, there have 
for some time been many myths about 
world affairs and America's internation
al role which have been given currency 
by s'pOkesmen in the Congress, in the 
academic community, and in the mass 
media. 

One of these myths is that America 
has been arrogant, even imperialistic, in 
its use of power. Such a charge, of course, 
overlooks the fact that at the end of 
World War II the United States was the 
only Nation in possession of the atomic 
bomb. Had we desired to do so, we could 
have imposed any kind of peace we chose 
upon the world. 

Instead of imposing an American 
peace, we permitted communism to 
dominate the nations of Eastern Europe 
and to come to power in China. We as
sisted our former enemies, the Germans 
and the Japanese, to become free and 
prosperous. We ignored the construc
tion of the Berlin wall, and the revolts 
in East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 
Hungary. This may have all been foolish, 
even acting against self-interest. But it 
was hardly arrogant, or imperialistic. 
Still, despite the facts, these false charges 
are heard with increasing frequency. 

Many other myths are also being 
heard. One is that the cold war is over 
and that communism has changed its 
goal of world domination. Recently, the 
distinguished journalist, Edgar Answel 
Mowrer, now retired and living in New 
Hampshire, discussed what he called 
the facts versus the myths of foreign 
policy. 

To the statement that communism 
has really changed and that the cold war 
is over, Mr. Mowrer writes: 

Within the USSR, Red China and even 
Red Cuba, the Cold War has never been so 
much alive. Communist leaders admit this. 
Western democrwts refuse to believe they 
mean what they say. 

To the charge that recent events in 
Southeast Asia have proven the domino 
theory to be invalid, Mr. Mowrer states 
that: 

To the contrary, North Vietnam's military 
determination has already helped commu
nism in Thailand, Burma and India-with 
no end in sight. 

I wish to share Mr. Mowrer's thoughts 
with my colleagues, and insert his analy
sis into the RECORD at this time: 

A LONG VIEW OF FACTS VERSUS MYTHS 
(EDITOR'S NOTE.-A former foreign corre

spondent and syndicated newspaper colum
nist, Edgar Ansel Mowrer has viewed the U.S. 
and its relations with the rest of the world 
close-up for half a century. Now retired and 
living in New Hampshire, he occasionally 
writes on world events as he sees them. In 
this report, Mowrer discusses what he calls 
the "facts" versus the "myths" of foreign 
policy.) 

(By Edgar Ansel Mowrer) 
Myth: "The Cold War is over." 
Fact: Within the USSR, Red China and 

even Red Cuba, the Cold War has never been 
so much alive. Communist leaders admit this. 
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Western democrats refuse to believe they 
mean what they say. 

Myth: "The United States is fighting in 
Vietnam primarily to keep South Vietnam 
democratic-and obviously failing." 

Fact: Americans are fighting in Vietnam to 
prevent the spread of a totalitarian system 
that aims at subjugating the entire world
that is, in defense of their national interest. 

Myth: "Events a.re proving Eisenhower's 
'dOinino theory• of Communist expansion in 
Southeast Asia an lllusion." 

Fact: To the contrary, North Vietnam's 
military determination has already helped 
Communism in Thailand, Burma and India
wlth no end in sight. 

Myth: "The war in Vietnam has revealed 
the limits of American power." 

Fact: Untrue. The United States could have 
won the war in six months and perhaps elimi
nated the regime in North Vietnam in the 
process had it not refrained from using all 
possible weapons-through fear of provoking 
the Soviet Union. 

Myth: "The Vietnam war is really just a 
police action." . 

Fact: Only because neither the Kennedy 
nor the Johnson Administrations realized 
how hard it is for a democracy to support the 
restrictions inherent in an undeclared war. 
Had either secured a proper declaration from 
Congress, the American people's attitude to
ward the struggle in Vietnam would have 
been totally different. And how can you call 
a struggle in which some 50,000 fine young 
Americans have died a "police action"? 

Myth: "Former Secretary of Defense Mc
Namara helped relax the Cold War by his 
acceptance of military parity with Moscow." 

Fact: Nonsense. Such acceptance has not 
only nourished the Cold War but will, if not 
speedily reversed, sooner or later, lead either 
to a nuclear war or to the acceptance of a 
Soviet ultimatum by an American Adminis
tration. 

Myth: "By trading with Red China, the 
democratic countries are increasing the 
rivalry between Peking and Moscow and 
strengthening democracy." 

Fact: Only up to a point. Any strengthening 
of Communist countries encourages their 
common aggressivity. In a war against capi
talist imperialism, they will cooperate-as· 
Russia and Red China are doing in Vietnam. 

STATE MAY FACE ELECTRIC, GAS 
SHORTAGES 

HON. ELWOOD HILLIS 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. HILLIS. Mr. Speaker, I would like 
to call the attention to Members of the 
House of the critical effects that face us 
as a result of the United Mine Workers• 
strike. 

Unless this strike is soon ended, many 
Americans will be out of work. 

I would like for the Members to 
read the following newspaper story which 
was published in the Indianapolis Star. 

The article follows: 
STATE MAY FACE ELECTRIC, GAS SHORTAGES 

(By John S. Mason) 
Hoosiers may face shortages of both elec

tricity and natural gas this winter, W. W. 
Hill Jr., chairman of the Public Service Com-

· mission of Indiana, said yesterday. 
The electric problem ls caused by coal 

shortages at generating plants due to the 
United Mine Workers' strike, now in its 
fifth week. 

The natural gas shortage, due to lnrade
quate national supplies, is a greater long
term problem, Hill said. 

If the coal strike continues, electric serv-
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lee cutbacks will occur before the end of the 
month, Hill said. 

He will meet Wednesday with officials of 
electric utilities most seriously threatened 
by the coal shortage to discuss plans for pos
sible service cutbacks. 

Officials of Indianapolis Power and Light 
Company, Southern Indiana Gas and Elec
tric Company and Public Service Indiana 
have indicated they will attend. 

Some Public Service Indiana plants may 
have to cut back service in about two weeks 
if they do not receive additional coal, it was 
learned. 

Underground supplies of coal are plentiful 
and only the strike threatens electric power 
supplies, Hill said. 

The natural gas shortage stems from a lag 
in development of natural gas wells. This 
occurred because the Federal government 
long imposed a low price limit on natural gas, 
making well exploration and development 
unprofitable, Hill said. 

In recent years the Federal government 
has allowed natural gas prices to increase, 
making well exploration profitable enough 
to attract investment. 

Vaughn C. Beaty, deputy chief engineer of 
the PSC's accounting and engineering de
partment, said the cost of gas to the retail
er increased an average of 11V2 per cent be
tween August, 1970 and August, 1971. 

Seriousness of this winter's gas shortage 
will depend on how severe Indiana's winter 
weather is, he said. Most Indiana gas utilities 
use natural gas at least in part. 

PSC and gas utility officials are working out 
plans for cutbacks in natural gas service. 

The first plan, for Central Indiana Gas 
Company of Muncie, was approved by the 
commission earlier this week. 

Under the Central Gas plan, first gas users 
to feel cutbacks would be "interruptible" 
customers, large industrial users who buy gas 
at reduced rates with the provision that con
tinuous service is not guaranteed. 

These users, who have alternate power 
sources avallable, can expect service cutbacks 
this winter, Beaty said. 
1 Some industrial users who purchase gas on 
a constant supply basis also can expect serv
ice cutbacks, particularly if winter weather 
is severe, he said. 

Large commercial store and similar users 
would be next on the cutback list. 

Last service to be affected would be that 
provided residences, schools, hospitals and 
other "human needs," Beaty said. 

However, the shortage is not expected to 
be severe enough to affect commercial or 
human needs users this winter, Beaty said. 

One pipeline firm has informed its utility 
customers it will reduce the amount of 
natural gas it supplies by 3 to 6 per cent this 
winter. 

"Ti.his is a si21able a.mount," Beaty se.id. 
While "critical problems" are not expected, 

.there will be more "curtallment of gas serv
ice" than in the past, Beaty said. 

Development of new wells may ease the 
shortage problem within about two years, 
Beaty said. 

However the shortage "could be a little 
worse" next winter, depending upon the 
speed with which new wells a.re put in service, 
Beaty said. 

FOUNDING OF THE PERSIAN 
EMPIRE 

HON. GRAHAM PURCELL 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 
Mr. PURCELL. Mr. Speaker, last week 

the capable Ambassador of Iran, Dr. 
Amir Aslan Afshar, spoke before the 
26th annual meeting of the Iran Amer-
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ican Chamber of Commerce in New 
York. 

On the occasion of the 2,500th anni
versary of the founding of the Persian 
Empire it seems significant to me that, 
in the scope of things, the United States 
is a comparatively young nation. How
ever significant the matters before the 
Congress might seem at this time, it is 
the context of history that the majority 
of all peoples destined to populate the 
earth will judge us. Let us legislate and 
couch our actions, Mr. Speaker, toward 
that end, as well as to answer the press
ing problems of the present and immedi
ate future. 

We in the United States are fortunate 
to have such a capable Ambassador from 
Iran as Dr. Afshar. Because his speech 
so aptly illustrates the progress made 
under the Shahanshah Arymehr, in his 
"White Revolution," I commend it to my 
colleagues. As an outsider's opinion, the 
people of Iran are fortunate to have such 
a forward looking leader guiding Iran 
now what, we here can only hope, will 
be a prosperous and rewarding second 
2,500 years. 

The statement follows: 
STATEMENT OF HIS EXCELLENCY, DR. AMm 

ASLAN AFSHAR, AMBASSADOR OF IRAN TO THE 
UNITED STATES BEFORE THE 26TH ANNUAL 
MEETING OF THE IRAN AMERICAN CHAMBER 
OF COMMERCE IN NEW YORK ON Nov. 5, 1971 
Your Excellency Ambassador Hoveyda, Mr. 

Miklos, Mr. Consul General, President Cross, 
Honorable Members of the Iran-American 
Chamber of Commerce and distinguished 
guests: 

Let me first extend my thanks to Mr. Cross 
for his kind and warm introduction regarding 
myself and my country, I am greatly hon
ored to have the privilege of addressing the 
26th annual meeting of the Iran-American 
Chamber of Commerce, a forum which per
mits our two countries to engage in a con
tinuing effort to strengthen our economic 
and commercial ties. 

This year's annual meeting is especially 
significant because it coincides with the 
2500th anniversary celebration of the found
ing of the Persian empire and the declara
tion of human rights which is being cele
brated not only in our country but through
out the world. A nation draws strength from 
its history and on this occasion we pause 
to recall our great heritage stretching back 
thousands of years, but which is little known 
to some westerners. The late Dr. Arthur Pope, 
an eminent scholar who devoted his life to 
the study of Ira.n's cultural heritage and who 
now rests in peace in the country he loved 
and admired so much, put it most eloquently 
when he said: 

"In western education, Perrta has, since the 
days of Xenophon, been a blank page, or at 
most, a footnote to the history of ancient 
Greece. Yet, scholars now agree that the 
Iranian Plateau was probably the cradle, first 
of the human race and later of civilization 
itself. Independent considerations have led 
Sir Arthur Keith, Dr. Henry Field, and Pro
fessor Ellsworth Huntington, working sep
arately, to the belief that man emerged as 
Homosapiens in the land of Persians. That 
this land and the adjoining regions in the 
Northwest produced the first civilized com
munities now seems certain to most scho
lars." 

For sixty known centuries--some even say 
for 7 ,000 years-the Iranian Plateau has con
tributed ideas and techniques which have 
helped to sustain a.nd humanize mankind. 
writing, nUIIlbers, the a.rt of agriculture a.nd 
of working metals, the sciences of astronomy 
and mathematics, the beginning of religions 
and philosophical thinking-these a.11 come 
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from the near east, and the fountain head 
of much near eastern culture was on the 
Iranian Plateau. 

The 2500th anniversary celebration was 
also a celebration commemorating the emer
gence of a modern and dynamic Iran. The 
world witnessed a strong, viable, self-suffi
cient, prosperous nation standing as a bas
tion of freedom and democracy in the turbu
lent region of the Middle East. News media 
throughout the world focused on this aspect 
of the commemoration. 

For example, one of this country's leading 
newspapers, the Christian Science Monitor, 
in a comprehensive article headlined, "pros
perity, Vitality Mark Iran's 2500th Year," 
Summarized the prevailing view throughout 
the world by observing "Iran has become an 
Asian power commanding respect and admi
ration from its neighbors and the world's big 
powers alike." And the well known British 
publication, the economist, commented: 
"The Shah has put his message across: Iran 
is now a force to be reckoned with." 

This was more than a national commemo
ration; it had international significance be
cause the founding principles of the Persian 
empire were based on the declaration of hu
man rights set forth by Cyrus the Great 
which included a rule of law based on moral
ity, justice and equality. Her imperial high
ness, Princess Ashraf Pahlavi has recently 
presented for posterity a replica of the cyl
inder containing this declaration of human 
rights to the United Nations. . 

This momentous and unique occasion in 
history, brought to Iran world leaders from 
the corners of the globe who were able to 
meet in a congenial atmosphere free of ten
sion, and exchange ideas which are proving 
to be of great value and significance. The fact 
that Iran could host such a distinguished 
gathering and marshal various sectors of the 
country together to achieve this noble goal 
indicates not only the pride, national spirit 
and unity of the people of Iran, but also the 
world-wide recognition of Iran's past and 
present contribution to world civilization. 

The unity and pride of the Iranian people 
and their desire to show the world their new 
Iran is indicative of the results of the White 
Revolution led by my august sovereign, His 
Imperial Majesty the Sahansha.h Aryamehr. 
The revolution was achieved without repres
sive tactics but, instead, was a positive, 
bloodless revolution of far-reaching conse
quences; hence it ls known as the white 
revolution since it is being fashioned without 
the violence typically associated with such 
drastic changes. It was achieved, under the 
enlightened leadership of His Imperial Maj
esty-aptly called in a recent U.S. News & 
World Report article, a "king and revolution
ary," a combination rarely found. He has 
blended modern technology, modern man
agerial concepts and a reordering of priori
ties for the benefit of all of the people. 

Although time does not permit a full dis
course on all aspects of the White Revolution, 
which I am sure are familiar to you, a few 
highlights should be mentioned. Iran has 
implemented a vast land reform program of 
such a magnitude that Iran's peasants now 
own their own land. The success of our land 
reform, one of the few of its kind success
fully implemented, is widely recognized and 
·admired throughout the world. A dedicated 
group of 75,000 youths have banded together 
to serve in the literacy corps throughout the 
country to teach all how to read and write 
and set an example for other countries in 
combating the illiteracy problem. Iran's goal 
for the 2,500th anniversary celebration was 
2,500 new schools, but 3,000 have already 
been built from funds contributed by people 
of different walks of life. To maximize their 
efficient use, we nationalized our water re
sources and put our forests under public 
ownership. On the other hand, showing that 
we ascribe to no particular ideological dogma, 
state-owned industrial plants were sold to 
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private corporations and industries. Iran has 
established profit sharing for factory work
ers. We have greatly improved our health 
services through the establishment of a pub
lic health corps. We have established uni .. 
versal women's suffrage. Now women have 
equal rights ln all phases of Iranian life. 
We have women members of the lower house 
and the senate and a woman Minister of 
Education. Her Imperial Majesty Empress 
Farah, Shahbanou of Iran stands as a shin
ing example of the role of women ln Iran 
with her outstanding work in the arts and 
social welfare programs. We created village 
courts of equity where the farmer or towns
man can get a fair hearing in minor griev
ances or disputes. The White Revolution-a 
revolution for all of the people which has 
gained the support of all the people-has 
thus brought even greater political stability 
to Iran. 

As I am sure you sophisticated observers 
of economics and commerce are well a.ware, 
political stability breeds economic stability. 
Iran stands as a classic example of this rule. 
The facts speak for theinselves. Per capita 
income, which was approximately $180 ten. 
yea.rs ago, has almost doubled and now ex
ceeds $350. The gross national product is ex
pected to increase 11 % this year, a growth 
rate second only to Japan. Foreign invest
ment, always a good barometer of investment 
confidence of the world community, has risen 
to 1.3 billion dollars, of which $700 million is 
American ca.pita.I. 

These are the facts . But what is the story 
behind the facts? Basically we see an econ
omy no longer entirely tied to oil but 
which has been diversified to include many 
industries such as petrochemicals, tires, 
pharmaceutical products, .appliances, cars, 
machinery and other consumer goods. The 
constant traffic jam in Teheran caused by 
Iranian made automobiles .attests to our 
progress in this area. Perhaps the harried 
pedestrian attempting to cross a main thor
oughfare can take comfort in knowing that 
by di versifying our industries we in Ir.an 
now produce over 90 % of our needs in con
sumer goods. 

Just as our industries have diversified so 
have our exports, whereas in the past our 
expol'ts traditionally were raw tnaterials, 
and carpets, we are presently exporting fin
ished goods such as clothing, shoes, transis
tors, television sets, air conditioning units 
.and all kinds of electrical appliances, buses 
and automobiles in large quantities. 

Although we have turned inward to revi
talize our economy we have not abdicated 
our international responsibilities but in fact 
have ta.ken a greater role in the council of 
nations. With the withdrawal of the British 
from the Persian Gulf at the end of the 
current year the role of Iran will be even 
greater in the future. 

As a founding member of the United Na
tions, one of the cardinal principles of Iran's 
foreign policy has been respect for the char
ter of the United Nations and we have al
ways adhered to the resolutions of this body. 

Iran will fulfill its international respon
sibilities using the same simple principles 
it has always followed: A peaceful settlement 
of disputes, understanding of the problems. 
of others, a support for efforts to m.aintain 
justice, cooperation to bridge the gap be
tween the poor a.nd the wealthy countries. 
and cooperation to combat illiteracy. These· 
principles have been exemplified in the. 
peaceful solution set forth to the Bahrian 
principle which was lauded by u Thant or· 
the United Nations as an example for the 
solution of international disputes. These 
have also been exem.rplified in the fruitful 
mediation undertaken by the Shahanshah of 
Iran between Pakistan and Afghanistan and 
between Pa.k1sta.n a.nd Malaysia. which result
ed in a.mJ.ca.ble settlement. 

We live in peace with our neighbors as il
lustrated by our close cooperation with Tur
key and Pakistan and our friendly relation& 
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with the Soviet Union and Afghanistan. And, 
there is and ha.s always been a cordial rela
tionship between the United States and 
Iran, even prior to the emergence of this 
great country as a global power with im
mense international responsibilities. Both 
countries recognize the rights of individuals 
to pursue their freedom and both countries 
view government a.s a vehicle to bring a bet
ter life to their people. Iran is most grateful, 
and will never forget , the helping hand ex
ten ded by America during the dark days fol
lowing World War II; the United States will 
al ways maintain a warm spot in the hearts 
of every Iranian. 

Iran and the United States have also been 
trading partners for many years and this 
Chamber of Commerce through its dedicated 
and distinguished members has played a 
significant role in strengthening not only 
economic and commercial ties between the 
United States and Iran but also in promoting 
friendship between our two countries. Last 
year you celebrated your twenty-fifth an
niversary. I offer my congratulations and hope 
that you will one day celebrate your twenty 
fifth hundred anniversary. 

Let me say that our energies in Iran are 
directed to the improvement of the lives 
of our people as well a.s making a positive 
contribution to world peace, stability and 
prosperity. We can achieve these goals by 
using technology and harnessing our re
sources in an organized and efficient manner. 
I think that it was most eloquently put 
by my .august sovereign tn his welcoming 
speech at the 2500th anniversary celebra
tion which carried the theme that man's 
eternal and changeless nature is an effort 
toward perfection when he said: 

"Each one of us must try as hard as pos
sible, as much as circumstances allow, to 
turn the world into one of love, peace and 
cooperation for mankind, a world in which 
every person may enjoy the benefits of sci
ence and civilization." 

Thank you very much-I have enjoyed 
being here tremendously. 

THE SECOND MILE 

HON. CLARENCE J. BROWN 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BROWN of Ohio. I am pleased at 
this time to place in the RECORD the full 
text of a recent sermon entitled, "The 
Second Mile" by Lowell Russell Ditzen, 
D.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Litt.D., which I wish 
to bring to the attention of my col
leagues: 

THE SECOND MILE 

Text: ". . whosoever shall compel thee 
to go a mile, go with him twain."-Matthew 
5:14 

Scripture: Matthew 5: 33-48 
The Bible ts alive! It is contemporary! 
The longer I read it the more I find myself 

present when first it came into being. The 
more vividly, too, do I find it speaking to us 
and to our times. 

Let me give you an example. I have visited 
the land, as have some of you, where Jesus 
walked and where He spoke to His day and 
to eternity. Recently, reading again the 
Sermon on the Mount, the scene was before 
me. There came to me a picture of how one 
individual was affected by what was said on 
that occasion. 

Though the multitude seemed welded into 
united attention as the Master spoke, one 
young man, who had recently seated himself 
on the h11lside above Capernaum, seemed 
to be only partially listening. If you had 
watched him you would have been aware of a 
restlessness that came from deep within him. 

His eyes roved. They took 1n the flower-
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jeweled hillside that curved down to the 
waters of Galilee. He looked intently for a 
moment at the gray-red escarpment on the 
opposite shore, above which rose the Syrian 
plain. His eyes, sharp with seeking, might 
even have noted, through the crystal air, the 
tip of Moun t Hermon far to the north. 

His body, naked to the waist , glistened with 
perspiration. Across his shoulders were raw, 
red bruises, as though he had just been freed 
from some heavy burden. 

Someone , unknowing, might have asked, 
"Is he a slave?" But any native would have 
immediately answered, "No, no slave." The 
tunic tied loosely at his girdle was of too 
fine a fabric . The careful chiseling of his face 
and the independent set of his chin revealed 
a high-bred youth. If he were a slave, he had 
not long been subjected to serfdom. 

Yet it was obvious, as you looked at him, 
that there was conflict in that man. His jaw 
was tense. His eyes smoldered with resent
ment, and the knuckles of his fists were 
white, as though anxious to strike a blow 
of retaliation or vindictiveness. 

And why should it not have been so? 
For, a few hours earlier, he had been on 

the road toward Magdalena., where it was his 
monthly custom to spend the day with the 
wisest man of the area, a great tutor and 
scholar. Nearing the place, he was accosted 
in the middle of the road by a Roman legion
naire, stumbling and groggy with his carousal 
of the night before. He obviously was being 
transferred from one barracks to another. 
The soldier roughly turned him about, tore 
his tunic down to his waist, and taking off 
the full burden of his impedimenta, lashed 
it firmly on the other's shoulders. Then he 
commanded huskily, "You know the law. 
Carry it now one mile." 

The young man burned with anger at every 
step that he took. The thought of his grand
father's counsel that "as life requires us to 
do things, we must do them with patience 
and without resentment," was an old man's 
folly. He seethed at the century-long injus
tice, practiced by the ancient Persians cen
turies before, which legalized impelling the 
person or conveyance of a. citizen to carry 
the goods or the messages of royalty or the 
conquering soldiers. Here he was, a man of 
refined tastes and affections, being required 
to act like a beast of burden. 

Finally the irksome mile ended. 
People were gathered on a hillside listen

ing, apparently, to some itinerant preacher. 
Wearily he settled among them, trying to 
find in the scenery about -him, in the im
personality of the situation, some release of 
the inner anger that ate at his heart. 

Then the sound of that voice speaking, the 
quiet authority of the "rabboni," captured 
his attention. And he found himself increas
ingly alerted-with an electric intensity that 
began to shock out of his mind and system 
the dragging anger---.as he heard these words: 
"You have heard it has been said, 'an eye for 
an eye and a tooth for a tooth,' but I say 
unto you, do not resist one who is evil. But 
if anyone strikes you on the right cheek, turn 
to him the left also." 

He had never heard such daring, such un
conventional words! The books of Exodus, 
Leviticus, Deuteronomy, all condoned the 
principle of retaliation-"an eye for an eye, 
a tooth for a tooth." Why, it was an old law 
as far back as Ham.murabi! 

And then he was taut with surprise and 
shock, like some woodland animal that has 
been pierced by the huntsman's arrow, as 
he heard the Teacher say "And whoso shall 
compel thee to go one mile, go with him 
twain." 

From years of talking with boys and girls 
and men and women. I know that there is 
someone listening in this congregation wlilo 
feels he's wrongly compelled to go that 
awful rnile--who ha.s a sense of resentment 
at what life has required him or her to do-
someone who feels forced to assume and 
carry burdens that didn't seem to be in 
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t he original contract of life--someone for 
whom duty is a painful thing, who asserts 
that he's being taken advantage of, who feels 
he's overburdened, that there are unjust ex
pectations made of him. I- know this person 
is here, because that person is a part of me. 

And the words that the Master spoke, seem
ingly so long ago, need speaking today-the 
words that say, "There's no real mastery of 
life, no real mastery of yourself, when you're 
always struggling against life's minimal re
quirements." You're a whining slave. You're 
increasingly ineffectual until, as someone 
said who had the second mile idea, "You stop 
kicking about what you havf" to do, and give 
the kick to yourself." 

Not as inelegantly as that, it could be put 
this way, "You begin really to build yourself 
illito a fulfilled person when you let the idea 
get hold of you to do more than is required! 
Make of life a quality and a quantity beyond 
what is expected! Do it and you become a 
mighty precious person to yourself and to 
those about you." 

The application of this principle is so ob
vious in our work. Where is the growing 
edge? Where is the most vital part of any 
institution, any industry, any profession, any 
calling? Is it in the clock-watching group? 
The individual lamenting about what he ha.s 
to do? The dropouts? The one who cries 
about what the job is doing to him? Or the 
one who says, "What are the opportunities 
here? What additional responsibility can I 
take on? What can I do for this company?" 
Not "What can my customer's clients do for 
me," but "How can I most fully help my 
customers, my boss, my employees, my clients, 
my patients, my parishioners, my constit
uents, my subscribers?" 

What marks a great teacher? A great stu
dent? Isn't it always the quality that is 
willing to go the second mile? 

In this mood, 1f someone were foolish 
enough to ask me to nominate a Commence
ment address that was to be emphasized in 
every graduating assembly in the country, I 
would be moved to give the theme in fifteen 
words. There are three points: 

(1) Life will always demand that you go 
one mile. 

(2) You go two! 
(3) Now get going! 
There's power there. There's the rootage 

of ultimate success wherever we are and in 
whatever we have to do, as we get the spirit 
of not just one mlle--but two. 

I want here to talk to the young people 
and the youth in every heart here today, no 
matter what your chronological age. 

Our country is going through troubled 
waters! We have grave problems, both na
tionally and internationally, economically, 
socially, politically, morally. It's a time of 
flux and change with our concerns vastly 
more complex over what they were when I, 
as a boy, became conscious of our corporate 
life. 

I know few of the answers. But this I do 
know-we have portentous opportunities! 
On~ of the fields that intrigues me is that 

of "Cybernetics." It concerns the various 
forms of technology and control that will 
determine the future. For example, with a 
properly programed computer we can foresee 
the end resu1 ts which will come from any 
given action. This we could not do with the 
beginning o:f the automobile-see the land
scape chewed by highways, the parking lots, 
the air pollution, the mobUity of our popula
tion, the problems in our urbanization. 

But mankind will not be moved :forward by 
these means and instruments ecologically, 
politically, humanely by people who resent 
going mile one. 

This ls Labor Day Weekend. Can I reach 
someone who will use this occasion to 11 ve 
more unselfishly; who will dedicate himself 
to our country's welfare more sincerely; who 
will work for our future with creativity a.nd 
hope? Friend, our past and our future call 
out to enroll you as a "second miler." 
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II 

Looking at it from another angle, one of 
the surest ways to really get a "kick," use 
what word you will-to get "joy" in living 
is in this way. 

I knew a man some years back who was 
in the social service field, employed by an 
institution. Due to a change in personnel, 
he was asked to be in charge of the Boy 
Scout troop. He whined about it. It wasn't 
a part of the original deal. He had no train
ing or inclination. And, he growled, as for 
dealing with twelve-y(!ar-old boys, he'd rather 
try training a cage full of panthers. Grudg
ingly! Resentfully! He went at what appeared 
to be a nasty necessity, a duty. 

Some time later I saw that individual in
quiring about sources for maps that could 
be used in his Boy Scout program. He was 
happy as a lark! I asked him about the 
change and, in essence, he said that he went 
to the first Boy Scout meeting jaded and re
sentful. But he couldn't escape the eyes of a 
towheaded boy who had come, eager and 
hopeful, to his first meeting as a Boy Scout. 
The lad was expecting so much. My friend 
said, "I couldn't be a traitor to what I read 
in that boy's eyes." He went on to say, "The 
interesting thing is that, as I began reading 
about the history of the Boy Scout move
ment, its programs, its aims, and as I began 
devising means of keeping ahead of that boy 
and others so they wouldn't be let down, 
I found that I was the one who was getting 
the lift." 

Isn't it always so? 
In cooking a meal, when does it become 

fun? When it's another one of those painful, 
regular duties that comes three times a day, 
365 days a year, and one wan.ts to get rid of 
it as fast as possible with a. minimal effort? 
Or when one treat.a a. meal with the extra 
touch-the special recipe of grandmother's 
is prepared with care, the food is arranged 
beautifully, and the best linen and candles 
may be placed on the table. When is it fun? 
When ls there joy and lift, in one mile or 
two? 

When do we get a. "kick" out of human 
relations? When we do the minimal in the 
way of social duty, what's expected, what we 
think is required-saying "thank you" to 
the hostess, being sure we won't forget talk
ing to this individual five minutes about the 
weather, and don't overlook talking to those 
boring ones on raising dogs, about baseball, 
or stamp collecting, and then getting away 
as fast as possible? Or when in human re
lationships, with interest, inquiry, concern, 
and really caring, there is the second mile of 
interest and concern and support? 

A helpful book some years back divided 
life into the four Cl'J.tegories of work and 
worship and love and play. Ask yourself 
when ones does what is required-when do 
the tasks and demands of life--turn that 
corner of drudgery and become play, become 
fun? When is there delight and love in what 
one is doing? When does it have a precious
ness, almost of sacramental quality? Well, 
the individuals who are the one-milers will 
never know. It's only those who go two. 

Here's the matter of religion. How do we 
get the real meaning out of religion? Not 
from the point of viev; that says, "Oh, I sup
pose it's the thin.g to do. We're in a com
munity where there's a social pressure to be
long to the church." 

"It's the thing to do. I'll join the church 
because my wife twists my arm and tells me 
I ought to go to it for the sake of appear
ance and the children. But it gripes me. I'm 
offended by some of the tenets of orthodox 
theology. Religious leaders, I find, are not 
realistic. I find references made to God and 
vague spiritual values that really are irritat
ing." Grudgingly, one mile. 

Friends, you or I don't get any tree.sures of 
faith until, in this area as in every other 
one, we get the second mile attitude. There 
are ethical principles, alive and vital, in every 
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religious tradition. How can these be applied 
specifically in business, in my industry? 

There are Christian ideals of justice in 
human affairs and good will that have been 
held up for two thousand years. What can 
be done to give them impact in our world? 
People for centuries have talked about pray
er, about the healing of the spirlt, of the 
mind, and the body. How about going two 
miles in investigating this avenue of human 
experience and practicing it in my life? 

Where is both progress and joy to be 
found? One mile? Or two? 

I wonder, as I ask myself, 1! it really is 
imagination that sees that young man all 
resentful, centuries ago, by the shore of 
Galilee, listening to the Master. Is it imagi
nation? 

Yes, in a sense. 
But perhaps, in an even truer sense, it 

isn't imagination. For He was there, and is 
here too. 

And the words that were spoken there 
that day so long ago, and the sp1r1t that 
prompted them-are they limited to one 
circumstance, one day in Palestine, centuries 
ago? 

Yes, but also, no! For the One who spoke 
them, speaks them still. And hearts and 
m!nds---as then, so now-need to listen to 
them and apply them, to really get from life 
these: "Whoso shall compel thee to go a 
mile, go with him twain." 

THE WATERSHEDS PAPER 

HON. BOB WILSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BOB WILSON. Mr. Speaker, as 
a Member long interested in the problem 
of our defense posture vis-a-vis the So
viet Union, I read with particular inter
est a recent column by Joseph Alsop 
and am pleased to share his comments 
with my House colleagues. 
[From the Washington Post, Oct. 27, 1971) 

THE WATERSHEDS PAPER 

(By Joseph Alsop) 
Something called "The Watersheds Paper" 

is circulating in the governmental inner 
circle; and it is causing talk. The paper's 
details a.re naturally not discoverable, but 
its main point is known. The point ts that 
a watershed in world affairs has been passed, 
and a. quite new situation has been created, 
because of the enormous increase of Soviet 
nuclear-strategic power. 

The point is well taken, alas. Yet one can 
hardly imagine an official paper putting 
the problem bleakly enough to describe the 
real nature of this new world situation, 
even if a major watershed is beginning to 
be timidly and belatedly recognized. 

The essence of the new situation is very 
simple, however. With their vastly increased 
nuclear-strategic power, the Soviets can com
fortably think about doing all sorts of things 
that would have been quite unthinkable 
before. One such is the surgical nuclear 
strike, to destroy the Chinese Communist 
nuclear program, which the Soviets have in 
fact been actively and methodically pre
paring. 

The illustration is particularly relevant, 
because the Soviet preparations above
mentioned have conspicuously included a. 
huge, immensely costly build-up of con
ventional military power along the Sino
Soviet frontier. The two kinds of investment 
in power go hand in hand, in other words; 
and each serves the other. 

No sane person can suppose this country 
will do anything but wall and wring hands, 
if the Soviets eventually decide to make 
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the unprovoked nuclear attack they have 
been getting ready for. That particular as
pect of the new world situation will not be 
changed in the least by President Nixon's 
forthcoming visit to Peking. 

As the Chinese also la.ck the means to de
f end themselves, what still seems unthink
able to most people in this flabby-minded 
country, is in truth an almost risk-free 
choice for the Soviets. The sole remaining 
question, in fact, is what the Soviet choice 
will be in the period before the Chinese gain 
the power for a counter strike. 

It is vitally important to note, moreover, 
that the same rules apply in other areas more 
vital to U.S. interests than the Sino-Soviet 
border. Particularly at sea, the build-up of 
Soviet conventional power has been world
Wide in its potential impact. And in the new 
world situation, the American "deterrent" 
cannot be rationally expected to "deter" any
thing at all, except (one hopes) a direct So
viet nuclear attack on this country. 

Hence, lots of other formerly unthinkable 
things have become things the Soviets can 
quite comfortably think about. Here con
sider the troubled Middle East. Our State 
Department is overjoyed at the moment be
cause the Soviets have become "our silent 
pa.rtners"-the phrase is actually used-in 
pressing for an interim agreement on the 
Suez front. 

The Soviets are undoubtedly exerting a 
strong negative pressure on Egypt's Presi
dent Anwar El-Sadat, to prevent him from 
reopening hostilities with the Israelis. There 
is a real cha.nee that this will end by Sadat's 
accepting terms for an interim agreement 
that the Israelis can also accept. 

Suppose, then, that this is the outcome. 
Israel will still be very much there, as a 
permanent irritant to infiame the Arab world 
against the U.S. Meanwhile, however, the 
main result of an interim agreement will be 
the reopening of the Suez Canal, about six 
months after the agreement has been 
reached. 

When that happens, all the problems of 
the Soviet Navy in the Indian Ocean will be 
automatically solved. At present, Soviet ves
sels in those waters are comma.nded from 
Vladivostok, halfway 'round the world, be
cause that is their nearest port. With the 
canal reopened, the nearest port will be 
Odessa. And Soviet naval power in the In
dian Ocean will be predictably multiplied 
by ten. 

Meanwhile the Persian Gulf, where the 
world oiltap is conveniently located, ls being 
left a political and military vacuum by the 
departure of the British. No place on earth 
ts more beautifully arranged for the practice 
of 19th century gunboat diplomacy. Ask 
yourself, then, what will happen 1! the So
viets do the unthinkable in the Persian 
Gulf-if they in fact end by resorting to 
gunboat diplomacy to gain control of the 
world oil-taip? 

In the new world situation, the answer is 
that the U.S. will do nothing, once again, 
but wail and wring hands. So it seems a bit 
odd, to a returning traveler, that so many 
Americans also want to impair the world 
balance of power still further, by needlessly 
losing the wwr in Vietnam. 

THE DAVIS-BACON ACT OUGHT TO 
BE REPEALED 

HON. ROBERT PRICE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 
Mr. PRICE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I 

speak today on behalf of a measure 
which I am cosponsoring with my col
league, BILL ARCHER. This legislation 
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would repeal the Davis-Bacon Act. which 
requires contractors and subcontractors 
working on Federal and federally as
sisted projects amounting to $2,000 or 
over to pay laborers and mechanics at 
least the rates prevailing on similar con
tract projects in the area in which the 
work is to be performed. 

The original Davis-Bacon Act, enacted 
in 1931, was designed to protect local 
wage standards against the then popu
lar practice of importing cheap labor 
into a local community. The law was es
sentially an emergency measure passed 
to help stabilize wages in the construc
tion industry. It was also hoped the act 
would increase wages and prices there
by helping to pull the Nation out of de
pression. Lastly, many were beginning to 
conclude that in labor-management re
lations, the cards were stacked in favor 
of management. Davis-Bacon seemed a 
logical way for the Government to off er 
unions a helping hand. 

Today it is an entirely different game 
with the building trades holding the high 
cards. They no longer need the Govern
ment to do battle for them as is evident 
by recent wage settlements they have 
won. For example, contracts negotiated 
in 1970 provided for annual wage in
creases averaging 15 percent over the 
life of major contracts, while in the first 
quarter of 1971 new contracts pushed 
that figure up even higher to increases 
averaging 16 percent. 

Mr. Speaker, because of the Davis
Bacon Act wage rates on Federal projects 
have been artificially set at an extremely 
high level rather than being a reflection 
of market forces. Continuing the Davis
Bacon Act means Federal endorsement of 
severe inflationary pressures. 

Furthermore, there are many problems 
in administering the act and determin
ing the prevailing wage rate. The Gen
eral Accounting Office recently completed 
a survey of Labor Department wage rate 
determinations covering a 10-year period 
for 29 selected construction projects. 
GAO estimated that, as a result of mini
mum wages being established at rates 
higher than those actually prevailing in 
the area of the project, construction costs 
increased 5 to 15 percent. 

Repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act would 
not deny construction workers Govern
ment protection. Contractors would still 
be subject to the Fair Labor Standards 
Act and the Contract Work Hours Stand
ards Act. But repeal of the Davis-Bacon 
Act would help the construction indus
try return to free collective bargaining 
and voluntary agreements between labor 
and management. 

Mr. Speaker, today conditions in the 
construction industry are far different 
from what they were in 1931. Manage
ment no longer maintains an unfair ad
vantage over labor, and construction 
workers no longer receive substandard 
earnings. In 1931, the Davis-Bacon Act 
was designed to aid the struggling work
er; today it supports inflation and lim
its free collective bargaining. I strongly 
urge my colleagues to repeal this out
dated harmful law. 
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REA CO-OPS 

HON. DAVID R. OBEY 
OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. OBEY. Mr. Speaker, most of my 
colleagues are aware of the very useful 
work being performed by rural electric 
co-ops throughout this country. It was 
rural electrification which "lighted" our 
rural areas 35 years ago, and their growth 
is truly vital to the continued growth of 
rural America today. 

Recently the National Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association of region V, in
cluding the States of Illinois, Iowa, and 
Wisconsin, held their annual meeting in 
Des Moines, Iowa. The farm and rural 
leaders passed a number of resolutions 
reflecting their attitudes toward issues of 
concern to Americans in both rural and 
urban communities. I think it would be 
worth the time of my colleagues to read 
them, and I ask that they be printed 
below: 
NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSO

CIATION, REGION V, DES MOINES, IOWA 

5-1. REAFFIRMING FAST ACTIONS 

Resolved, we reaffirm our support of the 
Continuing Resolutions adopted at the 
NRECA Annual Meeting at Dallas, Texas, 
February 18, 1971, subject to the following 
amendments : 

Be it resolved that Continuing Resolution 
No. 38 be deleted, and in lieu thereof, the 
following Resolution, titled Rural Housing, 
be substituted: 

38. Rural Housing-We recommend that 
the level of the Farmers Home Administra
tion insured housing program be set at 
300,000 units a year beginning with the cur
rent fiscal year so as to make possible the 
achievement of the rural part of the na
tional housing goal set by Congress in 1968. 
We urge NRECA, state-wide associations, 
power supply and distribution systems to 
continue their vigorous support of the Na
tional Rural Housing Campaign which in 
large measure has been responsible for the 
tremendous momentum gained by the FmHA 
rural housing program during the past year. 

Be it further resolved that Continuing 
Resolution No. 48 be amended by omitting 
the period after the word program and add
ing the following phrase: and as a step to
wards compliance with the Federal Occu
pational Safety and Health Act of 1970. 

Be it further resolved that Continuing 
Resolution No. 52 be amended by striking 
the words Women's Participation from its 
title and by striking the first two sentences 
and by striking the word also from the next 
sentence. 

Be it further resolved that the following 
resolutions be added to the list of Continu
ing Resolutions: 

63. Reorganizing USDA-We recommend 
that as an alternative to the Administra
tion's proposal for reorganizing the Depart
ment of Agriculture out of existence that the 
USDA be given the official overall responsi
bility for the mission of rural development 
which it is obviously better suited to per
form than a.ny other existing or proposed de
pairtment by virtue of its rura.l people, a.nd 
its extensive local field operations. Further, 
we recommend that Congress devise a com
prehensive, nationwide rural development 
program to be undertaken by the Department 
of Ag;riculture with provisions for additional 
components that the USDA will require along 
with provisions for expanding existing com
ponents 8/nd for changes or innovations in 
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existing USDA structure that will be neces
saTY to irumre success. 

64. Community Facilities-We recommend 
that the Farmers Home Administration in
sured water and sewer loan programs begin
ning in fiscal 1972 be set at a level of $750 
million and that the accompanying grant 
program be set at $250 million. Water and 
wa.ste disposal systems for rural America are 
especially essential for the sound orderly 
growth and ecology of the country. We urge 
rural electric systems to help develop, sup
port and organize such services as necessary 
to provide necessary management, mainte
nance and other technioa.l a.ssistiance to them 
as appropriate to maintain their feasibility. 

65. Streamline FmHA-We urge }ila.rmers 
Home Administration to streamline its ad
ministra.tive procedures in order to increase 
the productivity of its local county offices 
involving such things as standardization of 
regulations, enlisting the assistance of third 
parties in prepalling loan documents, and 
contracting for a.s much of the detail work 
of servicing loo.ns as possible. We also urge 
the Oongress to appropriate adequate funds 
for additiolll8;1 FmHA personnel in order to 
hoa.ndle the agency's tremendously expainded 
workload. 

66. Geothermal Resources-We urge the 
Oongress to amend the l»"esent lra.w on dis
position of geothermal resources underlying 
Federal lands, first, to provide tha.t the U.S. 
Geological Survey shall e~lore and assess 
the magnitude of such geothermal resources; 
and secondly, to est:.aiblish by loa.w policies gov
erning the drJ.sposition of such resources to 
prevent monopoly control over them and to 
assure preference in their sale to publicly 
owned a;nd consumer-owned power systems. 

67. National Power Grid-We reaffirm our 
support for development of a national power 
grid capable of moving large blocks of elec
tricity back and forth across the country as 
may be required to meet load requirements; 
with various segments of the systems to be 
owned and operated by individual electric 
systems or voluntary combinations of such 
systems without limitation as to type or own
ership, and in such manner as to preserve the 
pluralistic character of the industry and the 
integrity of individual participating systems. 
The capacity of the grid should be planned 
so as to accommodate the needs of all sys
tems desiring to participate in its utiliza
tion. We support and urge construction and 
operation by the Federal government of such 
transmission facilities as are necessary seg
ments of a national power grid, but are un
economic in terms of return necessary to 
justify private investment. 

68. Women's Task Force-We urge every 
distribution system to organize and support 
a Women's Task Force as a means to gen
erate active local participation. We also urge 
NRECA to continue assisting these groups 
as is within its resources. 

69. Mobile Home Standards-Because there 
is no required national uniform inspection 
or certification program for mobile homes, 
we encourage member systems to seek adop
tion as a minimum standard of their state 
government, the industry standard for Mobile 
Homes, All9.l, American National Stand
ards Institute. 

70. Women's Action-We strongly urge that 
women be made equals in the rural electri
fication program. Women can and must be 
placed in positions of leadership. They 
should be nominated and elected to the 
board of directors of our electric coopera
tives. They can competently serve on ad
visory committees and aid effectively in spe
cial projects sponsored by the systems. We 
especially recommend that all systems de
velop an active program to involve women in 
cooperative governmental affairs committees. 
We recognize the need for zealous interest 
in consumer affairs. Women are substan
tial users of electrioity and are the major 
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purchasers of appliances, furniture, cloth
ing, foods and ·other supplies used in the 
home. Our cooperatives must offer assist
ance, aid in securing educational resource 
persons and materials, and support efforts by 
women in securing better laws and protec
tion for the consumer. 

71. Nuclear Fuel Enrichment-We strong
ly oppose AEC's rev<ised nuclear fuel enrich
ment price criteria., and urge prompt pas
sage of legislation requiring that such prices 
be based on actual cost incurred by the Gov
ernment in providing the service. Also 
we remain strongly opposed to the sale of 
any of AEC's gaseous diffusion nuclear fuel 
enrichment plants. 

5-2. NATION.'\L FUEL POLICY 

Whereas, the United States is currently 
experiencing a progressively worsening short
age of fossil fuels, including natural gas, coal 
and oil, which threatens the abillty o! elec
tric utmty systems to meet their public re
sponsibillty of providing reliable service, and 

Whereas, this shortage has been accom
panied by sharp increases in gao, oil and 
coal unit prices of from 50% to 100%, and 

Whereas, there exists a significant inter
lock of corporate control over the produc
tion and processing of otherwise competitive 
power plant fuels; for example, nine major 
oil companies, which also produce large 
quantities of natural gas, hold substantial 
interests in the coal, oil shale and uranium 
industries, and 

Whereas, such interlocking control could 
reduce or elimina..te price competition be
tween various fuel types, thereby raising the 
cost to the American public of nearly all 
goods and services, and 

Whereas, certain tyipes of anti-trust law 
violations can, as a practical matter be pros
ecuted only by the Federal Government, 
which in some cases is also uniquely capable 
of preventing repetitions of such violations. 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we urge 
the President, the Congress, the Federal 
Trade Commission a.nd the Department of 
Justice to explore all avenues which may un
cover evidence of potential violations of ex
isting anti-trust laws in the fuel industry, 
to vigorously prosecute all such violations 
and to enact laws designed to prevent future 
abuses of the economic power peculiarly in
herent in large energy companies; 

Be it further resolved, that: 
(1) We urge the Federal Trade Commis

sion to investigate the mergers of major oil 
and coal companies, and urge Department of 
Justice C001pera.tion in such investigations. 

(2) We urge the Department of Justice to 
conduct a grand jurry investigation of coal 
prices; 

Be it further resolved that we urge the 
President and the Congress to take all fur
ther measures necessary to assure the nation 
of an S(lequate fuel supply in future yea.rs, 
including limitation on export of coal and 
removing restrictions on import of oil. 

5-3 ACCESS TO NUCLEAR POWER 

Whereas, the Congress ha.s amended the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to require that 
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, prior to 
1ssu1ng a license for the construction of any 
nuclear power plant, investigate the anti
trust implie&tions of said plant and obtain 
from the Attorney General of the U.S. his 
opinion as to whether operation of the pro
posed facillty is likely to violate any anti
trust law, and 

Whereas, the Congress has further amend
ed the 1954 Act to empower the AEC to 
deny a license for any such plant which it 
deems will so violatie the anti-ta"U.st laws, or 
to condition its licensing on implementation 
by the appllca.nt of measures designed to 
avoid suoh violations; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we ex
press appreclation to Congress for these 
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changes in the law, and urge the AEC and 
the Department of Justice to exercise a high 
order of vigilance in these matters, and to 
vigorously apply and enforce the anti-trust 
provisions of the nuclear power plant licens
ing law so that small electric systems are as
sured of their rightful share of benefits at
tributable to nuclear power stations. 
5-4. ESSENTIALITY OF REA LOANS AT 2-PER

CENT INTEREST AND CFC PROGRAM 

Whereas, many people's needs for modern 
central station electric service are being met 
only because of the Federal program of loans 
at two percent interest to consumer-owned 
rural electric systems, and 

Whereas, the economic development of 
rural areas, especially those which are, either 
because of economic problems or declining 
population or both, disadvantaged, is possible 
only if those areas have electric service on a 
par with that of more fully developed areas at 
fully competitive rates, and 

Whereas, the rural electric systems which 
borrow capital from the Rural Electrification 
Administration sign and carry out agree
ments-in return for the privilege of borrow
ing at an interest rate of two percent-to 
serve customers in remote areas on the same 
basis as those living near the sources of elec
tric power, and 

Whereas, many systems have expressed 
their willingness to supplement their REA 
loans with higher cost capital, and have for 
this purpose organized and invested in their 
own self-help supplemental financing insti
tution, the CFC (National Rural Utilities 
Cooperative Finance Corporation); 

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that we op
pose any and all efforts to phase out the REA 
program in its present form with interest 
rates at two percent; 

Be it further resolved that we petition the 
Administration and the Congress to provide 
adequate funds for loans at two percent in
terest to meet the full capital requirements 
of both distribution and power supply co
operatives serving areas suffering from lack 
of population or from economic under-de
velopment while at the same time meeting 
the basic requirements in all other rural 
service territories; 

Be it further resolved that we pledge our 
cooperation with each other to assure the 
success of our supplemental financing oper
ation through CFC and to assure ad.equate 
funding for the REA program in its present 
form. 

5-5. DEFERMENT OF PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS 

Whereas, the House and Senate Appropri
ations Committees of the Congress have this 
year for the second time advised the Admin
istration to use existing authority to ac
celerate the capitalization of our supple
mental financing institutions, CFC, and 

Whereas, such existing authority is the 
power to defer capital repayments by REA 
borrowers who would voluntarily invest in 
CFC amounts equivalent to the deferred pay
ments, and 

Whereas, use of the opportunity pointed 
out by Congress potentially could provide 
a large increaoe in capital for CFC and en
able it to increase its lending operations 
much faster than would otherwise be pos
sible; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we urge 
the Administration to give REA borrowers 
the opportunity through voluntary payment 
deferments to increase their CFC invest
ments above and beyond those required for 
membership in keeping with the advice of 
the Congressional appropriations commit
tees. 

5-6. IMPROVING RURAL-URBAN 
UNDERSTANDING 

Whereas, this Nation will not be able to 
solve either the rural or the urban crtsis 
unless and until city and rural people un
derstand each other's problems and are Will-
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Ing to work together to improve the eco
nomic and social conditions of our urban 
and rural areas, and 

Whereas, the Committee for Low-Cost 
Capital for Rural America has recommended 
that rural electric systems and their state
wide associations foster greater rural-urban 
understanding by inviting urban Members of 
Congress to visit rural electric service areas 
to learn, first-hand, of the problems and 
potentials of life in rural America, and 

Whereas, a number of rural electric sys
tems and statewide associations have already 
begun to implement this recommendation 
by sponsoring rural visits by urban Congress
men that have resulted in a meaningful 
dialogue on rural and urban problems; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we 
commend those rural electrics and state
wides which have pioneered in this Rural
Urban Exchange Program, and that we urge 
all rural electrics and statewides to become 
active this year in this program in the in
terest of better rural-urban understanding 
and cooperation. 

5-7. CONSUMER PROTECTION 

Whereas, all Americans, regardless of their 
vocations and divergent interests, share a 
common interest as consumers, and 

Whereas, there are all too many examples 
of fraudulent and deceptive practices used 
by the unscrupulous and the negligent to 
the detriment of the consumer's pocketbook 
a.nd, all too frequently, to his health and 
safety, and 

Whereas, we and other consumers deserve 
to be protected against fraud, price-gouging 
and indifference to the needs of consumers; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that partic
ular emphasis be placed on working with 
consumer groups, such as Consumer Federa
tion of America. and its affiliated local and 
state organizations, in behalf of meaningful 
consumer protection legislation, as these ef
forts wm result in the double benefit of pro
tecting our individual interests as consum
ers and of showing urban Congressmen and 
their constituents that rural electrics sup
port legislation which directly benefits all 
people, urban and rural. 

5-8. ELECTRIC RATES 

Whereas, the concept of lowest cost elec
tricity has proved to be an important factor 
in the development of our nation and the 
improvement in the standard of living of our 
citizens, and 

Whereas, the cost of electricity is an im
portant element in the cost of all goods and 
services; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that although 
we recognize that increased costs experienced 
by power suppliers means that some in
creases in electric rwtes may be inevitable, 
we reamrm our support of the concept of 
providing power at the lowest possible cost, 
and 

Be it further resolved that we also urge the 
Administration to do all within its authority 
to hold the line on wholesale power rates as 
part of its policy of combating inflation. 

5-9 RECOMMENDED NRECA BYLAW CHANGE 

Whereas, the delegates of Region V support 
the National Rural Electric Cooperwtive Asso
ciation in providing valuable and essential 
services for its members in matters of vital 
national concern relating to rural electrifl.ca.• 
tion, and 

Whereas, the delegates of Region V believe 
that the National Rural Electric Cooperative 
Association can be of increased service to its 
members through certain improvements in 
its procedures and operations; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the dele· 
gates of Region V recommend to the Na
tional Rural Electric Cooperative Association 
that appropriate changes be made in its By
Laws and other procedures whereby the 
Board of Directors of NRECA be composed of 
Members, Directors or elected ofticers of a 
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member system and that no employee of the 
member system be eligible for election to the 
NRECA Board of Directors, and that such 
Board of Directors meet not less than four 
times each year to consult and develop effec
tive policies and procedures to meet the 
needs of its members; 

Be it further resolved th.alt the delegates 
of Region V and its member coopemtives 
recommend thalt the Naitional Rural Eleotric 
Cooperaitlve Association conitinue its whole
hearted ooopera.tion with the Rlll"'811 Elec· 
trifica.tlon Administmtdon and devote its 
energies and resources to those problems di· 
rectly affoot:llng rural elootrificia.tdon. 

5-10. COOPERATIVE-MUNICIPAL COOPERATION 

Whereas, rural electric ooopera.tives and 
municipal electric systems ha.ve numerous 
common cha.raoterlstlcs and sh&re ma.ny 
common problems; 

Norw, therefore, be it resolved tha.t rural 
electric ooopera.td. ves be urged to explore the 
possibilities of g:adnlng stJrengt;h in the 
Wholesale power area by working togel:lher 
wl'tlh municipal eleotrlc systems; 

Be it further resolved that we strongly 
oppose any Internal Revenue Service regula
tions thait impose taxes on bonds issued for 
construction of generaroing fa.cillties wild.ch 
would serve more than one locality, thus de
priving muruloipals of the economies of la.rge 
soa.le operaition am.d depriving oo-ops of a 
source or power vitally needed J>y consumers. 

5-11. ACTION COMMITTEE FOR RURAL 
ELECTRIFICATION (ACRE) 

Whereas, the rural electrlfiCISition prog:ra.m 
is dependent upon public aooopt&nce and 
legdsl&tive support; 

Now, therefore, be lJt resolved that we sup
port the Aotion Committee for Rural Elec
trtftoa.tion (ACRE) as a voluntary vehicle 
through wh.tch we as indi vidue.ls can pro
mote the interest of the rural eleotrlfica.tion 
program by helping our friends in state and 
niationail om.ce; 

Be lJt further resolved that we urge all di
rectors, employees a.nd members of rural 
electrics to maintain annual memberships in 
AORE and to join the Century Olub if pos-
sible; ' 

Be it further resolved that we invite special 
contributions from members and non-mem
bers, and participation in special ACRE func
tions such as luncheons and dinners so that 
ACRE has the broadest possible base of sup
port. 

5-12. KEEPING G&T A VIABLE FORCE 

Whereas, G&T loans are, and have been 
from the beginning, a most vital element in 
the REA program because they have provided 
the rural electric systems with effective bar
gaining leverage and have given the systems 
a realistic alternative when existing power 
suppliers refuse or are unable to provide 
wholesale power on acceptable terms and 
conditions, and 

Whereas, this bargaining leverage ls even 
more important to the rural electrics today 
as they have to struggle to survive in an 
industry where technology and econoinlcs are 
putting a dangerous squeeze on the smaller 
electric systems, and 

Whereas, the G&T program cannot serve as 
a bargaining tool if wholesale power sup
pliers can feel assured that Congressional 
and/or Adinlnistrative policy decisions or 
lack of loan funds will put a lid on G&T 
loans, and 

Vlhereas, over and above the bargaining 
leverage aspect o! G&T loans, the backlog 
of loan requirements enabling G&Ts to meet 
their existing commitments to pools and 
member systems ls approaching $1-blllion; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we urge 
REA and CFC to continue their work with 
the G&T systems in the development of ways 
to fine.nee generating units and transmission 
systems with two basic objectives in mind: 

(a) To obtain at the lowest possible cost 
the number of dollars required to take care 
of the ongoing load requirements, and 
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(b) To effectively retain in the G&T pro

gram the bargaining leverage it must have 
to stay alive; 

Be it further resolved that the 1972 fiscal 
year plan now being developed to blend REA, 
CFC and private money market funds be 
commended for its ingenuity in providing 
funds; 

Be it further resolved that all deliberate 
haste be exercised to insure implementation 
of the new plan before the end of the fiscal 
year. 

5-13. GRANTS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Whereas, proinlnent national leaders in
cluding the President have emphasized the 
importance to the national welfare of revers
ing Inlgratlon from rural to urban areas, and 

Whereas, 1970 Census figures reveal con
tinuing out-Inlgration at a high rate with 
more than 1,400 counties having lost popula
tion during the decade of the 1960's, and 

Whereas, the chaotic consequences of rural 
out-Inlgration are evident everywhere and 
can only result in the social and econoinlc 
bankruptcy of countless rural communities 
as well as many of our largest cities unless 
there is a national cominltment of sufficient 
magnitude to correct rural-urban imbalance, 
and 

Whereas, the leadership and efforts of the 
Federal Government in rural redevelopment 
have been too llinlted and too fragmented 
among too many agencies: 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Ad
Inlnlstratlon a.nd Congress should provide 
funds so that the Rural Area Development 
program oa.n make grants-in-aid for rural 
industrial developments which would provide 
more jobs in the rural areas, thus stopping 
the out-Inlgration to the cities and hopefully 
produce an in-Inlgratlon to rural areas. 

5-14. NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY 

Whereas, the econoinlc and social struc
ture of our country is dependent upon an 
abundant and reliable supply of electric en
ergy, and 

Whereas, the people in many parts of the 
Nation live in constant danger of blackouts 
and brownouts, and 

Whereas, the Nation's requirements are in
creasing 100 percent every 100 years, much 
faster than supply facilities are being ex
panded, and 

Whereas, industry and commerce, which 
take 60 percent of our total consumption of 
electric energy, can expand only when a.nd 
where they can get adequate electric service, 
and 

Whereas, the American laboring man and 
woman increase their productivity by using 
ever-increasing amounts of electric energy
the present amount used by the average 
worker being equal to the labor of 560 per
sons, and 

\Vhereas, increases in generation and trans• 
mission of electric power are inhibited by 
many factors including environmental prob
lems, inadequate supplies and high prices of 
desirable fuels, a trend toward monopolistic 
control of energy sources, inadequate tech
nology, and the lack of a national power grid, 
and 

Whereas, our national resources can be 
marshalled and allocated properly to meet 
the power crisis only if the Nation develops 
a national power policy; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved th.at we give 
our utmost support to the prompt develop
ment of a national energy policy aimed at 
ensuring all Americans an abundant, depend
able, enduring supply of electric power at 
lowest possible cost consistent with con
serving our environment and resources; 

Be it further resolved that we seek the 
active help of all groups and individuals who 
are, or can be made aware of their vital stake 
in such a policy; 

Be it further resolved that we ask the 
major political parties and candidates for 
national omice to take policy positions on 
this matter to the end that during the next 
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campaign there will be a fair debate of the 
issues, lee.ding to afilrma.tlve action in the 
next Congress. 
5-15. RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Whereas, a.s consumer owned organizations, 
rural electric cooperatives have a special 
interest in improving quality of life for all 
consumers everywhere, 

Whereas, the nation's rural environmental, 
eoonomic and social development is greatly 
dependent upon our ability to generate, 
transinlt and distribute electric power in a 
way that ls compatible with today's and 
tomorrow's environmental requirements, and 

Whereas, the national interest requires the 
assignment of top priority in use of funds 
and scientific talent to research which is 
designed to improve technology for meeting 
our new environmental challenges, to con
serve and better utilize the nation's dwin
dling energy resources, and to develop new 
sources and ways to generate electrical energy 
and meet the rapidly growing demands of an 
expanding economy; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the 
rural elPctric cooperatives pledge their full 
support for a greatly expanded and massive 
research and development effort to develop 
the technology for providing a continued 
abundance of electric power according to 
priorities adopted by NRECA membership at 
their 1971 Meeting in Dallas, Texas, February 
18, 1971; and that they urge the President 
and Congress to take necessary action to 
provide for the necessary funding-prefer
ably, since the need for such is a national 
problem that affects all citizens, through 
direct appropriations of general revenues but 
if necessary, by means of earmarked taxes as 
provided by the Magnuson Bill. 
5-16. RURAL ELECTRICS----COMMUNITY BUILDERS 

Whereas, rural America cannot prosper 
and expand without the dependable serv
ices of the rural electric cooperatives and, 
on the other hand, the rural electric co
operatives cannot exist for long without a 
growing and prospering rural population, 
and 

WherE'a.s, experience- the last several dee· 
ades demonstrates that people, especially 
young people, will not stay in rural Amer· 
lea unless they can have housing, water, 
sewer systems, electricity, and the whole 
range of community facilities, and income 
opportunities comparable with that obtain
able in other parts of the country, and 

Whereas, more and more the Congress, the 
Administration and the Nation recognize 
that this country can move forward only if 
all segments move forward together and the 
government has underscored this recogni
tion by providing programs to help achieve 
rural-urban balance-an example of this be
ing the $1,825,000,000 that has been made 
available !or rural housing, rural water and 

-sewer systems alone for this fiscal year; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the rural 

electric systems of America, having the tre
mendous stake that they do in the growth of 
rural America, commit themselves to a dy- · 
namic program of leadership in building 
their communities for themselves and for 
the future, since such a program will spell 
growth for the systems and greater prosperity 
for their areas; 

Be it further resolved that, since agricul
ture still remains the major industry in rural 
areas, we lend support and cooperation to 
those who seek to increase a stable farm in
come, reversing the downward trend that ls 
now causing severe problems for rural 
America. 

5-17. RURAL DEVELOPMENT HEARINGS 

Whereas, governmental actions in the field 
of rural development still are fragmented and 
inadequate despite the congressional com
mitment in the Agricultural Act of 1970 to 
give highest priority to this problem area; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we com
mend the Rural Development Subcommit
tee of the Senate Agriculture Committee in-
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eluding its chairman, Sena.tor Hubert H. 
Humphrey, and its members for holding 
hearings in various parts of the country to 
determine what government actions are 
needed; 

Be it further resolved that we urge the 
Congress to follow up promptly on the basis 
of the Subcommittee's findings with legisla
tion and financing to carry out more aggres
sively rural development programs. 

5-18. SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING 

Whereas, rural electric systems are con
fronted with staggering problems in obtain
ing and providing their consumer members 
adequate supplies of electric power at reason
able cost; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we com
mend the Senate Subcommitee on Agricul
ture Credit and Rural Electrification-its 
chairman, Senate George McGovern, and its 
members-for scheduling public hearings to 
examine the problems that solutions may be 
determined; 

Be it further resolved that all systems take 
advantage of the Subcommittee's invitation 
to supply facts a.bout their own situation. 

5-19. ECONOMIC STABILIZATION 

Whereas, any emergency action to deal 
with the inflation is bound to have inequities 
such as have been experi~nced by individual 
citizens, groups, and business institutions, 
including some rural electric systems, since 
the freeze was announced August 14, and 

Whereas, there now is time to develop in 
the second phase those measures that will be 
more equitable generally and that will deal 
more effectively with problems that usua.lly 
are outside the nati0:ial spotlight, such as: 

(a) the extreme underemployment in rural 
areas, 

(b) the continuing increase in farm pro
duction expenses while there is a downward 
trend in net fa.rm income, 

(c) the need for maintenance of adequate 
power services in rural areas, 

(d) the rural out-migration problem; 
Now, therefore, be it resolved tha.t we urge 

the Administration to incorporate in the sec
ond phase plan the following: 

1. Designation of REA to handle for the 
Federal Government those rural electric cases 
involving the economic stabilizwtion pro
gram. 

2. Seleotion of representation rrom the 
rural electrification program to serve on the 
body to be established to develop and super
vise the new control program. 

3. Early release of the full REA $545-mll
lion loan fund appropriated by Congress in 
the interest of rural development, job crea
tion, and increasing the productivity of rural 
industry. 

4. Acceleration of Federal programs to as
sist rural area development. 

5. Provision in the investment tax credit 
proposal of a. differential in favor of enter
prises that locate or expand in rural areas 
and that could provide jobs for chronically 
underemployed and unemployed people. 

6. Presentation to Congress of legislation 
dealing with the farm income depression. 

5-20. FARM CREDIT LEGISLATION OF 1971 

Whereas, the credit needs Of agriculture 
and of rural America continue to grow and 
have changed significantly since the original 
Farm Credit System laws were enacted, and 

Whereas, the Commission on Agricultural 
Credit, a. panel of 27 fa.rm and rural leaders 
which included NRECA Genera.I Manager 
Robert D. Partridge, conducted a. 10-month 
study of present and future credit needs of 
farmers and rural communities which re
sulted in recommendations for modernizing 
and expanding the scope Of the Farm Credit 
System's lending operations to meet the 
changing needs of rura.l America, including 
the growing need for loans for rural farm and 
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non-farm homes and home improvements, 
and 

Whereas, these reoommenda ticm.s are the 
basis for the Farm Oredit legislation intra. 
duced in the first session, 92nd Congress, and 
approved by the Senate; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we 
commend the Commission on Agricultural 
Credit for its forward looking recommenda
tions in this area, the Farm Credit Adminis
tration for translating these recommenda
tions into proposed legislation and the Sen
ate for passing the Farm Oredit legislation; 

Be it further resolved that we urge the 
House af Representatives to a.ct promptly 
and favorably on the bill as passed by the 
Senate; 

Be it further resolved that a copy of this 
resolution be sent to the Members of Oon
gress representing this Region. 
5-21. STUDY OF NEED FOR DIRECTORS' LIABIL

ITY INSURANCE 

Whereas, the Boards of Directors of rural 
electric cooperatives make many decisions 
involving the interests of the members and 
many other individuals and business con
cerns, and 

Whereas, the a.mounts of money involved 
in directors' decisions a.re increasingly large 
and 

Whereas, the discharge of official duties 
may on occasion subject directors personally 
to the risk of litigation; 

Therefore, be it resolved that we request 
NREOA to survey the needs for, availability 
and costs of insurance covering liability risks 
incurred by directors of rural electric sys
tems in the discharge of their official duties 
and to report the results at the 1972 an
nual meeting 1f not before. 

5-22. APPRECIATION 

Be it resolved that the delegates here as
sembled take this means of expressing our 
appreciation to all those who are helping 
to make our program the effective endeavor 
that it is. Particularly, we want to give rec
ognition to: 

1. The NRECA officers and directors for 
their leadership and dedication. 

2. Robert D. Partridge, General Manager 
of NRECA, for his dynamic leadership and 
to his staff for their service and devotion to 
our program. 

3. David A. Ha.mil, Administrator of REA, 
and his staff, for their great devotion to 
rural electrification. We especially appreciate 
the cooperation and support of Mr. Hamil 
and his staff in our effort to establish the 
National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance 
Corporation. 

4. The many individuals, suppliers, the 
Savery Hotel, the I. A. E. C. and other rural 
electric cooperatives, NRECA and other or
ganizations which have contributed to the 
success of this meeting. 

5-23. IN MEMORIAM 

Whereas, we feel deeply the loss of sev
eral of Region V's finest rural electric co
operative leaders during the pa.st year; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that we 
pause a moment in silence and pay our 
respects to those leaders who have served 
our program so long and so well. 

TRIBUTE TO AN UNSUNG HERO 

HON. JAMES R. MANN 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. MANN. Mr. Speaker, every now 
and then an extraordinary contribution 
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to mankind is substantially overlooked by 
society in general. Spartanburg Post No. 
28 of the American Legion is to be com
mended for bringing to the attention of 
the people of that community, and hence 
to my attention, one of the unsung heroes 
of our country. Howard Wofford Mccravy 
of Spartanburg, S.C., while serving in the 
South Carolina State Senate, introduced 
and pursued to passage the first school
bus stop law enacted in the United 
States. Since that time, most, if not all, 
of the States have adopted similar legis
lation. It has saved the lives of ... many 
schoolchildren. It was motivated by love 
and compassion. It is an unfortunate 
commentary upon modern society that 
some of the most humane of our achieve
ments as a people go unnoticed, while 
the petty, the vindictive, the divisive re
ceive front-page play in the news media. 

I am privileged to call to the atten
tion of the Nation the contribution of 
Senator Howard Wofford Mccravy. I ask 
that there be published at this point the 
following story from the South Carolina 
Legionnaire of October 1971: 
[From the South Carolina. Legionnaire, 

October 1971) 
SPARTANBURG POST No. 28 HONORS UNSUNG 

HERO OF THOUSANDS OF OUR CHILDREN 

Spartanburg Post No. 28, commanded by 
the wide awake WWI Legionnaire Command
er John D Rush, recently honored one of 
their long · time members whom they dis
covered was definitely an Unsung Hero to 
thousands of children and now many grown 
citizens of our great state when Lt was dis
covered that former State Senator Howard 
Wofford Mccravy was the author of the 
original South Carolina School Bus Stop 
Law. 

The Post selected as the date for this honor 
the birthday of the honoree, Monday, SO 
August and presented him with a "Citation 
For Public Service." 

Accompanying the Citation was a. reSO£U
tion passed by the Post in which it pointed 
out that Senator and Legionnaire Mccravy 
had in fact been the author of the original 
School Bus Stop Legislation and that this 
legislation, not only fathered by the honoree 
but piloted through the South Carolina 
Legislature, has been copied by most of the 
other 49 states of the Union as well as bring
ing out the certain fact that this humane and 
necessary legislation has saved the lives of 
many innocent children as well as prevented 
many injuries, pa.in and suffering. 

The resolution also brought to light the 
fact that never before had the Sena.tor re
ceived any recognition for this remarkable 
foresight and love of our children and in its 
resolved clause extended to him the grateful 
thanks of pa.rents, and school administra
tors throughout the Nation for his compas
sion for children, which has resulted in un
told benefits to the entire population of the 
United States of America. 

We note with interest a. postscript added 
to the report received by this publication 
that Sena.tor Mccravy was enroute one 
morning to attend a session of the Legislature 
when he came upon the scene of a fatal acci
dent of a school child run over while at
tempting to board a school bus. This moving 
experience prompted the Sena.tor to take 
immediaite action to insure it not being re
peated. (A picture of the presentation ap
pears in the middle spread of this issue.) 

The South Carolina. Legionnaire joins with 
Post No. 28 in congratulating Senator Mc
cravy. We a.re proud to have him as a member 
of our great organization. 
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HON. JAMES WRIGHT ADDRESSES 

THE NATIONAL WATER RE
SOURCES CONVENTION IN DALLAS 

HON. OLIN E. TEAGUE 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. TEAGUE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, 
the question of water, its sources, its 
availability, its cleanliness has always 
been of concern to mankind. Today prob
ably more so because of the great concern 
which the Congress has placed on our en
vironment. One of our colleagues in 
this body has manifested a greate in
terest in water and mankind's future 
since his assignment to the public works 
committee, and that is my friend from 
Texas, the Honorable JIM WRIGHT. Under 
leave to extend my remarks in the REC
ORD, I wish to include the text of Mr. 
WRIGHT'S remarks to the National Water 
Resources Association Convention in 
Dallas, Tex., November 4, 1971: 

NATURE AND MAN-AND WATER 

(Remarks of Congressman Jim Wright, Na
tional Water Resources Association, Dallas, 
Tex., November 4, 1971) 
Tonight I wa.nt to talk with you about 

Nature and Man. 
Let us think together of Ma.n and Na.ture

and of Water, nature's most priceless gift and 
man's most useful servant. 

In the Book of Genesis, we find the com
mandment that man ls to "subdue the 
earth." Obviously this did not mean to ravage 
the earth. But, of equally obvious truth, it 
does not m~n to be subdued by the earth. 

Nature ls a marvelous mechanism. So 1s 
the human body. Both were engineered and 
created by the Divine Intelligence to perform 
their appointed functions efficiently and ef
fectively. 

But just as the human body ca.n get out 
of balance and require corrective surgery to 
perform its functions properly, so also nature 
itself can get out of balance and require the 
corrective, healing surgery of man to per
form its functions effectively, efficiently, and 
beneficially in the interests of both nature 
and man. 

Nature ex-ist.s for man, and man is expected 
to exercise beneficient dominion. 

He ls not expected to prostrate himself 
supinely before the floods; nor to abandon 
the arid earth to dust where water lies be
neath the soil; nor let the waters wash away 
the land and leave both man and earth 
bereft. All of our knowledge cries out against 
such folly. 

PARABLE OF THE DAM 

Recently George W. Ball, former Under 
Secretary of State, wrote a whimsical little 
story which he called the Parable of the Dam. 
It was published in Newsweek magazine. Sec
retary Ball no doubt intended its deeper 
meaning to apply to the world of interna
tional affairs . But the parable has a more 
direct and even more obvious application in 
light of recent developments in the United 
States. 

The story goes like this : 
Since the beginning of time, the vlllages 

in a. mountain canyon had been periodically 
ravaged by floods . Finally, the leaders con
vened a great meeting and decided to invest 
their efforts and resources in building a 
large, strong dam. 

Thereafter, for a quarter of a century, the 
dam sheltered the v1Uages from disaster, 
prosperity prevailed, and life was tra.nquil
until, at last a new generation began to grow 
up, free from the apprehensions of the past 
and filled with exciting ideas a.bout a. world 
of song and beauty. 
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Inevitably the new leaders turned their 

attention to the dam. It was, they an
nounced, huge and ugly and an affront to the 
environment. Besides it blocked out the 
sunset. 

One leader wrote a folk song proclaiming 
it a. symbol of imperialist megalomania, and 
people spoke excitedly of little else, until 
someone brought forth an argument that 
seemed quite unanswerable. After all, it was 
pointed out, no one ever talked a.bout flood 
damage except the old fogies over 30 who 
were not to be trusted anyway. Who among 
the new leaders could recall any floods in 
his lifetime? 

It was perfectly clear that floods were 
completely outmoded, a. matter of the past-
perhaps just a. fiction manufactured to 
frighten the people. Since there had not been 
one for 25 yea.rs, clearly there would not be 
another. 

So, after a season of demonstrations, more 
speeches, a pageant and several rock festi
vals, they blew up the dam and used the 
fragments for a. people's playground. And 
let me tell you straight, man, when the 
waters came down it was really the Age of 
Aquarius! 

THE "ECOLOGY" MOVEMENT 

In the past two yea.rs, a sudden public 
awareness of our environment has burst 
upon the scene like an e8.lithqua.ke. To those 
of you who for decades have led the lonely 
and often thankless struggle for conservation 
and environmental quality, this should be 
great good news. A public a.wakening was long 
overdue! But-as is so often the case-the 
price we pay for long public neglect is a. sort 
of hysterical over-reaction. 

Unfortunately, among the new converts 
there is vast misunderstanding of all that 
the dedicated handful of conserva.tionist.s has 
been doing for all these yea.rs. There is a 
deadly tendency to want to stop everything, 
to tear out all that man has built, to reverse 
the hard-won victories the conservation 
movement has achieved, a.nd-incredibly
to turn the clock back to the unenlightened 
era when nature ravaged man and man was 
powerless to protect himself. 

For many in the newly popular "ecology" 
movement, scapegoats have become more 
popular quarry than solutions. Stopping pro
grams of resource development has become 
more fashionable-and it was always easier
tha.n performing those programs. 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY A<:r 

For some the Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969 has been misconstrued as a trumpet 
call to retreat into the past and seek the im
probable gQal of a dead and distant age be
fore man's massive intrusion, when nature 
was suprem&-an age when floods were 
thought to be the inevitable will of God 
a.nd when it was the accepted rule that a 
river would cleanse itself in seven miles 
without any help from man. 

But those who so interpret the command
ment of that legislation have failed to under
stand its meaning. And this misunderstand
ing exists not only among the enthusiasts of 
the preservationist movement, but among 
some in our agencies of administrative gov
ernment-and, sadly, in some of our Federal 
courts. 

Let me quote the purposes of the Environ
mental Policy Act as set forth in the very 
preamble to that legislation. These are the 
purposes declared by Congress: 

"To declare a national policy which will 
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony 
between man and his environment (and I 
underline those words, productive and enjoy
able harmony); to promote efforts which will 
prevent or eliminate damage to the environ
ment and biosphere and stimulate the health 
and welfare of man; to enrich the under
standing of the ecological systems and 
natural resources important to the Nation; 
and to establish a Council on Environmental 
Quality." 
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Nowhere do I read in these purposes any 

intent to halt the development of our na
tion's water resources. 

Nowhere do I see expressed a desire to lock 
up our rivers for the exclusive enjoyment of 
those few who wish only white-capped waters 
running rampant and uncontrolled. 

Nowhere in that legislation ls implied a 
call for retrogression. The law contains no 
mandate for any self-appointed group to 
exalt itself above the established agencies 
of orderly government and bring their work 
to a grinding halt! 

Nowhere in the law do I read any intent 
to abrogate the clear will of Congress as 
reflected in water development projects fully 
authorized for construction-and some of 
them already begun-by the Bureau of Rec
lamation, the Soil Conservation Service, and 
the Corps of Engineers. 

Yet, sadly, some have mistakenly read into 
the passages of that law a commandment to 
do these very things. 

MAN' S EXPERIENCE 

My father once told me that, unless each 
generation can capitalize upon the m is
takes of its predecessors and avoid a repeti
tion of those same mistakes, we'd suffer the 
greatest waste of all-the waste of man's 
hard-won experience. 

I am not so young, and neither perhaps 
are most of you, that we cannot recall the 
ups and downs of an uncontrolled p'J.blic 
economy, the booms and busts of an unpro
tected farm economy, the fiickerlng lights of 
rural America where electrification was only 
a dream--0r the devastating :floods and 
droughts inflicted by a nature uncontrolled 
by man. 

The Environmental Policy Act provides the 
machinery for a valuable service--new 
tools to evaluate the environmental effect of 
each of our public decisions. Congress most 
emphatically did not intend that only the 
adverse effects of every act should be sub
ject to evaluation. To adopt such an attitude 
would lead us to but one conclusions: do 
nothing! 

A BALANCED VIEW 

It is quite clearly intended by Congress 
that the machinery originated in that a.ct 
should give us the information for a bal
anced view. 

While we do want to know of any pos
sible effects on wildlife, we are preeminently 
concerned with the effects on human 
life. That, in any sane scale of values, must 
always come first! 

Obviously, when navigation opens up the 
gates of commerce and job producing enter
prise to an underdeveloped area and helps 
reverse the massive tides of migration to 
the overcrowded cities, that is a positive 
environmental effect! 

Wben the Soil Conservation Service builds 
levees and up-stream dams and encourages 
terracing and cover cropping to retard the 
siltation of our reservoirs, that is a positive 
environmental impact. 

When homes and businesses are saved from 
periodic :floods and the human wreckage that 
lies in their wake, who can regard the en
vironmental effects as anything but positive? 

When the waters of subterranean streams 
bring forth their bounty and transform 
deserts into gardens where the family of 
man can live and prosper, this is a positive 
environmental impact. 

When a city is given a dependable water 
supply, the living environment is enriched. 

When a reservoir provides the means of 
wholesome outdoor recreation for thousands 
of city-bound Americans, the environmental 
quality has been enhanced. 

When the management practices of en
lightened man augment low flows down
stream, stabilize the river banks and replace 
the stagnant pools where only mosquitoes 
have bred, the environment q_uite manifest
ly has been improved. 

Each of these effects is positive and help
ful to the human race. Congress most em-
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phatically does not intend that any one of 
them shall be slighted or ignored. 

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT 

This year in Congress we have had two 
votes which clearly establish the will of the 
people's elected representatives. 

They first came upon an amendment to 
the Agriculture Appropriation bill which 
would have directed that we halt all works 
of channelimtion including those already ap
proved by Congress and subject them all to 
further "study." 

The second came upon a motion to amend 
the Public Works Appropriation by stopping 
the development of a key project in the Dela
ware River program--one on which construc
tion already had begun-until further vague
ly defined "studies" might be conduoted. 

Both amendments were decisively defeated! 
And this should be an unmistakable expres
sion of the clear intent of Congress that the 
soundly conceived works of water resource 
development shall go forward unimpeded! 

The projects which would have been de
layed or denied by these amendments had 
already been studied and restudied. They 
had been analyzed, evaluated, adopted and 
begun-just as numerous others against 
which well-meaning but pitifully misin
formed minorities have sought injunctions in 
the courts. 

It is devoutly hoped thait the courts will 
understand the intent of Congress as ex
pressed in these resounding votes and gov
ern themselves accordingly. 

STUDY NO SUBSTITUTE FOR ACTION 

There comes a point in every human so
ciety when study must give way to action. 
The average water resource development 
projeot of the Corps of Engineers today must 
traverse the labyrinthine path of almost 18 
years of study and restudy between the 
point of a survey resolution and the turning 
of the first spadeful of dirt. 

To suggest that, after all this, the will of 
Congress be stymied and the directed action 
be stalled simply for the sake Of further 
"study" is reminiscent of the words of Kip
ling in his description of old men. He said: 

"They peck out, dissect, and extrude to the 
mind 

The fiaccid tissues of long-dead issues 
Offensive to God and mankind; 
Like vultures over an ox 
That the Army has left behind." 

Study at best is merely a guide and pre
cursor to action. It is not a subStitute for 
action! 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

conservation and development are not mu
tually exclusive. Development of the earth's 
resources is the tool by whioh man .carries 
out the goal of conservation. 

There is no irreconcilable gulf between a 
sound ecology and a sound eoonomy. 

To be a wise conservationist or an intelli
gent environmentalist does not mean ro halt 
our development and harnessing of the water 
resources of our planet. To greater or lesser 
degree this has been necessary since man 
first intruded upon the earth. It is more 
necessary today than ever because there are 
more and ever more people. 

We cannot, alas, keep people from intrud
ing upon the earth. And the interest of peo
ple must come first. 

POPULATION PRESSURES 

Already the stark statistics of population 
growth contain in their overt.ones a prophecy 
of world famine. Already, in spite of our 
pockets o! affluence, we see a preview of this 
prophecy on the subcontinent of India. 

At the beginning of the Christian era, 
there were only some 250 million people on 
the entire earth. Within our generation, we 
shall have more than that right here in the 
U.S.--on about seven percent of the world's 
land area. 

It took mankind more than 3,000 yea.rs to 
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achieve a population of three billion people. 
Demographers forecast that we shall double 
this in 30 yea.rs. In three decades, if the pres
ent trend continues, we shall add to the liv
ing total as many as our progenitors added 
in more than three millennia. 

The same amount of land and air and wa
ter and mineral resources, then, must be 
made to serve more and ever more people. 
Every year in our own country, we have 
a population growth equivalent to a new 
state of Maryland. 

Not much longer can agricultural sur
pluses be our problem in the United States. 
Instead, we rapidly approach the time when 
we shall need millions of additional acres in 
production if we merely are to feed our own 
people-let a.lone the famine-bent billions of 
a hungry world. 

Every drop of water that can be conserved, 
every inch of top soil that can be saved, ev
ery field and forest we can renew, every ore 
and mineral we can develop and conserve, 
and every stream we can cleanse of pollution 
will be our greatest possible gifts to future 
generations. 

This is why the work of your association is 
so extremely important. And this is why the 
development of our resources must never 
slacken. 

As most of you know, this nation used 
only about 40 billion gallons of water a day 
in 1900. This year we will use more than 400 
billion gallons daily. The entire structure of 
our modern life depends, therefore, upon the 
maximum development and conservation of 
this finite resource. 

NATURE'S ENDOWMENT AND MAN'S CHOICE 

The amount of water in the world is con
stant-unvarying and abundant. The total 
quantity has been precisely the same since 
the very beginning when-

God created the heaven and the earth. 
And the earth was without form and void; 
And darkness was upon the face of the deep 
And the spirit of God move'1 upon the face oi 

the waters. 

An unending cosmic rotation steadily 
moves man's lifegiving liquid by gravity 
through the gentle and incessant fiow of 
streams to the great reservoirs of our oceans, 
then draws it skyward by the sun's attrac
tion to be purified anew, conveys it by cloud 
and wind, and returns it by rain to refresh 
the thirsty earth and renew man's lease on 
life ... ad infinitum. It is an ever-recurring 
miracle, the most wondrous natural marvel of 
a wondrous universe. 

Science can comprehend it, but never quite 
duplicate it. Man cannot change it. He can 
locally and temporarily befoul the process, 
and bring death. He can fail to act, quibble 
and quarrel with his neighbor while the tides 
of man outpace the provender of nature. Or 
he can form a sort of divine partnership with 
nature, help it along-and preserve life. This 
is his choice. 

Twentieth-century America, like the prodi
gal son, has drawn heavily upon the bank 
account of its native endowment and squan
dered the substance in riotous misuse. More 
bountifully endowed than any nation in his
tory, we've adopted the rather casual assump
tion that Providence protects America. We've 
extracted the riches of our natural legacy, 
exploited them to build a shining society, 
and wasted them in copious quantities. 

We recall that other civilizations, also 
blessed with a spark of greatness, have 
strutted across the stage of world eminence 
only to fade and wane, their brief, bright 
promise unfulfilled. In the uncomprehend
ing sand and heat of arid desert waste, their 
monuments lie buried. 

Let no future archeologist tell the story 
for us. We have the knowledge to tell it for 
ourselves-if we have the wisdom. There is 
enough water to serve our needs for future 
time, if we learn to use and reuse it well. 
And there is enough time to do what we 
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must. But there's not much of either to 
spare. 

KISSINGER'S ABOUT FACE ON 
POLICY 

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI 
OF ll.LINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, as a 
member of the Foreign Affairs Commit
tee, I have a special interest in the con
tinuing debate over the conduct of our 
foreign policy and the shadowy role of 
Presidential adviser, Henry Kissinger. He 
is quite properly the subject of 
controversy. 

In a concise, hard-hitting column from 
the Chicago Tribune of November 5, the 
veteran columnist of the Chicago Trib
une, Walter Trohan, discusses Kissinger 
and foreign policy. 

The article follows: 
KISSINGER'S ABOUT FACE ON POLICY 

(By Walter Trohan) 
WASHINGTON.-Only six years ago Henry A. 

Kissinger branded as "suicidal" the policy of 
Communist appeasement on which he has 
embarked the President and the United 
States. The assistant to the President on na· 
tional security affairs has done a complete 
about face. _ 

In 1965, while he was at Harvard Univer
sity, Kissinger wrote a book, "The Trouble 
Partnership," which was published by the 
McGraw-Hlll Book Co. In this book he clearly 
warned against efforts by our leaders to deal 
with their Communist Russian counterparts. 
He wrote frankly and to the point. 

". . . Since leaders generally do not reach 
eminence without a touch of vanity and since 
some stake their prestige on their abllity to 
woo their Soviet counterparts, they tend to 
present their contacts with the Soviets as a 
considerable accomplishment. But the real 
issues have gone unresolved because they are 
genuinely difficult; hence they a.re usually 
avoided during summit diplomacy in favbr 
of showy but essentially peripheral gestures. 

"The vaguer the East-West discourse, the 
greater will be the confusion in the West. 
Moreover, each leader faces two different 
audiences, toward his own people he will 
be tempted to leave the impression that he 
has made a unique contribution to peace; 
toward his allies he will be forced to insist 
that he will make no settlement in which 
they do not participate. Excessive claims are 
coupled with reassurances to uneasy allies 
which &.re in turn tempted to pursue bi
lateral diplomacy. 

"Such a course is suicidal for the West. 
It will stimulate distrust within the alli
ance. The traditional western balance of 
power diplomacy will reappear manipulated 
by the Kremlin. [One may substitute Pe
king, if one pleases.) Any Soviet [Peking) 
incentive to be responsible will vanish. The 
Soviet [Peking] leaders will be able to over
come their difficulties with the assistance of 
the West and without settling any of the 
outstanding issues. 

"Since in the Kremlin [or Peking)-as in 
the West-there must be many who consider 
the status quo preferable to change, the 
result is likely to be diplomatic paralysis ob
scured by abstract declaration about peace 
and friendship. " 

The U.S.-promoted move to get Red China 
into the United Nations has stimulated dis
trust within the western alliance. National
ist China was expelled by the votes of our 
allies. Allies were encouraged to vote against 
Nationalist China by Kissinger's second trip 
to Red China at the time admission was an 
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issue in the U.N. Already France is pursuing 
a course of bilateral diplomacy with the 
Kremlin. So is Canada. 

Much is promised of President Nixon's 
visits tv Red China and Red Russia, but the 
result may be what Kissinger said, "showy 
but essentially peripheral gestures." Mr. 
Nixon has been led to do what he promised 
in his campaign for the White House he 
would not do--recognize and aid Red China. 
With Red China in the U.N., there is no 
necessity for Peking to make any conces
sions; they have what they want. A valuable 
bargaining point has been surrendered. 

Undoubtedly. Kissinger played a major role 
in the new policy, perhaps even greater than 
Secretary of State William P. Rogers. The 
German-born adviser has long craved such 
power. 

Under Mr. Nixon, Kissinger is something 
of a swinger. When he isn't playing ring 
around thA rosy with the leaders of the 
Kremlin or Peking, he is swinging various 
more or less well known jet set ftames. Altho 
he mixes women and statecraft, many here 
believe he is no expert on either. 

EXE:MPTION OF SUBSTANDARD 
WAGES FROM WAGE RESTRAINTS 
DURING ECONOMIC STABil.,IZA
TION 

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, there is a 
growing sentiment in the Congress that 
economic stabilization legislation as :fi
nally enacted must contain a provision 
which exempts substandard wages from 
Government restrictions on wage re
straints until these wages rise to the 
point where they are no longer substand
ard. I have introduced legislation con
cerning this matter-H.R. 11406 and 
House Concurrent Resolutions 414, 423, 
and 434, with cosponsors. The House 
Banking and C_urrency Committee has 
adopted this legislation as follows: 

(T)he Economic Stabilization Act ... 
shall be implemented in such a manner that 
wage increases to any individual whose 
earnings are substandard or who ls amongst 
the working poor shall not be limited in any 
manner, until such time as his earnings are 
no longer substandard or he is no longer a 
member of the working poor. 

In this connection I think it vital to 
consider a report of the U.S. Department 
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics on 
cost estimates for urban family budgets. 
The report points out that a minimum 
budget for a family of four in an urban 
area is $6,960 a year. For a family in a 
small city and town the analogous fig
ure is $6,512 a year. 

This report is impressive because of 
the care and depth of its analysis. There 
is a regional breakdown; consumption 
costs are given; and budgets for families 
of various sizes are analyzed. The follow
ing summary was released by the U.S. 
Department of Labor on December 21, 
1970: 
SPRING 1970 COST ESTIMATES FOR URBAN 

FAMILY BUDGETS 
The U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of 

Labor Statistics has updated its estimates of 
the annual costs of family budgets at three 
levels. Based on spring 1970 prices, the new 
budgets are about 6 percent higher than the 
previous estimates, which were !or spring 
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1969. Budget costs varied widely among cities 
and regions, with the lowest costs in small 
cities and in the South. 

The U.S. average budget cost for an urban 
family of four ranged from $6,960 a year at a 
lower level, to $10,664 a.t an intermediate 
level, and to $15,511 at a higher level. These 
costs are for a very precisely defined urban 
family of four: a 38-year-old husband em
ployed full time, his nonworking wife, a boy 
of 13, and a girl of 8. After a.bout 15 years of 
married life, the family ls well esta.blished, 
and the husband is an experienced worker. 
The budgets are illustrative of three different 
levels of living and reflect the costs of dif
ferent specified types and amounts of goods 
and services. The family has, for each budget 
level , average inventories of clothing, house
furnishlngs, major durables, and other equip
ment. The dollar estimates pertain only to an 
urban family with the specified characteris
tics; no estimates are available for rural fam
ilies. The estimates, even at the lower level, 
do not represent the cost of a minimum or 
subsistence level of living. 

CONSUMPTION COSTS 
Family living expenses--lncludlng food, 

housing, clothing, transportation, medical 
care, etc.-were updated to 1970 by applying 
changes in the Consumer Price Index to the 
spring 1969 budget estimates for these com
ponents. These expenses came to 80 percent 
of the total budget, at the lower level. The 
remaining 20 percent covered gifts and con
tributions, occupational expenses, life insur
ance, and social security and personal income 
taxes. In the intermediate budget, consump
tion costs represented 77 percent of the to
tal budget. For the higher budget, these costs 
were 73 percent of the total budget. 

The cost of all food (at home and away 
from home) was 34 percent of consumption 
costs in the lower budget, 30 percent at the 
intermediate, and 27 percent at the higher 
level. Similarly, medical care took 10 percent 
of the lower consumption costs, but only 7 
and 5 percent at the intermediate and higher 
levels, respectively. Total houEing (including 
not only shelter costs, but also the cost of 
housefurnishlngs and household operation) 
reversed this pattern. At the lower level, 
where shelter was provided by a rented dwell
ing unit, housing was 26 percent of all con
sumption costs. It was 30 percent in the in
termediate and 33 percent in the higher 
budget. Roughly the same proportion (about 
14 percent) was spent on clothing and per
sonal care at all three levels, and for trans
portation the proportionate differences be
tween the levels were small. (See first chart.) 
CONSUMPTION COSTS FOR DIFFERENT FAMILY 

TYPES 
How family consumption costs for an 

equivalent level of living vary for urban fam
llles whose size and composition differ from 
the budget family ls shown in the following 
table. 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST OF FAMILY CONSUMPTION 
FOR SELECTED FAMILY TYPES, URBAN UNITED STATES 
SPRING 1970 1 

Inter-
Family size, Lower mediate Higher 
type, and age level level level 

Single person under 35 years_ 
Husband and wife under 35 

$1, 944 $2, 872 $3, 971 

years: 
2, 721 4, 020 5, 560 No children ___ ------ _____ 

1 child under 6 ___________ 3, 443 5, 087 7, 035 
2 children, older under 6 __ 3, 998 5, 908 8, 169 

Husband and wife, 35 to 54 
years: 

1child, 6 to 15 years ______ 
2 children, older 6 to 15 

4, 553 6, 728 9, 304 

years 2 _________________ 
3 children, oldest 6 to 15 

5, 553 8, 205 11, 346 
years ___ _______________ 

Single person, 65 years and 
6, 441 9, 518 13, 161 

3, 177 over_ ____________________ 1, 555 2, 297 
Husband and wife, 65 years 

2, 832 5, 786 and over_ ________________ 4, 185 

1 For details on estimating procedures, see "Revised Equiv· 
alence Scale," BLS Bulletin 1570-2. 

2 Estimates for the BLS 4-person family budgets. 
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DIFFERENCES IN LIVING COSTS AMONG THE URBAN 

AREAS 
Area cost indexes (based on urban U.S. 

equaling 100) reflect not only differ
ences among the areas in price levels, but 
also regional variations in consumption pat
terns and differences in climate, types of 
transportation facilities, taxes, etc. Thus, they 
are estimates of comparative cost indexes and 
not simply comparative price indexes. 

Consumption costs in metropolitan areas 
were about 8 percent higher than in non
metropolltan urban areas, for the lower 
budget. The metropolitan-nonmetropolitan 
difference was 13 percent for the intermedi
ate budget and 17 percent for the higher. 
Total budget costs were lowest in the South, 
where small cities had the lowest indexes at 
all three levels. The inter-area range in costs 
was narrowest in the low budget and 
widened as the level rose. 

All indexes relate to the costs !or estab
lished famllles in each area. They do not 
measure cost differences associated with mov
ing from one area to another, or the living 
costs of newly arrived residents in a given 
community. 

Further details on the budgets are pre
sented in the accompanying tables. 

CHANGES IN LIVING COSTS, 1967-1970 

Since the three !ainily budgets were first 
published in spring 1967, consumption costs 
for each of the budget levels have risen 14 
percent. Total budget costs-including social 
security payments and Federal, State, and lo
cal income taxes--rose by approximately 18 
percent between 1967 and 1970. The rise tn 
taxes, which accounted for 30 to 40 percent 
of the increase in the different budgets, re
flects in part the effect of progressive income 
taxation on rising money incomes, as well 
as changes in tax laws at 11 governmental 
levels. As a result, for the illustrative 4-per
son budget family the distribution of income 
between consumption and taxes changed be
tween 1967 and 1970 as follows: 

BUDGET LEVEL 

Lower Intermediate Higher 

1967 1970 1967 1970 1967 1970 

Total budget_ __ _____ _ 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Cost of consumption _ 82 80 80 77 77 73 
Other costs 1 __ ____ _ 5 5 5 5 6 6 
Taxes 2 ____________ 13 15 15 18 17 21 

1 Includes i!ifts and contributions, life insurance, and occupa
tional expenses. 

2 Social security and disability payments, plus Federal, State, 
and local personal income taxes at 1969 rates. 

ESTIMATING METHODS 

The 1970 estimates of consumption were 
derived by applying price changes between 
spring 1969 and spring 1970, reported in the 
Consumer Price Index, to the appropriate 
spring 1969 final cost of each main budget 
class of goods and services. This method of 
updating provides only an approximation of 
current budget costs because the Consumer 
Price Index reflects spending patterns and 
prices paid for commodities and services 
purchased by wage earners and tjerical 
workers generally without regard to their 
family type and level of living. Other costs 
and Old Age, Survivors'. Disability and 
Health Insurance were also updated to 
spring 1970, but personal taxes were com
puted from tax rates in effect for 1969. 
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SENATOR BUCKLEY SCORES UN
WISE "CHILD DEVELOPMENT" 
BILL 

HON. BILL ARCHER 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ARCHER. Mr. Speaker, on Sep
tember 30, the House added-by a n~r
row vote of 186 to 183-a comprehensive 
"child development" program to H.R. 
10351, the Economic Opportunity Act 
Amendments of 1971. 

The bill contains a revolutionary con
cept and is obviously far more than an
other antipoverty measure. The distin
guished junior Senator from New York, 
JAMES L. BUCKLEY, has made a penetrat
ing analysis of this unwise and danger
ous proposal. This analysis is contained 
in a speech which the Senator recently 
gave before the New York State Asso
ciated Press Editors Association luncheon 
in Rochester. 

The Senator also makes some cogent 
comments surrounding the tragedy which 
occurred at the Attica State Prison. I 
commend the Senator's remarks to the 
attention of my colleagues. The full text 
of the speech follows: 

ADDRESS BY SENATOR BUCKLEY 

It's a pleasure to be here today-and a 
special plea.sure to appear before this audi
ence. It isn't often that I get a chance to 
catch a whole room full of you at one time; 
and with your leave, I intend to take full ad
vantage of the situation. In the first place, 
it gives me an opportunity to express my 
appreciation for the objectivity and fairness 
of your coverage of my campaign and of my 
work in the Senate to date. Your task is not 
an easy one by any means. I have had to dis
cover on my own these last eight months 
how ha.rd it is to get a. straight story out of 
someone who may not want to ten it to you, 
and I sympathize with the difficulties you 
face in trying to keep the public informed. 
Let me therefore take this occasion to say 
"Thank you"-and to express the hope that 
we will continue to enjoy cordial relations 
in the future. 

Appearing before you today has also given 
me a chance to pull together some of my own 
thoughts on the role of the press in a free 
society. I offer them to you in the hope that 
they will prod some of you into thinking a 
little more self-consciously about the kind 
of contribution an informed and vigorous 
press can make to the nation. 

It occurs to me, at the outset, that you 
and I have a good deal in common. We are all 
doers of the public business. As such we bear 
a public trust that imposes grave respon
sibilities-not the least of which derives from 
the knowledge that the lives of thousands, 
perhaps millions, will be affected by what we 
do and say. 

Moreover, you and I share a deep and 
abiding concern for the state of the nation. 
We spend most of our waking hours-and a 
good many others as well-trying to articu
late why this or that proposal is in the 
public interest. 

But what you and I have in common most 
of all , I suspect, is the ha.rd necessity of hav
ing to act, and what's more, having to act 
so much of the time with ina.dequate---or 
in some cases-even false information. We 
know that what we decide to do or not to do 
creat es ripples of infiuence ext ending ever 
outward, affecting the lives-and certainly 
the fortunes-or many whom we shall never 
know or see. And whether our infiuence 1n 
any particular matter be great or small, 
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we know from experience that the conse
quences of our action are often unpredict
able. Yet, knowing all this, we cannot avoid 
the iron necessity of having to decide. 

With these thoughts in mind, let me turn 
to two events of recent vintage which seem 
to me to contain the seeds of a valuable ex
perience and which I commend to you for 
your further consideration. 

The first of these concerns Senate bill No. 
2007, a bill that I daresay no on e in this room 
can identify. I make that statement with 
some confidence, because until a few days 
before it was voted on, I didn't know what 
was in it either. It was simply there as the 
pending business when the Senate returned 
from its summer recess. Even though the 
bill passed the Senate on September 9 by a 
vote of 49 to 12, I daresay a working majority 
of the Senate was unaware of what was 
really in it. And one of the reasons why 
neither I nor a sizeable number of my col
leagues knew what was in the bill is that 
you didn't tell us. I suspect the reason why 
you didn't tell us is that you hardly gave a 
second thought to a bill innocuously titled, 
"S. 2007, a bill to provide for the continuation 
of programs authorized under the Eco
nomic Opportunity Act of 1964, and for 
other purposes." 

In short, a simple two-year extension of 
OEO, or so it seemed. But if you had paused 
to study the bill, you would have found that 
the phrase "and for other purposes" included 
what may prove to be one of the most 
deeply radical pieces of social legislation ever 
considered in the halls of Congress. I refer 
to the proposed establishment by the federal 
government of so-called "comprehensive 
child development" centers, to the tune of 
100 million dollars for this year, risdng 
sharply to two billion dollars next year, and 
to who knows what heights thereafter. 

Now to many of you, the phrase "com
prehensive child development" may seem 
innocuous enough. But I believe that even 
a cursory glance at the bill would disabuse 
you of that idea rather rapidly. For what 
is proposed here is not just a fancy federal 
baby-sitting service for children of the dis
advantaged. As the name implies, it is truly 
comprehensive--both as to the number of 
people to be covered and as to the range of 
services sought to be provided. As to eligibil
ity, the bill would cover, immediately, bet
ter than 32 per cent of the population. And 
in the future, it proposes to include every 
child in the nation, without regard to in
come. I cannot do better on this point than 
to read to you from Section 501(a) of the 
bill: 

"The Congress finds that (1) millions of 
children in the nation are suffering unneces
sary harm from the lack of adequate child 
development services, particularly during 
early childhood years; (2) comprehensive 
child development progr.am.s, including a 
full range of health, education, and social 
services, are essential to the achievement 
of the nation's children and should be avail
able as a matter of right to all children re
gardless of economic, social, and family 
backgrounds." 

For those of you who may want to know 
what "a full range of health, education, 
and social services" might entail, let me read 
to you from the report of the Senate Com
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare. This 
proposal would, among other things, au
thorize the federal government to estab
lish: 

"Comprehensive physical and mental 
health, social and cognitive developmental 
services; food and nut ritional services (in
cluding family consultation) ; special pro
grams for minority groups, Indian, and bi
lingual children; specially designed progra.ms 
(including after school, summer, weekend, 
and overnight progra.tns); identificat ion and 
treatment of physical, mental, and emo
tional problems, including programs for emo
tionally disturbed children; prenatal serv-
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ices to reduce malnutrition, infant and ma
ternal mortality, and the incidence of mental 
retardation; special activities for physically, 
mentally, and emotionally handicapped chil
dren and children with special learning dis
abilities; training in the fundamentals of 
child development for family members and 
prospective parents; use of child advocates 
to assist children and parents in securing 
full access to other services; and other ac
tivities." 

Let there be no mistake about it: a federal 
comprehensive child development program 
will establish the federal government as the 
most important, and ul.timately the strongest 
arbiter of child-rearing practices in the 
United States. For those of you who may 
still be skeptical, I would ask you to listen 
to the words of Dr. Reginald Lourie, who tes
tified in favor of the bill during the Senate 
hearings. Comprehensive child development, 
he said, should begin as early as possible be
cause, in his words: 

"In the first 18 months of life, the brain is 
growing faster than it ever will again. It is 
then also more plastic and most av ai lable 
for appropriate experience and corrective· in
terventions." 

I have not pulled that statement out of 
George Orwell 's 1984, nor have I taken it out 
of context. Dr. Lourie means precisely what 
he says, and the implications of what he says, 
frankly scare the living daylights out of 
me. Dr. Lourie, I might add, is no johnny
come-lately to this business. He is a widely 
recognized authority on children and recently 
served as director of the Joint Commission on 
the Mental Health of Children. His opinions 
are precisely those which will dominate the 
planning and implementation of the federal 
child development programs proposed in S. 
2007. Now I have nothing against Dr. Lourie 
personally. I have no reason to suspect that 
his intentions are anything less than per
fectly benevolent. But experience teaches us 
to be most on our guard precisely when the 
government's intentions are most benevolent. 

Unfortunately, I am only one man, and 
mine only one voice. The public, like me until 
a few weeks ago, like most members of Con
gress even at present, simply has not been 
informed on this issue. It matters less to me 
at the moment whether you happen to favor 
or oppose such legislation than whether the 
public has been informed of what's at stake. 
I can say that with genuine conviction be
cause I have every confidence that if the 
American people knew what was tucked away 
in Senate bill S. 2007 and its House counter
parts, they would be raising howls of protest 
from coast to coast because I believe that the 
American parent is not yet prepared to dele
gate the development of his child to the 
white-coated bureaucrats who will inevitably 
dominate .the program. 

I mention this issue not only because its 
implications concern me deeply, but also to 
remind you of something we are all prone 
to forget: that public officials no less than 
the public at large are dependent upon the 
working press for much of their informa
tion--even about their own affairs. You. 
ladies and gentlemen, much more than any 
member of Congress, are really the final ar
biters of what shall, or shall not, be con
sidered an important or controversial piece of 
legislation. And "comprehensive child devel
opment," it seems to me, deserves that much
abused label "controversial" as much as any 
piece of legislation in recent memory. Con
sider: the Congress of the United States is 
a.bout to enact into law a b111 that would put 
the federal government irrevocably into the 
business of providing virtually complete 
physical and mental services to every child 
that is conceived, from the prenatal stage 
right on through grammar school. That, it 
seems to me, is a major step-indeed, 
a revolutLona.ry step--.on the pal't of the fed
eral government. That, it seems to me, is 
something that elected officials ought to con
sider most ca.refully. That, it seems to me, is. 
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something the public has a. right to know 
a.bout in detail. 

Now, having that off my chest, let me 
turn to a. second matter, one that a.rises out 
of the tragic events at Attica State Prison. 
On balance it seems to me that the press is 
not doing as thorough a job a.sit might, and 
in so failing, runs the risk of alienating large 
segments of public opinion. If the mail which 
has come into my office is any indication, 
there is a growing resentment against the 
rather easy way in which events at Attica 
are being likened to the slaughter at My Lai; 
against the casting of the prisoners as the 
heroes, and the Governor as the villain, of 
some heart-rending proletarian drama; 
against the way in which the final signifi
cance of the events there is being limited 
to an argument on behalf of penal reform; 
against the way in which some members of 
the press seem to gloat in discovering yet 
another flaw in American institutions. Con
sider, for example, a story put out by one 
of the wire services on the aftermath of 
Attica. The lead read as follows: 

"A bOiling controversy over ithe deaths of 42 
men in the Attica prison revolt continued 
unabated yesterday with sharp criticism in 
the U.S. and abroad on the way officials han
dled the insurrection." 

The article went on to quote a dispatch 
filed by Ivor Key, the U.S. correspondent of 
the London Daily Express, as follows: 

"For the first time in four years of living 
and working here, I am shocked to the point 
where I seriously question whether this is 
the country I want to raise my children in!" 

The wire story neglected, however, to re
port the next two paragraphs of Mr. Key's 
dispatch, which I shall now read: 

"True, a nation's pulse cannot be taken 
from the thousand hardened criminals who 
took over the jail. 

"But my fear is that the courts and politi
cians, mainly for their own ends, have be
come so liberal to the criminal that we are 
on the verge of wholesale anarchy." 

In short, the wire service story carried the 
completely opposite implication of that 
which Ivor Key sought to convey. This, I 
suspect, was an act of reportrial negligence 
and not of malice, but it reflects a compul
sion for national self-flagellation which m.ay 
destroy us yet. 

Or consider this example of television news 
reporting by a New York City station: for 
two hours, live and during prime time, six 
panelists discussed the issues of Attica. So 
interested were city viewers that the station 
reported receiving more than 1000 telephone 
calls. 

Sadly though, New Yorkers watched only 
one side, one point of view of the Attica story, 
for the six panelists were for the most part 
of the same philosophical stripe and all were 
highly critical of the Governor's action. Where 
was the balance in this news report? 

This, it seems to me, is no small matter. If 
there is one thing I have a~quired since going 
to Washington, it is a sizeable and still grow
ing respect for the common sense, courage, 
generosity, and essential fairness of the 
American people. But I have discovered as 
well that they are also capable of fear; fear 
at times for their own physical safety, but 
most especially, fear for the stability and 
safety of their country. They are a people 
who, like Ivor Key, fear to raise their children 
in a land grown so permissive. And a.s a con
sequence, despite their generosity; despite 
their sense of justice; despite their sympathy 
for the disadvantaged; despite their knowl
edge that Attica might have been handled 
di1Ierently, they simply will not buy the pro
prisoner story line that seems to characterize 
so much of the reporting on the mutiny. To 
cast convicted robbers, rapists and thugs as 
the oppressed victims of a tyrannical social 
order simply will not wash with the great ma
jority of the American public. They are rather 
more inclined to accept the view of columnist 
John Roche who wrote recently in another 
context that "The beginning of Wisdom is to 
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know who is going to shoot you if he gets the 
chance. From there you can go on to Plato 
and the classics." And, he might have added, 
on to penal reform. The failure of the press 
to highlight the frankly and avowedly 
political character of the Attica revolt does 
an injustice not only to those prisoners who 
refused to take pa.rt in the riot--three of 
whom, incidentally, were viciously slaugh
tered by their fellow inmates during the in
surrection-but it does an injustice also to 
the cause of penal reform. For it is the public 
who in the last analysis must say yea or nay 
to penal reform; and it is the public, cer
tainly, who must pay for it. 

Nor will it wish to argue, as some have, 
that the Attica tragedy reveals the funda
mentally racist character of American in
stitutions. This is an old saw, of course, a 
continuation of the theme that was echoed in 
certain quarters during the '68 presidential 
campaign, in which it was alleged that "law 
and order" was a code word for racism. This 
prompted one wag to remark, well, if "law and 
order" is a code word for racism, I'd like to 
know what the code word is for "law and 
order." Because that happens to be what the 
country most urgently needs. Those who 
claim that criminal justice in the United 
States is racist fail to note that the most 
common victim of violent crime is both black 
and poor. 

The Attica revolt, in short, is being viewed 
by the public somewhat ditrerently than it 
is being viewed by certain segments of the 
press. Rather than perceiving the issue in 
terms of penal reform, the public sees it as 
but another example of growing lawlessness. 
For the public believes---and I speak here 
for myself as well~that we are only now 
reaping in our prisons the harvest of seeds 
of lawlessness that were planted elsewhere 
and long ago. The public believes, as I do, 
that the root cause of Attica has less to do 
with the state of our prisons than it does 
with the state of our attitudes towards the 
law. Somewhere along the way in the last 
few years, the idea somehow got itself ac
cepted that one must obey only those laws 
with which he agrees, and that one who 
disobeys a law, so long as he ls righteous 
enough, is entitled to relative impunity. 

That sounded pious, safe, and harmless 
enough in the early Sixties, at least in the 
Northeast, so long as the laws in question 
were court orders in Birmingham, Alabama. 
And even when the spirit of disobedience 
rooted itself on the Berkeley campus in 1964, 
few public officials and even fewer reporters 
sa.w it as anything other than a classic vin
dica.tion of the rights of conscience. In the 
last tour or five years, however, the spirit o1 
disobedience has acquired a rather more · 
sinister aspect. For some of my colleagues, 
it took a bomb in the Capitol building and 
a brace of Mayday demonstrations to con
vince them that one man's "civil disobedi
ence" is another man's m.ayhem, and that 
the distinction between the two is often 
impossible to maintain. Indeed, many pub
lic officials and members of the press are 
only now catching up with the common 
sense exhibited by the American people as 
early as eight or nine years ago. For the 
American people sensed then, as indeed they 
sense even more strongly now, that in a 
democratic republic it is really only obedi
ence to the law which separates civil society 
from the jungle, and that if you destroy 
reverence for the law you end up destroying 
the possibility of civilization altogether. 
And events such as those which took place 
at Attica remind the public that the line 
which separates us from barbarism these 
days is very thin indeed. The public's con
cern for law and order is neither racist nor 
oppressive, although it could become both 
if mutinous convicts are continually held 
up as the heroic revolutionary vanguard of 
some new social order. 

I think the difference between the pub• 
He's perception of the Attica tragedy and the 
view generally prevailing in the media ts a 
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di1Ierence which deserves your most search· 
ing consideration. For I think that the press 
has tended to underestimate--and in some 
cases it has actually pooh-poohed-the pub
lic's concern for law and order. And I sus
pect that a goad deal of the public's dis
trust of the media may stem from this issue 
alone. 

I think you would do well to ponder the 
fact that the public, rightly or wrongly, 
tends to associate the media (or at least 
large segments of it) with the encourage
ment of lawlessness. It is for this reason 
that I am somewhat skeptical about whether 
the recent Supreme Court case on the Penta
gon Papers was really such a great and grand 
victory for the freedom of the press. Whether 
it turns out to be a triumph or a tragedy 
will depend less on the verdict in the Su
preme Court than it will on the verdict in 
the court of public opinion. The same holds 
true, I believe, with regard to the recent 
etrort in the House of Representatives to cite 
CBS for contempt of Congress. Had the 
choice been mine, I would have voiced my 
indignation at some of the techniques used 
in such documentaries as "The selling of the 
Pentagon." But, here too, the ultimate vindi
cation or condemnation of CBS wm be de
termined less by a vote of Congress than 
by the determination of the public at large. 

In closing, I would like to leave you with 
this thought. We who devote OUJ.'1$elves to 
the public business-you in trying to inform 
public opinion, I by trying to influence it, 
bOth of us In trying to lead it arlght--we 
sometimes tend to forget that in a democ
racy public opinion is, In the final analysis, 
everything. It is the ultimate arbiter of pub
lic morals no less than of public dress. 
Above all, It is the ultimate arbiter of the 
law. And it is the law which decides, in 
turn, who shall enjoy how much freedom 
and when. It is therefore necessary to re
mind ourselves from time to time that the 
last redoubt of freedom of the press is a 
favorable opinion among the very public 
whose right to know you so earnestly-and 
at times so courageous-seek to defend. The 
public, I think, better understands the dis
tinction between liberty and license than 
do m.any members of the press; they under
stand that the line between civilization 
and anarchy is measured by obedience to the 
law; and they understand that that line 
must sometimes be drawn in blood. They 
understand, too, that a free society depends 
on the self-discipline of Its people; that any
thing which erodes that self-discipline erodes 
freedom itself, because a free society can
not co-exist with chaos. If a people will not 
maintain the public order through a willing 
submission to the law---even bad law-then 
order will inevitably be imposed on them, 
and that will mean the eclipse of a.11 our 
freedoms. 

This, I submit, is the true significance of 
the road to Attica; a significance which we 
who cherish the freedom of the press will 
ignore at our peril. 

TIME FOR ACTION 

HON. ROBERT L. F. SIKES 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

·Thursday, November 11, 1971 
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Speaker, the great 

importance of forestry continues to be 
spelled out in appropriate language by 
leading figures in this field. Kenneth B. 
Pomeroy, chief forester of the American 
Forestry Association, wrote a very in
formative article entitled "Time for Ac
tion" which at-peared in the December 
15, 1970, issue of Southern Lumberman. 
His article emphasizes the objectives set 
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forth in new forestry legislative pro
grams which have passed the House and 
are now pending in the Senate. I submit 
it for reprinting in the RECORD: 

TIME FOR ACTION 

(By Kenneth B. Pomeroy) 
What are we going to do about private 

forests? 
We have talked about them since Ben 

Franklin noted a lack of fuel wood within 
wagon haul of Philadelphia. 

We have counted them--4,500,000. 
We have measured them-309,000,000 acres. 
We have inspected them. Some need plant-

ing. Others are cluttered with useless relics 
of former tree crops. Only 29 per cent are in 
satisfactory condition. 

We have weighed their role in the na
tional economy. They must produce wood 
more efficiently if future needs are to be met. 

All o'f these observations and more have 
been documented expertly by the Southern 
Forest Resource Council in its excellent re
port The South's Third Forest. Additional 
findings have been reviewed by "Trees For 
People," a national task force of conserva
tion, industry and pubUc advisors. 

The time for talk and study has passed. 
No magic formula has been found. Nor is one 
likely to be devised. Techniques that work 
abroad fit different economic and social con
ditions. We must rely upon our own proven 
methods. 

The initial stage is to pla{)e greater em
phasis on activities that forest owners can
not handle adequately by themselves. 

Why? Because private forests serve all the 
people-forests yield pure water; they shelter 
wildlife; they cleanse the air; they add 
beauty to the countryside; and they furnish 
wood for countless uses. 

But these vital public services must be 
provided under threats o'f loss by fire, damage 
by wind and attack by diseases or insects. We 
can help our own cause by reducing the risks 
so that land owners can practice better for
estry. There are several ways to do this. 

1. Protect forests from fire. 
Protection of present and future crops is 

basic to sound management. Yet 31 Inil
lion acres, six per cent of all commercial 
forests, do not receive any protection at all. 
A much larger area, over 200 Inillion acres, 
is not protected adequately. 

Why does this situation exist? It exists 
because citizens, you and I, have not insisted 
that adequate funds be appropriated. 

Federal appropriations for cooperative 
forest fire protection under the Clarke-Mc
Nary Act of 1924 have not been made at the 
level authorized by Congress. The Congress 
authorized an annual appropriation of $20,-
000,000, but after much prodding by state 
foresters, forest industries and conservation
ists, only provided $16,469,000 for the current 
year. 

This key forestry appropriation should be 
increased to the full authorization of $20,-
000,000. It can be and will be only if you 
insist upon it. 

2 . Controlling diseases and insects. 
Disease and insects cause losses estimated 

in the billions of dollars annually. They at
tack shade trees in cities as readily as timber 
trees in forests. Dutch elm disease has 
changed the appearance of Inany commu
nities. Gypsy moths defoliate hardwood for
ests in the Northeast. Bark beetles ravage 
pine forests in the South. Dwarf mistletoe 
damages trees in the West. Sawflies and tip_ 
moths deform young trees everywhere. 

Some of these pests have been held in 
check in the past with DDT and other chem
icals now known to be harmful to animals, 
birds, fish and people. Urgently needed are 
new, less-hazardous methods of control. 
Some promising leads have been found by 
research workers. Their eft'orts should be ac
celerated and intensified greatly. 

Appropriations at the Federal level should 
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be increased from the present allotment of 
$4,783,000 for insect research and $2,810,000 
for disease research to at least $10,000,000 
for both activities. 

3. Provide technical assistance. 
Technical assistance, some free and some 

at modest cost, has been available to limited 
numbers of forest owners for some time. 
More people should benefit from this service. 
But 4,500,000 owners are far too many to be 
aided by 800 cooperative Federal-State serv
ice foresters and 300 consulting foresters. At 
best one public forester can only aid about 
100 owners in a year. Consulting forester:; are 
more limited in their contacts because they 
usually work on larger properties. Add to 
these limitations the fact that tenure of 
ownership averages about 15-20 years and it 
becomes apparent why many forest owners 
are not receiving the benefits of professional 
guidance. 

The Federal share of the Cooperative For
est Management program is now bumping 
against its authorized ceiling of $5,000,000 
annually. In 1971 the Congress will be asked 
to raise the authorization in order to meet 
rising costs of operation. At the same time 
the Congress and the states should be urged 
to double manpower on the ground so that 
technical assistance programs can be imple
mented more fully. 

The ranks of consulting foresters should 
be expanded ten-fold. These men, spurred on 
by private incentive, can perform services a 
public forester can not provide. For example, 
a consultant can work on a property as long 
as it takes to get the job done, whereas a 
public forester may be limited to three or 
four days in which to show the landowner 
how it ought to be done. 

Consulting foresters, being private busi
nessmen, face the same hurdles as young 
attorneys in establishing their business. It 
takes money to tide them over during the 
year or two required to create a flow of funds. 
For example, work done today may not be 
paid for until months later. Meanwhile, 
there are payments to make 0n equipment 
and payrolls to meet. 

The Tennessee Valley Authority and the 
National Association of Consulting Foresters 
have attempted to break this bottleneck 
with an agreement that enables TVA to 
under.vrite certain establishment costs dur
ing a two-year period. Two promising young 
foresters have been selected for the program. 
They will be aided with referrals from TVA 
and other public agencies. 

This pioneering eft'ort holds great promise 
It should be initiated in other forested re
gions. 

4. Cost-sharing. 
Conversion of useless brushy areas to pro

ductive forests, planting trees to assure a 
future supply of wood, protection of water
sheds, improvement of wildlife habitat and 
enhancement of the environment are public
interest activities that usually require con
siderable labor to initiate but do not yield 
cash returns on the investments for a long 
time. Many forest owners may not be in a 
position to undertake such projects, because 
of age or financial limitations. Yet future 
economic and social needs of the nation re
quire that private forests fulfill their role. 

There are two ways to solve the problem; 
i.e., regulation as in some other countries, 
or public assistance in the form of cost-shar
ing. Regulation was ruled out in this country 
two decades ago. What about cost-sharing? 

Public assistance in the form of cost-shar
ing under the Agricultural Conservation Pro
gram has been available since the mid-1930's. 
Yet total accomplishments have been but a 
"drop in the bucket" compared to the job 
that needs to be done. 

Seventy-five million acres of private land 
needs to be planted. The actual acreage 
planted annually is slightly more than one 
million acres . The accomplishment is not 
enough to keep up with new areas being 
denuded by fire and other causes. 
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One hundred forty million acres of partial

ly productive private forests need stand im
provement such as thinning amd removal of 
useless cull trees that occupy valuable grow

ing space. Here a.gain annual accomplish
ments are pitiful in comparison to the mag
nitude of the job. 

A separate assistance program, geared to 
the needs of forestry, should be devised. It 
should contain the following key features: 

(a) Be in the public interest; 
(b) Emphasize long-term activities that 

forest owners are not likely to undertake by 
themselves; 

(c) Require owners to commit themselves 
to a forest plan of long enough duration to 
make assistance eft'ective; 

(d) Make assistance available over a period 
of years; 

(e) Oonsider cost-effectiveness in estab
lishing priorities for assistance. 

A forestry assistance program is being 
drafted now by the Administration for 
presentation to the Congress early in 1971. 
When its details become available, it should 
be studied carefully. 

5. Other incentives. 
Utilization, marketing, taxation, leasing 

and insurance also are important factors in 
an owner's forest management program.. 
These considerations vary considerably from 
one locality to another and for that reason 
are not being discussed in detail here. But, 
all are important to the successful manage
ment of the small, privately-owned forest 
and must be dealt with before these lands 
can yield their full potential. 

SUMMARY 

Fire protection, insect and disease con
trol, technical assistance and cost-sharing 
are basic elements of efforts at the Federal 
level to improve management of 4,500,000 
private, non-industrial forests. Aggressive ac
tion should be taken immediately on each 
element so that owners can achieve the ob
jectives of which their properties are capable. 

HOW JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS GETS 
ITS INFORMATION 

HON. BOB WILSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BOB WILSON. Mr. Speaker, the 
most authoritative compilation of statis
tics on the navies of the world is Jane's 
Fighting Ships. Each new edition is stud
ied carefully by all major nations as a 
means of measuring the strength of in
dividual navies. How this vital informa
tion is gathered by Jane's and the sig
nificance of great growth in the Soviet 
fleet were covered in a recent interview 
with Norman Polmar, the editor of 
Jane's, in the San Diego Union. Know
ing that this is information of interest 
to our colleagues, I insert the Union in
terview in the RECORD. 
[From the San Diego Union, Sept. 5, 1971] 
JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS EDITOR GIVES HIS 

VIEW: WHY Is THE SOVIET NAVY No. l? 
(NoTE.-Norman Polmar is an associate of 

Lulejian & Associates, a research organiza
tion, and the American editor of Jane's 
Fighting Ships, the world's most authorita
tive compilation of data on navies of the 
world.) 

Question: How long have you been the 
American editor of Jane's Fighting Ships? 

Answer: Four years. 
Q: How ditlicult is it to come by the essen

tial facts that appear there? 
A: It is relatively easy but extremely tedl-
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ous and extremely frustrating at times. All 
of the information that is in the book is 
visible in the broad world. But it is a fan
tastic problem of sifting, for instance, the 
hearings of eight congressional committees. 
It also entails going through a very large 
number of publications, some in foreign 
languages. The Soviets publish a tremendous 
amount of material, some of which goes di
rectly to the Jane's people. Some ls trans
lated; some is not. The Eastern and Western 
European nations are very maritime oriented 
and publish a large amount of material. 

Q: Have you ever seen any evidence that 
·the Soviet Union ls interested in making 
propaganda out of what you publish in 
Jane's? 

A: My natural inclination is to answer that 
in the affirmative. However, I have seen noth
ing direct. In fact we have tried to obtain 
Soviet photographs which obviously a.re 
unclassified. These are available from West
ern sources, but we would like to get them 
from a Communist source and we haven't 
been able to. 

Q: How often do you discover something 
in the public domain which some nation, let 
us say the United States, has classified? 

A: Often. As an example, Navy regulations 
prohibit photographs of submarines with 
periscopes and antennas raised. And yet, you 
find a large number of photographs in Jane's 
of U.S. submarines with periscopes and an
tennas in the raised position, all of which 
have been released by the Navy. 

Q: How does this happen? 
A: In some cases the general rules are too 

broad for the real situation. In others, Navy 
people don't know all the rules, and aren't 
familiar with all the problems. 

Q : Does anybody ever offer you secret ma
terial? 

A: I have come across some material of 
this type. When I do, I call one of my con
tacts in government. If he says do not use 
that, I won't. 

Q: Comparing Jane's of today and Jane's 
of 1921, what fraction of the book ts occupied 
by the United States Navy, as contrasted with 
the rest of the navies of the world? 

A: Today the U.S. Navy has, roughly, one 
third of the book. In the 1920's we had, per
haps, a quarter of the book. At that time, the 
British Navy was the largest; the U.S. was the 
second largest. Today the United States Navy 
occupies a third of the book because auxiliary 
ships, including the experimental, research, 
survey and intelligence ships, have a much 
more important role than they did in the 
1920's. Today we a.re also talking a.bout am
phibious warfare, which didn't exist as a. cate
gory in the twenties. The current Jane's 
Fighting Ships has a. section of 15 pages on 
amphibious warfare ships and landing craft, 
a. section which, as a.n entity, did not exist in 
the 1920's. 

Q: What percentage of the book does the 
Soviet Navy occupy? 

A: In the 1920's the Soviet Navy was usu
ally last. The Soviets built no ships in the 
twenties. Their first five-year plan, a.bout 
in 1925 or 26, was when they started to 
build a few submarines. Their first five-year 
plan had five submarines in it. In the 1920's 
and 1930's the Soviet Union was not a major 
naval power. The Soviets had the world's 
largest submarine fleet at the beginning of 
World War II. It accomplished this on next 
to nothing. 

Q: What does this Soviet naval growth 
mean tn terms of maritime strength? 

A: I see a tremendous growth in their navy 
in numbers of modern units. What is partic
ularly frightening is that every year or t wo we 
see a new type of surface warship, a new class 
of submarine, a new missile, a new electronic 
system, a new radar. 

Q: Does this mean focus on research and 
development? 

A: Yes, and research and development at 
a rate which is faster than ours if you take 
any item, say shipboard ash trays. 
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Q: Do they have better ashtrays than we 

do a. t this time? 
A: In some areas they have, such as sub

marines weapons and submarine anti-ship 
weapons. They can go after our warships with 
submarine-launched missiles which can prob
ably reach beyond the range of our own anti
submarine warfare weapons, whereas the only 
means the U.S. has of attacking Soviet ships 
is with torpedoes. Torpedoes leave something 
to be desired. 

Q: How does Jane's vouch for the authen
ticity of the data concerning the Soviet 
vessels? 

A: It doesn't. It stands on the prestige of 
74 years of publication. And there is no better 
source. 

Q: Is there a. considerable contrast between 
accessibility of the United States fleet to 
you and accessibility to you of the Soviet 
fleet? 

A: There is a problem with the Soviet fleet. 
You will notice that pages on U.S. ships have 
more facts and more exact numbers. 

Q: How big a. staff do you have to gather 
Soviet data? 

A: About four to six people. 
Q: Do you, for example, go out to look for 

Soviet ships? 
A: Yes, there are people all over the world, 

in navies, who contribute to Jane's Fighting 
Ships. 

Q: Why doesn't the Soviet Union build 
aircraft carriers? 

A: They don't have the faciUties. It would 
be cheaper for them to buy something like 
Newport News, Va., by several orders of 
magnitude, rather than to go out and start 
building such a. fac111ty. Second, they don't 
have the yea.rs of experience of opera.ting car
riers or flying aircraft from them, of opera.t
ing screen ships, of replenishing them at 
sea. This experience comes long and hard. We 
have made a lot of mistakes in carrier avia
tion and we have 50 years of experience. Also, 
we a.re very strong in carriers. Where the So
viets are looking for counters to our navy, 
they a.re nat going to try to match us where 
we are already strong. 

Q: How long do you think it will be be
fore the Russians can overtake us in subma
rine nuclear strength? 

A: They a.re overtaking us this year, 1971, 
in terms of number of nuclear powered sub
marines. 

Q: What are the numbers? 
A: As of July of this year they had 92 to 

94. We a.re building them at the rate of four 
or five a year. They are building them at the 
rate of nearly 15 a year. I also am very con
cerned about the increasing vuln.erabillty of 
our bombers and our Minute Man missiles. 
I don't think we should adopt only one stra
tegic defense system. I think tha.t the United 
States has a fantastic option in ULMs, a long 
range submarine system missile, which can 
force the Soviet Union to defend itself a.t 
great distances. Itt forces Soviets to go to a 
360 degree defense against balllstic missiles. 

Q: How much naval research and develop
ment should we be doing? 

A: We have not produced a strategic mis
sile since 1967. If tomorrow the President 
said "go build me one" it would be at least 
four years before we had one. I think that 
submarine technologies and missile technol
ogies have advanced tremendously since the 
early 1960's when the Polaris was designed. 
We should take the most advanced missile 
design we can develop and build it. For in
stance, there are a number of advantages in 
putting missiles in canisters outside of sub
marines. It would balk the possibility of de
tecting by satellite a missile coming through 
the water. Tubes in the submarine tell you 
exactly where it is. Canisters :float off. You 
can launch them 20 minutes later by sonar 
control, after the submarine ts a mile away. 

Q: Do we or the Soviets have the advan
tage in detection capabillty? 

A: I think we are ahead. However, I am 
bothered, speaking on the basis of unclassl-
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fled literature, because the Soviet Union 
every year or two, comes out with a. new type 
of subma.rtne and a new type of surface ship. 
I am sure they a.re doing a lot under water 
also in both ship board sensors and bottom
la.ld sensors. It seems logical if submarines 
a.re so important in warfare today, that Rus
sia. also is going ahead in underwater research 
and development. 

Q: What was the origin of Jane's Fighting 
Ships? 

A: Fred Jane was a British newspaperman 
in the late 1800's. He was in the Mediter
ranean covering some small naval confl.ict 
and, wi-th his story, he sent hand sketches of 
the ships. When he got back to England, the 
paper wanted to put together all the sketches 
and publish a. special section. I don't think 
the special section ever was printed, but a 
book publisher heard of this, and 75 years 
ago he published a. book which contained 
sketches and the names of ships and size of 
their biggest guns. It was a. very scanty book 
with about 200 ship drawings. With advent 
of the photoengraving process at the turn of 
the century the publishers started a. book 
with pictures of ships. Pretty soon they were 
covering all the navies, giving strengths as 
well as descriptions on all vessels. 

MILITARY PROCURE:MENT 
CONFERENCE REPORT 

HON. JOHN H. DENT 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. DENT. Mr. Speaker, the House last 
night acted wisely in agreeing to the 
language contained in the Military Pro
curement Conference Report with re
spect to Rhodesian chrome. Mr. E. F. An
drews, vice president of purchases, Alle
gheny Ludlum Industries, Inc., spoke to 
this in testimony before the Senate For
eign Relations Committee. His presenta
tion was cogent and persuasive, and re
lates directly to the problem faced by so 
many of the specialty steel producers in 
my area. I am pleased to include it in the 
RECORD for the benefit of my colleagues: 

PRESENTATION OF E. F. ANDREWS 

Mr. Chairman, my name is E. F. Andrews. 
I am Vice President of Purchases, Allegheny 
Ludlum Industries, Inc. One of our member 
companies, Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corpora
tion, ls a major producer of stainless and spe
cialty steels. I also represent the Tool and 
Stainless Steel Industry Committee and am 
chairman of the Critical Materials Supply 
Committee of the American Iron and Steel 
Institute. We appreciate this opportunity to 
speak in favor of S-1404. 

As one who spends a. major portion of his 
waking hours concerned with the problems 
of materials supplies for this country, I am 
quite naturally interested in any legislation 
that has as its purpose the protection of such 
supplies. 

T'.ae United States ls very much a negative 
nation in regards to the availabillty of stra
tegic raw mateirals. It has been reported 
that, of the 30 strategic metals, so defined 
by the Office of Emergency Preparedness, 25 
must be imported by the United States in 
order to supply the needs of important Amer
ican Industries. For this reason, we strongly 
supported the Boggs' Amendment establish
ing a Materials Policy Commission so that 
we, as a nation, could start officially address
ing ourselves to the long-range problems of 
critical material shortages and hopefully 
adopt laws and enunciate policies t h at wlll 
protect and provide for t;he nation's future 
material neads. S- 1404 is in harmony with 
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the purpose of that commission in that it 
would be established to prevent the unilater
al action of one segment of government from 
interrupting the flow of vital and strategic 
materials to our shores regardless of how 
meritorious the intent of such action may 
be. It reduces the danger of unwise and un
necessary injury to this country while not 
preventing support of the issues involved. 

It already has been said in these hearings 
that the Rhodesian sanctions and their ef
fect on the chrome situation are a perfect 
case in point. As a major consumer of chrome 
we are quite familiar with the effects of 
those sanctions on the economy of the Unit
ed States, the Specialty Steel Industry, and 
its employees. 

The importance of chrome to industrial 
America cannot be overstated. While steel 
remains the most useful, most versatile, and 
most reasonably priced metal in modern 
industrial civ1llzation, specialty steels-<ie
veloped and manufactured by a. large group 
of relatively small companies in the United 
States-not only have those three principal 
characteristics but, in addition, in their latest 
forms and new specifiCBltions, have made pos
sible not only our nation's aerospace pro
gram but also its advanced communications, 
improved power generation and d18'tributlon 
its growing Chemical Industry, greater com~ 
fort a.nd efficiency at home and at work, and 
continuing progress in such advancing sci
ences as oceanology, ecology, surgery, medi
cine and health care, and atomic particle 
physics. From the last named will come not 
only new sources of energy but greait new 
strides in scientific progress in virtually every 
field. 

Thus, gentlemen, when we speak of alloy
ing elements-and chrome of course is an im
portant one of these-we are talking about 
no ordinary commodity. It goes to the root 
of our industrial civilization. In fact, by defi
nition, stainless steel is a corrosion resistant, 
ferrous alloy containing 11 % chrome or more. 
In other words, broadly speaking, there is no 
substitute for chromium insofar as corrosion 
reststarut or stainless steel ls concerned. 

Nearly 70% of the world's known metal
lurgical chrome reserves (see Attachment 1) 
are found in Rhodesia.. To our knowledge, 
there has not been a. new find of chrome re
serves since World War II, and there are no 
known competitive deposits in the Western 
Hemisphere. Prior to sanctions, Rhodesia. was 
our largest supplier of metallurgical, high
grade chrome ore. Due to the sanctions, this 
has diminished to zero, with the main ben
efactor of this attractive and profitable vol
ume of business being the Soviet Union. In 
fact, according to the United States Bureau 
of Mines' data., in 1970, of the 363,840 short 
tons of chromium contained in ore, with a 
chrome content of 46% or better, 224,877 
short tons, or better than 60 % , were im
ported from the Soviet Union. 

In spite of the fact that the world price of 
chrome ore had dropped from 1956 through 
1966, the Russians, acting in a. highly "cap
italistic" manner, increased their price to 
us more than 100 % since the sanctions were 
imposed (see Attachments 2 and 3). As evi
dence of the fa.ct that this rise is substan
rtially greater than inflation during this pe
riod of time, when one examines the years 
1967 through 1970, we cite the following cost 
increases which were incurred for various 
commodities consumed by the Steel Indus
try: 

[In percent) 
Grinding wheels______________________ 21 
Graphite electrodes___________________ 14 
Refractories ------------------------- 20 
Bearings ------------------- ~--------- 15 Ingot molds__________________________ 16 
Mill rolls----------------------------- 16 
Coke --------------------------------- 50 Fuel on______________________________ 31 
Manganese ore ________________________ -15 
75% ferrosilicon______________________ 19 
Vanadium --------------------------- 42 
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APT tungsten_________________________ 57 

Nickel ------------------------------- 56 
Cobalt ------------------------------- 10 
Fluorspar ---------------------------- 10 
Magnesium --------------------------- 5 

But now, looking at the impact of the rise 
in chrome ore prices during this time, we 
see ferrochrome silicon up 80% and high 
carbon ferrochrome up 67% (see Attach
ments 4 and 5). In fact, if we exa.mlne At
tachment 4, the dotted llne shows the price 
rise of silicon in ferrochrome silicon over the 
past four years, and the solid line shows the 
rise in the cost of chrome contained in this 
product over the same period of time. 

The situation would undoubtedly have 
been worse had it not been for sizable dis
posals from the Federal Government stock
pile during this time. It ls estimated that, 
during 1969, 31 % of the metallurgical chrome 
consumed in this country came from the 
stockpile, and something over 20% in 1970. In 
order to provide this material to industry, the 
O.E.P. has seen fit to continually drop the 
stockpile objectives, thus ma.king material 
available. This action is deemed by some 
members of Congress as being unwise be
cause of chrome's strategic importance and 
the zero production in the United States. 
Over 900,000 tons of material have been 
sold out of the stockpile since 1966. How
ever, the availabibity of high-grade, metal
lurgical chrome ore from this source will 
someday run out; therefore, we must not 
count upon this as a long-range answer to 
our problems. Reduction to the new objective 
of 1,500,000 tons of ore will take us to below 
a two-year supply. 

As we said earlier, Russia has been the 
major source of supply; but if you will look 
again ait Attachment 1, you will see that 
the Bureau of Mines estimates th.at Russia 
possesses only 5.6% of the world's supply of 
chrome-yert this is now our major source. 
Russia is now selling us chromite limited to 
450,000 tons per year a.t ever-increasing 
prices. It ls our understanddng that they are 
now requesting customers to take one ton 
of fines with each ton of good maiterial. Is 
this, by policy, to hold up the price or is it 
all they have to sell us? We are at the bot
tom of this barrel also. One could rightfully 
ask the question-are we buying Russian 
material ait inflated prices while they supply 
their needs with Rhodesian material at lower 
prices? 

As stated above, the stockpile is our sec
ond source. This will also run out in time, 
and good grade metallurgical lump ts low at 
this ti.me. In fact, a large part of the Gov
ernment's stockpile is unsuitable for metal
lurgical use. 

Turkey is our third source. According to 
the United States Bureau of Mines, Turkey 
has only 2 % of the world supply. Turkish 
output of ore is just under 500,000 tons per 
year, of which approximately 250,000 tons 
per year are exported, almost entirely to the 
United States. 

According to the April 12, 1971, issue of 
Metals Week, the Japanese have just com
pleted an arrangement with the Turkish pro
ducers to take 100,000 tons of this material 
per year on a long-term contra.ct. 

Thus, our three sources-Russia, 50-60 % 
of our needs; the stockpile, 20-30%; and 
Turkey, 10-15%-present a bleak picrture of 
our major sources of supply. The outlook 
for chrome can only be for tightening avail
ability and rising prices, so long as we deny 
ourselves access to the 70% of the world's 
supply in Rhodesia. 

South Africa is a fourth source and is 
limited in its metallurgica.l suitability. But 
even here, there are those who desire to ex
tend the sa.nctions to that country. 

While denying ourselves this major and 
vital raw material, one needs only to visit 
Southern Rhodesia to realize that its chrome 
ore has been finding its way into the world 
markets. There is little ore seen above 
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ground although they work the mines seven 
days a week. As we know, they were unable 
to ship but a mere 15% of the 150,000 tons 
approved many months ago for import. The 
United Nations has itself offered the best 
evidence of the sanctions' failure. In the 
third report of the United Nations Security 
Council Sanctions Committee, publlshed in 
June, 1970, it was estimated that Rhodesian 
exports were running at approximately 70% 
of their presanctlons level. Twenty-one com
plaints of violations were investigated by the 
U .N. involving chrome ore from Rhodesia 
to France, Japan, Netherlands, Italy, Spain, 
and West Germany. It is generally admitted 
that we and Britain are the only ones seri
ously abiding by the sanctions. 

We realize that the Government has made 
a noble effort to try and prove conclusively 
that this material is flowing into the hands 
of members of the United Nations in the 
free world. Indications are that it is not 
flowing directly from Rhodesia to these na
tions but ls probably being trans-shipped 
when repackaged. This we do know-the 
mines are operating in Rhodesia., and there 
is no ore being stockpiled there. The free 
world would probably have run out of chrome 
a long time ago if the major supplies from 
Rhodesia. were totally cut off from the free 
world market. 

Thus, many reliable sources indicate that 
substantial quantities of this material are 
flowing into the hands of foreign specialty 
steel producers, undoubtedly substantially 
aiding foreign producers of specialty steels 
in moving into and capturing large seg
ments of the American market for specialty 
steels, producing a chaotic price situation 
here, bringing a.bout unemployment and af
fecting the profitability of small American 
companies to the point where there ts serious 
question about their economic viability. A 
question has been raised as to the impact of 
the cost of chrome on stainless steel. Neither 
time nor space here will permit complete 
detail of the effect on all the multiple grades 
of specialty steels produced, but let us sug
gest the following example that would cover 
the majority of the tonnage. There are ap
proximately 400 pounds of chrome contained 
per ton of 18-8 stainless steel. Thus, a le 
price increase in chrome would increase the 
cost per ingot ton by $4.00. With a 50% 
yield factor, the cost per finished product 
would thus be $8.00 per ton. Since the 
Rhodesian embargoes, the cost of low carbon 
ferrochrome, for example, has risen 14c. 

Thus, the cost per ton of stainless steel 
would be $112 per ton. Last year, approxi
mately 900,000 tons were produced. Thus, the 
industry impact would have been a. $100 mil
lion cost increase. Also, markets have been 
sufficiently encroached upon that we are 
beginning to see cutbacks in vital programs. 
Foreign producers of specialty steel, who are 
beneficiaries of the Rhodesian sanctions 
have penetrated the American market fo; 
specialty steels, at the end of four months 
of 1971, at an all-time high, exceeding 22%. 
For individual specialty steel products, the 
penetration is even greater: some 35% of 
stainless steel cold rolled sheets; 68% of the 
market for stainless steel wire rods; 54 % of 
the market for stainless steel wire. One can 
rightfully ask how much embargoed 
Rhodesian ore is contained in this imported 
stainless steel coming into this cO'l.lntry, 
adding insult to the injury of the unem
ployed or about-to-be unemployed American 
steelworker. We are aible to identify Rhodesian 
chrome ore coming into this country as 
ore, but there is no known way to identify 
it if it is contained in stainless steel sheet. 
I a.m sure that the unemployed steelworker 
wonders who is being helped and who ls being 
hurt by these sanctions. Fortune magazine 
reported in April that the Rhodesian growth 
in real GNP was better than 4% per year, 
substantially more solid than either the 
United States or Britain. France, Japan, and 
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Germany are reportedly continuing to trade. 
A visit to Rhodesia reveals a very stable, 
busy, growing country, with Toyotas and 
Renaults very muoh in evidence. 

Ohrome is but one example of what could 
happen in many other vital materials if sim
ilar unilateral actions are taken. For example, 
there was a proposal before the United Na
tions to extend these sanctions to Portugal 
and South Africa. To have extended ~hem 
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to South Africa would have cut us off from 
90% of the world's metallurgical chrome. It 
would have also placed us in an emergency 
situation with reg·ard to vanadium supplies. 
A simliar sanction against the Congo would 
cut off our cobalt; against Canada, our nick
el; against Mexico, our fluorspar; and against 
Brazil, our iron ore. Were it not for the sub
stantial American stockpile, we would now 
be dependent upon Red China for tungsten. 

CHROMIUM RESERVES OF THE WORLD 

[Amounts in thousands of short tons) 

As chromite 

Amount Percent 

2, 200, 000 (74. 5) 
660, 000 (22. 2) 

Republic of South Africa ______ •.••• _ •.• __ .•. ___ ..•. .. ____ ._ •.•..• - ... -••..•.... - ... - --- -

11, 000 (.4) 
8, 800 (. 3) 
8, 250 (. 3) 
8, 250 (. 3) 
5, 500 (. 2) 

12, 485 (. 4) 

Southern Rhodesia •.•.... __ .. __ •• ____ . _____ . __________________ •...•• _ .. ___ .. __ ... _. ___ . 

~~~~eeJsiate_s __ -_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·:_-: : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : :: :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Phil ippines. __ .•.• _ ••. __ . ___ .... _. ___ •. _ ••. _ .. ___ ____ ------ ____ •. ____ .. ________ . __ . __ _ 
Finland ._. ___ . _____ ..... _._ .•. _______ ____ __ ___ . ___ . .. __ ._. ____ .•.. ____ .•• __ .. ____ • __ _ 
Canada ________ .••••... _ ... ___ _ .• ___ ..• _. _._. __ • ____ _______ ._ •. _ .• __ ._ ... _._. ________ _ 
Other __ . ___ • ____ •..• ___ ._._ ... _____ • • _._. ______ • ___ ____________________ • ____________ _ 

November 12, 1971 
The list could go on and on. S-1404, we be
lieve, is designed to permit us to support 
those political and social issues throughout 
the world that have merit and deserve our 
support without injuring ourselves eco
nomioaJly and militarily more than the one 
we bring such action against. We therefore 
urge your immediate and enthusiastic sup
port of this resolution. Thank you very much, 
Mr. Chairman. 

As metal As high Cr chromite 

Amount Percent Amount Percent 

575, 000 (74. 2~ 110, 000 (22. 5) 
175, 000 (22. 5 330, 000 (67. 4) 

3, 000 (. 4) 9, 900 (2. 0) 
2,000 (. 3) 440 (. 1) 
1, 000 (. 1) 1, 650 (. 3) 
2, 000 (. 3) ......... . .................... 
1, 000 (. 1) .......... . . .... ... -- . . .. .. -- . 
1, 000 ( . 1) 8, 983 (1. 8) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....:... 

2, 913, 285 (98. 1) 760, 000 (98. 0) 460, 973 (94. 1) Total free world .. _. _____ .. _ •. ___ ••• _._ •.. __ ___ ._ . ___ ••. ___ ..• _. _____ __________ •• 
=========================================~~======~~===~~ 

55, 000 (1. 8) 15, 000 (2. 0) 27, 500 (5. 6) 
1, 650 (. l) 800 ( . 1) 1, 650 ( . 3) 

U.S.S.R .•.. • _ .•.. _ .. _____ •.. __________ . ___ _____ .. _________ __ . _. ______ •• ___ ..• ____ ..• . _ 
Albania .• _ •... ____ •. _ .... __ ._ •• ___ . . __ ••.. . ....• -- --- .•. . .••••.• - ... -- - - .... - .. - -.•. -

--~~~~~~-~~---~~---------~--~-~ World total_ . __ _ • _____ _____ • __ • ________ _ . ___ _ •. ___ _______ __ __ -- - - - - ________ ____ _ 2, 969, 935 (100. 0) 775, 800 (100. l) 490, 973 (100. 0) 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, best estimate. 

PRICE QUOTATIONS OF VARIOUS GRADES OF FOREIGN CHROMITE 

1965 1966 1967 

Rhodesia: 48 percent Cr:iOs. 3:1 Cr/Fe ratio______________ ___ _______ __ ___ $31. 00-$35. 00 
Turkey: 48 percent Cr203, 3:1 Cr/Fe ratio___ ____ ____ _____ __ ____ _________ 29. 50- 31. 50 

$31. 00-$35. 00 
29. 50- 31. 50 
20. 00- 21. 50 

29. 25 

$31. 00-$35. 00 
32. 50- 33. 50 
18. 00- 21. 50 

30.40 
South Africa: 44 percent Cr:iOa------------- - -- - - --- --- - ---- --- ----- - --- 20. 00- 21. 50 
U.S.S.R.• 55 percent Cr:z(l3, 4:1 Cr/Fe ratio__ ___________ _____ _____ _____ __ 25. 00 

•Actual prices to Foote Mineral Co., f.o.b. Burnside. 

TV PROGRAM SPOTLIGHTS LOWER 
EAST SIDE 

HON. BELLA S. ABZUG 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11. 1971 

Mrs. ABZUG. Mr. Speaker, on October 
12 a very sensitive and informative pro
gram on the problems of the Lower Ea.st 
Side, called "The Melting Pot Grows 
Older," appeared on WNBC-TV's New 
York illustrated series. 

This area, the gateway to the promise 
of America for successive waves of im
migrants from many lands and speaking 
many languages, is changing, in some 
cases for the better, in others for the 
worse. 

As the narrator, Ken Alvord, points 
out, in the early days-

If times 'Vere hard and prospects were dim 
for the parents th·en, there was always hope 
for the children. They became educated, 
grew up, left the poverty and the tenements 
behind. 

But, he asks-
can it still happen here amidst the winos 

and junkies and garbage and the wreck.a,ge 
of abandoned buildings? .. . Today's condil
tions are not the same as yesterday's. The 
poverty is more hopeless, the dangers more 
acute. In such an environment the ohild.ren 
must do their best. Simply to survive. 

I am including in the RECORD at this 
point the full script of this excellent TV 
program. 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

THE MELTING POT GROWS OLDER 

(Written and Produced by Tum Schactman; 
photogmphy Art Go1dma.n; film editor 
Vince Slarubbi) 
Mr. ALVORD. Gateway to New York and to 

the rest of the country for more than a cen
tury and a half, the lower East Side. Ghet
toes within ghettoes, impacted, poor, a.live
America's melting pot. The tenements are 
fading, yield'ing to the inevirtability of the 
high-rise. The old ethnic waves have climbed 
out of poverty and passed on. But still these 
few square miles are first homes to thousands 
of new immigrants and to those left from 
earlier waves unable or unwilling to change. 
As America soars into modernity and assimi
lation, can the people and the character of 
the lower East Side survive? 

ACT I 

In the flux of changing progress America's 
immigrants sought from their new home, 
often the customs brought from the old 
country submerged, dissolved and were lost 
for ever. But here on the lower East Side of 
Manhattan, many things from many old 
countries survive. A bocci game on a Sunday 
afternoon is the focal point for Italians 
from what is known as Little Italy-an 
island, comfortable and familiar in the cal
dron of the big city. 

In former years people from the specific 
regions and even from individual towns 
would migrate many thousands of miles to 
settle not only in one area, but often in one 
block to be near people and customs they 
knew. Today the old neighborhood lines are 
changing, melting, but the style of life 
continues. The problems of the lower East 
Side have grown more acute with the pas
sage of time. The claustrophobic atmosphere 
of the tenements teeming with people and 
the streets where the people go to escape the 
tenements. The ethnic groups, different as 
they a.re, live in many ways similar lives-

1968 

NA 
$34. 50-$35. 50 

19. 00- 21. 50 
34.10 

1969 

NA 
$37-50-$38. 50 
19.00- 21. 50 

44.00 

1970 

NA 
$47. 50-$48. 50 

26.00 
58. 00 

1971 

NA 
$56-$6 

$30 
$70 

conditioned by similar environments. This 
used to be an Italian food market. Now it is 
run by Chinese, but the change is barely 
noticeable. The style continues. In the shops 
the various nationalities express themselves 
at their most characteristic. Each country's 
people brought with them native foods
cheeses, meats, wines, vegetables. In the 
new country the shops that sold them bound 
the settlers to their places of origin. Today, 
shops like this have a further function. 
Magnets, they draw back to the neighbor
hood those who managed to climb out of the 
poverty and insularity here. They may live 
elsewhere now, but their hearts and their 
stomachs all return here. When the annual 
festival of San Genaro, now in its 45th year, 
comes each year to Mulberry Street, Little 
Italy sounds its own glory to the whole city. 
Spilling onto the streets, the tenement 
dwellers find the excitement and amusement 
in the carnival. For the myriad ethnic clus
ters at the lower East Side like this provide 
one of the few recreational activities avail
able to those who are poor and often unable 
to get along in English very well. Many of 
the national groups have annual festivals. 
The Chinese, the Hungarians, Germans and 
Poles in addition to the Italians. Though 
today they are mostly secular carnivals, their 
beginnings were religious. 

They stem from a time on the lower East 
Side when the houses of worship formed 
the centers of the small communities. They 
were islands of calm in the turmoil of ghet '.;o 
life, providing a link with quieter origins 
in the past. This place, the Marble Church's 
cemetery on East First Street, was such an 
island to tenement dwellers. The grave
stones speak the old, near-forgotten history 
of New York. Before the city became a 
jumble of building blocks and crowded 
streets. Before even the first tenement was 
built in 1833. Markers here date back to the 
1700's. A member of the Roosevelt family 
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whose farm covered the territory now be
tween Chambers and Jane Streets is buried 
here. The lower East Side is awash with 
American history. The early Dutch settlers' 
farms or boweries were along the East River. 
Their names are our streets today-Delancey, 
Doyer, Van Cortlandt, Gouverneur, Bayard. 
Distinguished by hills and large ponds-no
where to be seen-the East Side was mostly 
a swamp. The area between Houston and 
Third Street was cut off from the mainland 
and was called Manhattan Island. Many 
skirmishes of the Revolutionary War were 
fought along Grand Street. Nathan Hale was 
hung at the corner of Market and East 
Broadway. Washington's first residence as 
President on Cherry Street seen here is r.ow 
the site of the foundations of the Brooklyn 
Bridge. In Peter Stuyvesant's time-he do
nated land for a church on his farm and in 
1795 the cornerstone of St. Mark's Episcopal 
Church was laid. St. Mark's has seen many 
changes in the territory around it. It was 
thought of as the northern edge of town in 
1785. Generations of immigrants worshipped 
here, peered at the old burial mounds, passed 
by the church as the area prospered, 
weathered and later went into decline. Like 
all the other immigrants, the latest and per
haps the most alien group, the hippies passed 
by as well. St. Mark's Place became the focal 
point for the flower children, the dropouts, 
the freaks, many of whom thought by escap
ing to the East Village they too were start
ing a new life in a new land. Rock music, 
long hair, psychedelia-freedom from all the 
strictures of straight society, a new culture 
alien to the old. But for these seekers too 
the promised land was not all they expected 
it to be. The newness and excitement passed 
quickly and the centers of the attraction, 
the high centers of rock music closed down, 
thrusting the area once more into decline. 
What has been left behind in the East Vil
lage are drugs, crime, venereal disease, pov
erty, violence. These people a.re trying to 
fight such problems. The concern of Project 
Eye-opener of St. John's Lutheran Church 
are those belated immigrant runaways. Each 
year hundreds of thousands of young people 
run away from home; a great many flee to 
the East Village. They come seeking love 
and freedom. And what they find is neither 
lovely nor free, but very often ugly and 
dangerous. Project Eye-opener tries to help 
parents locate their runaway children. Here 
they show pictures of runaways to people 
in the neighborhood. It is an arduous task 
finding a long-haired teenager here-like 
finding a needle in a haystack. And when 
on occasion they are found, it is not always 
possible to convince them to leave the new 
land. Reverend Fred Eckhardt: 

Reverend ECKHARDT .... in the East Vil
lage there-how long have you really been 
here in town? 

MALE VOICE. Just about a week. 
Reverend ECKHARDT. Well, you know there 

is a great deal of difference between here 
and the West where you came from. How 
do you feel about it now? 

MALE VOICE. Well, I feel-I don't want to 
go home. I really feel I can stay in-in the 
Village. 

Reverend ECKHARDT. Well, you know, Billy, 
we know a lot of other kids who thought they 
could make it too, and-a great deal of 
danger in the Village. I hope you don't get 
in bad company. And very soon-why don't 
you go home? Your folks love you-are 
there-any indication of it? Problems? 

MALE VOICE. I can't talk to my parents. 
They really don't have any love for me. 

Mr. ALVORD. In the bewildering complexity 
of the lower East Side, immigrants have al
ways sought an ideal. But fantasies must 
yield to reality. And as ever, reality is un
compromising and harsh. 

End Act I. 
ACT II 

Mr. ALVORD. America, nation of immigrants. 
America, the melting pot. "Give me your 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
tired, your poor, your homeless yearning to 
breathe free." They came from everywhere. 
Escaping starvation in Ireland, death in 
China, poverty in Italy. Fleeing the Austrian 
army or the Cossacks of the Czar. Escaping 
religious programs, or just leaving generally 
intolerable conditions in Europe or Asia for 
the great promise of America, the golden 
land. Ellis Island to be remembered for all 
their Ii ves as the place where they first set 
foot on American soil. Here they were de
tained for weeks, inoculated, indoctrinated, 
their papers processed. Here families were 
reunited with relatives who had proceeded 
them and then sent the money for their 
passage. Since records first were kept in 1920 
America has opened up its arms to 45 million 
foreigners. In the late part of the 19th cen
tury and early decades of the 20th, over half 
a million people each year came to this 
country, many of them destined for the 
lower East Side. For the most part they were 
peasants, oppressed in their home lands, 
largely unwanted. They carried with them 
all their worldly possessions for a grave in a 
country whose language and customs were 
totally foreign to them. The lower East Side 
soon teemed with over a quarter of a mil
lion immigrants who found that the land of 
their dreams was bustling, exciting, crowd
ed and harsh. Sweat shops, disease, intense 
poverty, fires, tenement living. Built initially 
as ghetto housing to contain the immi
grants, the tenements still serve that pur
pose today. The more things changed, the 
more they stayed the same. Despite the 
harshness, the immigrants found their own 
joys and entertainment. It was an exciting 
time, especially for the children for whose 
sakes the new starts had been made. The 
newcomers suffered and struggled. Formed 
unions to protect their la:bor. Founded 
schools, newspapers, churches, temples, 
countless business enterprises. Each genera
tion built on the work of the last. The eternal 
story of people struggling up out of poverty. 
Grand Street, Canal Street, Orchard Street-
these became the marketplaces of the city. 
For the immigrants. Here anything a tene
ment dweller might need could be purchased 
at prices that were always negotiable. 

The pushcarts of the peddlers were their 
department stores. It was the dream of free 
enterprise come to life. America fulfilling its 
promise. Many a merchant got his start with 
a pushcart along Orchard Street. Today Or
chard Street is still a shopping extravaganza 
thronged with those seeking bargains and 
the entertainment of the colorful parade. 
Nearly anything can be bought on Orchard 
Street though clothes are the big attraction. 
The ethnic atmosphere has changed. The 
middle Europeans giving way to later im
migrants like the blacks and Puerto Ricans. 
The pushcal!'ts full of clothes have been re
placed by the stores and the stalls of modern 
merchants, but much else remains the sam.e. 
The excitement of bargains. The fun of a 
snow-cone on a hot summer's day. 

From Broadway to the East River, from 14th 
Street down to City Hall, throughout the 
history of the lower East Side the cast of 
characters has been perpetually changing, 
but the immigrant story remains the same. 
From insularity and poverty to assimilation 
and a foothold in the middle class, making 
way for the next immigrant group. One 
group that resisted change is the Chinese. 
Isolated by language and color they neither 
assimilated nor dispersed. Remaining, they 
have fallen heir to more than the old prob
lems. Overcrowding, always a problem, was 
accelerated by a recent jump in the immigra
tion quota which coincided with a rise in 
the historically low crime rate of the area. 
And so the island that is Chinatown, like 
the rest of the lower East Side, slides steadily 
down into the morass of today's urban prob
lem. Removed from the gleaming towers of 
mid-Manhattan, the lower East Side has 
always seemed physically and spiritually 
separate. But the old immigrants could even
tually be assimilated into a white society. To-
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day's newcomers--blacks, Puerto Rican, 
brown-have no such chance. In these crum
bling tenements, some built a hundred years 
ago and inadequate even then, the early im
migrants passed their lives. Now the same 
buildings provide fertile soil in which all 
of the urban problems fester and seethe. The 
new immigrants have become our hard-core 
poor. There are few bottom-rung jobs, tra
ditionally filled by immigrants in modern so
ciety, so they languish and the problems 
multiply. Among these the most serious is 
drugs. As they lead regularly to crime and 
violence, the Lower East Side Service Cen
ter tackles the problems of addiction head-on. 
Along with a Methadone program, the Cen
ter gives hope and training to those whom 
our society and its problems have caused to 
fail. 

MALE INSTRUCTOR. So how you doing, Rodri
guez, any question? - The correct size is Ya 
by 2% except you got three mistakes. You 
didn't put down the material it is made out 
of-You also didn't put down what parts 
become machine. 

Sudent RODRIGUEZ. Right. 
MALE INSTRUCTOR. Also, more of your frac

tions should be decimals. 
Mr. ALVORD. Vocational training and guid

ance, educational and remedial programs, 
assistance with welfare and legal problems, 
services for families with drug users--these 
are the main works here. Some who come are 
the new immigrants. Some are the old. A 
group of elderly Chinese addicted to opium 
and then to heroin are now in Methadone. 
Ex-convicts who can't get a job, those over
looked in the tumult of the city, newcomers 
have become victims. 

Male INSTRUCTOR. Now you see the pin bar 
holes? You see this little shield over here? 
In order to start the plate on, you get it 
underneath the shield, line it up on the pin 
bar boles and just bold it like this before 
you roll it up, huh? 

Mr. ALVORD. The drug users who come here 
for help and treatment are, of course, only 
the tip of the iceberg, those actively seeking 
to help themselves. 

Male INSTRUCTOR. That's it. Put some ten
sion on there. Hold it down like that. Now 
you are rolling. That's it. You got it. 

·Mr. ALVORD. 600 were treated here last 
year, but the problems they personify are 
symptomatic of a malaise far more general 
and serious than the poverty which affected 
most of the early immigrants on the lower 
East Side. If times were hard and prospects 
were dim for the parents then, there was 
always hope for the children. They became 
educated, grew up, left the poverty and the 
tenements behind. The immigrant version 
of the American dream fulfilled. Can it still 
happen here amidst the winos and junkies 
and garbage and the wreckage of abandoned 
buildings? It is often argued that it should 
be happening here, that the children of the 
new immigrants should grow up and sur
pass their parents as the old immigrants 
did. But today's conditions are not the same 
as yesterday's. The poverty is more hope
less, the dangers more acute. In such an en
vironment the children must do their best. 
Simply to survive. 

End act II. 
ACT ill 

Mr. ALFORD. St. Mary's on Grand Street 
dates baok to 1833, but the parish it served 
for 140 years is all but gone now. The tene
ments around the church were finally torn 
down to make way for new buildings. The 
first tenements were the most efficient way 
known of crowding immigrants into small 
spaces for high profit. Even the new tenement 
law of 1901 which eliminated many bad 
building practices did not help much. But 
we know better ways of squashing people 
now. And so in the Seward Park urban re
newal area, near St. Mary's, already the site 
of large co-ops, the last rows of tenements 
finally are coming down. Although few a.re 
sad to see them go, what is going with them 
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is something of the character of the area.. 
For when the tenements come down, the peo
ple just seems to disappear. St. Mary's was 
a pa.rish of relatively poor Catholics, the new 
buildings of the surrounding area a.re filled 
primarily with middle-class Jews. The Grand 
Street Guild of St. Mary's, which will erect 
the new apartment houses, fears that their 
original parishioners long since relocated out 
of the East Side, will not be able to come 
back to occupy the new buildings when they 
a.re ready. Even today the new buildings have 
taken over large portions of the old tenement 
areas; most of the waterfront section-since 
the days of the Dutch a. center of perpetual 
activity-has been torn down and now blocks 
on blocks of high-rises line the East River 
from 14th Street down more than a. mile t.o 
the foot of the Brooklyn Bridge, housing 
more than a. thousand people. Co-op City, 
other low- and middle-income dwelllngs 
marching from the river perceptibly west
ward, somewhat cold and sterile in their 
monumental sterility. The wave of the fu
ture. The buildings push ever higher. The 
financial and governmental complexes of 
lower Manhattan creep nearer and the charm 
of polyglot ghettoes like Henry Street be
tween Catherine and Market seems irre
vocably compromised. The Telephone Com
pany has bought up most of this block. They 
are not building now, but in ten yea.rs they 
may. Today in one small tenement the 
clashes and meltings of 100 years of immi
gration can be read. But soon there may be 
no names left. There is a relocation omce 
right dawn the street. 

The block is charged with history. The 
Jacob Riis house is now a church, with 
Chinese, English and Spanish serv1ces-1n
credible diversity of national origins, all here 
in one small block. But for how much longer? 
All over the lower East Side we read in the 
signs the fading of the days of strong ethnic 
enclave. Where 100 signs boasted in Polish or 
Russian, only a few remain, antique and 
faintly apologetic in the modern city. Along 
the great thoroughfare of East Broadway, the 
Yiddish language once flowered forth in a 
half dozen newspapers tying together Jewish 
immigrants from many countries. Today the 
circulation of the Yiddish papers has dwin
dled to a. few thousand readers, most of them 
old. Change and more change. An area per
petually in transition. Progress passes by, but 
still some of the old ones remain, scattered 
in pockets about the old neighborhoods, still 
living much as they did in younger days. The 
children grow up and move away, seeking a 
better life. The tenements crumble, torn 
down for the march of the co-ops. The push
carts give way to the bodgas, as new immi
grants come in and take the places they 
themselves once filled. Perhaps they have ex
perienced too much change in their lives and 
are no longer willing to flow with it having 
grown old. It might be feasible for them t.o 
move away, to change, but they don't want 
to. So, they play a few games, sit in the sun, 
feed the pigeons, and talk, as the melting pot 
grows older. And the lower East Side they 
once knew changes and crumbles and slowly 
disappears. This is Ken Alvord for New York 
Illustrated. 

J. W. McSPADDEN WILL RETIRE 
AS TREASURER 

HON. ED EDMONDSON 
OF OKLAHOMA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Speaker, in 
January 1969, it was my pleasure to 
share with my colleagues the story of 
a remarkable man and dedicated public 
servant, Mr. J. W. Mcspadden, of Tahle
quah, Okla. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

At that time, Mr. McSpadden, at age 
84, was contemplating seeking his 26th 
term as city treasurer of Tahlequah. 
About the possibility of running for re
election he stated: 

I won't make up my mind until I see how 
I feel. 

When it was time to file, he felt fine. 
He won another term and is still serv
ing. 

On November 17, 1971, J. W. Mc
Spadden will end a record 54 years as 
city treasurer. He will be greatly missed 
in city hall, and his place will be hard 
to fill, but the many people who have 
benefited from his work through the 
years wish him great happiness in his 
well-earned retirement. 

I insert an article, in the RECORD from 
the November 4, 1971, edition of Mr. Mc
Spadden's hometown paper, the Pictorial 
Press: 
TAHLEQUAH TREASURER ENDS 54 YEAR CAREER 

A 54 yPar reign as Tahlequah City Treas
urer wEl end ~ovember 17 for J . W. Mc
spadden, who is believed to hold the record 
for the longest in city government in Okla
homa. 

McSpadden, 87, announced his decision to 
retire from office several months ago. 

Mayor Jack Ross named George McJunkln 
of Liberty State Bank to serve the remainder 
of McSpadden's term during the November 
council meeting Monday night. The coun
cil voted approval. 

Mcspadden was named Tahlequah City 
Treasurer in 1917 to replace H.B. Upton, who 
had resigned in mid-term. 

A native of Tahlequah, McSpadden lives at 
317 Bluff. Both his father and grandfather 
moved to Tahlequah prior to statehood. 

Mcspadden served as Cherokee County's 
first automobile tag agent, and held the job 
for 14 yea.rs. He also owned and operated the 
Tahlequah Mill and Elevator from 1915 to 
1962. 

His wife, Callie, died in 1964 and Mc
Spadden has eight children, four sons and 
four daughters. 

PRESIDENT NIXON BEGINS ENVI
RONMENTAL AWARDS PROGRAM 
FOR NATION'S HIGH SCHOOL STU
DENTS 

HON. JENNINGS RANDOLPH 
OF WEST vmGINIA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the 
young people of our country continue to 
express a real concern for the environ
ment. Almost daily we learn of instances 
in which young people are actively in
volved in making the United States a bet
ter place to live in through their efforts to 
end pollution. 

The youth of America do more than 
just talk about the environment: they are 
dedicating theii: energies and enthusiasm 
to improving the situation. 

In response to many requests from stu
dents who want to be involved, President 
Richard Nixon is beginning a new pro
gram of awards for those working in en
vironmental protection. The incentive 
provided by this program should lead to 
even greater student participation in the 
campaign for a clean world. 

Mr. President, this worthwhile effort 
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started by President Nixon was explained 
in a letter from William D. Ruckelshaus. 
Administrator of the Environmental Pro
tection Agency, to the principals of the 
country's 38,000 public and private high 
schools. 

I ask unanimous consent that this let
ter be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the letter 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

ENVmONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
Washington, D.C., October 25, 1971. 

DEAR PRINCIPAL: President Nixon's deep 
commitment to the restoration and preserva
tion of our environment has been warmly 
embraced by the American people, and has 
won the wholehearted, bipartisan support of 
the Congress. 

The crusade to protect our natural in 
heritance has captured the imagination or 
young people, particularly. To them, a nd to 
their own children in the years ahead , it is 
truly a. matter of life, itself. 

Since December of 1970, when the Presi
dent created the Environmental Protect ion. 
Agency, we literally have been swamped with 
letters from high school students who want 
to "do something." 

The President has initiated his Merit. 
Awards Program to give them that 
opportunity. 

The program is designed not only to get. 
them in.on the action at every level of indi
vidual competence, but to provide environ
mental educational opportunity and motiva
tional stimulus. 

I urge you to read the enclosed handbook 
and to establish the President's Environmen
tal Merit Awards Program at your school. 

Although this first letter is necessarily a. 
general one, I would like to hear from you 
personally-by letter or on the enclosed card. 
Please, also advise me of the name of the 
faculty member whom you appoint to head 
the President's Program. 

The poster is for your bulletin board-as a 
suggested starter for other student-designed 
artwork calling attention to the Merit 
Awards. 

Sincerely yours, 
WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS, 

Administrator. 

UNITED STATES TO BUY RHO
DESIAN CHROME IN SPITE OF U.N. 
BOYCOTr 

HON. JOHN R. RARICK 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, Thursday 
night in consideration of the conference 
report on military procurement, the 
House voted 251 to 100 to retain section 
503 of the conference report authorizing 
U.S. industry to import chrome ore from 
Rhodesia. 

This vote has been discussed by the 
communications media and in fact the 
action itself is unknown to many people 
in our country. What a striking com
parison this is to the news coverage ac
corded another recent vote involving the 
U.N.-the seating of Red China. 

Perhaps the significance of the vote is 
best explained in the arguments of those 
opposing Rhodesian trade who claimed 
that such action would be in violation of 
the U.N. economic sanctions. In fact, it 
was even suggested that if the House 
adopted the resolution we would be guilty 
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of deliberate wrongdoing by openly defy
ing the United Nations. 

Most Members who voted for the 
legalizing of free trade with Rhodesia did 
rn knowing that the militarY' requires 
chrome to def end our Nation. They 
placed their country above the spiteful 
sanctions by the U .N. 

A related newsclipping follows: 
(From Manchester Union Leader, 

Nov. 5 , 1971] 
WASHINGTON, LONDON AND UN MUST FACE 

REALITY OF INDEPENDENT STATE-UNITED 
STATES COULD END RHODESIA BOYCOTT FARCE 

(By Prof. Edward McGlynn) 
A ray of light shone through the United 

States Senat e when that august body, fol
lowing the lead of Virginia's Sen. Harry Byrd, 
voted 46 to 36 to permit the import of 
Rhodesian chrome ore. 

Chrome is a vital defense material essential 
' for such items as jet aircraft, missiles, and 

nuclear submarines, but since 1966 our de
fense industry has been denied the use o! 
Rhodesian chrome and has been forced to 
rely upon imports from the Soviet Union, the 
world's other principal source of this vital 
mineral. 

Former President Lyndon Johnson, in 
keeping with the United Nations' interna
tional boycott of Rhodesia, prohibited trade 
between our two countries. The economio 
boycott was the world body's chief weapon 
against the breakaway British colony that 
had dared to unilaterally declare its in
dependence of London. The then British 
Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, swore to bring 
the Rhodesians to their knees within a few 
weeks but finding this impossible he threw 
the problem to the United Nations, which 
chose to attempt to break the Rhodesian 
economy via an international boycott. 

In retrospect the "Rhodesian crisis" o! 
1965-66 seems farcical. The Rhodesian dec
lal'ation of independence caused the United 
Nations to go into emergency session. Many 
Third World spokesmen called upon Britain 
to crush the rebellion by force but public 
opinion polls revealed that the great majority 
of Britons opposed the use of troops in 
Rhodesia. 

Frustrated by the reluctance of the British 
government to employ force , Egypt's Presi
dent Nasser and Ghana's Kwame Nkrumah 
actually went through the motions of de
claring war against Rhodesia , in what was 
probably the mcst laughable aspect of the 
entire silly situation. The American news 
media spoke of an imminent blood bath in 
Rhodesia.. But no massive revolts or foreign 
invasions t::><>k place. 

REMAINS STABLE 

Today, six years after its declaration of 
independence, Rhodesia. remains one of Af
rica's most stable countries. And while many 
of those leaders who inveighed against Rho
desia-Johnson, Wilson, Nasser, and Nkru
mah-are out of power or deceased, the man 
who led the Rhodesians to independence, 
Prime Minister Ian Smith, is still very much 
in command of the situation in Salisbury, 
the Rhodesian capital. 

While the United Nations' boycott admit
tedly harmed Rhodesia, its impact was not 
so great as London and Washington hoped it 
would be. Even Harrison Baldwin, the for
mer military editor of the New York Times, 
admits that the boycott was a failure and 
proved more harmful to the United States 
than to Rhodesia as it made this country 
dependent upon the Soviet Union for its 
source of chrome. 

Political pundits in Washington maintain 
that the House of Representatives will follow 
the lead of the Senate and vote to permit the 
importation of Rhodesian chrome. Should the 
United States resume trade with Rhodesia it 
will not only bolster the Rhodesian economy 
but will also put Ian Smith in a good bargain-

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
ing position next month when negotiations 
with Britain resume over the issue of legaliz
ing Rhodesian independence. 

WONDER AT NIXON 

One fascinating aspect of the Rhodesian is
sue has been the attitude of the Nixon ad
ministration. While President Nixon has held 
out the olive branch to Red China and other 
Communist states, he has done nothing to 
improve our relations with Rhodesia. As re
cently as March 1970 Washington severed our 
last official link with Rhodesia by withdraw
ing our consul from Salisbury. And last 
month the White House unsuccessfully 
sought to defeat Senator Byrd in his effort 
to have the Senate endorse the resumption 
of trade between the United Sta.t es and 
Rhodesia. 

Many wonder why the President seeks bet
ter relations with Communist lands while at 
the same time continuing to follow a policy 
that was designed to destroy Rhodesia--one 
of Africa's few stable countries and a land 
of strategic importance that has done us no 
harm. 

Sooner or later Washington as well as Lon
don and the United Nations will have to face 
the hard fact that the Republic of Rhodesia. 
is a sovereign independent state, and as such 
a reality of international life. 

DO NOT GIVE UP THE SHIPS YOUR 
TAX DOLLARS HELPED TO BUILD 

HON. LEONOR K. SULLIVAN 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mrs. SULLIVAN. Mr. Speaker, a bill 
scheduled to come before the House next 
week from the Committee on Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries would wash out a 
huge investment by American taxpayers 
in five fine passenger ships built with 
Federal construction subsidies. The legis
lation would permit the bargain-rate sale 
of those ships to foreign maritime inter
ests which would then use those same 
ships to carry American tourists on ocean 
cruises out of American ports. 

Instead of American seamen manning 
the ships, foreign seamen would do so, 
and all of the wages paid to the crews 
would go to support foreign economies, 
not the families of American citizens. The 
fares paid by passengers embarking at 
American ports, instead of bolstering the 
American economy, would go abroad
every cent of this money-to increase 
further our serious balance-of-payments 
deficit. And the American flag would vir
tually disappear, probably for good, from 
the passenger or cruise trade out of East
ern ports; at most, under the terms of 
this revised bill, there would be only one 
American-flag passenger ship in oper
ation on the East Coast, and even that 
one is not certain. 

The five ships involved in the bill 
H.R. 11589 are the SS Brasil, the SS 
Argentina, the SS Constitution, the SS 
Santa Paula, and the SS Santa Rosa. 
They are famous liners on which count
less passengers have enjoyed luxurious 
and, above all, safe ocean transportation. 

Because the ship lines which own them 
have been unable or unwilling to 
exercise the ingenuity to operate them 
successfully as cruise ships, now that 
point-to-point ocean passenger trans-
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portation has succumted to the compe
tition of the big jets, the Congress is 
being asked to let the ship lines dispose 
of them to foreign purchasers despite 
the contracts entered into when the 
construction subsidies were authorized. 
Under the law, a ship built with subsidy 
may not be sold foreign for 25 years. 

The American taxpayers, who in
vested millions of dollars in the con
struction of these ships, including the 
special cost of features important for 
national defense purposes, would write 
off the investment so that the ship lines 
which now own the ships can claim sub
stantial tax benefits. 

As the ranking member of the Com
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fish
eries, I oppose the giveaway of these five 
ships. I hope a clear majority of the 
Members of the House will join me, Mr. 
Speaker, in voting against H.R. 11589 
when it comes before us. 

PREVIOUSLY, SEVEN SHIPS WOULD HAVE 
BEEN INCLUDED 

Originally, the legislation to dispose 
of our passenger ships to foreign pur
chasers included not only the five ships 
I have already named but also the SS 
lndependence--sister ship to the Con
stitution-and the SS United States, the 
finest, fastest, safest passenger ship in 
existence. A bill to permit the foreign 
sale of all seven ships was reported from 
the committee on September 28, as H.R. 
10577, but was indefinitely postponed in 
the Rules Committee after a spirited 
hearing in which I strongly opposed the 
entire bill, but particularly the provi
sion to permit disposal of the SS United 
States, whose $75 million original cost 
included a $40 million subsidy by Ameri
can taxpayers. 

During the marathon session of the 
House last Thursday, lasting until 2: 30 
a.m., Friday morning, the newer bill, 
H.R. 11589 was introduced and, at 8 
p.m. Thursday night we were notified 
there would be a committee meeting on it 
at 11 a.m. Friday. At that meeting, the 
revised bill, exempting the SS Inde
pendence and the SS United States, was 
approved, and it was reported to the 
House that same afternoon. So this has 
been a rush-rush-rush proposition, to bail 
out the owners of the five remaining 
ships and permit them to dispose of them 
in time for 1971 tax deductions. The bill 
was cleared by the Rules Committee on 
Tuesday. 

I am pleased that the SS United States 
would not be sold abroad under the re
vised legislation. It would be a national 
disgrace, I feel, to sell this ship to foreign 
interests after the taxpayers spent $40 
million to build into it incomparable fea
tures for national defense purposes. I am 
also pleased that the revised legislation 
leaves out the SS Independence, which 
American cruise interests have indicated 
a desire to purchase and use. It is my 
firm conviction that the other five ships 
can also be used by American interests in 
the lucrative American cruise trade. It 
would take ingenuity, a willingness on the 
part of the unions to cooperate--and I 
have been assured that such cooperation 
will be forthcoming-and some sensible 
revisions in our subsidy program as re
gards cruise operations. If foreign in-
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terests can operate them profitably, why 
cannot we? 

None of the five ships included in H.R. 
11589 is presently in operation. All are 
in layup. Offers have been made for pur
chase of two of the five ships by an 
American group of investors, but as long 
as there is the possibility of H.R. 11589 
being enacted, the present owners a~e not 
anxious to dicker, preferring to wait un
til foreign foterests can also bid for them. · 

MINORITY VIEWS ON H.R. 11589 

Mr. Speaker, I submit at this point my 
minority views in House Report 92-617 
on the bill H.R. 11589, as follows: 
MINORITY VIEWS OF REPRESENTATIVE LEONOR 

K. SULLIVAN 
As the ranking majority member of this 

c~mmittee, and having sat through the hear
ings on this bill, I cannot in good conscience 
support H .R. 11589, that would permit the 
sale to foreign registry of certain U.S.-fl.ag 
passenger vessels. I recognize that this b'ill 
d iffers from R.R. 10577, upon which I ex
oressed minority views in House Report No. 
92-519. 

The present bill does remove the SS United 
States and the SS Independence from the 
pr~visions which would permit foreign sale. 

With respect to the SS United States, I am 
pleased that this great ship will not g? to 
foreign interests. I expressed strong views 
in the report accompanying H.R. 10577 that 
this vessel should be excluded from the provi
sions of the bill. It is indeed a Il81tional sym
bol and was built to serve this country in 
peace time not only as a passenger vessel 
but to be available in the event of emergency 
for a troop carrier. Accordingly, I agree with 
that portion of the bill which would direct 
the Secretary of Commerce to purchase this 
vessel at its depreciated book value either for 
retention in our National Defense Reserve 
Fleet or for sale or charter to a new owner 
for service under the American flag. 

Likewise, I approve that portion of the bill 
which in effect denies authority for the for
eign sale With respect to the SS Independ
ence. The hearings disclo.sed that there is an 
American operator prepared to buy this ve3Sel 
for service in the cruise trade of the United 
States. I believe this new owner should be 
given every opportunity to pursue this ven
ture to a successful conclusion. Further, I 
would hope that the Maritime Administra• 
tion would provide all the necessary assist
ance toward that end. 

At the same time, I must once more ex
press my strong views against this bill to the 
extent that it would authorize the foreign 
sale of the SS Brasil, SS Argentina, SS Con
stitution, SS Santa Paula, and SS Santa Rosa. 
My reasons for this were also expressed in the 
Ininority views contained in the report ac
companying H.R. 10577. I do not believe that 
the Maritime Administration has thoroughly 
explored all possible avenues by which these 
ships can once more sail under the American 
flag. I feel that the Maritime Administra
tion has not fully discharged its responsi
bilities in connection with U.S.-fia.g passenger 
ships, because of the adIIlitted fact that they 
have conducted no formal study of the prob
lem involved. 

I must once more reiterate that the cruise 
trade out of our ports is lucrative. Enormous 
sums are being expended by our citizens to 
foreign corporations without a single dollar 
coming back to the United States. This of 
course has a substantial adverse effect on our 
balance-of-payments account. 

Furthermore, in the light of a new offer 
this week to the Moore-McCormack Lines for 
the purchase of two of the ships, namely the 
SS Argentina and SS Brasil, to be used as 
cruise ships from American ports under the 
U.S. registry, I think is further evidence 
that this legislation should not be enacted 
at this time. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
In conclusion, I regard this legislation at 

best to be premature and not in the best in
terests of the United States. 

LEONOR K. SULLIVAN. 

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Washington, D.C., November 5, 1971. 
Hon. EDWARD A. GARMATZ, 
Chairman, House Committee on Merchant 

Marine and Fisheries, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am sorry that I can

not attend the meeting that was called last 
night for 11 a.m. this morning, due to a com· 
mitment I have with people from my dis
trict on a highway problem. I would appre
ciate your reading this letter into the rec
ord, knowing that I cannot vote by proxy. 

According to the information given to me 
by you last night, two of the proposed amend
ments to be made to the bill, H.R. 10577, 
would eliIIlinate the SS United States, which 
would be ta.ken over by our Government and 
the exemption also of the SS Independence. 

While I believe the exemption of these 
two ships is a move in the right direction, 
I am sure you, as chairman, know that there 
has also been a legitimate offer by another 
cruise operator and the investor who expects 
to negotiate the purchase of the two Moore
McCormack ships, the SS Brasil and the SS 
Argentina. This is a legitimate offer by legiti
mate individuals who hope to begin at once 
to work with our Maritime Administrator 
and to negotiate for the purchase of the two 
ships from the owners of Moore-McCormack 
Lines. This leaves three ships in question. 

As I said in my previous letter of Septem
ber 23, 1971, I am opposing the sale of these 
passenger liners owned by firms with U .S. 
registry. I am still of the opinion that these 
ships can be taken over by some American 
operating firm to be operated under the U.S. 
flag, if given the opportunity to do so. There
fore, I still oppose this legislation at this 
time and feel I must use every means possi
ble to defeat the bill should it be voted out 
of Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee 
and sent to the Rules Committee for action. 

Sincerely yours, 
LEONOR K. SULLIVAN, 

Member of Congress, Third District, 
Missouri. 

SOME IMAGINATIVE IDEAS FOR USING OUR 
AMERICAN FLAGSHIPS 

Mr. Speaker, during the maneuvering 
which has been going on over this legis
lation, a letter came to me from a mari
time official who presented some truly 
imaginative ideas for the use of our 
American-flag passenger ships in coast
wise cruising-----a field in which foreign 
operators by law cannot compete. This 
letter came from a former navigator on 
the SS United States, Mr. Richard D. 
O'Leary, now the assistant general man
a.ger of the Norfolk Port and Industrial 
Authority, and is well worth reading. The 
letter is as follows : 

NORFOLK, VA., 
November 8, 1971. 

Hon. LEONOR K. SULLIVAN, 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, 

House of Representatives, Washington, 
D.C. 

DEAR MADAM: It would appear that the 
Congress 1s about to pass legislation to per
mit the sale of American passenger ships to 
foreign interests. American opera.tors who are 
largely unaware of recent passenger ship 
market trends have used historical demand 
and cost data to show why American ships 
are no longer useful. 

At the same time foreign companies have 
adapted to market trends and a.re creating 
new product offerings by modifying their 
ships to suit changes in the market, while 
simultaneously generating new demand by 
using modern, imaginative marketing tech
niques. 

November 12, 1971 
Conditions a.re changing so rapidly in the 

industry that historical demand and cost 
data is not necessarily relevant. Conditions 
associated With past operations have vastly 
changed and should be carefully reeval ua.ted 
before a decision to sell is ma.de. Of more 
importance, business conditions, from an 
American point of view, have become unique. 
Exploitation of these unique conditions com
bined With adaptation of techniques em
ployed by foreign operators make some 
American passenger operations feasible. 
These ships Slhould not be sold Without a 
more careful study of the industry and its 
future. 

My background and experience have al
lowed me tio gain a good deal of knowledge 
aibout all aspects of this business. I spent 
five yea.rs on the bridge of the liner United 
States as Second and Third Officer from 1957 
to 1962. After that, I became Commandant 
of Midshipmen at the U.S. Merchant Marine 
Academy at Kings Point. I also worked for 
the Maritime Administration in Washington 
promoting the American Merchant Marine. 
More recently, I have been working as Assist
ant General Manager of the Norfolk Port and 
Industrial Authority and Managing Director 
of the Virginia Cruise Corporation. 

More importantly, I have personally led 
the effort to m-ake Norfolk the third major 
cruise gateway on the East Coast. As you 
may kil!ow, Cunard Line will be sailing the 
Queen Elizabeth 2 from this port and also 
placing its newest ship, the Cunrard Adven
turer here for weekly sailings on a regular 
basis. 

The Port Authority, along with Cunard, 
is planning a major promotional program to 
generate new business in the central part of 
the Eastern Seaboard. My involvement in 
this project over the last two years has given 
me an opportunity to learn a good deal about 
the pas...c::-enger ship business from an entirely 
new perspective. As a matter of interest, I 
have attached an article that appeared this 
month in the Baltimore Chamber of Com
merce magazine that rather objectively re
ports on my work in this area.. 

Although not well known, people around 
the world, especially on the U.S. East Coast, 
are traveling by ship (cruising) in rapidly 
iil!creasing numbers. It is a booIIling busi
ness with tremendous future potential. More 
foreign research and marketing funds are 
being spent to motivate the American con
sumer toward cruising than have ever before 
been spent in the passenger ship industry. 

American passenger ships are lying idle _ 
and their value as business resources are 
rapidly diminishing. It is a buyers market for 
these ships. Concurrently, the labor unions 
whose personnel would work on these U.S. 
ships have indioa.ted a willingness to consider 
attractive long-range agreements in order 
to recapture some of the posirti'OllS tha.t have 
been lost. It would seem that the elements 
are right for an imaginative American en
trepreneur to investigate t.he potential for 
operating American passenger ships under 
these conditions. Certainly it would seem 
thrut the U.S. government would exert tre
mendous effort to find some way to usefully 
employ these resources that ha.ve been cre 4 

ated with large amounts of taxpayers money. 
Yet, almost all of the testimony of the 

ship owners and the government officials 
cbarged with promotion of the American 
Merchant Marine describe a hopeless situ
atio.n with only one solution-sale of the 
ships to foreign interests. The same private 
and public entities that did not foresee the 
possibility of this bleak siituastion when t;hey 
planned and successfully acquired public 
.money for these ships, now say there is no 
hope for their use by American interests. 

In my judgment, the position of these in
terests is Ira.eking in vision and imagination, 
and more importantly, in a determined de
sire to turn a.round a situation which prob
a,bly has a solution. If we continue to walk 
away from every business problem without 
really making a thorough effort to explore 
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potential, it is the future of the country it
self thalti is bleak. 

I am not suggesting that all these ships 
ca.n be operated against the type of compe
tition that now exists. I am suggesting that 
with boldness, imagination, and determina
tion at least some of these ships can be 
usefully employed in a way that will bring 
more return to the public interest than the 
funds involved in their sale. Below are some 
of my own ideas on how these ships might be 
usefully employed. 

Let me start by stating that under any 
operator, one of the first things that would 
have to be done is to have the ships sur
veyed by an efficiency team. It is well known 
that most of the ships were models of in
efficiency under past operations. Formulas 
that relate the number of crew to number 
of passengers should be developed and 
agreed to by the unions under any type of 
operation. 

There is one area of passenger ship op.er
ations in which foreign interests cannot 
compete; that is coastwise service. Increased 
and more sophisticated foreign marketing 
efforts will cause Americans to go to sea in 
increasing numbers. Research has shown that 
cruise business is a "high repeat" business. 
Statistics show that better than 50 % of the 
people who go on cruises do it again. In 
general, awareness of travel by sea is in
creasing rapidly in the American consumer 
market. I believe this interest is trans
ferable to coastal travel, and car~ful em
ployment of one or more U.S. vessels in 
the coastwise service might produce re
markable results. 

For instance, one or more of the smaller 
ships might be scheduled between U.S. East 
Coast ports in a way that would be an at
tractive proposition from the consumer's 
point of view and also offer great opera
tional cost savings. Much of the luxury and 
inefficiency could be eliminated and a mod
est price offered. 

The idea would be to employ the ships ln 
such a way that they would be primarily 
in the "floating hotel" business and second
arily, in the transportation business. 

In the summer a ship might be operated 
between Norfolk, Baltimore, and New York, 
or between Boston and New York. The 
schedule would allow the ships to be in port 
much of the time and always over the week
end, so that only a reduced number of deck 
and engineering personnel would be on the 
payroll and weekend overtime could be 
greatly reduced. Much of the operating crew 
could be assigned on the short sea voyage 
much as night officers are presently assigned. 
Two ships in such an operation would elim
inate the need for return transportation by 
providing round-trip employment. 

The idea of sailing into New York harbor 
on a ship, and the convenience and glamour 
of a shipboard hotel would have great ap
peal to people in the middle section of the 
East Coast or New England. On the other 
hand, the idea of sailing to Tidewater Vir
ginia and visiting Virginia Beach and Wil
liamsburg and the other Virginia attractions, 
would have appeal to many people. The same 
ls true of New England. 

In winter months the ships might run 
from mid-Atlantic ports to Cape Kennedy 
(Disney World), Port Everglades, or Miami, 
a.nd serve as floating hotels. 

Or perhaps ships could run on a "See the 
East Coast by Water" concept with stops at 
various East Coast ports. Other possibilities 
are numerous. 

The key to this proposition is that present 
laws prohibit foreigners from engaging in 
this business, thus there is no competition. 
Freight a.nd mail contracts might add to the 
economic viability of such ventures. There 
are many interesting origins and destina
tions on our coastlines that the right Amer
ican ships might connect for an American 
public that is becoming increasingly sea 
travel conscious. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
It would have to be a carefully constructed 

operation from an operating cost point of 
view a.nd it would have to be marketed. 

If subsidy was collSlidered a prudent in
vestment for such a venture, the fact that 
present laws do not provide for subsidy in 
the domestic trade represents but a small 
obstacle, considering the fact that it seems 
possible to obtain legislation to sell the 
ships. 

Another idea I have had relates solely to 
the S/ S United States. The S/S United States 
has two characteristics that separate her 
from the other laid-up American ships. She 
is very large and very fast. The quality of 
her construction, and her speed, size, and 
depressed value are what make the ship at
tractive to foreign purchasers. 

The only plan that I have heard of pro
posed by American interests envisions some 
alterations to the ship in order to compete 
with foreign ships in the cruise trade, and 
in the super-luxury "round the world" serv
ice. I don't believe this ship could ever again 
compete in this kind of business. 

I believe the secret to her successful em
ployment is to steal concepts from what 
foreign interests would probably do with her. 
Her characteristics of size and speed make 
her suitable to move large numbers of people 
at a high speed. If the concept of transporta
tion of large numbers of people in comfort is 
substitu~ed for the concept of transporting 
smaller numbers of people in luxury, the 
ship gains a new dimension. She can trans
port people economically. This in turn, opens 
a whole area of marketing opportunities. 

The ship has a commercial capacity of 
1900 and a military lift capacity of a full 
division, about 17,000. 

If the ship were reconfigured to carry 3200 
people in modest but comfortable surround
ings, the possible results from an economic 
point of view are very interesting. In my 
judgment, this reconfiguration would not be 
as great or as expensive a task as might be 
supposed. The Greeks are masters at chang
ing the configuration of passenger ships, and 
we might borrow their techniques. 

The former per diem operating costs to 
United States Lines when the United States 
was in transatlantic service amounted to 
about $77,000 per day in 1968. In addition, 
the government provided about $27,000 per 
day in operating differential subsidy for a 
total cost of about $100,000 per day. 

Revenue during the same period amounted 
to about $50,000 per day resulting in a very 
unprofitable situation. Of course, these costs 
are based on a grossly inefficient type of 
operation. 

The operation I have in mind would involve 
creating a top capacity for about 3200 pas
sengers on the ship in modest accommoda
tions similar to a modestly priced hotel. The 
ship would be employed from about April 
through September on the Atlantic on an 
itinerary from New York to one European 
gateway port. From October to March she 
would operate from Los Angeles to Honolulu. 
The Atlantic voyages would be of 47':! days' 
duration and the Pacific voyages would be 
somewhat shorter. 

The price would be established at a level 
that would be competitive with economical 
air faras. The Atlantic fares would be from 
$99 to $199 and the Pacific fares from $75 
to $150-about $20 to $50 per day. The price 
would include a selection of good food served 
buffet style with a limited selection of en
trees. Beds would be made once per day and 
basic housekeeping accomplished. While the 
ship is in a U.S. port, only crew members 
actually engaged in work would be paid. 
Major cleaning of the ship would be accom
plished by shore gangs in port, at either end 
of the voyage. There would also be a modest 
entertainment program offered. 

According to preliminary ma.rketing re
sea.roh done by the Graduate Business School 
a.t the University of Virginia, there would be 
a tremendous demand for this type of seTVice 
in the college market alone. 
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The concept could be marketed offering 

"Transport.a.tion For The People" on two at
tractJl. ve itineraries during good see.sons from 
both coast.s. On the Atlantic run it would 
serve as an inducement to Europeans to visit 
this ooUDJtry. 

Ma.rketiing could be a.imed Mi at.traoting 
people who would like to have a "sea experi
ence" a.nd those who do not care to fly, as 
well as those who could not otherwise afford 
a vacation at a more expensive per diem rate. 
The value of this offering (i.e., five days of 
travel, food, a.nd lodging) versus the eight 
hours in the adr could be exploited. 

Under such an operation at 90% capacity, 
revenues would be in the area of $86,000 to 
$100,000 per day, without income from con
cessdons, etc. This concept of operation 
should allow very large cost savings and 
should put the opemtion in the black, even 
with increased cost of certain items sucih as 
fuel. These savings would be in lra;rge crew 
reductions approaching 50%, large oost sav
ings in food, as well as cost savings in gen
eral efficiency of operation. Perhaps a quasi
publtc authority could perform this opera
tion witlh. a goal of merely breaking even. 

This is not meant to be a definitive plan 
Olf operation, but rather I have tried to dem
onstrate how a new concept can drastically 
change the economics of operating an Amer
ioan pe.ssenger ship. 

Aside from this possibility, I feel cert.e.1n 
there are other uses of the United States 
that have merit that may have been proposed 
or have not yet been thought of. The ship, 
because of its fame and uniqueness would 
lend itself well to many projects, either pri
varte or public. The idea of converting her 
into a traveling American ship of commerce 
with spe.ce rented by American business for 
exhibits of American produots and technol
ogy might help improve our balance of trade. 
The idea of a great sea-going u.nd.versity 
would seem to have merit. 

Such projects should be analyzed from a 
macro-economic point of view and from the 
point of view of national publtc relations 
vialue. 

The United States is the finest commercial 
vessel ever built and during the 1950s was 
a symbol of our technological leadership. 
She brought great glory to the country dur
ing a period when our position of maritime 
leadership was eroding. In my judgment, it 
would be disgraceful not to find an Ameri
can use for this vessel for the next few years 
until she reaches a respeota.ble old age from 
an opemtil.ng point of view. 

There are also reasons why these vessels 
should not be sold which a.re related to de
fense. Several of these ships have had fea
tures built into them, at great cost, at the 
request of the Department of Defense. For 
example, length of the S/ S United States 
was governed by the demands of getting 
through the Panama Canal, and many of 
her basic characteristics were dictated by 
the ability to turn her into a. troop carrier 
on short notice. 

As a reserve naval officer and a student 
of transportation, it is almost inconceivable 
thait we could with any confidence write 
off every possibility for the need to trans
port personnel by ship in all future con
tingencies. (During two world wars we have 
experienced great disadvantages, and demand 
for tremendous amounts of money because 
of our pragmatic attitude and short-sight
edness with regard to merchant vessels). To 
me, the idea of requiring an agreement from 
prospective foreign purchasers not to alter 
defense feaitures and return the ships to 
this country under certain conditions ls less 
than a satisfactory arrangement and an 
implicit acknowledgment of the possible 
need for these ships. 

In general, I think it would be a mistake 
to sell most of these ships at this time, even 
if it is necessary for the government to re
lieve the present owners of the financial drain 
they are experiencing in maintaining them. 

From a national point of view, the funds 
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involved are so insignificant that I think 
the proposition of government purchase of 
some of these vessels should be considered. 
The opportunity for a foreign sale ls not 
likely to disappear in the near future so 
the funds could be largely recaptured and 
hasty action could be avoided. 

I believe that a carefully appointed task 
force with a goal and a strong desire to find 
a way to productively employ some of these 
resources would be successful. I even believe 
that if nothing ls done that American busi
ness interest will develop in these vessels 
in the next two years because of changing 
conditions in the sea travel business. 

As an American I am concerned that we 
have not looked hard enough at this situa
tion. It ls simply inconceivable to me that 
we cannot find a better al:ternative than 
the course we seem a.bout to take. There ls 
no great urgency for the sale other than the 
financial relief of the companies involved, 
which might be handled in some other way. 
This obviously ls an important decision that 
is irrevocable once it ls made. It ls deserving 
of further exploration and careful delibera
tion. 

Yours very truly, 
RICHARD D. O'LEARY. 

[From the October 1971 Issue of Baltimore] 
GUESS WHAT NEARBY PORT Is BEATING Us IN 

THE CRUISE Brz? 

(By John C. Schmidt) 
It's Norfolk, and the Virginia city ls waging 

an aggressive promotional campaign which 
seems destined to make it the third major 
passenger cruise port on the East Coast. 

In mid-July, several dozen representatives 
of Baltimore's commercial, governmental and 
marine communities met at Danny's Restau
rant to applaud the humor of comedian Vic
tor Borge and hear vice president Reginald 
Martine, Jr., of Norwegian Caribbean Lines, 
for which Mr. Borge was billed as "honorary 
commodore,'' announce a series of six passen
ger cruises from Baltimore in 1972. The occa
sion was reported in the financial and mari
time pages of local papers, and Mr. Borge's 
appearance drew TV film crews. 

At an earlier, similar gathering in late April 
at Norfolk's Golden Triangle Hotel, there was 
no comedian present, but Richard B. Patton, 
president of Cunard Lines, Ltd.-North 
America, was. He announced that Norfolk 
had been chosen as home base for Cunard's 
newest cruise vessel, the Adventurer, and 
that the 700-passenger ship would make a 
total of 26 week-long Caribbean cruises from 
Norfolk between May and November of next 
year. He commented that Norfolk and the 
Adventurer were "made for each other" and 
announced the opening of a regional office of 
Cunard in the tidewater Virginia city. In Nor
folk, it was Page One news. 

In the view of Baltimore travel promoters, 
the situation represented by these two in
cidents is such that this city's future as a 
passenger cruise port, if it is to have one, may 
be decided for years to come within the next 
few seasons. For not only has Norfolk quietly 
but effectively captured a strong foothold to
ward becoming the third major East Coast 
gateway behind New York and Miami, but 
Baltimore is doing virtually nothing even to 
place itself in contention for this position. 
According to Mr. Patton, Baltimore was never 
considered as a base for the Adventurer. 

One reason for this, in a sense, is that Nor
folk got there first. But the winning of the 
new Cunard liner was no isolated bit of good 
luck or fortunate timing. A few months 
earlier it had been announced by Cunard that 
the pride of its fleet, the Queen Elizabeth II, 
would make two long-duration cruises from 
Norfolk next January and February. Also pre
viously announced was news that Holland
American Line's Nieuw Amsterdam would 
cruise twice from Norfolk in January instead 
of once, and that three other vessels, the 
Hanseatic, the Boheme and the Skyward, 
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would make up to half a dozen embarkations 
from Norfolk which had not previously been 
scheduled. 

This brings the total of major passenger 
cruise ship visits to Norfolk in 1972 to as 
many as 36, whereas previously the port had 
rarely had more than one a year. Baltimore, 
incl udlng the announced spring and fall 
sa.lllngs by Norwegian Caribbean for 1972, 
can look forward to ten-the six of the 
Norwegian Caribbean Lines, two of which 
are charters, and four of the Greek Line, 
which began its Baltimore cruises in 1968. 

Norfolk's ability to build virtually over
night a business from one cruise a year to 
three dozen ls basically the story of the 
missionary zeal of one man and of the en
thusiasm and support for the cruise-port 
idea that he has received in the Norfolk 
area. The man is Richard D. O'Leary, 38-
year-old former navigator for the United 
States, which, coincidentally, is now laid up 
in Norfolk, sharing the fate of almost all 
other American passenger ships. 

Mr. O'Leary came to Norfolk in the spring 
of 1969 from Washington, D.C., where he 
was doing promotional work for merchant 
marine interests. He was hired by Norfolk 
principally to promote the container busi
ness, but part of his job as assistant general 
manager of the quasi-public Norfolk Port 
and Industrial Authority was to be also man
aging director of the Virginia Cruise Corpo
ration, a small, non-profit operation not un
like Maryland Cruises. (Maryland Cruises 
was originated in 1962 as a joint venture of 
the Chamber of Commerce and the Maryland 
Port Authority-each of which invested 
$10,000-principally to get the cruise busi
ness started in Baltimore. In that, it was 
successful, and successful, too, in promoting 
the cruise idea among the public. The orga
nization has been to all intents and pur
poses out of business since 1967.) 

Having made some 120 sailings on the 
United States, O'Leary's cruise-ship orienta
tion (a bathroom to him is still a head) soon 
surfaced and was given a strong boost when 
he and his wife booked passage on what was 
then Norfolk's once-a-year passenger sailing. 
"This immediately started me thinking about 
expanding Norfolk's role as a cruise port,'' he 
explains. "As I looked at it--and I tried to 
look objectively-I found only pluses, no 
minuses, as far as getting further into this 
business." 

He says he had long believed in a need for 
a third major cruise port on the East Coast, 
and his first effort was to see if research 
would support that belief. One of the im
portant things he found was that the widely 
held belief that the passenger ship business 
had been dealt a death blow by the jet air
plane simply wasn't so. Jets did effectively 
kill the trans-Atlantic trade, but in order 
to remain in business, steamship companies 
turned to cruising. 

"People read about all the American ships 
being laid up and think passenger business 
ls dead,'' Mr. O'Leary exclaims. "The opposite 
is tr~it's a booming business! Between 
1965 and 1968, it grew a.bout 15 per cent a 
year. In 1969, it was up 27 per cent. Last 
yea.r, even With an 'off' economy, it still went 
up. The other significa.nt thing we found ls 
that there are right now 23 new passenger 
ships belng built a.round the world---ell for
eign ships I'm sorry to say-to go into the 
East Coast trade." 

Research gave equal support to O'Leary's 
feeling that two widely separated ports on 
the East Coast were not · adequate to best 
serve the needs of people living in the Mid
Atlanttc and Midwestern parts of the coun
try. He makes the point that one-third of 
the na.tion's population lives within a day's 
drive or an hour's flying time from Norfolk, 
including such potentially right target cities 
as Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Pittsburgh 
and the rapidly-growing cities in the Caro-
linas. · 
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"I think if you were to start all over again 

and do a marketing study of these parts of 
the country with respect to cruise business, 
you wouldn't want to set up two embMka
tion points at either end of the coast 1,200 
miles apart. This deprives people living in 
the vast midsection of the country of any 
reasonable alternative." 

Persons living in the central pa.rt of the 
country must either pay to travel north to 
New York and then pay to travel south again 
on a ship, which he says hardly makes good 
economic sense, or they must go to Florida. 
"And whether you drive or fiy to Florida 
from the middle part of the country,'' 
O'Leary says, "the difference in cost between 
going there and coming here to Norfolk, for 
example, for two people is just about equal 
to the price of one of the cruise tickets." 

Convinced that he was on solid ground, 
O'Leary proceeded to sell his idea. He admits 
tha.t when he started, many people, even in 
Norfolk, thought he was crazy. He began 
With a road map of the United States on 
which he had circled the region from which 
he believed Norfolk could draw cruise busi
ness. The road map was soon replaced by 
m.ore sophisticated surveys, comparisons of 
operating costs among various ports and 
ma.rketing studies conducted both by his 
people and a New York advertising firm, Og
ilvy & Mather, Inc. One of the agency's con
tributions was a revealing study of travel 
agents' attitudes toward Norfolk, which 
proved to be a valuable t.ool in planning. 

As it developed, Mr. O'Leary's approach was 
first to point out the disadvantages of the 
present two-cruise-port situation and then 
to cite the advantages of Norfolk as an alter
native. 

Where New York was concerned, drawbacks 
cited included complex air schedules, costly 
taxi rides, squalid dock conditions, over
crowding, labor difficulties, general disen
chantment with the city and a location one 
full day farther away from the warm lati
tudes than Norfolk. 

Miami, in addition to the expense of get
ting there, has poor port facilities, according 
to O'Leary, and, in his words, "is a very un
natural place to cruise from-it's all been 
done there by sheer promotion." Both New 
York and Miami, he contends, share the dis· 
advantage of having their best cruise seasons 
during their worst weather-New York in 
winter and Miami in summer. 

Other East Coast ports as far north as 
Boston and as far south as Savannah were 
studied by the Norfolk group to assess their 
cruise potential. The only serious contender 
to emerge was Baltimore, which offered many 
of the advantages of Norfolk. These included 
a good harbor, relatively low port charges, a 
stable labor situation and convenient parking 
for cruise passengers. Baltimore was even 
thought to have an edge over Norfolk in 
terms of air schedules to anticipated market 
areas. 

"But Baltimore has the major drawback 
compared to Norfolk of being about ten 
steaming hours up the Chesapeake Bay," 
O'Leary points out. "This means that on a 
cruise out of Baltimore, you spend a total 
of about 20 hours--almost a full day-essen
tially within the confines of the harbor. This 
is particularly critical on short cruises, and 
since this is the type of business we see devel
oping for this region, we feel that Baltimore 
is at a serious disadvantage, especially i! 
there is ever lively and competitive cruise 
promotion between the two ports. 

"Although I am certain this will be dlm.
cult for Baltimore people to accept, the fact 
remains that Baltimoreans will be able to 
purchase a better cruise travel package from 
Norfolk, because they will be able to trade 
off a $21 plane fare or a five-hour drive for an 
extra day at sea." (O'Leary says he is not now 
planning an aggressive campaign in Balti
more in connection with the Adventurer. 
abthough some effort will be made to draw 
passengers from this area.) 
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Once his data were assembled, O'Leary 

went to work on local marine interests, port 
authority officials, city fathers, pollticians, 
bankers, businessmen, civic leaders and oth
ers whose influence held sway in Norfolk. 
While the city has long suffered from a con
servative image and has been regarded as an 
apathetic coal port and Navy town, this ls 
no longer true, and O'Leary got the backing 
he needed. James J. Gara, the chairman of 
the Norfolk Port and Industrial Authority, 
summed up the prevailing feeling at the 
meeting last April: "We will attempt to gain 
support for this program within both the 
publlc and private sectors of the economy. 
We will work to make this the most con
venient, pleasant and inexpensive passenger 
interface on the coast." (As an indication of 
the change that has taken place in Norfolk 
recently, the Chamber of Commerce proposed 
essentially the same idea about developing 
cruise business ten years ago and got no
where.) 

O'Leary's next approach was to travel in
terests throughout the eastern and mld
western parts of the country. With John 
L. Roper III, a port authority oommissloner 
and executive vice president of the Norfolk 
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, he spent 
six weeks visiting almost every company op
erating passenger vessels on the East Coast, 
knowing full well that he was proposing 
something revolutionary in the tradltlon
bound and historically non-innovative 
steamship industry. 

At a meeting he had arranged last Novem
ber in New York with Cunard president Pat
ton to discuss the then-proposed visits of 
the QE II, O'Leary laid out the whole scheme 
for developing Norfolk as a major cruise port. 
He was able to show with hard data the 
points in Norfolk's favor and more, because 
of the backing he had received at home, was 
able to offer to share with Cunard some of 
the risks involved. 

The port authority, for example, would 
underwrite a promotional campaign costing 
several hundred thousand dollars. Some of 
this would be city money channeled through 
the Norfolk Department of Community 
Promotion, the balance from revenue which 
the port authority generates through indus
trial development and operation of Norfolk's 
airport. 

The authority also agreed to refurbish the 
Norfolk International Terminals, scene of 
the embarkation of thousands of troops in 
World War II, by installing baggage handling 
systems and such amenities as elevators, car
peting and a lounge. The authority would 
conduct joint advertising campaigns with 
local hotels, car rental agencies and airllnes 
and arrange with bus companies to provide 
free transportation of cruise passengers to 
dockside. 

The arguments and the freshness of Nor
folk's approach were enough to persuade 
Patton, in his words, to take the full plunge, 
and the Adventurer deal was the result. 
"The thing that led us to Norfolk was the 
enthusiasm of the port authority,'' Patton 
says. ' 'O'Leary is a. good man, but a.lone he 
couldn't have done it. The city and the port 
authority gave him a tremendous a.mount 
of support." 

The promotional program now being 
mounted is two-pronged. One effort ls aimed 
8lt travel agents and brokers throughout the 
Middle-Atlantic region and Midwest, includ
ing such cities as St. Louis, Cincinnati and 
Chicago. Agents are ·being supplled with in
formational brochures on the Adventurer 
sailings and on the various collaborative 
plans being worked out among the airlines 
and hotels serving Norfolk. 

"This should appeal to a lot of people 
who have been on a cruise and know what 
it's all about," Mr. O'Leary says. "But we're 
also putting a lot of effort into selling the 
idea of going on a cruise to people who've 
never done it, and it's estimated that only 
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one quarter of one per cent of the people 
in this country have cruised. Most people 
have the idea that cruising 1s very expen5lve 
and that only the rich can afford it. 

"We're going to show people how for about 
$50 a day you get everything you need on 
a cruise: transportation, lodging, entertain· 
ment, six wonderful meals a day, plus the 
excitement of an ocean voyage and that 
wonderful life at sea. And you can forget 
about problems like traffic, noise, street 
crime, pollution and so forth. At sea, they 
don't exist." 

The basic strategy for approaching both 
groups, O'Leary says, ls packaging. Cunard 
is now planning to fly some passengers to 
the Adventurer from cities such as Balti
more. Beyond that will be the free trans
portation for passengers between airport or 
hotels and dockside. 

O'Leary is ceveloping an even more imag
inative plan which will take advantage of 
the many tourist attractions in the tide
water Virginia area, such as Williamsburg, 
Yorktown and Virginia Beach. He envisions 
a combined cruise and land vacation pack
age which he tentatively calls "The Best Two 
Weeks in America,'' which would include 
several days in Washington and visits to 
the Norfolk area's historic shrines, in addi· 
tion to a week-long cruise. 

For the long-range future, if the cruise 
business develops as successfully .as hoped, 
he foresees a large new downtown complex of 
hotels, motels, a parking garage, restaurants, 
night clubs and other facilities catering es
pecially to the cruise passenger trade. 

All this, he acknowledges, will require a 
lot of effort. "Most of the promotion of the 
cruise business that's been done up to now 
is very passive in nature. And most of it has 
been designed to appeal to people who have 
already cruised. To generate the new busi
ness we want, I think we have to do more to 
sell the idea of cruising, as much as to sell 
a particular cruise deal-we have to make 
people cruise-conscious. I would like to see 
the industry get together and do some joint 
institutional promotion along these lines. I 
think it would pay off." 

Among the more enthusiastic supporters 
of the port authority's plans is the Norfolk 
Chamber of Commerce and Convention Bu
reau. This does not necessarily go without 
saying, for in some port cities, including 
Baltimore, passenger cruise business has not 
been so eagerly sought. 

Curtis E. Brooks, assistant executive vice 
president of the Norfolk chamber, sees two 
principal benefits to the city from increased 
cruising: more immediate business for hotels 
a!'.ld vendors of many types, such as florists, 
photographers and caterers; and long-range 
benefits resulting from the exposure of the 
city and its attractions to thousands of per· 
sons who otherwise would never have gone 
there. 

"We know frOilll experience that every 
cruise ship attracts to the port not only 
passengers themselves, but many relatives 
and well-wishers who come for bon voyage 
parties and the like,'' Mr. Brooks says. "The 
average is from two to three visitors for every 
passenger, and most of these people will 
spend at least one night. Already, two of our 
hotels are preparing independent advertis
ing pieces telling what they will do for 
Adventurer passengers, such as special rate 
discounts and complimentary cocktail parties. 

"Also, since we are responsible for promot
ing Norfolk as a convention site, we a.re very 
Interested in this aspect of cruising, for there 
are many groups that have conventions and 
are exclusively interested in cruising. Our 
new convention center is well along toward 
completion now, and with the cruise possibil
ity, we'll have a strong selling point to lay 
before these groups that we didn't have 
before." 

Brooks has made a study of the economies 
which a. large convention-cruise group ca.n 
effect. "If a group can get together enough 
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people to charter the entire ship-which for 
the Adventurer would be about 350 couples
they ca.n either charge their members an 
average of $100 less per ticket, or charge the 
regular rate and make a good deal of money 
for the organization, something on the order 
of $50,000 for one cruise." 

Another reason why Norfolk ls especially 
interested in building a cruise business, the 
chamber official says, relates to industrial 
development. A regular schedule of passen
ger sailings will bring through the commu
nity many people who are potential investors 
in business and industry. As Brooks puts it: 
"The investor's mind is never idle. If he looks 
around while he is , here and likes what he 
sees, there is a strong possibility that he will 
keep this area in mind as investment oppor
tunities arise." 

While outwardly optimistic about the 
chances for success of the cruise business in 
his city, Brooks admits that everyone from 
the Mayor on down realizes that there is a 
lot a•t stake beyond the financial and physical 
resources which the city is committing to 
the effort. 

"We think this comes at a very good time 
psychologically," says Brooks, "because after 
a long period of low-level activity in Norfolk, 
there is now a. rising tide of dissatisfaction 
with just holding our own and a good deal 
of enthusiasm for taking a chance. 

"And this is a big chance. If we don't suc
ceed in this venture, the prospects in our 
lifetime for becoming a. cruise port, we be
lieve, are lost. This is a once-in-a-lifetime 
shot, literally, and the reputation a.nd the 
future of the community are clearly on the 
line." 

BALTIMORE BEGINS To MOVE 

Two developments in recent weeks indi
cate that interest in promoting more pas
senger cruises through the port of Baltimore 
is gaining momentum, both on official and 
semi-official levels. 

Largely at the instigation of a. small num
ber of local businessmen, a meeting was held 
in August to discuss the cruise situation in 
Baltimore. It was attended by Maryland's 
Secretary of Transportation Harry R. Hughes, 
by the Attorney General and by representa
tives of the Maryland Port Administration, 
the Baltimore Area Convention and Visitors 
Council and the Economic Development De
partment. 

At the meeting it was decided to urge the 
Governor to appoint an "outstanding dollar
a-year man" to lead an effort to attract 
more passenger cruise business to the city. 
(The group proposed a candidate for this 
position, but at press time for this issue he 
had not yet been approached or identified.) 

One of the businessmen involved said he 
came away from the meeting encouraged 
because there was a mood of general enthu
siasm on the part of the parties concerned 
and considerable sympathy for the idea that, 
in his words, "We just can't sit around and 
place second to Norfolk in this matter. The 
key to it now is to get the right man to 
head up and coordinate the effort." 

On the official level, the Maryland Port 
Administration is moving ahead with plans 
to request $12 million in its budget for fiscal 
1972-1973 for the construction of a major 
passenger terminal at Locust Point near Fort 
McHenry. If the request ls approved by the 
Department of Transportation and the Legis
lature, this new terminal could be a reality 
by 1975. 

Passenger cruises from Baltimore are now 
handled through a converted cargo shed at 
the Dundalk Marine Terminal, and while 
Port Administration officials say this service 
is adequate for the a.mount of cruise traffic 
that goes through the port, they acknowledge 
that it has serious drawbacks. 

According to Joseph L. Stanton, port ad
ministrator, the most serious problems stem 
from the fa.ct that the Dundalk Marine Ter
minal is already at the stage of over-utlliza-
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tion. And, the arrival and departure of each 
cruise ship in effect places one berth nor
mally used and needed for cargo out of serv
ice for three days. 

The proposed new terminal, Mr. Stanton 
said, would be a first-class facility with all 
the necessities and amenities for the com
fortable movement of people in and out, 
including a large protected parking area. He 
added his belief that if such a terminal is 
approved and constructed, it would have to 
be a subsidized operation for a long time to 
come, and even optimistically speaking, given 
about 20 cruises a year through the port, it 
would just about break even on its operating 
costs. Twenty cruises a year is a figure which 
a Port Administration study indic81tes could 
be supported by the region from which the 
city would expect to draw cruise passengers. 

Mr. Stanton acknowledged that backers of 
increased cruise trade believe that the eco
nomic benefits to the city from such a facility 
would justify its cost in the long run. He 
says there are also people who believe equally 
strongly that the economic impact of in· 
creased passenger cruising through the port 
would be of little consequence. A lot, he said, 
will depend on the kind of promotion that 
crusing is given by travel agents, the steam
ship lines and the various local promotional 
agencies. 

UNION LEADERS DISPUTE STATEMENT MADE 
IN COMMITTEE REPORT 

Mr. Speaker, the committee report on 
H.R. 11589 states that as a consequence 
of informal discussions between repre
sentatives of the shipowners and the Na
tional Maritime Union, "it was stated to 
the chairman, in clear and unequivocal 
terms, that agreement had been reached 
which would eliminate objection tx> the 
bill" by eliminating the SS United States 
and the SS Independence from its pur
view. President Joseph Curran, of the 
National Maritime Union, disputes that 
statement, and assures me his union 
strongly opposes H.R. 11589. 

Mr. Hoyt S. Haddock, executive direc
tor of the AFL-CIO Maritime Committee, 
of which Mr. Curran is chairman, has 
sent the following letter to the chairman 
of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries 
Committee on this same point: 

AFL-CIO MARITIME COMMITTEE, 
Washington, D.C., November 8, 1971 . 

Hon. EDWARD GARMATZ, 
Chairman, House Merchant Marine and 

Fisheries Committee, House Office Build
ing, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: No U.S. flag passenger 
ship should be sold to foreign flag inter
ests so long as there exists an opportunity to 
operate it under the U.S. flag. 

I have before me House Report No. 92-
617, accompanying H.R. 11589, a bill "To 
authorize the sale of cemain passenger ves
sels". Beginning on page 9 the report says, 
"After H.R. 157'7 was reported by your oom
mittee, informal discussions continued be
tween representatives of the owners and 
representia.tives of the National Maritime 
Union. As a consequence of these discus
sions, an informal meeting was arr:anged in 
the office of the chairman of your com
mittee on Thursday, October 28, 1971. This 
meeting was attended by represeilltatives of 
two of the owners and by representatives of 
the National Maritime Union. It was stated 
to the chrurm.an, in clear and unequivocal 
terms, that agreement had been reached 
whioh would eliminaste objection to the bill. 
The proposal was that the bill be amended 
to remove the SS Independence and SS 
United Strutes from its purview. This gave 
rise to the introduction of H.R. 11589, on 
November 4, 1971, which by its tenns carries 
out the agreement made between the union 
and the owners. 
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On Thursday, October 28, 1971, I attended 

a meeting in your office together with 
Nicholas Pasco, Moore McOormack Lines, 
Richard Kurrus, American Export Isbrandt
sen and Ben Man, Deputy Executive Direc
tor. AFL-CIO Maritime Committee. 

Mr. Chairman, the commilttee report, as 
quoted above, correctly staJtes ". . . an in
formal meeting was arranged in the office of 
the chiairman of your commilttee . . . ". Yes, 
this was an informal meeting, and I made 
it quite clear that I was not speaking for 
anyone at this meeting except Hoyrt Had
dock. I also stated that I personally believed 
that we should find a method which would 
assure the oontinued operation Of U.S. flag 
passenger ships. 

Mr. Chairman, no statement was made in 
that meeting which could have been inter
preted by you or anyone else present ". . . 
that agreement had been reached which 
would eliminate objection to . the bill." I 
stated in very clear language that Chairman 
Joseph Curran of the AFL-CIO Maritime 
Committee could not and would not change 
his position of opposing the sale of any U.S. 
flag passenger ship to foreign interests. I 
further stated that I would report the re
sults of our meeting to Mr. Curran, recall
ing that he makes the policy not me. I don't 
understand how I could have made my posi
tion clearer. At this informal meeting we did 
discuss: 

1. The possibility of removing the SS In
dependence from the bill because an agree
ment had been reached between a Mr. Mata
lon and the American Export Isbrandtsen 
Lines and Moore McCormack Lines to op
erate her under the U.S. flag. You stated 
that you thought everyone understood that 
this agreement would be carried out when 
H.R. 10577 became law. 

2. The need to keep the SS United States 
was also discussed and you agreed that you 
would use your good offices to have the Mari
time Administration explore all possibilities 
of returning the ship to active duty as a 
passenger ship, trade fair ship, hospital ship 
or a floating university. We also discussed: 

3. Amending the law to permit twelve (12) 
months cruising; 

4. Your involvement with the Maritime 
Administration in insisting on a feasible pas
senger ship program; 

5. You would consider a new operating 
subsidy approach which we had developed 
that could eliminate rate cutting and as
sure that U.S. flag passenger ships would be 
on a parity with foreign flag passenger ships; 

6. Giving the Federal Maritime Commis
sion authority to set minimum rates and 
maximum sailings for passenger ships; and 

7. The problems which could face the 
maritime pension and welfare funds, includ
ing your involvement in a solution to these 
problems. 

So much for the setting the record straight, 
with respect to your unfortunate inclusion in 
the report referred to hereinabove. 

The Congress should not consider selling 
any U.S. flag passenger ship foreign so long 
as there exists a possibility of opera.ting them 
under U.S. fiag. Clearly such a possibility 
does exist. 

Mr. Chairman, I am in complete agreement 
with the minority views of Congresswoman 
Leonor K. Sullivan ranking majority member 
of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries 
Committee. 

Sincerely yours, 
HOYT S. HADDOCK, 

Executive Director. 
H.R. 11589 SHOULD BE DEFEATED 

Mr. Speaker, H.R. 11589 should be de
feated. A genuine effort should be made 
by the Maritime Administration to find 
American interests to operate the five 
ships so that they would remain Ameri
can-flag ships, carrying our flag as well 
as our own citizens on the high seas. 
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If sold foreign, the ships would still be 
operated out of American ports, carrying 
mostly American passengers. But not a 
dime of the income from the passengers 
would be spent in this country, and all 
the wages would go to foreign seamen. 
And we would write off a huge investment 
by the American taxpayers while at the 
same time giving a windfall tax conces
sion to the former owners. 

THE CRISIS IN CHILD CARE-THE 
PARENT REPLACEMENT PROGRAM 

HON. JOHN R. RARICK 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, additional 
voices of indignation and protest are 
heard because of the impending take
over of America's children by Federal 
planners aided by their psychologists, 
psychiatrists, social workers, change 
agents, and assorted paraprofessionals. 

I insert for the benefit of our col
leagues a most perceptive, illuminating, 
and thought-provoking commentary on 
the Federal child care threat as appear
ing in issue No. 8 of the publicaJtion 
"Rough Beast," 1952 Connecticut Ave
nue NW., Washington, D.C., and entitled 
"The Crisis in Child Care--A Federal 
Fantasy" by Marilyn P. Desaulniers. 

The commentary follows: 
THE CRISIS IN CHILD CARE-A FEDERAL 

FANTASY 
On the surface, day care centers sure seem 

like a good idea, and not just for working 
mothers and the children of the poor. Every, 
but every, non-working mother from time 
to time needs someone to take care of her kid 
because she has business, or-Why not? sim
ply wants to get away and do something by 
herself or with a friend, and wouldn't it be 
nice if there were a friendly neighborhood 
day care center where she could leave the 
child, confident that he would receive the 
same loving care she generally tries to give 
him? But what if the available day care 
centers were run by the state (anybody's 
state, Nixon's, Muskie's, McGovern's, any
body's)? What if they weren't day care cen
ters as we've by-and-large known them up 
to now, but "development" centers, and with 
billions of dollars to spend on the "develop
ing" and huge staffs to implement the pro
grams and a vast bureaucracy to administrate 
them and great banks of computers oversee
ing the whole thing, something like the 
Defense Department? What if parents didn't 
have a choice about them? What if parents 
had to send their children there, like to 
school? What if a representative of a center, 
a "developer," could come into your home 
and give you instructions on how you had 
to deal with your kids at home? What if it 
were decided they couldn't come home but 
had to reside at the center for full-time 
"developing"? Sound far-fetched? There are 
people in the United States today With big 
plans, and the plans are beginning to be 
approved by yours and our elected represent
atives in Congress at this very minute. For 
instance, there's Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner, a. 
top consultant to the government on child 
"development" programs. He has testifl.ed to 
a Congressional committee that "it is not the 
parent ... it is society that has responsi
bility" for child "development." That quote 
is from the article which follows. Read on. 

Legislation to provide free or low cost child 
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care for millions of American children is pres
ently under consideration by both houses of 
Congress. Promoted as a means of getting 
welfare mothers into jobs, or with the em
phasis on concern for the child and a deter
mination to provide everything from dental 
to mental health for him and his family, the 
basic argument offered by the Nixon Admin
istration is a "crisis" in day care a picture of 
horrible child neglect by working mothers, 
single parents, or simply indifferent families 

Like any fiction, however, believing in the 
crisis in child care described by the Execu
tive Branch requires a suspension of the 
audience's critical faculties. The simple proc
esses of arithmetic, for example, must be 
discarded in considering the statistics of
fered to support direct federal control of 
early childhood education. 

For, despite the method of presenting the 
figures in a confusion of fractions and per
centages, spaced by paragraphs of incoher
ent sophistry and circular thinking, the doc
umentation of a child-care "crisis" depends 
for its acceptance on sheer mind-boggling 
abuse of the English language which dulls 
the senses and obscures the fact that the 
figures used actually prove that no crisis ex
ists at all, nor even any significant problem, 
nor any real desire for day-care facilities by 
those most directly affected, the mothers of 
the children. 

The mainstay document used to establish 
the urgent need for immediate federal entry 
into the business of child care is the Chil
dren's Bureau (HEW) publication, 461-1968. 
Its figures are usually expressed in a variety 
of arithmetic forms, such as "one-half the 
children are cared for in their own homes," 
"13 % were cared for by their own mothers 
at work," or "nearly one million cared for 
themselves." The relevant base figures are 
generally lacking in the "crisis" documenta
tions, and the confused presentations are not 
subject to analysis. Only access to the basic 
document itself could give any idea of the 
real value of such statistics. And, their mean
ing in normative terms is far short of a na
tional crisis--in fact, no crisis at all. 

The Children's Bureau study of the na
tion's 12.3 million children, under 14, whose 
mother work included those whose mothers 
were employed part-time as well as full-time, 
and for periods of as little as 26 weeks in the 
year. The effect of their situations, therefore, 
should weight the statistics concerning the 
actual number of working mothers as well 
as the need for expanded child-care facili
ties. This has not been done. 

Ignoring any interpretations, however, the 
existing totals show that 92% of the chil
dren of working mothers were totally super
vised during the mothers' absence, while the 
"latchkey children" whose plight is the emo
tional bomb in the issue make up less than 
1/12th of the children under consideration 
(and, most of these are older children, in
cluding early teen-agers, who are semisuper
vised after school for an hour or so) . 

The most recent figures indicate that, na
tionally, between 6,000 and 8,000 younger 
children may lack supervision while the 
parents work. Although neglect of even one 
child is of proper concern, such figures com
pared to the 12.3 million children whose 
mother's work, or the nearly 50 million of the 
same age whose mothers do not, is scarcely 
cause for the massive involvement of the 
federal government in this area. 

Indeed, the otftcial figures themselves in
dicate a possible national child-care deficien
cy that relates to less than 1/6oth of all 
the nation's children under 14 in its broadest 
estimates, and more accurately involves .6% 
of the same group. 

The federal government, however, with its 
newly created Office of Child Development 
(HEW; the OCD is separate from and equal 
to the Children's Bureau and the Ofll.ce of 
Education) to supervise the nation's youth, 
purports to find a crisis in this situation jus
tifying a minimum annual expenditure of 
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$12 billion! With the application of these 
billions, Dr. Edward Zigler, the chief of the 
Ofll.ce of Child Development, described in a 
recent interview the failures of American 
parents that he intended to undo in his 
capacity as the Nixon Administration's "su
per parent" for American children. 

He intends more sex education for the little 
ones, and more baby-sitting demanded as 
part of required high school courses in "par
enthood." By training them in advance, he 
intends to insure that tomorrow's adults do 
not stray from the state's ideas of how they 
should raise their children. In the meantime, 
he looked forward to expanding the parent 
training already in effect under some federal 
programs for Dr. Zigler does not believe that 
Americans are very good parents. Thus, by 
introducing federal funding to child care, 
federal supervision even in the child's own 
home would be required under the Federal 
lnteragency Day Care Standards. The phys
ical, emotional, mental, and social affairs of 
the child and his family would be directed 
by the agencies under federal control. Even 
the meals served in the home would be open 
to question and change under the guidance 
of health and nutrition experts a require
ment of the Federal Day Care Standards 
already operating in limited fashion today. 

In such a noble crusade, can anyone be 
deterred or hampered by the mere fact that 
only 35 % of all the nation's married women 
with or without children work at all? Or 
that the mothers of only l / 5th of the nation's 
children under 14 are employed? Or that % 
of working and 71 % of nonworking mothers 
expressed a strong preference for child care 
performed in their own home? Is it reason
able to expect "super parent" and his friendly 
lawmakers, or the non-representative special 
interest lobbies to be influenced by the Chil
dren's Bureau analysis that "care of children 
outside the home or family ... plays a rela
tively limited role at the present time"? The 
government's own figures show that only 2% 
of all the children of working mothers are 
presently cared for in day-care facilities . 

The unreal quality of the thought processes 
is staggering in its disregard for fact and in 
its single-minded pursuit of a predetermined 
objective: federal control of the first vital 
years of life, for, with the entrance of federal 
funds directly or indirectly into any day-care 
program in any community, the requirements 
of the Federal Interagency Standards are 
automatically introduced to the organization 
and definition of day care. 

Via the bureaucratic vocabulary, innova
tive definitions (much like creative spelling) 
have been built into administrative require
ments, corrupting any normal understand
ing of words into a nightmare of clique
thinking combined with an ever present con
tempt for accuracy and language. With Joy
cean extravagance, it indulges not merely 
double entendre, but precariously derived 
multiple levels of meaning in the common
est words and phrases until the structure and 
goals of agency directives are perceptible only 
to the initiate. Thus, in federalese, "day 
care" equals "early childhood education" 
equals "preschool education" equals "early 
childhood development" equals "human 
growth and development" equals "compre
hensive development of school age children"; 
th.at is, whatever effects the child's "func
tioning in ccgnitive, affective, motivational. 
self-image, emotional and social areas; in 
other words, in all of those areas which con
tribute to creating an effective adult" (quoted 
from the presentation of the Ofll.ce of Child 
Development .and Children's Bureau in De
cember 1969, when the two bureaucracies 
were organized as one, before the Select 
Subcommittee on Education, House of Rep
resentatives). Further identifying this all
inclusive direction of the child as a defini
tion of "education," the presentation ad
mitted the implications of such govern
ment activity by the identification of "so
ciety as the third parent for every preschool 
child" a monolithic and totalitarian descrip· 
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tion that is a functional element in all fed
erally assisted programs. 

It is therefore strictly in the t erms of f ed
eral definitions that a shortage of day-care 
facilities and a "national child-care crisis" 
must be understood. After all, at the same 
time that HEW insisted there was "a critical 
national shortage of day-care facilities ... 
"the Westinghouse Learning Corporation 
Study discovered 63,000 unfilled day-care 
slots. However, excepting those already un
der the Federal Standards, few could meet 
the requirements. 

The Westinghouse Study identified most 
existing day-care facilities as either "cus
todial" or "educational." The first was de
scribed as "approximating good home care," 
the second as providing "trained personnel 
on the staff and intellectually stimulating 
environments, i.e. games and toys designed 
for specific learning objectives, music.al in
struments, art equipment, animals, plants, 
good books, and they keep progress records 
on the children." Neither of these kinds of 
day care is acceptable to the federal govern
ment because they are not comprehensive 
enough, i.e. extending to the social, mental, 
emotional .and developmental areas of the 
child's life, and that of his family, to include 
"all institutional settings," such as the 
home. 

There are indeed few formal or informal 
arrangements for children (including in
home care by auntie or grandma) which meet 
the Federal Interagency Standards for day 
care. Nor, among the non-federal providers of 
such services is there any desire to meet 
them. Few outside the federal priesthood 
(where such miracles of national crises are 
wrought) are willing to promote or endorse 
the interagency requirements without the 
backing and muscle of the federal govern
ment; for few parents with a choice would 
expose their children to the requirements• 
processes and the concept that "society is the 
third parent." 

The federal faith, however, is demanding, 
and all who come under its stern guidance 
must learn the ways of combining fa.it ac
compli with illogical premises. Thus, society 
is the third parent, and the government is 
society. Therefore, government must be "su
per parent." 

Acting out tts private fantasies, the federal 
bureaucracy already indulges its monolithic 
self-image with such demands as that under 
Title 45, Chapter II Code of Federal Regula
tions, Part 220.18(c) (1) (ii). This little 
known exercise of central government control 
of children requires that, with reference to 
care in the child's own home, "child care 
provided by relatives, friends, or neighbors 
must meet standards ... that, as a mini
mum, cover age, physicai and emotional 
health" and more. Thus, Grandma or Aunt 
Jane are subject to tests for emotional health 
before mother can leave the baby with them; 
and who knows what male chauvinist mental 
health worker will determine that the hor
monal stresses of a 40ish neighbor prohibit 
her from coming into watch little Joe after 
school? After all competition is eliminated, 
the alternative is of course a federally ap
proved day care center. 

The applications hypothesized here are not 
nearly so fantastic as those already carried 
out by the straight-faced social revolution
aries in their determination to control chil· 
dren's personalities and values. The revolu
tion is here, and we'll all raise our children 
the way "super parent" thinks we should, no 
matter how great our misgivings about a 
project oblivious to mere facts and uncon
cerned a.bout little things like individual lib
erty, free will, or self-determination. 

Representing as it does a step backward 
toward the cradle from the acknowledged 
consti<tutional infringements of the ele
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 
1965, no greater concern about the Bill o! 
Rights can be expected from this new fed
eral assault on the legal rights of parents, 
the sovereignty of state and local govern-
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ments, or the protections of the First Amend
ment. Just a6 Title II of ESEA specifically 
provided for by-passing state governments, 
through direct federal funding where such 
funding was prohibited by the state's con
stitution, so the myriad "child care" pro
grams under consideration in the House and 
Se!lJ8.te, with the endorsement of the Nixon 
administration, also proposed to disregard 
local and state government requirements for 
teacher certification (S. 2007, already passed 
by the Senate); to reduce safety and fire 
codes of state and local governments as they 
apply to child-care facilities; and through 
announcement of a "federal responsibility" 
for child care, create a sort of reservation 
for American children in every community, 
under the sole control of the central gov
ernment. 

The concern of that government for the 
children already enjoying its superior parent
hood is difficult to discern in testimony be
fore the Select Subcommittee on Education 
which revealed that child-care centers in 
New York were shut down because of serious 
fire and safety ~ms-presumably they 
were opera.ting due only to a shortage of city 
inspectors. The reaction of the federal priest
hood to such experience is terrifyingly con
sistent with its other encounters with real 
life. It proposes to lower fire and safety 
standards for child-care centers, on the 
theory that the mean old state and loca.l 
governments are unrealistically strict in their 
requirements for buildings housing children. 
And, it's tough enough keeping the propa
ganda bell rolling, without h~ving to meet 
sticky requirements for trained personnel or 
safe buildings or adequate lighting. If thiS 
does a little more damage to the Constitu
tion in the process, why just trot out the 
fictional "crisis" and insist that the prob
lem is urgent and explain that "we have to 
do something .... " Even commit institu
tional suicide. 

The alliance of child-care programs with 
the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act of 1965 ls organic. 82007 tied the two 
programs together under Title V. The "re
search" funded under Title IV of ESEA ts 
a ma.jar element in promoting expanded 
childcare programs. Preschool programs di
rected at total populations are funded under 
Title III of this disastrous piece of legisla
tion. The concept of total development of 
the child-mental, physical, emotional, so- · 
cial-was introduced to private as well as 
public elementary and secondary schools 
through the same Title Ill. 

The Elementary and Secondary Educa
tion Act of 1965 did not travel under the 
guise of crisis legislation, although it was 
railroaded through the Congress. It wore, 
instead, religious ecumenical garb, drawing 
all religious faiths together under the gentle 
direction of the central government, through 
the imagery that the child, not the paro
chial or private school, was the recipient of 
federal funding. Such imagery has not been 
carried so far that families of these children 
a.dually receive a. tax credit of perceptible 
proportions, but, as new packaging to sell 
federal entry into the religious domain, it 
wasn't bad for a starter. 

It wasn't good enough to rely on, how
ever, since President Johnson apparently felt 
it necessary to communicate his desire to the 
Senate that ESEA be approved without de
bate or amendment. And, since he was bar
gaining with a landslide victory behind him, 
good politicians all, they did, thus preparing 
the way for the federal government to feed 
its totallta.rian visions with small prograins, 
and develop an appetite for big ones where
in the "comprehensive development" of 
children from lnfancy would be a recognized 
"federal respons1 bill ty." 

Thus, perceiving that children already in 
school hadn't been properly raised. Title III 
programs (designed to provide services lack
ing or in short supply) rushed group therapy, 
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preventive psychiatry, mental health, "fam
ily-life" education, sensitivity training, in
creased psychological services and liaison 
with community mental health centers for 
drug treatment of "behavior problems" into 
public and private schools a.cross the country. 
Recognizing the dangerous lack of govern
ment direction in the early years of the chil
dren, special curricula. structured with mod
ern operant conditioning techniques were 
substituted for standard classroom texts and 
courses in every required subject, from social 
studies to language, from gym to health edu
cation. Ea.ch of these "Education Systems 
70s" products of super-parenthood is de
signed to produce specific "behavioral 
changes" through application of the built
in conditioning. The specific stated intent 
of these general classroom activities is the 
creation and direction of ethical and moral 
values as determined by a public/ government 
agency. 

After all, the ecumenical bargain had been 
sealed: federal cash in return for the aboli
tion of First Amendment guarantees. And 
who can blame Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner, a 
consultant for federal child development pro
grams, for the casual reference to the trade
off when testifying before the House Select 
Subcommittee on Education and Labor on 
proposed universal federal child care in De
cember 1969? "Separation between church 
and state," he explained, "which was an im
portant separation at the time, had the effect 
of splitting responsibility for the child's de
velopment. There was subject matter which 
became the school's responsibility and his 
development as a human being, which be
came the responsibility of the family and 
the church." A mere historical reference, in 
the past tense. (No more before this same 
committee which had the greatest responsi
bility for the Elementary and Secondary Edu
cation Act of 1965 was any challenge issued 
to the public burial of the free practice of 
religion.) 

In an agreeable exchange with Mr. Collins, 
of the Subcommittee, Dr. Bronfenbrenner 
concurred with the legislator's equation that 
society equals government and that" . .. it is 
not the parent ... it ls society that has the 
responsibility" for child development. The 
best way to introduce such concepts, it was 
agreed, was to begin by promoting them for 
the poor "because we can get it done there" 
just as so many other outrages have been 
introduced to American communities during 
the past ten years by inviting the majority 
to judge minorities and then impose on 
them "social solutions" that include assaults 
on human dignity and civil liberties alike. 
The fine print, however, says that what is a 
cure for minority groups is likely a good pre
ventive for the rest of the population. And 
the righteous judges soon find themselves 
labeled "bad parents," their children being 
inculcated with religious, political and social 
values by public agencies. 

Thus, federally funded child care has de
veloped primarily as a program for the "eco
nomically deprived," "cultural minorities," 
and welfare families. The willingness of 
otherwise nice people to strip these groups 
of their rights and dignity was clothed in 
the language of scciial justice-cum-urgent 
need. Since continuing welfare dependence, 
in the judgment of the behavioral scientists, 
did not refiect persistent vocational handi
caps but, rather, cultural and personality 
defects, the rationale for imposing govern
ment-directed value systems expressed itself 
as "breaking the welfare cycle," or eUminat
ing the curse of poverty. 

c. Kenneth Johnson, manager of the Wash
ington, D.C. model for Federal Child Care has 
explained the "change" in the meaning of day 
care, from a philosophy of service to families 
to a "preventive program" for "very young 
children" in recent testimony. "We know 
that by the time the child reaches 6 to 8 
years of age, he has his whole personality, 
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his whole style of living, his sense of values
those have been pretty much developed by 
this time." The concept of Federal Child Care 
Standards, in his words, is to give " this child 
an opportunity to develop the way we think 
he should be developing, at a very early 
age in life." 

"Unfortunately," he admitted, "this change 
[in defining child care] is only in the minds 
of those people who are most d irectly in
volved in day care." 

The change, however, becomes operational 
in every instance where federal funding is 
directly or indirectly involved, for, 4-Cs, Com
munity Coordinated Child Care, is the re
quired organizational form under Federal In
teragency Day Care St andards. 4-Cs is the 
administrative tactic by which all organiza
tions, groups and professionals in the com
munity are penetrated and absorbed by the 
federal apparatus. It no longer relies only on 
funded programs to provide the "super par
ent's" philosophy of child-rearing to special 
groups. A qualification for receiving federal 
funds, under the Interagency Standards, is 
a guarantee that in terms, of philosophy and 
common goals all professionals, church and 
civic organizations, as well as public facilities, 
have been coordinated with the agency seek
ing the grant. The rationale for this mech
anism of central government control is 
that it "will prevent duplication of services." 

Thus, continuing as well as expanded day
care programs, funded directly or indirectly 
by the federal government, provide the means 
of converting every child-directed activity in 
affected communities into the extensions of 
a federal "super parent." If you think it 
couldn't happen, consider briefly the pro
prietor of a private p.reschool faced with the 
demand that he comply with coordination 
or be responsible for denying day care to the 
children of needy mothers in the commu
nity. The application is as valid for church
operated facilities. What businessman or 
minister could hope to explain such callous 
disregard for our social problems? For shame. 

The lack of clear explanation of federal def
initions makes resistance even harder. Day
care or child-care facilities in the minds of 
the general public are best defined by the 
two kinds which the Westinghouse Study de
fined as "custodial" and "educational." The 
term "comprehensive" is generally delivered 
to the public in terms indicating free medi
cal care for low-income children. When the 
Administration glowingly reports on its 
"commitment to the first five yea.rs of life," 
it refers to providing everything necessary 
for "optimal development" of the child, 
whatever that may be. However, the sum 
total of the purple prose and statistical 
sleight of hand, generated on behalf of mas
sive, multi-billion dollar federal entrance into 
the lives and homes of American children 
from infancy, omits any reference to the 
"change" in the definition of day ca.re, which 
"is only in the minds of those people who 
a.re most directly involved in day care." 

It ls little wonder, then, that Senator (a 
sponsor of federal child-care legislation) re
marked on the fact that the programs were 
being enacted "without much public notice." 
It is scarcely surprising that Dr. Zigler him
self commented that "people don't recognize 
the monumental nature of this legislation 
and what effect it can have on the country 
in 20 yeairs." 

Take the federal definition of government 
equals society, and the observations of an
other fede.raJ. consultant in support of "super 
parenthood,'' a.nd the effect of such progra.IllS 
on the country in 20 years ts totally predict
able: "It is possible," says expert Bruno Bet
telheim, "to creat.e a viable personaJ.ity type 
wholly di1Ierent from that of the pwrents, in 
a single generation.'' 

Different, no doubt. But, like the other 
products of this federal fantasy, this one is 
also flawed, for, according to the Ofll.ce of 
Education, Planning, Research and Evalua-
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tion, in December 1969, although "over the 
pa.st decade, evidence has accumulated in 
the beha.vorial sciences as to the relative 
malleability of the child in his early years ... 
what experiences are appropriate for what 
developmental stages ... what environmen
tal conditions provide experiences Which 
optimize development" are not yet known. 

After ten years of experience and experi
ment with child development programs, the 
Office of Child Development admitted, "As 
we enter the 1970's we are still seriously de
ficient in (a) our understanding of how chil
dren develop, (b) the causes and nature of 
the deficits found among disadvantaged chil
dren, ( c) the technique for appraising the 
stat e of development and {d) the design and 
delivery of programs and curriculum to 
prevent or overcome developmental deficits." 

The situa.tion could scarcely be made clear
er; the federal child-care experts don't know 
what they are doing, can't show any good 
reason for doing it, and can't measure their 
own programs adequately to determine the 
effects of all this intervention in the develop
ment of children. 

The same statement, in fact, frankly ad~ 
mits that, in practice, "the results of those 
experiences [with developmental programs] 
have not been fully reassuring. In fact, in 
some cases they have been rather difficult. 
We have been discouraged by some of the 
findings." 

Not discouraged enough, however. For 
despite the inability of any expert or federal 
child-care official to predict the results of 
deliberate tampering with the developmental 
processes of infants and children, despite the 
admitted lack of any benefits from the pre
ceding ten years' experiences, the current 
proposals in House and Senate are designed 
to increase the use of the behavioral sciences 
on increasingly younger children in experi
mental procedures contemptuously labeled 
"child ca.re." 

Thus the House Education Committee 
summed up testimony on universal early 
childhood education and day care: "One can 
make the case, I obviously don't, that we 
don't know enough a.bout what makes the 
difference in the development of children; 
therefore, we do nothing ... until we have 
satisfied ourselves that adequate research has 
been done ... Now, in earlier testimony with 
other childhood experts, we were told, no, 
that is not the attitude to take, 'You should 
go ahead with programs, and at the same 
time, carry on very effective r.nd careful eval
uation of ongoing programs,' which is one 
very important means of conducting 
research." 

The key words, "conducting research," a.re 
identical with the processes activated in ele
mentary and secondary schools through fed
eral funds. The philosophy and goals are also 
the same. Thus, from a standard text on ac
tivities in the regular classroom, it is interest
ing to note that the title "Introduction to 
Educational Research: A methodology of 
design in the behavioral and social sciences" 
identifies the changed definition of education 
described by the Office of Child Development. 
Published in 1963, this standard reference 
contains suggestions on helping teachers 
overcome their reluctance to experiment on 
other people's children (pg. 49), identifies 
the "change" in education away from im
parting skills and information and toward 
study of the child and his development under 
n1anipulated circumstances--with emphasis 

n his value systems (pp. 91, 92, 353, 379). 
With the expressed anticipation that educa
ional r esearch will be to the behavioral scl
nces what clinica.l psychology was ln the 
a.st (pg. 477), emphasis is placed on study 

of children's value systems in "intra.familial" 
ontexts (pg. 479). 
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Recognizing the possibility of damage to 

the "normal and healthy" child-subjects of 
this educational research, the text contains 
the suggestion that the experimentation be 
carried out under the concept of "liability 
without fault," a flat statement that the 
government should assume responsibility for 
rehabilitation of damaged children or pay
ment of indemnities to the families of those 
who cannot be rehabilitated. For, says this 
text by Carter V. Good, Dean, School of Edu· 
cation, University of Cincinnati, government
as-society supports most of the experimenta
tion to begin with. 

How ironic that the increasing n umber of 
children with emotional problems has been 
blamed on the parents by those tampering 
with the children. What skillful misdirection 
permits the use of these tragic figures to 
justify increased federal "child-care" and 
"education" programs, wherein no informa
tion or skills are imparted, wherein no care 
for any child exists? How ingeniously the 
proven failure of Head Start and other "re
medial" programs is used to Justify access 
to even younger children. 

But, the federal fantasy of a child-care 
crisis ls not amusing. It is as dangerous 
to the survival of the nation's political, social, 
and economic institutions as any foreign 
aggression. 

Whether sold to Women's Lib as a way to 
free women from the home, or to professional 
women as a humane provision for those less 
fortunate than themselves, to welfare moth
ers as a "Head Sta.rt" to help their children 
catch up with the middle class, or to welfare 
critics as a way to get those lazy mothers off 
the dole and into Jobs-whether promoted 
to liberals in the properly vague but beau
tiful language of social justice, or to conser
vatives with creative statistics indicating a 
national crisis that does not exist, the sheer 
dishonesty of the advertising indicates the 
quality of the product, and the level of ac
ceptance its promoters would expect from 
the public if its nature were understood. 

The echoes of Dachau and Auschwitz in 
the potentially dangerous, involuntary ex
perimentation on children would not likely 
be acceptable to the American public. Nor 
could the citizens really be expected to en
dorse the assumption that the central gov
ernment should control moral and ethical 
values through a private arrangement to dis
regard First Amendment guarantees. 

The deliberate attack on the political ex
istence of state and local government€, be
gun with the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act and continuing through cur
rent child-care standards and legislation, 
presents the serious possibility that the col
lapse of these sources for representation in 
the Congress will, as they succumb, render 
the House and the Senate illegal bodies like 
the "coordinated" Reichstag of 1933. 

Certainly, imposing federal standards and 
regulations at the expense of state con
stitutions and local control casts doubt on 
the viability of the federal system. The value 
of the individual vote is diminished in direct 
proportion to the erosion of its Constitu
tional resources and the expansion of central 
government control. 

The definitions of federal child ca.re and 
education, in their many guises, are expres
sions of authoritarian contempt for the 
principles of individual liberty, free will, and 
self-determination. The support of too many 
individuals and groups has been secured for 
them simply by rewording the old saw that 
the end justifies the means. 

Subjected to the artificial crises trumpeted 
day and night, by media. sophmorically de-
termined to change the world, the resistance 
of normally rational people collapses under 
emotion.a.I overload. Pressed from all sides 
to support the kindly central government's 
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plan to take responsibility for infants and 
children, even before birth, and loved by the 
federal priesthood's miracles of statistics and 
pseudoscience, paraded with the modest as
surance that Super ParenthOOd will prevent 
all social, physical, mental and economic ills 
forever more, too many responsible leaders 
have succumbed. 

The sheer stun-effect of so much illogic 
and garbled prose silences initial objections. 
Subsequent failure of the promoters to com
municate the facts--thus promoting propa
ganda instead of news--effectively isolates 
objectors in an environment where they 
seem alone in disagreement and, therefore, 
in error. 

There are undoubtedly more fools than 
villains, more mad scientists than fascists, 
more who are coerced than coercing. But 
the fact remains that federally funded pro
grams of child care and education (since 
ESEA) represent an expression of monolithic, 
total power by the central government, at 
the expense of the states, local governments, 
the federal system, the Constitution and 
the individual's essential human cllgnity 
and liberty. 

Only public rejection of these programs 
can halt them. Letters to the President, your 
Senator and Representative are in order. But, 
the time is short. And the Administration 
has let it be known that only a massive out
cry will stop expansion of the cynica1 "child 
ca.re" a.nd "early childhood education" to 
every community, family and child in Amer
ica. 

Who has the youth, said Adolf Hitler, has 
the future. No government, if we dream of 
liberty, should ever have control of our 
children-Marilyn P. Desaulniers. The au
thor is completing a book. "Revolution from 
the Top; The Making of Nazi America." 

DEDICATION AND ENTERPRISE OF 
OUR FEDERAL WORKERS 

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Friday, November 12, 1971 

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, over the 
years our many dedicated Federal em
ployees have been maligned time after 
time in the public eye. 

This is both unfortunate and unfair
as anyone knows who deals with the 
Government and its employees on a regu
lar basis. As in any large organization, 
there are exceptions-but that only goes 
to prove the rule. 

Since I came to Congress in 1959, and 
immediately was assigned to the House 
Committee on Post Office and Civil Serv
ice, I have come to know well of the con
scientious work and the working condi
tions of our Federal employees. I had 
some knowledge of their plight before I 
came to Washington since I had served 
several times as a Federal employee in 
my home city. 

Mr. Speaker, I believe the report this 
year by the Civil Service Commission 
speaks for itself in indicating the caliber 
of people who serve in our Federal estab
lishment. I include the text of the an
nouncement from the Commission as a 
part of my remarks. 
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PRESS RELEASE BY U.S. CIVIL SERVICE 

COMMISSION, NOVEMBER 8, 1971 
Federal employees made record conrtribu

tions to Government economy and etnciency 
valued at $344.8 million through their sug
gestions and superior accomplishments dur
ing Fiscal Year 1971, Chairman Robert E. 
Hampton of the U.S. Civil Service Commis
sion announced today. This all-time record 
in the 17-year history of the Government
wide Incentive Awards program exceeded the 
previous high of $343.5 million recorded in 
Fiscal Year 1967. 

Assessing the results, Chairman Hampton 
stated: 

"I wish to commend these Federal em
ployees who have so admirably demonstrated 
their awareness of the great need for econ
omy and high level of performance in Gov
ernment. This evidence of their efforts and 
initiative sets a high example for Federal 
employees and should be of particular inter
est to American taxpayers as an illustration 
of employee contributions to achieving 
greater Government etficiency and economy." 

A total of 96,879 employee suggestions 
achieved savings of $170,844,320 in reduced 
man-hours and costs of materials and equip
ment, and contributed immeasurable bene
fits in improved services to the public and 
increased etfictency. Employees received 
$5,060,038 in cash awards for adopted ideas, 
with an average cash award of $82, compared 
to $65 the previous year. Average benefits to 
the Government per cash award were $2,125 
for FY 1971, compared to $1,873 the previous 
year. 

For meritorious performance exceeding job 
requirements, 105,937 Federal employees re
ceived a total of $17 ,835,240. Benefits totaled 
$173,949 ,083 and were 75.6% higher than in 
FY 1970. The average lump-sum performance 
award in FY 1971 was $185, and average ben
efits per cash award were $1,410. 

The largest special achievement award 
($10,000) was earned by a group of 29 tngi
neers and technicians of the Radar Tech
niques Branch, Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington, D.C., for developing radar 
equipment thait can "see" over the horizon. 
In addition to its immediate value in mili
tary use, this development will contribute 
to safety in commercd.al and private air traf
fic control. The Naval Research Laboratory 
has been a pioneer in radar technology since 
its invention there by Dr. Robert M. Page, 
the laborastory's retired director. (Dr. Page 
was a. recipient of the President's Award for 
Distinguished Federal Civilian Service.) 

Another notable award recipient was 
James S. Gritfiths, a special agent With the 
Department of the Treasury, who received 
$1,000 for his outstanding initiartJve and 
judgment in working to eradica.te counter
feiting in the Los Angeles area. Under his 
leadership, over $1,180,000 in counterfeit bills 
was seized in 5 cases a.lone. 

The following agencies had outstanding 
results in their Incentive Awards programs: 

Army led all agenoies in dollar benefits 
from suggestions ($62.1 million) and from 
special achievemenrts ($61.7 million). 

Navy established a new Department record 
of $33 million in measurable benefits 
through the suggestion program. 

Air Force, second among agencies in bene
fits from suggestions, topped the $50 mil
lion mark for the fifth time in 6 years with 
over $54.3 million. 

The Incentive Awards programs of the De
partment of the Treasury, District of Colum
bia Government, and General Services Ad
ministration showed significant increases in 
all areas--including more suggestions re
ceived, more adopted, more special achieve-
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ment awards granted, and increased dollar 
benefits. 

Other individuals receiving awards for ex· 
ceptional accomplishments included: 

E. P. Davitt, a General Engineer at Naval 
Ordnance Systems Command Headquarters. 
Washington, D.C., who earned $9,705 for de
veloping the Sonobuoy Missile Impact Lo
cation System at less than one-fifth of the 
cost of designing, engineering, and manu
facturing a competitive system, with a sav
ings to Government of over $18 million. (Mr. 
Davitt was a 1971 Winner of othe Presidential 
Management Improvement Award.) 

Walter K. Sterling, engineering technician 
at the U.S. Naval Air Station, Patuxent, Md., 
who received $7,455 for suggesting and de
veloping an adapter device to carry prac
tice bombs on tTaining flights. His idea re
sulted in estimated savings of $6,353,181 
during the first year of use. 

A five-member team of research scientists 
at NASA's Ames Research Center, Moffet 
Field, Calif., who received $5,000 for their 
outstanding contributions to scientific prog
ress in the field of deep-space radio com
munications. 

Clarence M. Poole, a physical examina
tion specialist with the Department of the 
Army, Fort Benning, Ga., who was awarded 
$3,350 for suggesting an improved method 
for processing the release of enlisted men 
who disqualify physically for military serv
ice. His idea has achieved savings of $1,249,-
740 and produced additional immeasurable 
benefits. 

Paul L. Glasener and Robert E. James, 
Agency for International Development, who 
were granted $2,790 for their team effort in 
finding a way to significantly reduce costs of 
shipping voluntary agency food shipments 
to India. 

Stanley Hansen, a marine surveyor for 
the Department of Commerce, San Francisco, 
Calif., who was granted $1,255 for devising 
a way to take impressions of ships' gears 
using materials and techniques similar to 
those used by dentists and dental techni
cians. This development, which permits en
gineers to determine the condition of gears 
without costly disassembly, has been adopted 
by the U.S. Coast Guard and the American 
Bureau of Shipping. 

Pierre C. Boucher, a poultry products 
marketing specialists with the Department 
of Agriculture, who was awarded $1,220 for 
suggesting the use of an improved method 
of packaging dried egg mix used in direct 
food distribution programs. 

MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MAN-HOW 
LONG? 

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE 
OF IOWA 

lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, a child 
asks: "Where is daddy?" A mother asks: 
"How is my son?" A wife asks: "Is my 
husband alive or dead?" 

Communist North Vietnam is sadisti
cally practicing spiritual and mental 
genocide on over 1600 American prison
ers of war and their families. 

How long? 

November 12, 1971 

PHASE II PROGRAM 

HON. RICHARD T. HANNA 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. HANNA. Mr. Speaker, the Presi
dent's phase II program is based on too 
narrow a premise to solve our present 
economic dilemma. It assumes that our 
sole battle to reduce inflation is in con
taining the wage-price spiral. I do not 
agree. Certainly, where the load of amor
tizing unused capacity is not absorbed in 
loss of profit, it is a cost distributed in 
higher prices. Additionally, where there 
exist inefficiencies in production and dis
tribution, these are also read out in price 
structures. Finally, with a tax propasal 
to give 7 percent incentive credit for add
ing to an already excessive production 
capacity and tolerating both a reduction 
in earnings and a high unemployment, 
we are enduring a substantial loss in tax 
revenue. I would point out, Mr. Speaker, 
that there are in reality two sources for 
governmental deficits. The first and 
more widely known of course, is spending 
too much. The second, and equally as 
successful yet not too well-known, is 
collecting too little. To my mind, this 
loss in tax take is contributing more to 
the budget deficit than the so-called ex
cess spending. 

When you realize that the most pre
dictable consequence of increasing wages 
and increasing wage earners is to in
crease tax revenue, the essence of govern
mental benefits from a full employment 
economy becomes apparent. 

It therefore strikes me that where wage 
increases do not, or should not, effect 
price increases, they should be encour
aged. Also, some price increases which 
reflect honest and fair assessments of 
costs should not be measured as inflation
ary. Again, programs and policies for in
creased employment should be promul
gated and fostered and these cannot be 
limited to investment credit inducements. 
Rather, investment tax credits should be 
tied to the fallowing: 

First, actual increase in jobs; 
Second, demonstrated increases in effi

ciencies of production and delivery of 
goods and services; and 

Third, demonstrated increases or im
provements in markets. 

These, it would seem, have more dy
namics than the mere encouragement of 
investment per se. 

Our problem now lies in the total effort 
of both management and labor to make 
our production competitive. It lies also 
in recognizing we have underconsump
tion of a serious kind which suggests 
increases in purchasing power at home 
and increases in market activity abroad. 
Once we have the dynamics of full em
ployment, our tax revenues will quickly 
fill the gap now suffered in revenue which 
ls largely responsible for our present 
shocking deficit, a deficit revealingly por
trayed by my esteemed colleague from 
Texas <Mr. MAHON) whose committee 
has projected a 4-year deficit for the 
present administration of in excess of 
$100 billion-a deft.cit we simply can-
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not afford, by any meaning of the word. 
For further background on this disturb
ing figure, I urge my colleagues to review 
Chairman MAHoN's remarks in the REC
ORD of October 28 at page 38053. 

THE ~USAN B. BILL? 

HON. GILBERT GUDE 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. GUDE. Mr. Speaker, our distin
guished colleague, the Honorable SEY
MOUR HALPERN, has recently proposed 
that the $2 bill be reissued carrying the 
portrait of Susan B. Anthony. I believe 
this to be an excellent suggestion and 
the gentleman from New York is to be 
congratulated for offering it. 

Should the $2 denomination again be 
brought into use, the Federal Govern
ment could realize an annual savings of 
$2.1 million in printing costs. This, at a 
time when our economy is in need of all 
the help it can get, is a positive contribu
tion. 

Additionally, with the gospel of wom
en's liberation deservedly gaining con
verts, I think it most appropriate that 
Mrs. Susan B. Anthony, a woman who 
contributed so much both to womanhood 
and to our national heritage, be honored 
in this fashion. 

The Washington Daily News has pub
lished an editorial in support of this pro
posal and I would like to share it with 
my colleagues at this point. 

The editorial follows: 
[From the Washington Daily News, Nov. 3, 

1971] 
THE SUSAN B. BILL? 

Rep. Seymour Halpern's proposal to re
issue the $2 bill and put suffragette Susan 
B. Anthony's picture on it seems to us to 
have a lot going for it. 

The $2 denomina.tion, discontinued in 
1966, makes even more sense today when the 
buck doesn't go nearly as far as it used to. 
And it would save the governmenrt an esti
mated $2.1 million a year in printing costs 
by replacing half of the ones with bills of 
twice that value. 

True, Founding Faither Thomas Jefferson, 
whose serenely handsome face used to grace 
the $2 bill, would be replaced by the rather 
grim visage Susan B. presented to a male 
chauvinist society. 

Bwt richly honored Tom already is rep
resented on the nickel. And, Virginia gentle
man that he was, we can't believe he'd mind 
a bit stepping aside for a lady whose com
pany he might have found tedious but whose 
zeal for social progress he certainly would 
have admired. 

One hitch seen by New York Republican 
Halpern and cosponsors of his proposal is 
that Women's Libbers will view it as an in
sulting sop to their ambiition to innumerable 
high offices. Their suspicion might be mer
ited if he had proposed putting Susan B. on 
a $3 b111. 

But, given the economic temper of the 
times, Susan B. Anthony on a $2 bill might 
become even more familiar to the citizenry 
than two famous males popularized by our 
coinage. The Indian on the old penny. And 
the buffalo on nickels when nickels used to 
buy a good cigar. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

LEGAL SAFEGUARDS FOR U.S. 
WORKERS IN DANGER 

HON. _THADDEUS J. DULSKI 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Friday, November 12, 1971 

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, the very 
capable Federal Spotlight reporter for 
the Washington Evening Star, Joseph 
Young, has indicated that plans are afoot 
to change the legal safeguards with re
gard to Federal employees. 

This is a matter which merits our con
cern and I call the article to the atten
tion of all our colleagues : 
U.S. MOVES To FIRE "SUBVERSIVES"; AUTO

MATIC OUSTER CALLED FOR IN PLAN 

(By Joseph Young) 
The Nixon administration is drafting plans 

for the automatic firing of all federal em
ployes who are members of any organization 
the government decides is "subversive" or 
"revol utlonary-terrorist." 

The plan would abolish present legal safe
guards adopted following the witch-hunts of 
the Joseph McCarthy era in the 1950s and the 
loyalty programs of the late 1940s. 

It would apply to both "sensitive" as well 
as "non-sensitive" jobs in government. 

Mere membership in a group listed by the 
attorney general as "subversive" is not now 
grounds to fire a federal employe. The gov
ernment must prove that an employe is an 
"active and knowing" member of such an 
organization. 

The proposed new standards would bring 
the dismissal of an employe if the govern
ment decided his continued employment 
"would not promote the efficiency of the 
service." 

Apprised of the adminletratlon's proposed 
changes, federal employe union leaders ex
pressed alarm that this could result in a new 
witch-hunt in the federal service. 

They also express concern that the pro
posal would mean virtually any employe 
could be fired on vague charges. 

WHO LISTS ORGANIZATIONS? 

The union leaders ask who ls to deter
mine in these raipldly changing times of so
cial stress and upheaval which organiza
tions are "subversive" or "revolutionary" and 
which are not? 

Federal union leaders say there ls a grave 
danger that government employes belonging 
to groups demanding an end to the fight
ing in Vietnam or in the cause of school 
and housing integration and other social 
issues would stand to lose their jobs if the 
plan becomes effective. 

Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert C. Mardian, chief 
of the Justice Department's internal secur
ity division, referred to the proposal in re
marks prepared for an Atomic Energy Com
mission security conference. Mardlan has 
also indicated the administration's thin.king 
on the matter in testimony before Congress. 

The ideas discussed by Mardian are only 
"working proposals," a Justice Department 
spokesman saJ.d today. 

"These proposals," he said, "are simply 
part of our current evaluation of the exist
ing security system." 

Officials have not yet decided whether it 
would take new legislation or only a presi
dential order to put the proposals into ef
fect, if a decision is made to implement 
them, the spokesman added. 

DESCRmED AS "LEGALISM" 

In his rem.arks to the AEC group, he de
scribed as "legalism," federal court decisions 
which carefully circumscribed operations of 
internal security programs. 
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He said that "legal distractions ... have 

placed an onerous, if not impossible, burden 
on government and industrial security offi
cers," and that the new standards are part 
of several proposals to correct this. 

Among others he named was a July 2 
executive order from President Nixon au
thorizing the Subversive Activities Control 
Board to hold hearings and designate groups 
that fall into the "subversive" or "revolu
tionary-terrorist" category. 

This order is under attack in Congress. 
There have been bills introduced by Sen. 
Sam Ervin, D-N.C., to bar use of federal funds 
to enforce the order. 

Mardlan argued that evaluating the mem
bership in groups "dedicated to revolution
ary-terrorist" principles would offer a "more 
realistic" test than present standards. 

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT VIEW 

Mardian argued that government agencies 
should be able to fire employees if member
ship in an offending group would diminish 
his agency's efficiency. 

Mardlan added that "the vast majority of 
Americans would ... agree that persons who 
are knowing members" of such groups 
"should not be employed in even non-sensi
tive positions, not simply because they are 
disloyal, but because such people are not 
likely to improve the delivery of govern
mental services of a government system they 
are trying to destroy." 

Queried by Jared Stout of the Newhouse 
News Service as to which additional orga
nizations would be named as subversive or 
which kind of activities by federal employes 
would be regarded as subversive or revolu
tionary-terrorist, Justice Department spokes
men declined to do so. 

A Justice Department spokesman said the 
proposed plan could take the form of either 
legislation or a presidential executive order. 

RUSSIAN GRAIN SALE HISTORIC 
STEP 

HON. PAUL FINDLEY 
OF ILLINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, the sale 
of nearly 3 million tons of U.S. feed 
grains to the Soviet Union, announced 
last week, is an historic event of great 
importance to the American farmer. 

The shipments that will be made be
tween now and July 1972, equal more 
than 15 percent of all U.S. feed grain ex
ports last year. This is partioularly sig
nificant as we are in the midst of harvest
ing the largest corn crop in history. In 
addition to the tremendous lift this gives 
to agriculture, it also benefits the U.S. 
balance-of-payments position, since the 
Soviet Union will pay for the grain with 
U .S. dollars. 

Beyond the immediate benefits of such 
a large sale--2 million tons of com 
alone--are the long-term implications 
for U.S. agriculture. 

This sale is further evidence that the 
Russians are making a serious ef!ort to 
produce more meat and poultry products, 
and it means that they could be a con
tinuing an important market for the 
feedstuffs required for a thriving live
stock industry. While feed grains made 
up the initial sale, a good potential for 
sales of soybeans to Russia also exists. 
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It is an historic development that has 

opened the door to a new market of great 
potential for the U.S. farmer. I am in
serting in the RECORD as part of my re
marks the initial announcement of the 
sale from the U.S. Department of Agri
culture and a fact sheet outlining the 
products being sold: 
[From U.S. Department of Agriculture News] 
UNITED STATES To SELL GRAIN TO SOVIETS 

WASHINGTON, November 5.-Two U.S. firms 
have firm offers to sell more than $125 mil
lion worth of grain to the Soviet Union and 
an agreement has been reached with the 
U.S. maritime unions to make the overseas 
shipment, Acting Secretary of Agriculture J. 
Phil Campbell announced today. 

The Secretary said approximately 3 million 
tons of feed grains, "primarily corn," but 
including barley and oats will be involved 
in the sale. 

"This historic development opens the door 
to an important market for American farm 
products-not only for this year but it can 
develop future avenues of trade that will be 
even more important to American farmers," 
Mr. Campbell said. 

The sales of grain to the Soviet Union have 
been made by Continental Grain Company 
and Gargill, Inc., Mr. Campbell said. The 
grain, primarily corn, will be delivered be
tween now and July, 1972. Payment will be 
in cash, with U.S. dollars. 

Mr. oampbell also praised the leadership of 
President Nixon and the "statesmanship" of 
union leaders in negotiating to ship the 
grain. 

Mr. Campbell called the agreement to move 
the grain a ~'breakthrough which offers major 
possibillties for American farmers." 

The grain sale, which is equivalent to more 
than 15 percent of all U.S. feed grain ex
ports last year, comes at a time when the 
U.S. is harvesting a record 5.4 billion bushels 
of corn. 

The record corn crop is the result of in
creased plantings by farmers to offset a pos
sible loss to a new, more virulent strain of 
corn blight, which cut the size of last year's 
crop by 15 percent. But weather conditions 
kept the blight in check, and a record pro
duction was the result. 

Mr. Campbell said t he corn involved in 
the sales will come from the free market-
that part of the barley and oats will be 
from Government stocks and will move at 
world prices. 

"These historic sales of grain to the Soviet 
Union may open a new era of understanding 
with the people of the Soviet Union," Mr. 
Campbell said. "There is every indication 
that Russia is expanding its livestock in
dustry. Two USDA-sponsored teams which 
have recently completed study missions in . 
Russia report that if the Russians carry out 
their present intentions they will need sub
stantial quantities of feed stuffs which the 
United States is in a position to supply." 

Mr. Campbell said, the arrangement that 
led to the completion of the sales agreement 
between the commercial grain companies and 
the Soviet Union is a result of President 
Nixon's charge to his staff to do everything 
practical to break a long impasse over the 
handling of grain shipments to the Soviet 
Union. 

The Marl time Act of 1970 provides for a 
significant modernizat ion of our merchant 
fleet. This Administration initiated this leg
islation to make it possible to compete in an 
ever-expanding market, and we a.re confi· 
dent that the U.S. flag fleet will be com
petitive and will participate in new export 
fields. 

GRAIN SALEs--SOVIET UNION 

I. CORN 

2,000,000 metric tons=80,000,000 bushels-
15 % or last yea.r's e~rts. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMAJU(S 
II. BARLEY 

600,000 tons=28 million bushels-36 % of 
last yeair's exports. 

m. OATS 
300,000 00rul=21 million bushel&-117% o1 

last yea.r's exports. 
EXPORTS 

(1970-71) 
Million bushels 

OOrn --------------------------------- 509 
Bairley ------------------------------- 77 
C>ats --------------------------------- 18 

PRODUCTION 

[1970) 
Corn (billion bushels)--------------- 4. 1 
Ba.rley (million bushels)------------- 410. O 
Oaits (million bushels)-------------- 909. 0 

(1971) 
Corn (billion bushels)-------------- 5. 4 
Barley (million bushels)------------- 470. 0 
Oats (million bushels)-------------- 885. 0 

DELBA AWARD TO MILTON BERLE 

HON. CRAIG HOSMER 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. HOSMER. Mr. Speaker, the dedi
cated and public-spirited members of the 
Downtown Long Beach Associates next 
month will pay a richly deserved tribute 
to a great American entertainer and hu
manitarian-Milton Berle. 

Milton will be the 1971 recipient of the 
"DELBA" award, presented annually by 
the Downtown Long Beach Associates to 
recognize the often unheralded humani
tarian and philanthropic activities of our 
show business personalities. 

In recent years, the organization has 
honored Danny Thomas and Bob Hope 
with this fine award and the presentation 
to Milton Berle will give it added lustre. 

He is truly one of the giants of the en
tertainment industry, called "Mr. Show 
Business," "Mr. Entertainment" and "Mr. 
Television." But like many stage person
alities, there is another side to Milton 
Berle that the public rarely sees. 

Berle's stage personality, like many a 
movie villain, is entirely different than 
the real-life Milton Berle. While he comes 
off brush, arrogant, and fast onstage, it 
is just his act. In person, Milton Berle 
is rather a gentle man, kind, considerate, 
an innate gentleman. It is a personality 
far removed from the nightclub Berle. 

He is a quiet humanitarian, sometimes 
too much so for his business managers. 
He has amassed millions as an enter
tainer but he would have given it all away 
if his advisers had not limited him to 
$150 a week pocket money. 

Berle's talents need no detailed renu
meration. His versatile artistry has found 
expression on the stage, motion pictures, 
nightclubs, radi<>-and television. Berle 
long was tagged "Mr. Television" for 
good reason. He was the first superstar 
of the youthful industry and he has re
mained consistently on top during the 
years of its growth. 

Berle has probably done more benefits 
than any other star in show business. His 
philanthro~ies are many, and he gives 
to them generously of his time and 
money. A beloved figure in the world at 
large, Berle rehearses as hard for a ben-
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efit show as he does for the engagements 
which have earned him millions over the 
years. 

No greater accolade can be given Mil
ton Berle than when the Television 
Academy of Arts and Sciences honored 
him with this well-earned tribute: "The 
industry honors the man who made the 
industry." 

Berle has come a long way since he 
started in show business at the age of 5. 

He made his debut on television in 
1929-to a closed-circuit audience in 
Chicago of 129 persons. He later became 
the first big name to break into TV when 
he bowed on NBC-TV's "Texaco Star 
Theatre" June 8, 1948. 

Until 1956, he rode the mediums pin
nacle of popularity for 8 consecutive 
years. 

During much of that time, he stood 
alone as the first and biggest attraction 
offered by the electronic infant. 

Known then as "Mr. Tuesday Night," 
he literally cleared the Nation's streets 
as millions turned to the nearest TV 
set-usually in appliance stores or at the 
home of a prosperous neighbor or rela
tive-to catch his weekly hour-long show. 
Berle is generally credited with selling 
more TV sets in those days than all the 
Nation's appliance salesmen combined. 

But where the comedic Milton Berle is 
more widely known, there is a serious act
ing side to Berle. His Emmy-nominated 
performance in television's "Doyle 
Against the House" and his critically ac
claimed performance of the harassed 
agent in "The Oscar" added a new dimen
sion to this multitalented performer's 
artistry. 

In fact, his performance in "The 
Oscar" was so widely praised in Ger
many that the U.S. mission in West Ber
lin petitioned the White House to name 
Berle head of the U.S. delegation to the 
1966 Berlin Film Festival. This, President 
Johnson did and Berle acquitted himself 
with distinction at the festival. 

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to join my 
friends of the Downtown Long Beach 
Associates in paying tribute to a great 
entertainer and wonderful human being. 

AN ADMINISTRATION CRITIC 
:MEANS NEVER HAVING TO SAY 
YOU ARE SORRY 

HON. WILLIAM J. SCHERLE 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. SCHERLE. Mr. Speaker, Monday, 
the weekly publication of the Republican 
National Committee, has printed many a 
telling observation of the political scene. 
Under the able editorial hand of John 
Lofton, Monday has been the source re
cently of some excellent political anal
ysis. A good example of the kind of 
sound reporting which has made Monday 
respected on both sides of the aisle is the 
following article from the November 8 
issue: 

BEING AN ADMINISTRATION CRITIC MEANS 
NEVER HAVING To SAY You ARE SORRY 

Being a liberal critic of the Nixon Admin
istration means never having to say you're 
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sorry-even when the facts ultimately prove 
your charges wrong. 

Back in February of 1969, after company 
executives of three major Southern textile 
manufacturers assured Defense Deputy Sec
retary David Packard that they would take 
"affirmative action" to reach equal employ
ment goals, the Department of Defense an
nounced approval of $9.4 million in contracts 
to the three firms. 

"The lesson of my experience ls that one 
can move ahead at the fastest pace on these 
employment issues when one enlists the co
operation and personal backing of the top 
executives of a company," Packard testified 
before a Congressional subcommittee ex
plaining the Administration's flexible ap
proach. "I ·believe that this is the best way 
to achieve what W:J are working for." 

CRITICS WANT BLOOD 
But the Administration critics disagreed. 

They wanted no part of any effort which 
emphasized mediation, persuasion and vol
untary cooperation. 

Massachusetts Sen. Edward Kennedy, as 
head of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Ad
ministrative Practices, called a hearing and 
sternly rebuked Deputy Secretary Packard 
for awarding the contracts on the basis of 
"nothing more than a gentleman's agree· 
ment." 

Former Vice President Hubert Humphrey 
accused the Administration of inconsistency 
and a "marked disparity between words and 
deeds." 

Michigan Sen. Philip Ha.rt called the De
fense Department decision "unfortunate." 
Minnesota Sen. Walter Mondale charged that 
the Department of Defense "ls the first Fed
eral agency in the new Administration to 
impede efforts for racial justice here at 
home." Eight black Democrats in the House 
wrote the President expressing concern. 

WASHINGTON POST CRITICAL 
The Washington Post editorially criticized 

the Administration's procedure as an "odd 
act" and warned: "They will have the most 
cause for regret if they opened a Pandora's 
box of resistance and regression." 

In another editorial the Post labeled as 
"disturbing" Deputy Secretary Packard's 
personal, special dealing with the companies 
and said that "That way lies real trouble." 

The "trouble" the Post worried about has 
now occurred but it is not quite what the 
Administration's critics suggested it might 
be. According to Defense Department statis
tics released at the end of September 1971, 
the Nation's five largest textile firms (in
cluding the three awarded contracts in 
1969), show substantial increases in minor
ity employment during the period 1968-
1971. 

MINORITY EMPLOYMENT IMPROVES 
Reviews conducted by the Defense Depart

ment's Contracts Compliance Office show 
that in these five companies-Burlington 
Industries, Dan River Mills, J. P. Stevens, 
Fieldcrest Mills and Spring Mills-employ
ment of minority males increased 25.7 per
cent; minority female employment rose 118 
percent and total minority employment in
creased from 21,031 to 31,182, an increase of 
48.3 percent. 

Back in 1969, before Sen. Kennedy's sub
committee, Deputy Defense Secretary Pack
ard told the Massachusetts Democrat: "We 
can measure progress by the results they 
have achieved and I think that's the im
portant part Of it." 

Now that they have been proven wrong, 
will Sens. Kennedy, Mondale, Humphrey and 
Ha.rt; the eight black Democrats In the 
House and the Washington Post admit they 
were in error? Don't hold your breath. 
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EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

FORMER SPEAKER OF CUBAN 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BE
COMES AMERICAN CITIZEN 

HON. JOHN R. RARICK 
OF LOUISIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. RARICK. Mr. Speaker, Mr. 
Antonio Martinez-Fraga, a former 
Cuban Congressman, twice Speaker of 
the House and a Senator for many years 
prior to the overthrow of Cuba by Castro, 
has now become an American citizen and 
I am proud to say resides in my con
gressional district. 

Mr. Martinez-Fraga has recently writ
ten to me expressing his views on the 
dangers which threaten our liberties and 
of his dedication to our country as the 
last bulwark of freedom.. 

I feel that all our colleagues will bene
fit by reading Mr. Martinez-Fraga's letter 
and will appreciate the inner feelings of 
one of our new citizens who knows first
hand what it is to have been forced to flee 
from the Communist menace which has 
subjugated his country and peo'ple and 
of his intense devotion to the United 
States as his adopted country. 

I ask that his letter follow and com
mend it to our colleagues. 

KING'S FOREST, 
Covington, La., November 8, 1971. 

Hon. JOHN R. RARICK, 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. RARICK: 
As a Cuban-who has had the honor of 

being a congressman, twice Speaker of the 
House and a senator for many years up to 
the unfortunate Batista's coup d'etat in 1952, 
and a graduate as a lawyer and a. doctorate 
in International Laws and Public Affairs at 
Havana University-I have performed dur
ing my exile in America for more than twelve 
years my best efforts and sacrifices for the 
freedom of the Cuban people from the Rus
sian slavery represented by its puppet Fidel 
Castro, the notorious · gangster at the serv
ice of the International Communism since 
the bloody episode of Bogota, Columbia, in 
1948. 

But the fulfillment of my duty could not 
and cannot be accomplished especially after 
the personal and unconstitutional pact nego
tiated between the late president John F. 
Kennedy and the also late communist dic
tator Nikita Khrushchev in order to secure 
to the Soviet Union its control and domina
tion up·on Cuba-just in the heart of the 
Western Hemisphere--in exchange for a 
promise which could never be verified dur
ing the so-called Cuban crisis in 1962, nor 
thereafter. This last and dramatic chapter 
of the Monroe's doctrine funeral has never 
been approved by the U.S. Senate, and it ls 
a permanent violation of the Joint Resolu
tion approved by the Legislative Branch in 
Congress assembled on October 3, 1962. 

Such irreparable fact, direct result of seri
ous political mistakes, ha.s been increasing 
the growing peril under which the United 
States ha.s to live as long as· Communism 
stands for the total domination of the 
world. And all Cubans who have been re
ceived by the American people with open 
arms cannot ignore such peril, nor they 
either can forget their eternal debt of grati
tude with the American people. I think 
that now my time has come to start paying 
such special kind of indebtness, and the best 
way to do that for all Cubans in America is 
acquiring the American citizenship, so that 
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we can fight with our votes in defense of 
America, the only country in the world 
which is able to save mankind from the 
Soviet Union domination. But now, when 
the United States is suffering the most per- . 
verse subversion put in motion by Commu
nism from inside America; now, when such 
a. subversion is largely coming from the 
Russian colony in the Caribbean Sea, es
pecially through Canada.. But now, when the 
"new isolationists", the demagogic politi
cians, the faint-hearted and weak-kneed 
peacemakers, the color bearers of the pro
tests and strikes, the outstanding representa
tives of the very well-known commu.nist or
ganizations, the notorious preachers who 
claim that the cold war ls only a memory 
perpetuated by the "military-industrial 
complex", and that the necessary and suc
cessful nuclear test on Amchitka Island in 
Alaska would be a tremendous crime against 
mankind, but all of them unified, by chance 
perhaps, under the flying colors of the rad
ical liberals whose purposes are to crush the 
moral principles of the American family, to 
destroy the American economy, to reduce 
to ashes ou.r m111tary defenses, and to break 
the enforcement of the law and order in 
evident coincidence with the same finality 
pursued by Communism. Such a decision 
has to be taken now, when you, as well as 
many congressmen and senators are fighting 
with real courage against the aforementioned 
small but numerous groups. Now, in order to 
use in due time the powerful weapon of the 
American citizenship: the vote. 

All of us, the Cubans from birth, in the 
United States should begin paying our debt 
of eternal gratitude helping America. to be 
saved, and through America when time 
comes with the help of God to restore free
dom in Cuba and in all the unhappy coun
tries which a.re dying under the thumb of 
Communism. 

Therefore, one of our most important civic 
duties now, as American citizens, is to alert 
the Cuban exiles toward the a.hove-men
tioned purposes. 

God bless you, Mr. Ra.rick, that is my 
salute and the salute of my family as new 
American citizens. 

Very respectfully, 
ANTONIO MARTINEZ-FRAGA, LL.D. 

SEND THE U.N. SPIES TO MOSCOW? 

HON. JOHN M. ASHBROOK 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Speaker, the 
June 1971 issue of the publication of the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, VFW maga
zine, carried a very informative article by 
FBI Director Hoover entitled "Mao's 
Red Shadows in America." 

In the article Mr. Hoover stated: 
Red Chinese intelligence in the United 

States, as compared with Soviet Russia's, has 
a. major handicap in that Peking is not recog
nized diplomatically by this country nor is it 
a member of the United Nations. This de
prives the Red Chinese of a legal base from 
which to operate spies. A high percentage of 
Soviet espionage, for example, is carried out 
by Soviet diplomats assigned to either the 
Soviet embassy in Washington. or the USSR's 
Mission to the United Nations in New York. 

Mr. Hoover's statement, of course, pre
dated the infamous action of the United 
Nations in admitting Red China to the 
world body while at the same time ex
pelling our friend and ally, the National-
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ist Chinese Government on Taiwan. The 
Red Chinese now have a "legal base from 
which to operate spies"-the United Na
tions. In another example of its excellent 
coverage, the New York Daily News of 
November 11 carried a front-page head
line reading "Red China Envoy Tabbed 
As Spy." 

Two articles on page 3 of the News 
pointed out that Kao Liang, the head of 
Red China's advance party at the United 
Nations, is an old intelligence pro who 
has done yeoman work for the Chinese 
Reds in a number of African nations. 
Now, in addition to the U.S.S.R., the 
Soviet-bloc nations and Cuba, we can 
look forward to a Red Chinese network 
of spies working from an additional legal 
base within our country. Year after year, 
Mr. Hoover in his annual appropriations 
statements, has warned of the increasing 
activities of the Communist representa
tives here in the United States in addition 
to the "illegals" who sneak into the coun
try and ply their espionage wares. On 
March 17, 1971, before a House subcom
mittee of the Appropriations Committee 
Mr. Hoover stated: 

Some of the Soviet-bloc intelligence officers 
in our country are "illegals" who have no 
ostensible connection with the USSR. They 
are deep-cover intelligence professionals who 
easily blend into our population using as
sumed identities. Eventually each becomes 
the nucleus of an espionage network. The 
detection and identification of these deep
cover agents constitute counterintelligence 
problems which require much detailed and 
extensive investigative effort. 

Now that the Chinese Reds have a U.N. 
base, they can take a lesson from Fidel 
Castro on how to use their U .N. mission 
as a base for intelligence operations and 
in coordinating the efforts of violence
prone radical groups of American citizens 
who seek to create trouble b-0th here and 
in Latin America. Lest one doubt that 
there are American citizens who will do 
the revolutionary bidding of Mao and the 
Reds, the above-mentioned article by Mr. 
Hoover in the VFW magazine should 
dispel such doubts. This article which 
was first inserted in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD on June 15 of this year by Con
gressman JOHN SCHMITZ, of California, is 
of such importance that I am again in
serting it at the end of my remarks. 

Concerning the use of the U .N. as an 
espionage base and what possible solu
tion might eliminate this problem, a reso
lution on the U.N. passed earlier this 
year by the American Legion at Houston, 
Tex., recommended consideration, among 
other things, of the following: 

For the second 25 years Russia should pro
vide a U.N. site and buildings. 

If such a change were to come to pass, 
it would indeed be interesting to see how 
the Soviets would handle the likes of Kao 
Liang in Moscow. 

I request that the following material 
be inserted in the RECORD at the end of 
these rema.rKs: 

The two items from the New York 
Daily News by its news bureau and re-
porter William Federici; excerpts from 
Mr. Hoover's appropriations statement 
of March 17, 1971; the article from the 
VFW magazine, "Mao's Red Shadows in 
America"; and the American Legion res
olution on the U.N. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
[From the Daily News, Nov. 11, 1971] 

CHINA ADVANCE MAN CALLED AN EXPERT SPY 
WASHINGTON, Nov. 10.-Kao Liang, head 

of Red China's advance party at the United 
Nations, is an espionage expert who once 
selected African recruits for guerrilla train
ing at Chinese camps in Cuba, United States 
offi.icals disclosed today. 

These officials, revealing Kao's role as a 
top Chinese intelligence agent, told THE 
NEws that he was active in East Africa be
tween 1961 and 1967. 

While ostensiblv serving as a journalist for 
Peking's New China news agency, they said, 
Kao was a major figure in e pro-Peking coup 
in Zanzibar in 1964, then moved to the 
French Congo (Brazzaville), when he ad
vised the government's counterespionage po
lice and serve as China's chief guerrilla re
cruiter for East Africa. 

Kao arrived in New York Monday as head 
of a six-man advance party tor the official 
Peking UN delegation scheduled to arrive to
morrow. He paid his first visit to UN head
quarters yesterday. 

U.S. intelligence maintains a fat file on 
the Chinese diplomat-journalist, who was 
kicked out of India in 1960 for "tendentious 
reporting." 

Kao had arrived in New Delhi as a New 
China news agency correspondent four years 
earlier. About a year after his expulsion, he 
surfaced as a roving correspondent in Africa. 

Soon after, Western intelligence identified 
him as the principal Cbinese Communist 
espionage agent in East Africa. He was ex
pelled from Mauritius, an island nation in 
the Indian Ocean off the African mainland, 
in 1964. 

He was reportedly active in Nepal and in 
Switzerland, where he attended the 1961 
Geneva. conference in Laos. His most recent 
public appearance was last spring, when he 
accompanied the Chinese ping-pong team to 
Japan for a tournament that led to the his
toric invitation for a U.S team to visit Red 
China. 

sources said that Kao passed out money 
and arms to pro-Chinese insurgents in Zan
zibar in 1961. One of them was Shiek Abdul 
Rahman Muhammed, a New China news 
agency stringer who emerged as foreign min
ister after the coup. 

While in Africa, Kao lived 1'avishly, main
taining a large house and car and throwing 
expensive parties. He left Africa in March 
1967. 

BEGAN WITH NEW CHINA 
The Chinese news agency, like the Tass 

news agency, its Soviet counterpart, is con
sidered by United states intelligence as a 
front for espionage activities in some coun
tries. Red China's deputy foreign minister, 
Chiao Kuan-hua, who heads the official dele
gation to the UN, began his career as a 
correspondent for the agency before enter
ing the diplomatic service. 

Using the UN as a i.:over for espionage is 
nat new, according to U.S. sources. Last 
month, American intelligence sources leaked 
a charge that Vladimir Pavlichenko, a di
rector of the UN public informatdon office, is 
an officer of the SOviet intelligence agency, 
the KGB. 

American intelligence estimated that at 
least half the soviet officials at the U.N. are 
KGB agents. 

INSCRUTABLE SUPERSPY PLAYS IT COOL ... 
(By William Federici) 

United States authorities had expected 
that at least one member of Peking's advance 
party to the United Nations would be a 
spy. But when the word was passed through 
the intelllgence network that Kao Liang 
was to head the group that arrived Monday, 
intelligence people here ftippeC.. 

So far, Kao, the man billed as a top Red 
Chinese agent, has spent most of his time 
here looking for an unbugged home tor the 
delegation. 
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SECURITY CHIEF FRONT 

But nobody is taking any chances. The 
5-feet, 10-inch, 175-pound superspy is being 
watched by an assortment of undercover 
cops, as well as by agents from Russia, Britain 
and the United States, to mention but a few. 

Everybody, including local police, have 
been given a complete description of Kao's 
modus operandi. 

There are strong suspicions that his role 
here will be that of "coordinator," never 
making any subversive contacts or deals him
self but fronting as chief security officer for 
the new mission. 

Kao's appointment here was considered 
"very interesting" by one top U.S. agent. 
"Either they think we wouldn't believe it 
possible that he would be used as a spy, or 
their intelligence chief is a very sophisticated 
man and they are going to make the most 
of him." 

ANOTHER IS REAL SPY? 
Meanwhile, Kao has m.ade the agents' job 

easy. He has been photographed repeatedly 
and is talking freely and pleasantly to any 
man with a badge. 

One government .agent believes that Kao's 
main job here will be to keep an eye on an
other member of the advance party, who is 
the real spy. 

Privately, agents say there is the possibility 
that Kao is being rewarded for a series of 
jobs well done all over the world and assigned 
to great duty in the glass house on the East 
River. 

Nobody has told U.S. authorities where 
the Red China delegation will take up perma
nent residence here. But it is expected that 
Kao will be the man who selects it and final
ly tells them, "when he thinks it is neces
sary," a source said. 

ESPIONAGE AND COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 
THE SOVIET BLOC 

Mr. HOOVER. The most serious threat to the 
security of our country is Soviet Russia and 
its satellites. As the power of the USSR has 
grown since the end of World War II, so has 
the intensity of the soviet-bloc espionage 
aimed at the United States. The FBI as a 
result has been confronted with a constantly 
increasing volume of work. 

There has been a steady increase over the 
years in the number of personnel from the 
Soviet-block countries assigned in the United 
States. As of March 1, 1971, there were 1,172 
Soviet-block officials and 1,454 of their de
pendents in our country. The buildup is 
evident when we compare these figures to 
the 806 officials and 1,174 dependents here 
as of July l, 1966. Not included in the figures 
cited are the numerous couriers, members 
of special delegations and other officials tem
porarily in this country but not assigned to 
official establishments. 

(Discussion off the record.) 
Mr. HOOVER. A SOviet defector has stated 

that 70 to 80 percent of all personnel assigned 
to Soviet diplomatic establishments work 
in the intelligence field. 

I hand to the Chairman two charts which 
show the number of Soviet-bloc personnel in 
this country since 1966 and a breakdown by 
countries of the personnel currently here. 

Mr. ROONEY. The two charts referred to by 
the Director will be inserted· at this point in 
the record without objection. 

Mr. HOOVER. The targets of the Soviets 
aided by the intelligence services of the 
satellite countries of Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Mongolia, 
are our most closely guarded military, scien
tific, political, economic and industrial 
secrets. In addition to engaging in clan
destine activity to obtain vital data of these 
types, the Soviet-bloc intelligence officers col
lect a wealth of publicly available informa
tion at conferences and conventions as well 
as from periodicals and magazines to which 
they subscribe. 

Some of the SOviet-bloc intelligence officers 
in our country are "illegah" who have no 
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ostensible connection with the USSR. They 
are deep-cover intelligence professionals who 
easily blend into our population using as
sumed identities. Eventually each becomes 
the nucleus of an espionage network. The 
detection and identification of these deep
cover agents constitute counterintelligence 
problems which require much detailed and . 
extensive investigative effort. 

COMMUNIST CHINA 

Despite its differences with the Soviet 
Union, Red China continues to regard the 
United States as the common enemy of the 
people of the world and its propaganda is de
signed to stimulate disruption of our society. 
The so-called "sleeping giant," Red China, 
has awakened from the lethargy of the cul
tural revolution and is forging ahead with its 
intelligence-gathering and revolution-inspir
ing activities against the United States. 

Although the Chinese Communists have no 
diplomatic establishment in the United 
States, they oarry out their intelligence activ
ities through representatives in Canada and 
broad-based contacts among established 
Chinese-American communities in this coun
try. The large number of Chinese entering 
this country as immigrants or temporary visi
tors includes some undercover agents dis
patched to gather intelligence. 

The Chinese Communists have shown sup
port for revolutionaries in the United States. 
Eldridge Cleaver, Black Panther Party Minis
ter of Information and a fugitive from jus
tice was hosted in Peking in September 1970 
pri~r to the opening of the Black Panther's 
international office in Algiers. 

A number of pro-Chinese Communist orga
nizations and groups within our country 
militantly oppose the U.S. policy on Vietnam 
as well as the Chinese Nationalist Govern
ment. One of these is the Red Guard in San 
Francisco, a Inilitant group of oriental youths 
which encourages its members to become pro
ficient in the use of firearms. Another Inili
tant organization is I Wor Kuen (meaning 
righteous, harmonious fist) which is com
posed exclusively of Chinese-Americans, many 
of whom are from the educational commu
nity. This group, based in New York City, 
contends the yellow race is oppressed and 
should fight for equality. The I Wor Kuen has 
a publication which parrots the lines of the 
Black Panther Party and the Students for 
a Democratic Society. 

Also active in this country is a 500-member 
group of native Taiwanese who advocate the 
overt hrow of Chiang Kai-shek and self-deter
Inination for the Formosan people. The ever
increasing violent posture of this group sur
faced in April 1970 when two of its members 
attempted to assassinate Chiang Kai-shek's 
son, Vice Premier Chiang Ching-Kuo, who 
was visiting in New York City. 

Our work in Chinese Communist matters 
has increased consistently over the years and 
with the intensification of intelligence efforts 
by Red China, this work is expected to in
crease substantially. 

CUBA 

Fidel Castro uses the Cuban Mission to the 
United Nations as his base for intelligence 
operations inside the United States. Officers 
of the Cuban Intelligence Service make up 
over half of the entire complement at the 
Cuban Mission. 

These agents are well-trained professionals 
dedicated to Castro. Cloaked in diplomatic 
immunity, they have been deeply involved in 
such varied activities as the dissident student 
movement, the Puerto Rican independence 
efforts and the racial and New Left move
ments. There is mounting evidence of Cuban 
Government support of individuals and 
groups engaged in violence in our country, 
such as the Weatherman faction of the Stu
dents for a Democratic Society, the Puerto 
Rican Socialist Workers Party, the Armed 
Revolutionary Independence Movement of 
Puerto Rico, and Cuban-trained Puerto 
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Rican terrorists, Filiberto Ojeda Rios, Nar
cisco Rabell Martinez, and Roberto Todd 
Pagan. 

On October 9, 1970, the Department of 
State, acting on documented evidence devel
oped by the FBI, declared two Cuban intel
ligence officers persona non grata. Rogelio 
Rodriguez Lopez and Orlando Prendes Guti
errez were counsellor and first secretary, re
spectively, at the Cuban Mission to the 
United Nations. Rodriguez was the intelli
gence principal of Jennifer Enid Miles, a for
eign national who admitted that she had 
been recruited by the Cuban Intelllgence 
Service to develop in Washington, D.C., polit
ical intelligence of interest to the Cuban 
Government. Until her voluntary departure 
from the United States, she was employed 
in a clerical capacity at the embassy of a 
friendly foreign government. 

Castro made a lasting impression on the 
dissident groups which visited and worked 
in Cuba during the past year. Some 1,300 
members of the Venceremos Brigade, for ex
ample, went to Cuba to cut sugar cane. While 
there, they were subjected to heavy doses 
of revolutionary propaganda and constantly 
reminded that they were the vanguard o! 
the revolution in the United States. The 
members of these groups provide the Cuban 
Intelligence Service with excellent recruit
ment possibilities. 

While the Cuban Government has cur
tailed the refugee flow to other countries, the 
freedom flights continue to bring over 3,000 
refugees into the United States each month. 
The vast majority of Cuban refugees are gen
uinely anti-Castro; however, some have ac
tually been covert agents dispatched from 
Cuba with intelligence assignments. 

Even though we are confronted with much 
additional work, we cannot relax our vigi
lance in attempting to neutralize Castro's 
continuing efforts to build up his intelligence 
potential in our country. 

[From VFW magazine, June, 1971] 
MAO'S RED SHADOWS IN AMERICA 

(By John Edgar Hoover) 
Mao Tse-tung, the Red Chinese dictator, 

is some 6,000 miles from the United Sta tes. 
But the shadows of pro-Peking subversion 
are daily becoming a more serious problem 
in this country. 

EXAMPLE 1 

It was a warm evening in May. In a city 
not far from San Francisco several cars drove 
through a suburban area and then parked. 
Their occupants hurried into an attractive 
small home. A friendly gathering of people. 

But, not quite. This was a meeting of a 
"collective" (or cell) of the Revolutionary 
Union (RU) a group dedicated to Mao Tse
tung and his doctrine of the Marxist
Leninist revolution. 

Inside, the meeting came to order. The 
chief speaker, one of RU's West Coast leaders 
was talking. 

"The RU," he said, smacking his fist into 
his hand, "is placing far too much emphasis 
on theoretical work. Reading, studying and 
theory have their place--but not now. The 
times demand direct action." 

He paused for a moment, almost caught 
up in a rage. He turned and slowly looked 
into the eyes of every member present, as if 
he were talking to each individually. This 
was a group small in numbers, but hysteri
cally dedicated to the teachings of Chairman 
Mao. 

The leader leaned forward, almost hissing 
between his teeth. "We must start arming. 
Only in this way will we awaken the revolu
tionary masses." 

EXAMPLE 2 

The man had entered the United States 
from a foreign country. He was a "tourist"
there was no doubt about that. He wouldn't 
stay permanently. But he had assignments 
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other than just sightseeing. As a pro-Peking 
intelligence agent, he was gathering infor
mation of many types. 

In the eyes of this spy, and his masters 
in Red China, the U.S. was the "oitadel of 
imoerialism," "Enemy Number One"-a na
tion with a vast array of scientific, techno
logical, military and other types of informa
tion which, as much as possible, must be 
stolen or otherwise obtained for use by Mao's 
government. 

EXAMPLE 3 

The woman was medium in stature. Her 
brown eyes reflected a cold, steel fanaticism. 
She stood behind the podium with a sheaf 
of papers scattered in front of her. 

"I have lived in the Peoples• Republic 
of China under Chairman Mao. His thoughts 
and teachings have brought success to the 
'people's revolution.' He represents the wave 
of the future. You must learn more about 
him-who he is, what he stands for and 
what you oan do to help him. 

"You are in an excellent position to tell 
the story of Mao to Americans. Many of 
you here today are students. You are working 
with students on college campuses and young 
people in industry. Carry to them Chairman 
Mao's message of revolution." 

The group? 
A New England cadre training session o! 

the Progressive Labor Par.ty (PLP), a pro
Maoist activist organization with head
quarters in New York. 

The woman speaker? 
A person very closely connected with the 

Peking regime. 
What do these three incidents tell us? 
First, there is a variety of pro-Maoist 

groups in the United Stwtes, such as the 
Revolutionary Union and the Progressive 
Labor Party, which, although often in dis
pute over the tactics of bringing about the 
revolution, are working zealously for the 
Red Chinese cause. 

Second, this nation today is the target 
of a growing Red Chinese espionage cam
paign designed, among other things, to 
gather confidential data for Peking. 

Third, Red China desperately wants to 
make contact with and influence our rising 
generation, bath college and high school stu
dents as well as youthful workers employed 
in industry. 

Let's examine in more detail these Mao
ist thrusts. 

The two main pro-Maoist groups, highly 
compet itive with each other, are the Pro
gressive Labor Party and the Revolutionary 
Union. Each has Lts own program, origins 
and, on occasion, feuds with the other. But 
both are fanatically loyal to Mao doctrines. 

PLP's chief contribution to the Red Chi
nese cause has been the "pulling off" of an 
almost unbelievable revolutionary feat-that 
of not only infiuenoing, but ideologically cap
turing a sizeable number of America's moot 
Inilitant and radical youth! 

Here is what happened-and this tech
nique looms as a threat as to what can 
happen in the subversive indoctrination of 
youth. 

First of all, we must realize that the PLP 
is what we call an Old Left group, that is, 
it draws it s ideological roots from the 
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 (as do the 
pro-Moscow Communist Party, USA, and the 
Socialists Workers Party or Trotskyists). Ac
tually PLP was formed in 1962 by dissidents 
expelled by the Communist Party after bit
ter internal dissension caused by the Sino
Soviet dispute. 

Moreover, not only is PLP Old Leftist 
(which means strict discipline), but it rep
resents the most orthodox, tradition.al and 
dictatorial interpretation of Marxism
Leninism, namely, that delineated by Mao. 

Yet, despite this Old Lef<t background, 
PLP was able, through hard work, masterly 
maneuvering and a keen sense of strategic 
timing, to so project a "face" of activism, 
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revolutionary zeal and youthful appeal as to 
strike deep roots on college campuses. 

The Worker-Student Alliance (WSA), a 
PLP-sponsored college group, grew steadily. 
(The name comes from PLP's emphasis tha.t 
studenns and workers form an alliance to 
bring a.bout the Communist revolution.) In 
June, 1969, WSA even attempted oo gain 
control af the New Leftist Students for a 
Democratic Society ( SDS) . 

This attempt tore SDS a.pa.rt, leading t.o 
the rise of faotions, such as the extremist
ana.rchist Weatherman, which were t.o be
come separate entities. The WSA faction 
claims to be the leg! timate SDS and today, 
With headqua.nters in Chioago, it calls inself 
by this name and issues a newspaper, New 
Left Notes, the naJllle of SDS's former of
ficial paper. 

In other words, an Old Left group, be-
1ieving in Maoist Communism, with its strict 
discipline, organizaitional control, and con
cept of the dictatorship of the proleta.rta.t, 
was able oo influence and control students 
who, caught up in the mood af New Left 
extremism, were denouncing the "tyrannical 
Establishment" and demanding more "free
dom!" 

Surely, PLP's exploLt must rank as one 
of the moot remarkable and paradoxical in 
Marxist history in this oountry. 

In late December last year, WSA-SDS held 
a national convention in Chicago, with an 
estimated 900 to 1,000 registered. 

PLP's newspaper, Challenge, headlined the 
proceedings: "Best SDS Convention: 'Work
er-Student Unity ls Key to Viatory' " and 
wrote: 

"OVer a thousand students came from 
dozens and dozens of schools from every 
corner af the country .... This oonvention 
showed that SDS is a strong and growing 
organization composed of studenns who want 
to ally With workers, and NOT a. group of 
crazy terrorists." 

As part of the convention proceedings, 
delegates conducted on-the-street agitation, 
hianded out PLP literature, made personal 
contact With workers: 

"Nearly 400,000 flyers were handed out. 
Many studeruts on the brigades (organized 
by the convention) passed out PLP leaflets. 
All 100,000 PLP flyers were given out in 
the first two days, 6,000 Challenges were 
sold, and over 600 workers from. the com· 
munities and factories gave us their names 
and phone numbers so that we would work 
together in the future." 

Here ls a pro-Maoist group, active on cam
puses, which says, among other things: 

"We see that millions are awakening to 
the need to seize power and set up a dictator
ship of the working class . . . Resist the 
military; fight ROTC and veterans organiza
tions. Agitate inside the armed forces if 
drafted: There are many ways of rests ta.nee 
Within the Army, literature, discussions, or
ganized rebellions, sabotage. Disrupting the 
courts: Carry the struggle to the courts
turn the court into a. political forum . . . 
Ha,te the law of the land and the law en
forcement officer. Indoctrinate the workers 
in industry with Maoist Communism. Make 
the university an agency for propa.gandlzl.ng 
the revolution." 

Membership of the parent PLP group is 
not large, running over 300. However, 
through the WSA-SDS, this pro-Maoist orga
nization is able to reach thousands of young 
people, especially on campuses. It is known, 
for example, that PLP maintains close con
tact with pro-Red Chinese orga.nizations 
abroad. The Chinese Communist subsidize 
the PLP through the purchase of its publi
cations. PLP leaders have been in periodic 
contact with Chinese agencies and these 
leaders on occasion have visited the Chinese 
mainland. 

No wonder PLP proudly sent greetings to 
Mao Tse-tung last fall on the occasion of 
the 21st anniversary of his regime's seizure 
of power. 
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What about PLP and WSA-SDS opinion 

regardlng the use of violence? 
Being Old Leftists, they are not opposed 

in principle to violence, but they do not feel 
the time is yet ripe for its use to bring about 
a. revolution. Hence, they oppose the anar
chist style of Weatherman violence: 

"SDS ls Not age.inst violence," says a.n 
article in New Left Notes, "but we oppose the 
mindless violence of small terrorist groups 
isolated from the people, lashing out in 
frustration a.t friend and enemy alike. This 
includes aimless property destruction and 
Mita.eking other students and workers on 
campus." 

A growing minority inside PLP and WSA
SDS, however, ls chafing at this policy of 
nonviolence. This group feels that violence 
is needed to bring about the destruction of 
the hated Establishment. Much will depend 
on the outcome of this internal argument. 

The second major Maoist group's empha
sis, ls on violence. The Revolutionary Union 
believes guerrilla warfare is essential to rev
olutionary action: 

"We recognize the need for organized 
armed struggle against the power of the 
state . . ." "The people must be armed . . ." 
"The organized repressive violence of the 
state (police) must be met with the orga
nized revolutionary violence of the people." 

As one observer commented, RU's policy 
is "g before p"-guns before politics! 

FBI investigation reflects that RU mem
bers have accumulated weapons and have 
engaged in firearms and guerrilla warfare 
training. 

Originally based in the San Francisco area, 
RU has now spread to other cities, in the 
South, Midwest and East. 

Membership ls not large, perhaps several 
hundred. Adherents have come from former 
members of the Communist Party, USA. At 
the same time, RU has been successful in at
tracting both high school and college activ
ists. One youthful member of RU claims to 
have lived in China and participated in Mao's 
infamous Red Guards. Key leadership has 
been given to RU by self-styled intellectuals. 

The RU has· been rent recently by a violent 
dispute on the question, "When the revolu
tion?" 

In late 1970, a splinter group, calling itself 
Venceremos, split from the parent RU. This 
group feels that RU is hesitating on its 
commitment to armed struggle now, prefer
ring to build a. mass base before an actual 
insurrection. In Venceremos' eyes, the time 
for an armed struggle ls now: 

"We believe that armed struggle is an ac
tuality now, not an eventuality." 

These militants give strong support to the 
Black Panther Party: "We support the Black 
Panther Party and recognize it as the van
guard of the American revolution. We want 
to unite with the Black Panther Party in 
every way possible.'' . 

Whrut is Moo's faJSOi.nla.tion for these in
dividua.1s? Here ls a man in a. distant foreign 
country, whom these radicals have never 
seen. They know little, if anything, a.bout 
Red China. Why a.re they so infootiously 
enamored with him and Peking's program? 

For some of the old-line Marxists in the 
PLP and the RU, Mao is the personification 
of the "origina.I purity" of Marxism-Lenin
ism, a Communist leader who bitterly re
sisted the Khrushchev brand of "revision
ism.." To 1'hese comrades, the SOViet Union 
and its mouthpiece in this oountry, the Com
munist Party, USA, have betrayed the 
"revolution." They feel thalt Mao, as one of 
intern'Bltion.aJ. Commun1sm's pioneers, alone 
held firm rto the original revolutionary prin
ciples of Lenin and his successor, St.alin. 

To these adherents, Ma.o ls a man of the 
"old sobool," believing in discipline, strict 
organiza.tional control and Communist or
thodoxy. They view Mw's "Grea.t Cultural 
Revolution" as a purge necessary to oust the 
decadent and revisionist elements whioh are 
giradua.lly creeping in.to Oommunism. 
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For the younger members, Mao (like Fidel 

Castro and Che Guevara.) is a charismatic 
guerrilla. leader who fought the "Establish
ment of his day" a.nd won. They think in 
terms of the young, tempestuous, romantic 
guerrilla. leader. They feel Mao's call to arms 
is wtha.t is needed in the United Sta.tes. 

All the time, the red wind of espionage 
from the FM East continues to blow. The 
FBI's investigation reflects stepped-up intel• 
ligence a.ctivity by Peking. 

Red Ohinese intelligenoe in the United 
States, as compared with Soviet Russia's, has 
a major handicap in that Peking ls not rec
ognized diplomatically by this oountry nor 
ls Lt a member of the United Nations. This 
deprives the Red Chinese of a legal base from 
which to opera,te spies. A high percentage of 
Soviet espionage, for example, is carried out 
by Soviet diploma.ts assigned. to either the 
Soviet embassy in Washington or the USSR's 
Mission to the United Nations in New York. 

Peking is aittempting espionage in a variety 
of ways, one is to endeavor to introduce deep 
cover intelligence agents inoo the United 
States, trained Peking agente who clandes
tinely enter this country using false iden
tities and identlficatiOIIls and attempt under 
the oover of being an Amerloa.n to conduct 
spy operations. 

Third oountrtes are used as bases of a.t· 
te.ck a,gia.inst the United st.ates. The New 
China News Agency, an agency of Communist 
China, has an office in 0a.nada. Though 
claiming to be a. legitima.te news-gwthertng 
orga.nization, it is obvious th'Slt the New 
Ohina News Agency serves as Red China's 
ohief propaganda outlet abroad and has the 
potentiru of supplying Peking with intel
ligence of all types. 

Penetration of Chinese ethnic groups in 
the United States is also tried. The over
whelming majority. of Chinese Americans 
are loyal to this country, and only a. very 
small percentage are sympathetic to Peking. 
Yet, Mao leaders constantly seek to identify 
those Chinese Americans who might help 
them, especially among the younger elements 
who might have a sentimental pride in the 
so-called "accomplishments" of Mao in the 
ancestral homeland. 

Recruiting of agents among indigenous 
pro-Maoist American groups, such a.s the 
Progressive Labor Party, Worker-Studerut 
Alliance and the Revolutionary Union, ts 
yet another method. The indoctrination of 
members of these groups in Mao ideology 
makes them prime candidates for the car
rying out of Red Chinese espionage assign
ments. 

Spy couriers are developed. They are in
dividuals who travel between the United 
States and other countries and can engage 
in spy activities. This also includes the de
velopment of mail drops in third countries 
whereby spy data. can be transmitted. 

We must be alert constantly to the pos- · 
sibility that, following an established 
espionage pattern, we may find the Red 
Chinese attempting to introduce "sleeper 
agents" into the United States among the 
thousands of Chinese refugees who immi
grate annually. The same observation ap
plies to hundreds of Hong Kong-based mer
chant seamen who desert in American ports, 
some of whom vanish into the American 
mainstream. 

The shadow of Mao Tse-tung can be seen 
and felt in the United States today. We can 
expect the subversive danger to grow as 
time passes. The only way to meet it is to 
be prepared. This the FBI is doing through 
its investigations and the training of its 
personnel. For example, we are giving in
struction to FBI agents in the various Chi
nese dialects. In this way, our agents are 
capable of conversing in the native tongue, 
and the FBI will be able to handle present 
a.nd likely future contingencies. 

Above all, the FBI needs the constant and 
concerned cooperation of patriotic Americans 
such as the men and women of the Veter-
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ans of Foreign Wars. You, as veterans, know 
the perils of subversion. 

My associates and I are deeply grateful 
for the splendid cooperation which you have 
given the FBI. To all the readers of the 
V.F.W. Magazine, we say, "thank you." 

SUBJECT: UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION 

Whereas, when the United Nations Organi
zation was formed in San Francisco in 1945, 
The American Legion acquiesced in United 
States membership with the provision that it 
not become a World Government; that our 
sovereignty not be impaired; that it not be
come "the cornerstone of United States for
eign policy; " and 

Whereas, by 1953 House and Senate hear
ings caused misgivings as to U.N. activities 
and personnel, as shown by two articles in 
the Legion Magazine; and 

Whereas, the U.N. now ha.s 127 members, 
one but a tiny island, others of county size, 
yet all having a vote equal to that of the 
United States despite the fact that 66 have 
failed to pay all dues and assessments; and 

Whereas, in the 1970 U. N. Genera.I Assem
bly, the Soviet Union, its satellites, and votes 
of neutralist nations, with those of Canada, 
Italy, Sweden, Cuba and Chile, mustered a 
majority of 51 to 49 for admission of Com
munist China; and 

Whereas, the next session might remove 
the two-thirds voting requirement for ad
mission, and the United States being $400 bil
lion in debt and forced to curtail foreign aid, 
will be deserted like a sinking ship; now, 
therefore, be it 

Resolved, by The American Legion in Na
tional Convention assembled in Houston, 
Texas, August 31-September 1, 2, 1971, that 
the Legion's Foreign Relations Commission 
formulate an up-to-date Legion policy to
ward the United Nations for submission to 
the May 1972 NEC meeting, giving considera
tion to the following: 

1. The Peking government does not qualify 
as a legitimate one having seized the China 
mainland by force; likewise Tibet; and iS an 
aggressor in both Korea and Vietnam. 

2. Russia has 3 votes in the Assembly; the 
United States should demand one each for 
Alaska and Hawaii before the next session. 

3. U. N. staff personnel being apportioned 
on population, Communist China with 800 
million people, would fill more positions than 
the 5 other largest nations. 

4. The Two-China policy is a deception and 
sell-out, because loss of face for the U. S. in 
the Orient is serious. 

5. A new Association of Free Nations of 
the World might be preferable to U.S. with
drawal from. the U. N. which Russia might 
try to hold together under her sway. 

6. For the second 25 years Russia should 
provide a U. N. site and buildings. 

7. Oongress should limit our dues to $30 
million and 30 % of assessments. 

8. The term of our quota of U. N. employees 
should be 4 years so that the disloyal and in
competent can be replaced and not be rein
stated with back pay by the U. N. 

9. The United States financial contribution 
be limited to its fair share of the cost of op
eration in a ratio of one nation, one vote to 
the total membership in the United Nations. 

THE TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE: 
CONCERNS OF THE CORDOVA DIS
TRICT FISHERIES UNION 

HON. NICK BEGICH 
OF ALASKA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. BEGICH. Mr. Speaker, on Febru
ary 16, 1971, at the Department of In-
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terior hearings on the environmental 
impact statement for the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline, I testified as fallows: 

As an Alaskan who is dedicated to the 
development of a prosperous economy for 
the people of my State, I want to insure that 
the present impact statement is a compre
hensive and probing analysis into the envi
ronmental aspects of the project. I want to 
be certain it contains none of the fatal short
comings of the prior report. 

I want to know that this project can be 
accomplished with minimal damage to the 
genuine principal resource of Alaskar--its 
magnificent natural environment. If you 
can prepare a final statement that will stand 
up to incisive public scrutiny on this issue, 
then a project of unprecedented economic 
value to Ala.ska and the Nation can begin. 
Simply stated, I want your final statement 
to be excellent because I want full knowl
edge regarding the environmental impact, 
and I want it to be excellent because I be
lieve it must be so for the project to begin. 
My comments and criticisms are offered in 
that spirit. 

I still adhere to that position and be
lieve that in the case of the pipeline, as 
well as all aspects of our Government, 
that openness of the process is the best 
guarantee of wise decisionmaking. To
day, I am inserting in the RECORD a fact 
sheet prepared by the Cordova District 
Fisheries Union, made up of fishermen 
from the Prince William Sowid area of 
Alaska. They raise a number of concerns 
which should certainly be considered as 
the final environmental impact state
ment is prepared. 

The fact sheet fallows: 
FACT SHEET 

MEMBERSHIP 

The Cordova District Fisheries Union-478 
membership in 1971. All members are com
mercial fishermen that fl.sh in Prince Wil
liam Sound and the adjoining Copper River 
Delta areas. 

INVESTMENT 

Average investment in equipment, vessels 
and other related fishing equipment of all 
Union members in the aggregate iS estimated 
at over 11 million dollars according to a 
recent survey. This figures out to an average 
investment of $23,200 for each individual 
member. The only source of income for the 
majority of fishermen is from the waters of 
Prince William Sound and the Copper River 
areas. 

CORDOVA 

The town of Cordova is the center for the 
great majority of all fishery activities in the 
Prince William Sound and Copper River dis
tricts. The population is estimated to be 1,500 
in the summer and 1,100 in the winter. A 
recent survey indicated that 84.9 per cent of 
all local business in Cordova is directly de
pendent on the fishery. The total value of 
all fishery products up to and including the 
wholesale level was $19,613,680.00 in 1969, 
the latest year for which complete figures 
are available. Up to 90 per cent of this value 
is directly attributable to the various salmon 
species that are fl.shed in the area. 

PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND 

One of the great natural sounds in North 
America. Well over two thousand miles of 
rugged beautiful shoreline lay within the 
confines of the confines of the several large 
outer islands that separate it from the open 
ocean. The Sound is very irregular in outline, 
with great arms spreading in all directions. 
Many of the islands and peninsulas in the 
Sound are low and tree covered, but behind 
these rise eternal barriers of ice and snow. On 
the north shore glaciers come down to the 
heads of the bays. 
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The waters of the Sound are very deep and 

are chllled by large amounts of ice from the 
surrounding glaciers. The meeting of cold 
water and the colder air from the mountains 
with the warmer waters and vapor-laden airs 
of the Gulf of Alaska causes changeable 
weather, and sudden wind squalls and thick 
fogs are common. 

During very cold weather ice sometimes 
forms in the arms of the Sound which reach 
well into the mountains, and is at times 
heavy enough to impede navigation. 

FlSHERY RESOURCES 

According to the Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game there are 679 salmon spawn
ing streams located within the sound. The 
Department of Fish and Game also estimates 
that as high as 20 per cent of all salmon that 
spawn in the sound do so in areas within 
Valdez Arm. Valdez Arm is the proposed loca
tion for the terminus of the trans-Alaska 
pipeline. The five species of salmon that 
spawn in the Sound are the king (spring), 
sockeye (red), cohoe (silver), chum (dog) 
and pink (humpback). All of these species re
turn to the area of their origin to complete 
the life cycle and replenish the species. All 
are dependent on clear unpolluted waters and 
well sorted gravel areas for deposition of the 
eggs. A large portion of the pink and chum 
salmon deposit their eggs in what is referred 
to as the intertidal zone. This zone is the 
area that is affected by the rising and fall
ing tides each day. The mechanism that 
causes the adult salmon to return to the 
precise area of origin each spaWning cycle is 
little understood by scientists, but it is 
strongly suspected that some delicate chemo
receptive structure within the fish is respon
sible for this abllity. 

Juvenile salmon when they emerge from 
the gravel in the spring are at the most deli
cate and critical phase of the life cycle. They 
Illigrate from the streams and intertidal 
gravels into the estuarine waters where they 
are dependent on a plentiful supply of food 
organisms. The fry spend three to five months 
in the estuaries where they can often be seen 
by the thousands as they dimple the surface 
of the water. The Prince William Sound es
tuary is also an important rearing area for 
many other species of fish and shellfiSh. 
A large part of its productivity originates in 
the intertidal and littoral zones. Species oth
er than salmon that are also abundant are 
halibut, red snapper, shrimp, king tanner and 
dungeness crab, octopus, many species of 
bottom fl.sh, and several d11ferent types of 
clams. 

WILDLIFE RESOURCES 

In Prince William Sound are found many 
species of mammals and birds. Sea otters, 
which were once extremely abundant but 
were nearly harvested to extinction during 
the fur trade are now growing each year in 
numbers. Sea lions and hair seals are plen
tiful through the Sound. Other sea mam
mals in the Sound are porpoises, blackflsh, 
little piked whales, bowhead whales, and 
killer whales. Fur seals pass occasionally 
through the area. 

Port Valdez is used by many types of birds, 
including waterfowl, shorebirds and sea birds. 
Prince William Sound is habitat for migrants 
of many species. Almost the entire world 
population of black brant migrates across 
the Gulf of Alaska in the fall and as many 
as 40 per cent of all the continent's swans 
and a large proportion of the game ducks that 
winter in California pass through Prince 
William Sound during Illigration. 

The Copper River Delta to the east is im
portant nesting habitat for trumpeter swans 
and many geese and ducks, including the 
dusky Canada goose, which has no other 
nesting grounds. 

The tremendous fl.sh, wildlife, and scenic 
values have led the U.S. Forest Service to 
recommend and study Prince W1111am Sound 
as a Wilderness Area in the western portion. 
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THE PROBLEM 

The problems associated with the construc
tion and operation of a massive oil transfer 
and super tanker facility at the village of 
Valdez, Alaska located in Port Valdez in 
Prince William Sound pose large numbers 
of unresolved and very likely, irresolvable. 
problems. A number of these will be men
tioned briefly. 

LOW LEVEL CHRONIC POLLUTION 

The Department of the Interior draft en
vironmental impact statement of January 
1971 states, "There will be considerable tank
ship traffic to transport the oil through Prince 
William Sound, the Gulf of Alaska and other 
waters. Although the frequency and volumes 
of spills cannot be predicted, the volume 
handled is expected to result in some biolog
ically-significant oil losses to the marine 
environment .. The productive littoral and 
intertidal zones of the Sound would be par
ticularly vulnerable, both to gradual dete
rioration resulting from chronic low level 
pollution and to the short and long-term 
effects of major spills." 

LACK OF STUDIES 

To the present date, 5 November, 1971, there 
have been no studies conducted in the field 
to determine what the effects of the so called 
low-level pollution will be on the valuable 
salmon resources of Prince William Sound. 
In private discussions with scientists at the 
University of Alaska at Fairbanks it has been 
learned that influence from oil industry 
funding has determined the nature if not the 
content of the studies that have so far been 
conduct ed. The fisheries biologists at the 
University's Institute of Arctic Biology are 
extremely dismayed that some of the research 
proposals which they have offered in at
tempts to resolve some of the serious ques
tions have been given no consideration, while 
funding by the oil industry has been provided 
to the Institute of Marine Science whose 
director is known to be eagerly anticipat
ing increased oil moneys for his department. 
ATI'ITUDE OF ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE COM-

PANY CHAmMAN, MR. E. L. PATI'ON 

It was learned recently by Cordovans from 
a Valdez news editorial that Mr. E. L. Patton 
was wondering what all the controversy was 
regarding fish. He is reported to have told the 
Valdez press at a luncheon interview that 
some industry people are maintaining two 
tanks of fish, one of which is receiving a 
controlled amount of Prudhoe Bay oil. He 
indicated that the oil fed fish appeared to be 
fatter and healthier than those in the control 
tank. 

SUPERTANKERS 

The Seattle based Puget Sound Pilots As
sociation has recently had a split in its ranks. 
Some members contend that Puget Sound 
would be subjected to unwarranted pollution 
threats should super-tanker traffic be allowed 
in the area. This from an organization that 
is responsible for the safe passage of large 
vessels through Puget Sound. Coast Guard 
materials indicate that 250,000 dwt. vessels 
are not safely maneuverable at slow speeds 
and that from cruising speed it takes as much 
as eight miles and up to forty minutes to 
stop during which time the helmsman has 
only limited control. 

The economic pressures on the ship cap
tains for quick turn-around times intro
duces elements of risk that sometimes results 
in disaster. 

If the American Petroleum Institute re
serve figures for Prudhoe Bay oil are rejected 
as being excessively conservative and one uses 
figures produced at the University of Alaska's 
School of Social, Economic and Government 
Research and suggested reserves possibly 
totaling 50 billion barrels are achieved, this 
would indicate super-tankers on the Alaska 
coast for at least seventy years. Is it rea
sonable to expect that a fragile fishery re
source such as salmon can survive that en
croachment. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
THREAT TO NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN RESOURCES 

As a result of oil occurrences of undeter
mined origin scientists of the federal Sport 
Fish and Wildlife Agency have stated that 
we may be already unknowingly destroying 
large water-fowl populations that reside 
much of the year in the north Pacific waters. 
This came to light as a result of large num
bers of bird carcasses and oil covered seals 
that wash~d ashore on over 1000 miles of 
Alaska coastline from February-April 1969. 
It is not unlikely that ballast pumping at 
sea by the small Cook Inlet oil tankers was 
responsible for this occurrence which became 
evident as a result of winter storms blowing 
the remains ashore to be found by fishermen, 
trappers and others living along the remote 
coast. It can be assumed that this is only 
the beginning of much greater problems to 
come. Jacques Cousteau in recent statements 
indicated that areas that he knew as formerly 
rich in marine life are now virtually dead due 
to pollution. 

TOO MUCH AS YET UNKNOWN 

Neither the state of Alaska nor the oil in
dustry is willing to take the time necessary 
to conduct the studies that would indicate 

· what the real cost to the fisheries resources 
or the individual fishermen would be. The 
fact is that very little is known about the 
effects of oil on the marine biota. Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute, one of the few sci
entific groups that has done extensive re
search into the effects of hydro-carbons of 
marine resources is not inclined to agree that 
oil and fish can co-exist. The senior chemist 
at Woods Hole, Dr. Max Blumer, stated in 
Senate Sub-Committee hearings that his 
findings indicate that "the presence of an oil 
port and of refineries is incompatible with 
the maintenance of an unpolluted environ
ment. I believe that the seriousness of oil 
pollution bas been underestimated because of 
the lack of in-depth studies of its long term 
effect. I believe that the public health hazard 
of oil pollution is just now coming into focus 
and that more stringent limitations will have 
to be placed on the acceptability of polluted 
foods." 

FISHERMEN FEARFUL FOR THE FUTURE 

It appears to many Alaskan fishermen that 
they are fighting for their .very existence. The 
Cordova District Fisheries Union members 
agreed this year to assess themselves one cent 
for each fish caught in order to bring a law 
suit in federal court to attempt to prevent 
development of the trans-Alaska pipeline 
terminus on the Alaskan coast. The Cordova 
fishermen feel that the people of the United 
States have a right to hear their story. 

SOLUTION 

Before a permit to construct the trans
Alaska pipeline can be issued there must be 
adequate in-depth studies conducted to de
termine just what is at stake with regard to 
the affected marine resources that are the 
heritage of all of the people of the United 
States. To date there has been no public 
forum where any discussion of the cost
benefit ratio has been brought to people's 
attention. What has been unfortunately em
phasized by the oil industry's expensively 
funded public relations propaganda is the 
fundamentally false specter of "Energy 
Crises", when what is basically at stake is the 
carefully shored up import quota system that 
has over the years created artificially high oil 
prices, cheated the American consumer, and 
depleted our own domestic reserves. 

What is drastically needed now is a total 
North American energy policy. The United 
States government should direct its atten
tion to the real potential of the Canadian and 
Alaskan Arctic oil resources and plan for long 
range development with these resources in 
mind. Many independent experts feel that 
the logical place to begin is with a joint-ven
ture with our Canadian neighbors to con
struct a pipeline to the lower forty-eight 
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states. It is apparent that all agree that 
transportation of oil by pipeline is far safer 
than transportation by supertanker. 

The fishermen of Alaska and the Pacific 
coast ask a very simple question: Why take 
unnecessary chances? 

OUR FISHING FLEET NEEDS GOV
ERNMENT HELP AND COOPERA
TION 

HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Thursday, November 11, 1971 

Mr. ANDERSON of California. Mr. 
Speaker, our fishing industry is in 
jeopardy. First, our fishermen are har
assed and their boats seized by pirate 
nations which violate international law. 

Second, the oceans have become sep
tic tanks-full of garbage, waste, and 
pesticides. 

Third, our fishing fleet is in direct 
competition with the huge "floating fac
tories" of the sea operated by foreign 
governments. 

In the first instance, ironically, we 
must first convince our own State De
partment that they must take action to 
show the pirate nations that we will not 
tolerate piracy on the high seas. The 
.State Department is content to wait 
until the International Conference of 
the Sea in 1973 before taking action. 
Meanwhile, the pirate nations go their 
merry way-collecting our foreign aid, 
misusing our patrol boats, receiving pref
erential treatment in exporting coffee 
and sugar to the United States, and 
continue to seize our fishing vessels and 
demand ransom. While the State De
partment fiddles, our fishermen get 
"burned" on the high seas. 

I was pleased to coauthor H.R. 7117, 
which has passed the House and is now 
in the Senate. This bill is designed to, 
first, mandate the Secretary of State to 
withhold foreign aid from those nations 
who seize our vessels on the high seas; 
and second, immediately reimburse 
those fishermen who were forced to pay 
ransom. 

In the second instance, we have passed 
a bill, H.R. 9727, designed to do our part 
in cleaning up the world's oceans. This 
bill, now in the Senate, prohibits the un
regulated dumping of waste material 
into the oceans. In accomplishing this 
purpose, the transportation and dump
ing of radiological, chemical or biological 
warfare agents and high level radioac
tive wastes would be banned. There 
would also be a ban placed upon the 
transportation and dumping of all other 
waste materials, unless authorized by 
the Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency or the Secretary of 
the Army, as the case may be. 

The clean water bill, S. 2770, which 
recently was adopted by the Senate, con
tains a similar provision prohibiting the 
unauthorized dumping into the oceans. 
As a result, we can anticipate the enact
ment of a stringent ocean dumping bill 
in the near future. 

Third, Mr. Speaker, we must move 
on all fronts to revitalize our fishing in-
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dustry so that we can compete with the 
foreign-subsidized fleets, such as those 
operated by Russia and Japan. 

At this point, Mr. Speaker, I place in 
the RECORD an article that appeared in 
the October 1971 issue of the Reader's 
Digest entitled "Why Our Fishing Fleet 
Is Sinking." This article states the prob
lem with shocking clarity, and it also 
on·ers solutions to the problem that, I 
believe, merit our consideration. 

WHY OUR FISHING FLEET Is SINKING 

(By James E. Roper) 
In July 1966, a freshly outfitted commer

cial fishing boat, the San Vito, sailed from 
Aberdeen, Wash., on a proud mission: to 
catch the first load of hake for the economi
cally hard-pressed town's new fish-reduction 
plant. But a dismaying discovery awaited the 
San Vito at the fishing grounds 12 miles off
shore. Eighty huge Soviet fishing vessels, 
4,500 miles from home, were already there, 
scooping up hundreds of tons of hake and 
scattering the rest. The San Vito, darting 
among Soviet ships two and three times as 
big, could catch only a few fish. "It was a 
disaster," moaned her captain. 

Worse was to come. Before the swnmer 
was out, the Soviet fleet swelled to 100 ves
sels, with 3,800 persons aboard, hungrily 
ranging the hake :fisheries off both Washing
ton and Oregon. At night, lights on the boats 
twinkled as if a city had risen from the sea. 

Off New England, a Soviet fleet has in
vaded the haddock grounds, causing the 
American catch to drop from 62,000 tons to 
probably less than 10,000 tons this year, and 
forcing a 50-percent rise in U.S. retail prices. 
This spring, while American boats off Mas
sachusetts refrained from catching yellow
tail :flounder because of quota regulations, 
Soviet vessels hauled in tons of the fish for 
Moscow tables. 

With such moves, Soviet fishermen are tak
ing enormous catches from Alaska to Cali
fornia and from Maine to North Carolina, 
even sending Soviet-sponsored Cuban trawl-
ers into Florida waters where Americans are 
forbidden to fish. 

Nor are the Soviets alone. The Japanese, 
the Norwegians, the Peruvians have out
fished the United States. The world catch 
has doubled over the last decade, while ours 
has fallen slightly. The United States catch 
is so inadequate that we have become the 
world's biggest importer of fish products, 
which caused a balance-of-payments drain 
of $921 million last year. 

RISE OF THE FLEET 

To understand what we're up against, one 
needs to see a truly progressive fishing nation 
in action. Take the Soviets. 

In 1953, the new Kremlin leaders decided 
that the cheapest way to provide their people 
with badly needed animal protein was 
through massive distant-water fishing. To 
this end, they purchased models of the best 
Western trawlers and refrigerator boats, then 
duplicated them until they had learned to 
design their own. This done, they began to 
spend vast sums on the construction of a 
fishing fleet, port facilities and processing 
plants. 

Today, Russia is investing more than any 
other country in fishery expansion. It is en
larging its 18,500-vessel fleet with 200 to 300 
new craft a year. Its 200 oceanographic-re
searoh vessels give it the world's greatest 
capacity to study the sea. (The information 
collected is also valuable, of course, for sub
marine wiarfra.re---end the Russians :may know 
more than we do about the waters off our 
mid-Atlantic states.) 

Thirty schools have been established to 
train ships' officers and technicians, who are 
attracted by the fact that fishing has be
come the fourth-highest-paid industry in 
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the Soviet Union. Vast shore facilities have 
been constructed in the Soviet Far East, 
and the Arctic Circle city of Murmansk is 
now the world's busiest fishing port, han
dling a million tons of fish per year. 

NOXHING ESCAPES 

The Soviet Ministry of Fisheries directs the 
operation with naval precision. First, ex
ploratory vessels laden with scienrtific equip
ment map sea bottoms, study water currents 
and temperatures and identify likely fishing 
grounds. Next, a few boats fish experimen
tally. If the catch is good, out gioes a full 
fleet, a formidable array ranging up to 300 
ships. A veteran U.S. skipper back from fish
ing off New England reported, "I sailed for 
100 miles, never out of sighlt of a Russian 
vessel. Some are so big you could put one of 
our boats on their decks and never see it." 

When scout boat s using echo sounders 
and other sophisticated gear locate a school 
of fish, the Soviet fleet commander radios 
catcher boats-sometimes a dozen or so lined 
up shoulder to shoulder~to sweep through 
the area. "Nothing escapes-nothing!" says 
a. dismayed American fisherman. The trawl
ers deliver their oatch to giant factory ships, 
where the fish are frozen, canned or other
wise processed at sea. Supply ships ferry out 
water, fuel and food., even relief crews. The 
fleet stays at sea for as long as a year. 

Sometimes the big Soviet ships over-fish 
an area, poach in exclusively American 
waters, break American nets or bully Amer
ican fisliermen in smaller coastal boats. But 
mostly the Russians follow the rules of the 
sea. In fact, the U.S. government feels that 
Moscow is generally cooperative in conserving 
marine resources. One U.S. official explained: 
"The Russians know they can catch more 
than their share of whatever is conserved." 

VIGOROUS COMPETITION 

Other countries also reap rich sea har
vests. Little Peru hauls in the world's largest 
tonnage, almost all of it anchoveta caught 
within 40 miles of her coast. Peru grinds the 
anchoveta into meal for animal feed, then 
sells much of it to the United States. 

The next largest harvest--and most valu
able at $2.5 billion a year-is collected by 
Japan, which, like Russia, sends a huge fleet 
of catcher and factory ships thousands of 
miles to distant waters. Since 1962, Japan 
has doubled her high-seas fishing fleet to 
3,000 vessels, some even more efficient than 
the Soviets'. Last May, 320 Japanese ships 
were off Alaska for the high-seas salmon 
season. The Japanese fish in vigorous com
petition with Americans throughout the Ber
ing Sea and, to some extent, off Washington 
and Oregon, for crabs, herring, pollack, fiat 
fish and other species. They also roam the 
North Atlantic, although mostly for species 
that Americans ignore, such as squid. 

Japan has 164 major marine research in
stitutions. The government itself operates 
497 research vessels, and energetically swaps 
information with commerical fishermen. 
Japan has entered about 50 joint ventures in 
foreign countries, and, according to a Wash
ington analyst, received "substantial benefits 
to her domestic fishing industry." 

Communist China, fishing close to shore, 
ranks fourth among the world's fishing na
tions, and Norwegian fishermen, benefiting 
from a government program to scrap old boats 
and build new ones, range around the world. 
They increased their catch 20 percent last 
year and sold more than $18 million worth _ 
to the booming frozen fishstick market in the 
United States alone. 

DISMAL RESPONSE 

Instead of rising to this global challenge, 
the United States has let its own fishing in
dustry stagnate. The fleet and its techniques 
of locating, harvesting and preserving fish 
are obsolete. Of the 13,000 U.S. boats larger 
than five tons, 14 percent are more than 50 
years old, 54 percent are more than 20 years 
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old; only 16 percent have hydraulic winches, 
only eight percent have refrigeration. The 
crews, too, are old: full-time Boston fisher
men, for instance, have a median age of 59. 
Young men take better-paying city jobs. 

The industry itself is much to blame. In 
American fishing, one person usually owns 
one boat and operates it with fierce independ
ence-in the tradition the Pilgriins estab
lished in 1620. Today this means that one 
American boat ordinarily does not help an
other American boat locate fish. The result 
is that many cannot compete against a for
eign fleet operation. And the independent 
American captain rarely accumulates enough 
capital to buy a new boat, reequip his old 
one or pioneer new technology. 

Federal and state governments, moreover, 
impose some curious handicaps, often forcing 
American fishermen to use inefficient meth
ods. One federal law, in effect since 1793, 
requires the use of U.S.-built boats. This 
has been a boon to the U.S. shipbuilding in
dustry for 178 years, but today it means that 
an American fisherman must pay up to twice 
as much for a boat as his foreign competitor. 

Then, too, an American may not use a net 
to catch halibut in the North Pacific; he may 
not use electronic equipment to locate sal
mon off Washington. All this in the name of 
conservation. 

UNTOUCHED BOUNTY 

The most conservative estimates are that 
the present world catch of fish could be 
tripled without impairing future resources. 
Our National Marine Fisheries Service esti
mates that the American industry could per
haps quintuple its catch without even leav
ing American shores. Obviously, then, we 
should get on with the job of finding eco
nomically feasible ways of taking our share 
of the ocean's harvest. 

Numerous fishery authorities see the ulti
mate solution in a joint government and in
dustry effort, emphasizing these basic 
points: 

The federal government, which has long 
neglected our fishermen as politically unim
portant, must start treating them as vital 
to the economic and political goals of the 
United States. It must not sacrifice them 
automatically to the interests of other 
groups. Twice the U.S. Tariff Commission 
has ruled that imports of fish were damaging 
fishermen, but Washington responded by 
lowering our tariffs on fish even further in 
return for foreign tariff concessions on U.S. 
exports. 

The federal government must vigorously 
support our fishermen in conflicts with for
eigners. Congress has finally declared that 
Americans have exclusive fishing rights with
in 12 miles of our shores, but we were 
one of the last major powers to set such 
a limit. And we still tolerate Peru's and 
Ecuador's enforcement of their unilaterally 
declared 200-mile limit. When they haul 
American tuna boats into port, the U.S. 
government ends up meekly paying the 
fines-as much as $155,340. 

Washington must centralize its scattered 
efforts to help: at times, 22 federal agen
cies have had a say in commercial fishing. 
The industry must modernize, with govern
ment subsidies if need be. 

Both government and industry must do 
more basic research on the seas around us 
and, specifically, learn better ways to locate, 
catch, handle and market fish. Dayton L 
Alverson, of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service, remembers visiting a Soviet sci
entific boat in the Black Sea: "It had more 
electrical equipment than all the Service's 
vessels combined." 

State governments must lay aside local 
politics and remove the restrictions that 
make American fishing unnecessarily inef
ficient. 
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Most of all, fishermen must cast off their 
lethargy and work toward becoming efficient 
enough to face a competitive world without 
permanent subsidy. 

"There are no reason why we cannot be 

a major exporter of fish and fish products," 
said the late Wilbert Chapman, nationally 
known fishing authority and government 
consultant. "We rail against the Russians 
for developing fisheries off our coasts. What 

we refuse to face up to is that a commu
nist society is out-competing us capitalists 
by applying science and technology to its 
operations. We must stop crying and do 
what needs doing." 

SENAT'E-Saturday, November 13, 1971 
The Senate met at 9 a.m. and was 

called to order by the President pro tem
pore (Mr. ELLENDER). 

PRAYER 

The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward 
L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following 
prayer: 

O Thou Creator of all beauty and or
der in the universe, help us to tidy up 
our lives as we begin this day. Tune our 
lives to Thy spirit and put us in focus 
with reality that we may quit ourselves 
as a people who love and serve Thee. For 
added duties give added strength. Bind 
us to one another that in unity of spirit 
we may advance the welfare of the Na
tion and bring a blessing to the whole 
world. As we work this day prepare us 
for the worship and rest of the Sabbath. 
May goodness and mercy follow us 
wherever we go and in whatever we do. 
Hear us, O Lord, in these supplications 
and in the deeper longings left unsaid. 

In His name who was lifted up upon a 
cross. Amen. 

THE JOURNAL 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the reading of 
the Journal of the proceedings of Friday, 
November 12, 1971, be dispensed with. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

THE CALENDAR 

Mr. MANSFIELD. I ask unanimous 
consent that the Senate proceed to the 
consideration of Calendar Nos. 431, 432, 
433, 434, and 436. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

ADDITIONAL RESERVE OFFICERS' 
TRAINING CORPS SCHOLARSHIPS 
The bill <H.R. 4729) to amend section 

2107 of title 10, United States Code, to 
provide additional Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps scholarships for the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force, and for 
other purposes, was considered, ordered 
to a third reading, read the third time, 
and passed. 

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 
ask unanimous consent to have printed 
in the RECORD an excerpt from the re
port (No. 92-441), explaining the pur
poses of the measure. 

There being no objection, the excerpt 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

PURPOSE OF THE BILL 

The purpose of H.R. 4729 is to increase the 
number of ROTC scholarships and, at the 

same time, place certain restrictions on the 
use of these scholarships in the ROTC pro
gram. 

BACKGROUND OF THE BILL 

Army and Air Force ROTC enrollments 
have dropped substantially over the pa.st 3 
years. In the beginning of academic year 
1968--69, there were 218,466 students en
rolled in the program; in academic year 
1969-70, 161,507; and in 1970-71, 114,950. 
The reduction is due largely to two factors. 
One is that many students have taken a. 
wait-and-see attitude with respect to their 
status under the selective service draft, 
anticipating that they may avoid military 
service altogether. The other factor is a de
cline in the number of schools which re
quire all physically able male students to 
participate in the first 2 years of ROTC. 

The overall decline in enrollment be
tween fiscal years 1969 and 1971 is 51 per
cent for the Army and 45 percent for the 
Air Force. Navy enrollments have not suf
fered the same decline mainly because the 
Navy program is smaller and the percentage 
of scholarships higher than With the 
Army and Air Force. Navy nonscholarship 
enrollment shows a decline of approximate
ly 37 percent. 

The final measure of success insofar as 
numbers are concerned is, of course, whether 
the number of ROTC graduates meets the 
objectives set by the services. 

The Navy forecasts that its ROTC gradua
tion objectives for fiscal years 1971 and 1972 
wil1 be met. The Air Force anticipates a minor 
shortfall in graduating cadets in fiscal year 
1971 and is concerned abnut the fiscal year 
1972 production shortfall which will be in 
exc~ss of 400 officers. The Army's ROTC grad
uates will decline, but it w'ill meet its gradu
ation obJectives for 1972. However. in pro
jecting the current freshmen and sophomore 
enrollments through to their graduations, 
both Army and Air Force anticipate a short
fall. It is difficult to project the magnitude 
at this time because of changes in the Selec
tive Service System. A large number of ROTC 
enrollees are draft induced. 

EXPLANATION OF THE BILL 

As introduced H.R. 4729 would have in
creased the number of ROTC scholarships 
from 5,500 for each service to an amount 
equal to 10 percent of the total officer force. 
This would increase the number of author
ized scholarships from 16,500 to 33,400 by 
fiscal year 1976. The House ascertained that 
there are ma.ny more students attending 
ROTC who are not on the scholarships than 
those who were. 

Thus, this brought into focus whether the 
payment of tuition, books, fees, and sub
sistence to some students, while only paying 
subsistence in the last 2 years to others was 
really the best method by which to attract 
students into the ROTC program. Therefore, 
the House requested the Department of De
fense to initiate a study to determine whether 
a more effective officer procurement program 
could be obtained by increasing the sub
sistence allowance to all and reducing the 
number of scholarship students. The Depart
ment agreed to undertake such a study and 
to have the results forwarded to the Congresi:; 
early in 1972. However, the House determined 
that the decrease in the number of students 
entering the ROTC program forecast a crit .. 

icaJ officer shortage if it did not increase the 
number of scholarships at the present time. 
Therefore, an interim solution was provided 
by increasing the numbers as shown above. 
This is a substantially lower number than 
requested originally by the Department of 
Defense. The committee agrees with this re
duction and has been assured by Defense 
witnesses that this Will in no way jeopard
ize the program. 

The House also amended H.R. 4729 to pro
vide that not more than 20 percent of the 
persons appointed as cadets or midshipmen 
by the Secretary in any year may be ap
pointed from persons in the 2-year Senior 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps courses. The 
Department had originally asked that 50 
percent of such appointments be made for a 
2-year program. Heretofore, there have been 
no scholarships provided, except to students 
who would undertake a 4-year program. How
ever, it is now estimated that by 1980 more 
than half of the students enrolled in higher 
educational institutions will be in junior 
colleges as an increasing number of univer
sities are considering the restriction of their 
enrollment to upper class and graduate 
students. In order to attract the bright, 
young graduates of junior college programs 
into ROTC, a reduced pilot program appears 
to be in order. 

The House also added a provision requiriug 
that 50 percent of the cadets and midship
men must qualify for instate tuition rates 
at their respective institutions and will re
ceive tuition benefits at that rate. 

At present, a ROTC student is permitted 
to select any school which has a ROTC pro
gram. During the course of the hearings it 
was learned that the instate rate for tuition 
at the University of California is $500 per 
semester as distinguished from $1,500 tuition 
per semester for an out-of-State student. It 
is believed that the Government will get 
more for its money if limitations are placed 
on the number of students who could attend 
out-of-State schools without providing an 
undue hardship on either the student or 
the service. 

The services will permit military students 
to go to schools of higher learning which 
have withdrawn from the ROTC program 
only in those cases where there is a unique 
capability at a particular university. 

The committee agrees with the House 
that it is morally wrong for the military to 
spend dollars sending students to a particular 
college or university which has chosen not 
to cooperate with the military services in pro
viding career opportunities for those students 
who desire to make the military their career. 

FISCAL DATA 

As submitted by the administration, the 
increased budgetary requirements for the De
partment of Defense as a result of this legisla
tion were estimated to be as follows: 

[In million] 
Fiscal year: Cost 

1972 ------------------------------ $6.3 
1973 ------- ----------------------- 16.1 
1974 - - ---------------------------- 26.0 
1975 ------------------------------ 33.4 
1976 ------------------------------ 41.0 
However, because of the reduction in the 

number of scholarships available and the 
other charges, the costs in each of the next 5 
years are estimated to be $3.16 million. 
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